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broad objective of the overall _'_SA program of investigation is to establish

the feasibility of designlng, fabricating, launching, and operating a manned
astronomlcal observatory. Within this framework the specif_, objectives of the
system_ study of a Manned Orbital Telescope are to:

• Investigate the possible operational modes of such an observatory with
special emphasis on the way in which man will be used to support the
observatory;

• Accomplish t_ necessary engireering studies, analyses, design, and
planning required to select the best operational mode and observatory
design;

!

• Indicate areas of technology where state-of-the-art advances are necessary
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0 INTRODUCTION

Previous [M_A studies _mve made it apparent that one o£ tt.eprincipal reasons for
developing a manned orbital space station is the opportunity to perform astronomical

• observations of a scope far beyond anything possible from the ground or with unmanned

systems such as tke OAO. TP_ capabilities of such an orbital observatory, as com-
pared with ground-based telescopes, form an important part of the background of such
a Study. These capabilities are illustrated In Figure I-i. The 1_aln limitation for
spectrographic, photoelectric, and thermoelectric work is the presence of the at.ms-
phere which acts as a filter for all but some narrow bands (in the visible and IR

ranges) in the frequency spectrum to be _overed by the MOT. This range has been
assu_ed to be from t_e i_an limit (912 A) to approximately one millimeter. Astro-
metr_e work and planeta_v photographs in ground-based telescopes are restricted by
the phenomenon of "seeing", which limits the average resolution to 1 second of arc

"" or slightly better. L_ the case of the MOT, a performance very nearly approaching
the full diffraction limit of 0.05 seconds of arc should be attainable.

-- NASA has instituted a broad program of investigation into the various problems
associated with t_e performaace of such observations. To ex_lore experiments _o,-

sible with such an observatory and to define its general design characteristics, a
study was performed by Dr. L. W. Fredrick of the University of Virginia. In addi-
tion; a study was undertaken by the J. W. Fecker Division of the American'Optical
Company to establish, in a preliminary sense, the design feasibility of the tele-
scope and a possible design configuration. These studies provided baselines in

their respectlve areas for ths present study.

The broad objective of the overall NASA program Of investigation iS to estab_a_: %he

_feasibili%y of designlnK, fabricating, launching, and operating a manned ast_/nomical
observatory. Within this framework the specific objectives of the systems stu_ of

- a Manned Orbital Telescope are to:

• Investigate the possible operational modes of such an observatory with

.._ special emphasis on the way in which man will be used to support the
observatory;

• Accomplish the necessary engineering studies, analyses, design, and
_ _lanning required to se'lect the best operational mode and observatory

design;

_ • Indicate areas of technology where state-of-the-art advances are necessary.

/The study constraints and scope of the work are defined as follows:

• The telescope aperture is to he 120 inches and diffraction-limited per-
fo_ce for the basic optics at the midpoint of the visible light spectrum,
is required;

• The telescope is to be launched ummanned and is to rendezvous and operate
in conjunction with %he I%%SAMORL space station as defined by the Douglas
MORL studies. A circular orbit of 250 N Mi and 28.7° inclination is used;

.

1
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o The scientific studies defined by Dr. Fredrick,with certain noted
exceptions, are to form a basis for the scientific objectives of the MOT;

t.
• Three bsslc modes of operation of the telescope t_.Atwere considered are

.. telescope docked and permanently coupled to the MDRL_telescope coupled

t; tO the H)RL for experiment setup decoupled operation,
but for and tele-

scope and laboratory completely decoupled;

ii • Speclrl attention is to be given to selecting the best mode of operation,the rol_ of man, structural configuration, attitude control & stabiliza-
_ tion, and the thermal/optical problem;

-_,_ • Indication is to be made of the areas where .state-of-the-artadvancement
_._._ may be mecessar/;

._o • Sufficient design and operational analysis is to be accomplished to select
the best mode of operation and to verify the design feasibility of the

•-_: observatory.

_ The scientific objectives defined by NASA, and the development of an observationalplan in sufficient detail to determine the optical system specificationand the
scientific instrumentationnecessary to accomplish the program were reviewed. The

_ study determined the types of scientific instrumentation,sizes, weights, perform-
_ ax_ce,and problem areas. Lsyouts were made to determine an efficient arrangement
_ for operating the scientific instruments and the supporting subsystems. This Infor-
ms! m_.tion,together with an analysis of thermal and structural problems, determined the

b_Lsictelescepe design. The attitude stability requirementsdictated by the preci-
slon of the experimentaldata and the methods used in attaining this precision were

_ m,ed in synthesizingthe attitude stabilization & control system. Three basic modes
_ of operation were expanded into eight variants, as shown in Figure 1-2. These eight
,_'. n_xles were evaluated against technical risk, operational capability, and MOREimter-
_ face constraints and requirements prior to the midterm review. Mode lib (Floating
';_ Socket) and a _,7bridof _'.:odesIIIC and IIC vere selected for further study duri_.-:_.

' the balance of the program. As a result of the mldterm review, in which questious
_ were raised concerning the technical risk associated with the floatimg socket, a

soft gimbal mode (IC) was developed and substituted for the floating socket. The
_ b,alanceof the _ro_am _s devoted to developing data for the definition and evalu-

_. ation of these modes. Design concept_ _re finalized for these two modes, opera-
tional descriptionswe_ developed, an evaluation of the attitude stability & control
_roblems for the soft gimbal was made, and a final evaluation of these modes was

performed.

_ Throughout the stu_-, General Electric was retained as attitude stabil_+.y& control._
subcontractor. In addition, the consultant services of Dr. Zdenek Kopal, Chairman

. of the Department of Astronomy of the University of Manchester (England) and

Dr. James O. Baker of Harvard Collese Observatory were utilized in the fields of

astron_" and optics.

iC
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2.0 SUIC4A:_Y

,J •

Frincipal r_sults of the study reported in this docu_-,entare summarized in the
I £oi!o_ing discussion:

Astronom3[e.ndOptics - A review was made ef the astronomical studies in and beyond
& _:i

I _h- solar system that would be performed by the .MOT,which resulted in the con-
clusion that the advantages to astronomy would be inestimable. This review also
established the planetary observation requirements Ln the fields of photography,
thermoelectric measurements, and high di Jpersion I_ spectrbscopy as well as the
stellar observation requirements in the Cields o£ high &nd low dispersion spec-
troscopy, photometry, and photography.

_he basic optical configuration selected was a Cassegrainian type with two alter-
nate secondary mirrors and two flat folding mirrors. _he two secondary mirrors

: Termit operation o£ the telescope at el/15 and el/30. The P_itchey-Chretien
modification of the pure Cassegrainian system was selected and an f/& primary
mirror was recommended. Tolerances for the positioning of the secondary with
respect to the primary were computed. Scientific instruzents to be used for the
various experiments were defined and their perform__nce re_airements were estab-
lished. These instruments would be mounted on a large platen in the MOT cabin
and operated at el/15 or el/30 focal ratios. The results of the performance
study indicated that the observation requirements of the :._3Tas determined from
the review o£ the astronc_aical studies could be m_t. However, the telescope
would not be diffraction limited unless problems of manufacture and control
of the figure of the prima.-ymirror to X/32 at 5000 _ can be met and an attitude
stability of O.O1 seconds of arc can be achieved.

O_erations Analysis - Significant problem areas concernir_ the role of man in the

MOT operations were identified to compare the advantages and disadvantages of the
various operational modes. Further evaluation included the comparison of man's
ability to perform the necessary tasks and the comparisons of timeline analyses
for each of the various modes. Much data was alsc generated in the area of
technical risk, operational capability, and constraints on MORL to allow valid
comparisons.

These studies narrowed the field of investigation in the latter half of the
program to Mode IIID (a detached mode, capable o£ dockin@ with MORL, but emRloy-
ing a shuttle for normal operations) and Mode IC (the soft glmbal mode, which is
a closely-associated mode emRloying a soft suspension for the telescope gimba!
a_es). Operational descriptions for these modes were developed, together with a
more detailed timeiine analysis. _Final evaluation of these modes in&icated the

soft gimbal mod._to be Rreferred. Logistic and shuttle requirements w_re defined.
The analysis indicated the telescope w_uld be available for observation approxi-
mate!y 80 percent o£ the night hours.

Conficurati',_ns- Through successive iterations telescope baseline design was
developed , which incorporated all the optical elements, scientific instruments,
and th. a../,sociatedstructural support. Modifications were incorporated to satisfy

the var_-tn_ design requirements for the different o_erational modes considered.

P
/

I
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iF_ L_unch a:.dorbital ccnflg.rations for th_ tw_, final modes of operation were
• • • • • %_

deve]o;_d.. Sc:entiflc _.._-.:-_'-"_..•._---_*'cn.and _°"_._J_..arrangement for the /OT were
• ._ - _uzh as the su;_crt of the primary mirror and thedefined. Eyec:a! a.ea_,

_. _j_.. __,..___u_t-._..,for the second_--_ies,were defined in greater

detail. ";oneof the _':2"_-=-_.__rcble_-.s-_.ich could be identified at this level of
detail "_re considered iny_rz..c'_ntah'-ecr beTond feasible engineering solutions.

Structures -_The ;ri_-a._.,-structural design was based on the boost condition.

"Structural conce_ts -_.--;.=_.._,--*=-__ however, _r_ employed to optimize the four
requirements of structural __,....---,¢-"""...." ,ko,--_1..:..__i=olation, optical alignment, and
-Stress level. S;ec:[-'_!investigations were made of primary mirror stresses during
boost and docking, the d:ce_-/cs of the soft gb_-_halmode, thermal distortions of

the primary mirror d'_ing ozeraticn, _.n!meteoroids and radiation.

Analysis of the _r_;_y mirror stresses indicated that large margins of safety
^ *_ - Investigation of the soft eL-hal indicatedexist d'_-in_ boost a.-iin o_ra_-o...

that it is a feasib!_ .7.-..- _ter-a! distortions of the primary mirror during

•--_..a.-_l.._edand results indicated the RM_ deviations of thetelescope operation . _-"
mirror surface (A/36.3 at 5030 A) could be achieved without active corf_rol,

provided certain design =_._'-_o_erationa!, features we.re incorporated. Meteoroid
ds.mage _osed no _.obj._, hc_,_-ver,the radiation investigation indicated that

special _recautions _st be t_/<en"_th s-_nsitive film.

Attitude Stabi!ity an_ Control -_h- _ observatlcna! requirements were used to
synthesize an attitude control system for the _.-'07.This system makes maximum

•_i_Izatlon of the exFerlence obtained from the OAO program and the advanced

concepts resulting fro- it. -Stellar reference would be acquired through a

progrmv:_ed roll search _rcced,_e, _o establish the coarse po_ntlng mode, in
which attitude reference .,_u!d be obtained from star trackers, and control

torques. During ccarse, irf.errediate, and fine pointing, the MOT would be
controlled by torques _..._.--_-=-=_°_..-_by control moment gyroS. The result, of

fine-pointing sensor study ,_-= incorporated into an overall performance evalu-
ation which included the elastic res._cnse of the _-._bending modes of vibration.

The studo" showed that it "_wuldbe feasible to stabiliz_ the telescope to within
O.O1 seconds of arc. ExCretion of the soft gizbal concept indicated a pointing
error of about 0.003 arc seconds *_grea_ than the detached mode, indicating a

high degree of feasibility for this mode.

Thermal Analysis -_[!rrcr tem?erature gradients -,_redetermined, using computer-

ized thermal analysis tec._icue, for the finite difference solution of time

dependent heat transfer _-_o_.___.,_. Temperature Auoadients were determined in the
telescope structure and in the pri:_ry and secondary mirrors. Three cases were
exandned; with the telescope &vis norr_l to the solar vector, with the telescope

&_is parallel to the solz" vector but pointin_ a_m! from the Sun, and the tran-
sient case _hen the telescope attitude changes from parallel to perpendicular to
the solar vector. _Results indicated that no objectionable gradients would occur

if the telescope doors _re closed durin_ the times which the telescope would be
viewln_ Earth. These doors _uld have to be _aintained in an isothermal environ-

ment; this would be accomplished by _he emplo_-ent of an.earthshade.

General Connlusions ._:-d_ecgr.mendations - The general conclusions w_re that with-

illthe scope of the present investigation, the .k_Twould b_ a feasible system,

1966017399-019
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the soft gi.-.ha!o_erationa] concept would be pref_rr-_d, _nd the followln_

_;ecia] _rohlez_ "_u/d require furtLer investigatlcr.; .._.._,-__-_'.,_.of the
[rl-ary r_rrcr and th_..investigation of its !or_ "_..........._.___.j_"_-'_:'--,attitude

-_tahi!ityand ccntrc!, ._ndradiation _rotection of the r.cre sensitive films.

Yhe fo!!o'_,_ aztions _ere reco_ended: :,[ore"_......'-_ _......_.. i-_:=-stigaticnand_
definition of the soft gimbal concept; breadboard fa'--:_-'_...__-..-of the fins-
[clntir_ senscrs and control moment gyros; an ........e_ .....Lnto _rcblems
asssciated " "_;a..,the design and fabrication of a !arg_ _r£-_ary rlrror; and
instituticn of an intermediate sized telescope _pr_granto check out the
_'_._+," cf the solutions to the technological rrchlem areas randto
establish the role of man.

?
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3.0 ASTRONOMY & 01_2ICS

Astronomical advanta_.*s of operating a large telescope in space over similar _roUnd.
based operations are. overwhelming, and are summarized as fol_ows.

The bulk ofastronomlcal observations have been restricted to t1_ radio window exte:

ing from a wavelength of I cm to a few m_ters and the optical vindov from 0.3 _ to
1 , • This restriction is due to the absorption of the atmosphere. Many ast_'onomlc
studies involve the detection, identification, determination of the state of excita-

tion or ionization, and the am6unts of the elements constituting a celestial body.

The state_ of excitation or ionization results in radiation characteristics observed
by the astronomer+ Figure 3,1 ._howsthat the optical window corresponds to radia_i¢

from energy levels of:l to lOeV+ Ma_, but not all, of the atomic transitions _.cu
in thls region. In fact, the resonance lines of the very .important elements of _.y,
&rogen and helium are in the far ultraviolet. On the other side of the optical win-
_ow, the majority of the molecular transitions occur in the infrared. _Li_wise, the
radiatlcm from.,cool bodies, such as late-type stars, planets, and interstellar dust3

i8 in the _nfrared. The radiation f_d_ the "hot" stars of the. ear_y-ty_ A,I:B)I__._i
elassifications •emit• inthe ultraviolet, whergas+the "middle-a_" G ana F type em!_::

t)._Ivlslb!e_.-s_udies of all of these _ypes are impo_.,a_,-, in ceufl_i_ the _ni_!_.,,
, t_or!es of the-universe, _ • _ . _ • .= , / ?I:A:_

,. : , ' :Figure-_3 - i: ++elation;of 'Eue_Ej Unit_ and De_eqtdrs as .a F_nc_ion::/:_i::_::/i.:..:_i
of Frequency :/ _, '_;
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Refraction anona]ies due to atmospheric turbulence, which are the reason for "bad

seeing" experienced on t_e_ground, would be absent, a fact which wouid limit the
g resolutlon attalnabie by spaceborne telescopes largely to the quality of t]mlr

optlc_ alone. On the ground, atzospherlc conditions prevalent over most sites sel-
dom allow %.bed:ffractlon limit to be attained tot apertures in excess of 12 to 15

inches; from space, this limit could protabl_ be increased at less% tenfold_

The_ virtual absence of any atmosphere above an orbiting telescope would also reduce
considerably the residual sky brlgktness, and thus znable the obse1_er to prolong
the duration of useful exposures and increase the limiting stellar magnitude record_

on the plates. The exact -.mount of the gain arising from this source would depend (
t._ mean altitude of the orbiting spacecraft; but it should come close to a factor
two. Moreover, not only would tke sky bac::Ercund, as seen from the orbiting tele-
scope, be reduced by a factor of two, but fluctuations in the residual brightness

(due, on the ground, to sc._ntillatlon and auroral activities.) would be also dimin-
Isled; thus bringing t_.ebackground noise doom to the statistical noise of the
detectors.

T_m absence of gravity aboard an orbiting vehicle would ease t_ problem of the con-

trol of the flexure of the optical surface of t_e primary mLrror, as well as of t_a
supporting structure designed to keep the entire optical system in alignment.

3.1 APRRCACH

The approach taken in the _DT feasibility study was to develop very early in the
program the astronomical observation requlre-ents using the consulting services of

Dr. Z. Kopal. The requirements were then used as guidelines in developing the tele-
scope optics and the scientific instrL--ents. As the study progressed, further
iterations were performed usin_ the works of Ccde and Fredrick and the consultant
services of Dr. J. G. Baker. The object of these iterations was to arrive at opera-
t_onal and performance criteria that w_re as definitive as possible.

3.1.1 Selection of Research Studies

A review of astronomical research studies which either require the advantages of
space astronomy or could greatly benefit from them indicate that the capabilities of

the _DT must be very flexible. In addition, the ,MOT should be prepared to observe

theunexpected, not only from the aspect of _prc_'ed r_solution, but also from its
ability to observe all radiants. _ astronomical phenomena may be observed only
from certain F_rth-based observatories at present.

The )DT should be prepared to perform obser;ations that may even appear at present t,
be overlapping those of the OAO programs. This would provide a good followup capa-
bility for studies utillzing OAO-scquired data.

At present, studies to determine the process of stellar evolution involve the use of

a theoretical ,_del of the atmospheres surrounding the stars. The early type BO
stars have their energy peaks in the ultraviolet. The only verification to the theo-
retical models of these stellar atmospheres has been as the result of measurement of

_ the radiation transmitted through the Earth's atmosphere, lqgul_ 3-2 illustrates

lO
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the small portion cf the totaB radiation that _s r_'.-measurable. Code also states

that srmctra line _,ro.ile observations of tieowinEs of the _.T_an lines and theolines
of such elemmnts as NI at 1200 A, OI at 1302 A," Cl at 1657 A, and SiI at 2515 A
should be made for stellar evolution studies.

Also, spectra studies should be made of the resormnce lines in the ultraviolet of
hydrogen, helium, carbon, oxygen, and nitrogen.

On the other end of the spectrum, Code recc_u__mndsthe study of cool stars to obtain

further data to fit into the stellar evolution puzzle. It is expected that cool

stars should have an atmosphere containing _0 and/or CO2. These would be detected
by t_eir infrared spectra studies.

In addition to those already mentioned, galactic nebulae and the stars within the
nebulae will need further study to _nderstand the evolution of the universe.

3,1.2 Selection cf Astronomical Obser.'ati0ns

From the observational point of vie_r, priority should be given to those tasks which

cannot be done fr_ _round-based facilities. Some of these Pave already been men-
tioned in Section 3.0, i.e., those tasks which utilize the IN and IR regions of the
spectrum. This does not .mean tbmt observations at wavelengtb_ which are visible

from groLmd should not be included in the _DT_ obsercational capability. The advan-

tage of the I.DT in superior resolution, limited by the aperture rather than "seeing",
would Justify including cbservations in the Visual region of the spectrum.

3.1.3 Operational Criteria

The operational approach t_ken may be s_marized as follows :

i) The major instruments will be permanently mounted on a common reference plate.

2) A change of observing instrument rill be made by rotationally indexing a folding
mirror.

3) The instrumentation will be arran_ed to permit observation of the same celestial
body with different instru_.ents using remote control.

h) Parametric clmnges in observations should be remotely controlled.
V

5) Critical alignr.ent parameters should be remotely monitored, continuously or at
will.

6) Man will not be in the instrumentation cabin during observations.

3.1._ Performance Criteria

The principal teclmical advantag_ of the _DT should be the ability to perform at (or
near) the diffraction limit for sustained periods. This capability should increase
the resolving power approximately five to tenfold. Baker suggests a resolution "
threshold of 0.05 arc seconds for the _DT, compared to the best planetary results of

:_ 0.25 to 0.50 arc seconds for a ground-based telescope.

12
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Not all tasks will require such high resolution. It would be quite superfluous for
most aspects of nebular photography because of the poor definition of the objects

_.. ther.selves,or in some cases of photoelectric photometry of single light sources.
_- On t_ ot.ber_nd, astrometrlc or planetax_yphotography and high dispersion spectra

work require the highest resolution attainable.
'_

3.2 DISCUSSION OF ASTR0_MICAL STUDIES

i,

TT_ cpportunitlesfor unique contributions to astronomical research, which could not
be approach.,._dat.all from the ground or could be done vastly better from space,

_ would tax tc capa'_ity,not one, but several .._0T'sfor many years to come. Limita-
_ tlons of space allow only a brief outline of tasks be enunerated. These will be
i!_ developed prizarily in accordance with the similarity of the objects of study (with

their increasing distance in space), and secondly with respect to the simiJarity of
_: study tec._J1iques.

_ 3.2.1 Solar System Observations (Planets, Satellites, and comets)

T_ objects of interest in the sclar system (excepting, of course, the sun) can be
classed in two groups; the planets and t_i_@ satellites, characterized by continuous
radiation and absorption spectra; and the comets (with weak continua and emission

_ spectra). Inportant tasks to be undertaken by _:_ should _lude lunar and planet-
ary (high resolution) photography, photometry, and high dispersion spectroscopy.

u

- To begin with the nearest natural celestial object, a dlffracti@a-
limited 120-1nch _T should resolve a linear separation of 93 meters at 5000 A and
37 ,metersat 2C_0 A on the _on (at its mean distance from the Earth)__ Of the
prlnci_al .ulanetsof .thesolar system, only ,_rcury will be permanently inaccessible
to the _DT hecause of its close proximity to the sun. For Venus (observableby-MOT
for some.time around maximum elongation), t_.etheoretical reSolution would be 15 Kms
on its surface in the ultraviolet region, while for _krs, Jupiter, and Saturn, the
correspondLn_ resolutions at the t_,_ of their oppositions are 9, 86, and 176 Eros,
respective].v.Thermal problems rule out the observation of Venus. The extent of
the limitation on this observation t_s not been determined to date.

_ithin the above limits, the _DT could be regarded as a very powerful camera for
in_wstigstion of specific details on the surfaces of these celestial bodies. Tran-
sient diurr_l (or seasonal) variations on their surfaces, as yell as their atmos-
pheres (such as cloud formations), could be studied. Planets surrounded by atmos-
pheres _hlch are optically thick (such as those of Jupiter_ Saturn, Uranus, and
Neptune) could be photographed through narrow:passband filters centered on their

principal atmospheric absorption bands (N_, CH_). This type of data should furnish
valuable insight In+_othe stratification or different atmospheric constituents of
these planets.

Photc.m_try - One of the most important tasks in astrophysics of the solar system to
obse_Td with the _ should be photoelectric photometry and polarimetry of the

..... occultations of planetary satellites during the eclipse stage. Unless the planet in
question (Ju_lter_ Sattu_n) haplTns to be exactly in opposition, t_ ingress (or
e_es_) of a satellite into (ox from) the planet's shadow will occur at a certain

13
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i an.'<ulardlstano_e fr__-.the planet's llmb. The dlsap;<:arance (or reappearance) of the
sate]llte durlnc su_; an eclipse is not sudden, and is due to increasing extinction
of l]luminat -.-...."', " .. .....= =-.-=-Ch_which passes throu_h r_ro;zressivelylower and denser atmos-
pherlc layer. _';.-._.l-__c.-_tlclight cu/-#es of such phenome,m observed through filters
centered at the ;rln_,iTal atmospheric absorption bands could furnish very important
data concernlni the --tratiflcation of different molecules with altitude. Any vari-

ations in polariz_.tion of the reflected sunli_:t during the In_ress or egress stage
of the eclipse cc':!dadd important inforr,mtion concerning solid particles (frozen
crystals) which .z_.ybe present at different layers.

Observational studies c.fthis type cannot be successfully pursued from ground-based
facilities, be__ause such photometric measurements would be largely vitiated by the

t = planetary disk scattered in the terrestrial atmosphere;bright light cf h. r_arby
nor could _.ey bo U__rsued in space with telescopes of much smaller aperture than
that of the .'._T.'

Another task "'-'_..._. falls in this category would be the1_ncelectric photometry of

i' planetary or s__tellite _at radiation in the infrared, which could provide a more
complete picture cf diurnal as well as seasonal variations of the emitting surface.
As the actual te-_eratures are generally low (< 400OK except for _rcury which will

be inaccessible to .k_]T),thermal radiation of the planetary surfaces will not begin
to emerge from the background of scattered sunlight until at wavelengths in excess
of a few microns. T.:e .-_aximaof the Planckian emission of %.he surfaces of the

major planets %,._ Juniter to Neptune), or of the lunar night hemisphere, lle be-
tween 20-30 _ 's. Radiation at these wavelengths is almost entirely absorbed by

,_ our atmosphere (cr in_('_-.pletelytransmitted through it in certain relatively narrow
passbands); so tl--_tthe kDT should again offer i=r.easurable advantages over ground.°
based possibilities. Its full aperture would be needed not only to collect enough

emergy to activate the detectors, but also to retain sufficient resolving power,
since at waveler_-ths bet-._en 20-30 B's, the Rayleigh diffraction limit would be
close to 0.08 in;h. This would correspond to the diameters of the largest satel-

lites of Jupiter or Saturn, to half the diameter of ,Neptune, or to about 1.5 miles
on lunar _oun_ at its average distance from the Earth.

- Tasks in the area of planetary spectroscopy would be confined largely
to the visible em.d infrared parts of the spectrum, because relatively little of
major interest is to be expected in the UV, apart from possible fluorescent bands
excited by so12._ activity, or such special problems as the ba:;kseattering of tX_

solar l_man (x-radiation on planetary hydrogen "geocorona", in particular of Jupiter

Infrared spectroscopy should be concerned primarily with molecular bands. These are

of. interest in studies of the reflection spectra of Martian ice caps, with spectro-
scopic Indications of the presence of organic molecules in seasonal spectra of
Martian dark marklngs, or with a search for absorption spectra of the molecules of

free radicals (_',_I2,CHR, etc.) in the atmospheres of major planets (primarily
Jupiter), whose Zee.-_n'splitting.could reveal the presence and measure the strength
of the planetary magnetic fields.

Cometary Obser_'ati_ns - The inability to point the _DT close to the sun would
lar_ely restrict its use for the studies of cometary tails because, these do not

I fully develop until at relatively short heliocentric distances. P_)we,ver, photoe_t-• rlc as well as s?ectroscopic studies of transient phenomena exhibited by cometary

nuelel and heads at heliocentric distances above about one astroLamical unit, should
receive an appropriate pl_ce in the observln_ program.

14
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3.2.2 Stellar 0bse_/atlons
/

l Photographic - The stellar photo_'aphy which will be undertaken with the MOT can be
tec_mlcally divided into narrow field and wide field photograph4. Narrow field pho-
to_aphy will be used largely for astrometric purposes, i.e., to obtain _%a for the
measurement of stellar parallaxes and proper motions. Sustaiz_d investigations of

_. the latter may, in turn, lead to discovery of faint companions of nearby stars from
|

the nonlinearity of proper motions; or in case of resolvable close binaries, to
determine _he elements of their visual orbits. "Astrometric" binaries known to

possess invisible companions are listed in Figure 3-3. The orbital period of most
of the binaries listed is long in comparison to the lifetime of the MOT; hence,

i interest would be centered primarily on the discover7 of bi_7 systems of shorter
periods. The scientific yield is greater when a larger portion of the period is
observed. In determinations of stellar parallaxes, the fundamental period of obser-
vation is one year; so that valuable fundamental measurement of the distances of

_ nearby stars could be accomplished even if the pericd of its activity was no longer
than one year.

All astrocetric work on close binaries, visual or unresolved, will pose certain
i_ problems which may require special treatment. On t_e ground, the principal llmita-

tion to resolution of objects, as seen through the atmosphere, is t_e difference in
brightness and, by implication of masses, of the two components. In the sense ob-
servational selection operates strongly against the discovery of pairs in which the
disparity _m mass-ratio is large. In space, limits of discovery will be clearly
given only by the resolution of overlapping diffraction patterns of point sources of

_

;_ ligh+.. For stars differing greatly in brightness, tY_ problem will be to discern
the first Airy's disk_of the image of the weaker source through the diffraction pat-

._ tern of the bri@hter component. Since the scale of the diffraction pattern is a
_ linear functlon of the wavelength (for a given aperture), monochromatic photo@_raphy
_ through suitable filters can be employed to bring out any point of the region sur-

rounding the bright star in between the latter's consecutive diffraction rings.
:_, Actually, the detection of faint companions to nearby stars will not come into its

own until a telescope of the class of the MOT is in operation.

The measurement of the relative 6isplacements of the position of the compoments of
such s stems in the course of time should eventually make it po_slble to establish
the elements of their visual orbits, and by combining these with the parallax of the

system, to determine the absolute masses of such stars. An extension of the =ass-_!_ luminosity relation of such objects to the domain of very faint stars, possible only

_ from the work with a space telescope, should constitute an invaluable contribution
_ to astrophysics.

Another important task using high-resolution large scale photography would be to
photograph the central portion of globular clusters. The stars in such clusters

_- cannot be resolved with ground-based telescopes due to the effects of "seeing."

!_i _lsh-resolution observations will provide important data regarding the distribution

_, of stars close to the center in dense clusters. An analysis of the spatial distri-bution of stars in different magnitude ranges will provide data for the determination
'_ of stellar masses. Such studies will contribute to understanding cluster dynamics

and the connection between the formation of such cluster and dwarf galaxies.
J_ A=_art fro= the astron_trie (large scale) photography to provide the basis for Inves-

._. tlsations outlined in the foregoing paragraphs, ==my other tasks in stellar ast_onom_

'{," !
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Figure 3 - =: Stars with Invisible Components of Small P.ass

STAR RA DECL '
,_CasA 0h46m03s +57°33.'I
o2EriA 4 12 58 -? 43.8
Ross434 9 41 29 +7617,3
Wolf35S 10 48 19 + 7 05.1
Laland_21185 11 O0 37 +3618.3

_ BD -_11=2625 14 10 05 01.4
• Proxi_aCen 14 26 19 -6228.I

( BooA 14 49 05 +1918.4
ADS 10598A 17 27 49 - 101.4
_,HerA 17 44.30 +2744.9
Barnard'sStar 17 55 23 + 4 33.3
10OphA 18 02 56 + 230.6
Ci1244 19 20 37 -5955.1
a Aql 19 22 59 + 3 00.8

, 61CygA 21 04 40 +3830.0
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_ call for the use of wide-an_la photography for astrophysics! _u-ioses. Specialnlqueo may _haozeto be used o:_slde the atmospheric optlcal "_ir.do'_'.The systematic
search for faint but very hot st_rs (supernova remnants, blue subd-;arfs, or _'Y.ite
d'warfs) In the UV is an ex_v.ple of such a technique. Another a_p!icatlon would be

the search for nasoent cool stars in the IR (the "Hayashi objects" ); this search
coul_ be pursu_.deffectively t._mough th_ intermediary of an IR i_a_ converter or a
mosaic of ZR detectors.

Photographic search for extended nebula emissions in the light of specific spectral
lines may require very narro'.'-uassbandphotography, and should represent a field of
research eminently suitable for ._T° The virtual absence of nig_ht-sky emission of
atmospheric origin should pert.it recording of much fainter nebular objects than ac-

cessible from the ground (the only limit, apart from instrumental noise, being
Impcsed by t_.eback-scattering of sunlight on interplanetary dust). Moreover, as
•_ork of this kind does not call for naximuln angular resolution, e_osures could be
res_d after successi-ze periods of daylight and their cumulative total would add
up to many hours.

A word of explanation may be in order concerning the focal ratios to be used in such
work for _K)T. As the prime focus of the main mirror is not readil_ accessible, the

- shorter of the two Cassegrainian foci (i.e., f/15) "_ou!d generally be much too slow
for this type of work. However, this constitutes only _ apparent limitation, for

one can convert the f/15 focus Luto much a faster one by purely o_tical means; namely,• by collimablng the beam of light past the f/15 foca] platte by the use of an auxiliary

_ concave mirror and rephotographing the field with the aid of a fas camera
[i ,se f-number determines t._ s._-eedof the system. Moreover, the fact _hat the beam

_pted by the Sc_idt plate has b_en collimated permits one to place a narr_-
_ _sband interfe:_nce filter in this beam. In this way, it should be possible toi

i use the 120-inch telescope as a camera with an effective focal ratio of f/l or
_ faster with the only penalty being a reduction in angular size of the field of view.

Photometric - A large part of routine photometric surveys of the stars in those

i parts of the spectrum which are ._otaccessible from ground are scheduled to be per-
formed by the OAO before the advent of the MOT. _ programs should be those which
could not be undertaken by the OA0 because of the ?_tter's lack of resolving power

or progra_._ flexibility. Such programs should embrace p.hoto.._etricobservations e

of tranzient luminous phenor_na which occur at particular times, s_ndphotometric
observations of objects requlrlr_s high angular resolution for their success.

A few examples of the first catesory are rapid variations of li_t exhibited by
explosive variables or flare stars, or totall_- eclipsAng systems around the times of

their second and third contacts of the eclipses. B_er the second category, syste-
matic observations, both phot_-etric and astrometric, of physical variables which
occur as components of visual blr_ry systems, shou_._ be mentioned. In such systems,
the absolute masses of the variable components coul_ be determined_ _roviding data
which are at present lacking.

Spectroscopic - Stellar spectroscopy with _DT will give rise to a mew set of problems,
both theoretical and instrumental. With t_e exception of cert,ain s_ecial tasks con-
cerned with studies of Intrinsicall_" faint stars (s_ubdwarfs snd white dwarfs, for
instance, or nova remnants)when low dispersion may be forced upon tb2 user by lack

light, it is probable that a larvae fraction of stellar s_ectrosco_y work will

for hi_ dispersion of the order of _ _/-.,, and spectral resolution on the order

17
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of 0.01-0.i _. Not all sl_ctrographic work should, however, call for co._lete
coverage of wide spectral regions; for as our knowledg_ increases, an increasin_
number of proble._s will require detailed surveys of specific pa1%s of the spectrum,

and/or of transient phenomena exhibited in them. This should be true, for example,
of mesh phenomena exhibited by variable ._tars at dlfferen% phases of their cycles--

In particular, of the periodic line broadenlno, reversal from absorption to emis.-ion
or appearance of emission bands in explosive variables. It is also true of the.
"flash spectra" in the hydro_Ten Balmer or Lyman lines of eclipsing variables Just
before and after a total eclipse of their early-type components. Such phenomena
can best be recorded by scanning spectrographs with photoelectric registration, or

t_mable Fab17-Perot etalons.

•3.2.3 ExtraoBlactic Studies
-.-..":-,I'.-

An important field of studies to be undertaken by MOT should be extragalactic studie _
to extend the present limits of the observable universe by photography, photometry,

spectrometry, and polarlmetry of the light of distant spiral nebulae and quasi-ste!l
radio sources.

It is probable that, comparison with similar telescopes on ground, I.DT should gain
approxin_tely a factor of +0.7 in limiting magnitude by being above the atmospheric

extinction, and a further factor of 2.6 magnitude by virtue of better definition of
the images unimpaired by atmospheric turbulence. The total gain of four magnitude

should increase the lLmiting photographic magnitude for detection of faint objects
in optical frequencies to +27; and for photoelectric detectors (available so far for
registration of point sources rather than finite areas) this could be further
increased to +29.

Under these conditions, direct photography should permit extension of the present
nebular counts to a distance of a factor of ten greater than attainable by t92 120-

inch telescope of the L_ek Observatory (which outperform_ the 200-in_.h telescope at

Mount Palomar, because of better optics and superior seeing). Low-dSspersion spec-
troscopy, with cumulative exposures over many orbits, should permit the present
knowledg_ of tlm nebular red shift versus apparent magnitude to be extended in a
similar manner.

Photoelectric photometryp with its linear response, should permit extension of a
reliable magnitude scale to distant objects; and also the measurement of the extent

of the general reddening of such objects down to the limiting magnitudes attainable
with _DT. Such data should represent invaluable observational checks of various

cosmological models (explosive, evolutionary, steady-state_ etc. ) which should per-
mit better discrimination than is now possible from the ground. In doing sot _DT
should provide a more meaningful idea of the st_,ct_e, the past as well as the

future, of the universe.
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3-3 DEFINITION OF OBSERVATION P/,Q'J/2_,--'MEI_S

A su_ma_-yof the observational requirementsexpected from MOT is diagramatlcally
given on the accompanying Figures 3-h, 3-5, and 3-6. Figure 3-h sux-;eysthe expected
capabilities of MOT for t_2 entire field of astr¢:rxricalstudies as re_gardswave-
length range, limiting magnitude, and resolution. The requiYements_ave been parti-
cularized for planetary and _tellar observationson Figures 3-5 and 3-6.

3-h TELESCOPE OPTICS

_nis ._ectiondiscusses optical configuration, operational aspects of the telescope,
+_- full field of view, alignment of the secondary mirror, and focus, presenting the
: recommended systems and the associated requirer_nts. Further details may be obte_ned

,_ from Boeing Document D2-8_O_I-I.

3._.I Optlcal.Confi6uration

_ The optical configuration recommended is a Cassegrainian-typewith an aperture of
+_ 120 inc_s. The system consists of a 120-ir.chprLr_y mirror with two alternate

secondary mirrors and two flat folding .mirrorsas shown in Figures 3-7a and 3-To.

_ The two secondary mirrors permit the telescope to be used.at two equivalent focal
ratios, el/15 and ef/SO.

T_,e two flat folding mirrors result from the packaging requirement of the instrumen-

tation in the cabin. The folding mirror M4 serves t_'opurposes; for ef/15 operation,
mirror _ redirects the light radially at indexed positions to t_2 ef/15 instrumenta-/ ".

tion and the telescope alignment fixture; for el/30 operation, mirror M4 is used in

a fixed position and directs the light to mirror M_. Mirror M_ is rotationally
indexed to direct the li_ht to ef/30 instrumentati6n.

S.4.2 Field of View
i,

Field of view is the angular subtend of the celestial object. This is an important
consideration in the MOT program because celestial objects are not all singular point
sources. They may be an extended continuum or a group of point sou_'cesextending
c,ver an appreciable angle.

Whe_ extended objects are observed with a pure Cassegrainian optical system, the off-
ax_s portion of the image will be degraded by coma and astigmatism. If the off-axis
ar_le is great enough, curvature of field becomes a problem.

There are a number of modifications that can be made to thi_ system to correct for
coma and astigmatism. TI_ modification recommended £or the MOT is called the Ritchey-
C%retien design. This design corrects coma, leaving only astigmatism and cur_-ature
cf field %o affect resolution, by making the primary mirror hyperbolic (under-
corrected) and the secondary mirror more hyperbolic tlan the pure Cassegrainlan

(over-corrected). Curvature of field may als_ be corrected or the photographicfilm
_ or plate bent to conform.

19
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The otser,'ati.-.n"ro'T_ calz_ for a fi*:Id of view of _'" '_.5degree at el/15 and one
minute at ef/3%. Ccm;.u_aticn of asti_-_Tmtisz,as a f::nctlon cf field angle revea]z
tlat. a ....__.•_*___.._,.:-_lens would be req_ired for the el/15 o[_ration but not for tLu
r/z-t-- ..

For this slt':atlcnwt:ere two alternate secondary mirrors are used for the same under-
corre=te_ pri-__ry, it is necessary to m_k.ea choice cf which secondary to correct
for the Ritchey-Chretien design. _T.,eel/15 system ._msto o[.erate over a much wider

field; therefore, it should be the Ritchey-C_xetien desi_n. The el/30 system oper-
ates over su__ha small field that It will be no problem to cor]_ct it by aspherlzlng
the secondary. ";ocorrector lens will be required. Details of the optical config-
uration are listed in Figure 5-8.

3.h.3 A!i_ent Tolerances of the _£econdarY _'Irror

A study was -o___.e to determ.ine the ali._%.mentto!eranzes of the secondary mirror of
pure Casse_alnian telescoTe. These tolerances are a function of the equivalent

.I_..systems having different pr_u_ry mirror focal ratios. The alia,-focal ratio, -"+_
ment tolerances ".-eredeterzi .nedfor systems havin_ prt__ary mirrors with focal ratios
of f/2, f/3, and f/h, with each of the primary mirrors belnE used at equlvalent
focal rmtlos cf of/8, el/15, ef/30, mud _f/60. The details of this study are re-
ported fn Bce ln_ Docu-.ent lY2-8'hOhl-l.

Ali_ent toler__rces were defined as the .limit of tilt or lateral displmcement of
the secondary r_irrcr permitted before the transverse aberration becomes equal to the
di._meter of the visual spurious disk, or the limit of resolution. The condition for
the tolerance on transverse aberration is given by the forF._ula

YK < (ef/n) A

W.._re = transverse aberration

ef_.n = cqulvalent focal ratio

I ffi%_ve length

The all_nt tolerances were determined by evaluating coma and astigmatism as a
funzt!en of ali_TL_-enterror. In geometrlcall_ pure syste=_, the aberration which

firs+. aprears in the off-axls condition is coma. This is because bhere is a sli_.t
variation in the equivalent focal length of v_rlous rays tkmou_hout the aperture of

t.het_lesco_. This variation is such that the magnification is greater for rays
thro_:h the outer zones than for those through the _nner zones. Tkm superpositlon
of the i.na.>s slightly displaced from the various zones produces the aberration corm.

The procedt:re used to determine the alignment tolerances was as follows:

i) Determine the field angle equivalent to a given tilt of the secondary mirror.

2) P_rform third order aberration computation on the IBM 1620 computer for each
fleld ansle.

3) F_wtractthe co_a and asti@matlsm aberrations contributed by the secondary mirror
from the computer output.

_) Insert these contributions into the third order off-axis polynomlnal equations
to determine the coma and astigmatism as a function of tilt.

24
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Coma and astismatism may be made a function of lateral displacement by the relation-

ship

whe_-e 6 = l_near displacement
_9= tilt angle of the mirror

L2 = axial distance from the pri_ne focus to the secondary mirror surface
i

Figure3-9 illustrates the definition of alignment and presents the tolerance values
'- which resulted fro_ _hls study.

FIGURE3-'8

OPTICAL SYSTE:,:SPECIFICATIONS

t

. • . | . ,,,m . _ x |.

' el/15 OPerATION el/30 OPERATION
q _ |,,m ,Li ' | , ,J , , i ... ,, , ,= , ||I " ' • " J, ,,.! ,i

APERTLRE 120 L_,CHES 120 INCHES
!
!

_-/. (zz_'zcTrrs) Z;I_5 _/3o
-_ PRIMARY-TO-SECONI_Y

DISTAN_ 35_ IL_HES _00 INCHESI

i BACK FOCAL DISTANCE . 118 INCHES 193 INCHES

Pm_ES_ 4.38_C/,_ 2.19_C/_
FIELD OF VIEW 3-9' (W1_tm CORRECTOR) 2' (WITHOUT O01_REOTOR)

I/2"(wn_CCRRZOZ_}(-

{ FCP_%T 16 x 16 I_CHES 2 x 2 INCUS

_ RESOLUTION 47 _/_ • 36 ]/_*

LI_TING_ONITLmE 26_ 27_

J i ,,, ,

L. _TYPE 103 FII_i

J
Several considerations should be kept in mind regarding the tolerances presented.

It is very unlikely that the tilt error rill appear without an error in d_splacement
also, as these errors will proba_i_" b_ coupled mechanieal_7. In such a case, It

k ,
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a) Telescope A l_-',-=_---- _ L% ._[I

_ J _at er/15= +11.5,seconds
/

./ _ at el,;30 = ,18.0 seconds

b) Tilt

.... J:_""; _ = _*O.L\q.'(inches "

c) La,tersl Dlsplaee.._nt
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will become necessary to divide th_ tolerances into those contributed by the two

parameters. The division of the tolerance should be weighed according to the dif-ficulty of sensing and correcting the corresponding parametric error.

The tolerances presented were determined for pure Cassegrainian systems. In modify-
ing this system from a pure Cassegrainlan to a Ritchey-Chretien, c_ma ha_ been cor-

": rected. However, this correction is only valid for an aligned system. When the

_:i secondsry mirror is misaligned, coma and astigmatism will appear. Therefore, it is
_ recommended that the alignment tolerances determined by coma using the pure Casse-
._ grainian system, be used.

_ 3.4.h Focus Tolerance

_" Focus of astronomical telescopes is not dependent on the object distance as all
_ celestial objects %re at infinity focus. However, an out-of-focus condition can
k_ occur due to a changing of three initial conditions: the distance between the pri-
:_! marl and secondary mirror; the mechanical back focal distance; and the equivalent

_ focal length due to figure change at the primary mirror.
_

_ An out-of-focus condition produces an aberration similar to spherical aberration.
._;;:.-J,- The limit of this aberration is put in terms of the longitudinal shift in focus in

onedirection may aeterae by

_ af' = Z_ (el/n) z

where A f, = ehlf_ in focus

= wavelength of light
ef/n = equivalent focal ratio

,_,_ One concern of the telescope study is the amount of longitudinal moveme._t permitted
:_ for the secondary mirror with respect to the primary mirror. Longitudinal _ovement

_ of the secondary mirror causes the image to move out of focus. The amount the image
;_'-_ moves per unit movement of the secondary mirror is a function of t_ magnification.N.
'_ Computations were performed on the I_M 1620-computer _here the movement of this i_e

was determined as a function of the incremental movements of the secondary mirror.
_ Figure S-10 illustrates the tolerances. Computations were also performed for equl-
;_

_ valent focal ratio_ of el/8 and el/60. In all cases, the computations _ere performe_

_-;_ using a prtn_ry mirror of f/2 and f/3 as well as f/4. These results a_ details are

_ given in Boe£u_ Doc_ent I_-8_0_i-I.

3.5 _ON OF I_ST_UME_ITATIOI_AND SYSTE_ PERFt_4ANCE

I_ this section the arrangement and theoretical performance of the scientific

In_trmnents in the cabin is presented, wP_reas _he functional aspects of the instru-
_:_ _ent_tton are discussed in Section _-3. In order to cover many observati¢_s, the
:_ classln instruments of astronomy have been conslde_wd in this stu_ly. No attempt has
'_ been _a_e to optimize these instr_ents, but they have been def|_ed r_ufficient]_ to
._,_ sho_ feuibility.
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ii FIG_E 3-10LCNGIT_,._I:_ALDISPIAC_2/_ TOLERlhNCEOF _r,r_._-_,_.._,_.YMIRROR

................................... Sl

........ _4--- , "Z_f'--_

IiI I

i

Z_tI at el/15 : +0.00062 inch

- At! at ef/30 : +0.00064 inch
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Figure.,;3-11a and 3-11b illustrate the arran_:ment of the scientific instrumentation

in tPe _)T cabin. The instrurents are located at eit__.r of two equivalent focal
ratios, el/15 and ef/3_.

Considerations when determinin_ _hether the instr1_ment was to be located at of/15 or
ef/30 were the performance require.ment, size and shale, and s£mp!icity of operation.

_: Further details of these considerations are presented in Boeing Ecc_-.ent I_2-8h0_I-I.

TP_ instruments as shown in Fi_-uAre3-11 vi!l perform, the foll_in g types of observa-

" tions; photography, wide and narrow field, high- and low-dispersion spectroscopy
_.i:i coverin_ the spectrum from the ultraviolet into the far in,ra.__, and photometry

,,: from the ultraviolet into the far infrared. TT,e instr,_entation will be discussed
_ in this order.

_ 3.5.1 Photography

For the purposes of this study, wide angle photography is defined as that requiring?

close to 0.5-degree field of view. The narrow field photography is defined as that
-- with less than i0 minutes.

_ A study was made to determine the angular resolution as a function of equivalent
_7 focal ratios for spectrographic films. Results of this study, as shc*_n in Figure
_i_ 3-12, are useful in comparison of the theoretical resolution to tP_t required for
_ different astronomical _tudies.
_-

_ 3 •5.i.1 Wide Angle Photography
x

Wide angle photography will be _mrformed at of/15. Figure 3-13 contains graphs of

the telescope camera system modulation transfer functions (MIF) using four types of
_ spectrographic film at k = 5000 _. The assumed obscuration ratio is _I --0.25.

_ Optical quality of the telescope system was ass,mT.edto have an average modulation
_ transmission factor of 0.9. The attitude stability was assumed to be _ = +0.01
_ arc seconds. Results of the _F calculations in terms of granularity limlte--dreso-

_ lution may be seen by the intersection of the detecti-'ity curve for each of the
._ films and the corresponding ,_F.

'_ Results of the M_F computation were used to determine the photographic disk diameter.
Using the computed diameter, it is possible to determine the limiting stellar magni-

_;_ tude of the telescope with the particular film, using the formula given by Selvyn

!i -mL = msky + 5 log f 2.5 log d - 16.1

_ where mL = lim:"Ing detectable stellar magnitude

_i ms focal .length in inches_ • k_ : e&u :_lent brightness o_ sky in magnitude

!'I d . dla_ete_- of the photographic disk in millimeters

The value used for the sky bri_htr_ss is msky = 23.75 as given by Prvdrick.

The limiting magnitude which may be photographed, ass_uming a maxLmu_ expom_e of hO
minutes, was determined from the formula referenced by Fredrick and Sel_rju

.
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i FIGUF_ 3-12
ANGUIAR RESOLUTION AS A FUNCTION OF

_UIVALENT FOCAL RATIO PCR SPECTROGRAPHICFII/4S
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l FIGURE 3-13
MODUI._TION TRANSFER FIB;UPIONS

FOR SPECTROGRAPHIC FILM AT ef/15

,(3 -- : .... ; ...... ." " "'"............................

; ........... _...... . @.

FILM TYPE: : : : : _ - 5000 A

,,, .....--!-i:.... .......-i .....i
0

,--4

_..

0 -20 A_O 60 80 I00 Cycles/ram

_ii- .22_ .113 .075 .056 .045 Seconds of arc
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T-, 8(el!n)2
........ - mln_te s

;_ antllog O.h (mL - pgmL)
% J

where ef/n = equivalent focal ratio

mL = limiting magnitude

pgm L = limiting magnitude desired to photograph

This formula may be rearranged into the form

_L" mL-2.5log8(ef/_)2T

This formula is based on a fast, blue-sensitive film; presumably E.K. Type 103.

Making suitable corrections for different film sensitivities and reciprocity failures,

the limiting photographic ma@_itude p6mL is computed for two of the spectrographic
films used for the _T curve.

FIGURE 3-14

LIMITING PHOTOGRAPHIC MAGNITUDE AT ef/15

FILM TYPE DNE ORBIT T_ ORBITS

lO3 _.8 23.8

IX 20.5 22.1

?

The exposure time as a function of magnitude may be determined by

8 (ef/_)2T • _- ,, - • • minutes

_l_g O._(m L - p_L " ap_, " _p_)

'l"heresults shown in Figures 3-14 and 3-15 are computations of photographi_ magnitude

a_ a function of total exposure time_ assuming 40 minutes of exposure per orbit

3.t5•I.2 Narrow Fie Id Photography %0_

Narrow field p_tography is planned for el/30. In this section the theoretical per-
formance that is expected photographically w_ll be presented. Figure 3-i_ shows the
M_T curves of the %alescope camera system at ef/30 for the fou_ types of spectro-

._ graphic film.

2
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" FIGURE 3-16

_ULATION TRANSFER FUNCTIONS FOR SPECTROGRAH':IC FILM,

AT el/30

, _" : .- , : .. ". "...... :..... . .....

..... :+............... . - .......... : .. . : e - .
nm TYPE--: ...... :.....; ...... : .... ....._........ 4 ...... : .._; ........ X= 5.c)oo A ....... :

._.__i.;-.-v"-..i._.4...-!---_:!--.-!.-_.i--i:.---i---i._-.._- -- : .i..._._.:

. •6 ....!_-- .--_IV\-:'---:--"-_"--"-:----"U=--i''Y-"-""--":......."....---:..................."--"-'-"-"--"?...."
- .. ':-i:-n :-!--=---i:----:._.i--_-i---_--.:

._-_ _, _:i_ !.--!.... i....; i=-:!:;::.,:.-i:.--!-:::i

:_ _ "_ . :. :...... _ ...................
;2--:'-2.... __-.'-_--::i.2-i.."_.-..P_-.ii...i22._ "-...:.-..L21.i:..=!_2.-...'_!

. ..:._ .:-= -: ------:--:---'---- : ._:- - :--"-:_-:=--_---.-:."-:- _ " ; : -"- : - .- '..-" :-_:L-:-: " .':

.2 ..:.ii _i:=__ . IFILM DETF_'_TIV1TY " i " i
-_ ............ _........_ -_..................................

__ O ::::-"_ :_-:I -:-'=:!'-::':-i --::, '- | - -:.. '

0 I0 20 30 _0 50 60 Cycles/-,-,

/:_ ._o6 .I13 .O75 .056 . .0_5 .O38 Second,, of arc

:.-_

-_
-:-_ The results of the F_F curves are _saln used to determine the photographic disk for.'_

_'_ each type of film _ the limiting ma_Itude com_uted as before.

_ The exposure time as a function of stellar magnitude for two t_,_2esof film used at
"-_ el/30 is presented in Figures 3-17 an_ 3-18.

..4_,

;_ FIGURE3-17

,, U_'_,7_ P_O_I_C V_GI_HDE AT ef/30
te',1.

• FILM TYPE ONE ORBIT TEN ORBITS

:_I 1o3 _2.5 z3.8

_ IX N.3 _1.9
._,%,

i
¥

,¢

_e
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[" : FIGURE 3-19

k_: :'_ LIMITING P_.OTOGRAPHICMAGNITUDE FOR _O-MIMUTE E_J_E'_E AS A r:_'--r,r,J
=_ OF _UIVAL_]T FOCAL PATIO }DR SI_O(I=APHIC FI_S

=o ,

[ :'2; 23 ....... _ 1o3............. "...........................

•r: . .... " " : ....... .; i.
m

I :.! ........... :
.:_'. _ ........ : .......................... :: ......... -_ ......

-._

-_;#.]- ....]__....... :_ :
:_ _ - - -: ................. - -: ....... t ............... ......

• =_ i "- " : i "" -

./._ .................. . .................. - . . ... -

t" -.:-_% , - l. |

._ _ 0 _ 9.0 Z_ 2o 2_ 30

-_ Equivalent Yocal Ratio

_ The performance presented has been for equivalent focal ratios of el/15 and ef/30.:_
_;_. In the process of optical configuration studies, three equivalent focal ratios were

_ considered. In an effort to simplify the optical system, consideratiou_ws given
--5_"_ to the effect of perfor=ing wide angle p_otoKrap_ at ef/15 rather than ef/_. The

effect may be seen by co=_u_i_g resolution and limiting magnitude as a f_nct_on of
equivalent focal ratios. Figure 3-12 (presented previousl_) sho_wd considerable
gain ih resolution by Ferfor_ wide angle photography at (f/l_ rather t._anel/8.
Nov the results shown in Figure 3-19 indicate Chere was negligible loss in tha ,_,g-
nltude star that could be photographedwithin the maximum hO-zlnute exposure at
el/15 compared to el/8. Ho_wver, when there is a closer match bet_wen the telescope
resolution and the film resolution, much as when using Type V film, the photo_,raphic
speed becomes more slgnifica_t.

3._.2.1 High-Dispersion Ultraviolet Spectrometer
e

The spectrometermho_ in Fig_w 3-20 is in principal reco_en_ed by Dr. J. G. Baker.
Tiller also describes Baker's application of this type of mount using a concave grat-
In_ and a fast Schmidt spectral camera.

The instrument consists of a concave reflective grating G used as a collimator for

the entrance slit Sl, an off-_.xisparaboloidal collecting mirror M, and the exit
sllt in front of the detector. The concave grating, collectin_ mirror, sllt, and
detector rotate about the point of intersectionof the 'opticale.xlsand the gratin_
normal. Rotation in this manner malnta_ns a stigmatic Ima_-e.

0

i
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T)e operational specifications of the high dlslnrslon tr_spectro_atermay be listedas follows:

Focal Ler_th G = 24 inchez
Radius of Curvature of Grating = 4_ inches

/ Focal length M = 35 inches o .
Orating & BJ_ze Wavelength = 1200 _/__m,;1200 A, 3000

: Lirear Reciprocal Dispersion At - i_00 _. A=_.
?:-: With 1200 .//_mnOrating = 10.2 A/ram ill _/=
: Withe_ _[l_mOrati_ = 20.4I/_ _.6 AI_

_ The theoretical performance of the spectro_eter is illustratedby the system modula-
.,,_ tion transfer functions shown in Figure 3-21. '.Tenthe spectrometer slit is adjusted

._ t_ a width equal to the Airy disk, the modulation would be 0.04 at X :. 3000 _ and
-_ 0.32 at _ = 1200 _. Tnls would be t_e modulation at a spectral resolution of 0.13 _.

L

"5

:'_. ..
•._-i_

.%_
-i::_; FIG[_E 3-21

:_:" MODUIATION TRA/IEFLd_FUNCTIONS
_ FOR HIGH DISPERSION UV SPECTROmeTER

{Z'.r-......_ ...... : ....... : ........-................ : :.... :..... " ........ -'.......... :- " -_- "'--..--:.....--.-:-.'-.-r........ :

?:i"?.ii':.... _ - " ; " : :" ::"" : ': : : _ ::.- "'': ::i:: ! " • ._

.;.- , ..... . ..... -. - . . --- . . "-. . : . . : . :'. --

_;_i
_'.

, ....
;_N l.iiii":.l.i.J!:!"i.;;;:::-_ -j,,_.:MODULATION AT 0.13 A:_

|.:: .' ! " .... - 1 .=.. -: ...... : -.." -'__i"- . : . : . .. _. :. :.l.:..: ......
_%_. I::?:::[::[_:_:'5_:::.:"i;_i_ _i .....SPECTRAL RESOLUTION-::.......... I - , • i - : . - - _ " "' :"" -'-:: "'. "' "_ ::'" ::

_ % _o _o 60 8o _oo 12o c_.es/_
'_i ._6 .i13 .075 .056 .0_5 .038 Seconds of arc

J
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3.5.9.2 High-Dispersion Spectrograph

D The hi_h-dlspersion 3pectrograph covering the visual and ultraviolet range is shown

in Figure 3-22 and consists of an off-axis folded co]limator, a turret of reflectior
gratln_s, and an off-axis spectral c_era.

The off-axls collimator permits folding without an obscuratlon due to the secondary

mirror. The off-axls spectral camara is a folded Schmidt-type system, with the
asp_eric correction on the reflection gratings. This permits a close fold of the
system with no obscuration due to a seccndary mirror.

The collimator utilizes a f/h primary to obtain an equivalent focal length o_ 80
inches. Fou_ 8-inch-diameter gratings blazed at 4000, 5000, 6000, and 7500 A are
used. The gratings have 15,000 grooves per inch and are mounted on an indexed tur-
ret. This design permits replacing the turret with gratings blazed _or the ultra-
violet region, as there are no transmission optics except the window in the film.
casette. In such a case, a casette would be designed for UV work and would _mve th,
appropriate window transmission characteristics.

The spectral camera is a Schmidt system corrected for a 15-6egree field. The syste'

has an equivalent focal ratio of ef/lO with the chosen .gratings, to produce a linea_
rcclprocal dispersion of 3.67 to h.05 _/mn in the second order spectra. Figure 3-2
shows th_ system modulation transfer functions for the several spectrographic films
Tb_ inters ct points of the gramdarity-limited detectivity curves are shown along
with the required resolution to obtain the required 0.i _ spectral resolution.

"m The exposure time required to observe a icY,_ magnitude star with a spectrograph wa-

I determined by the formula

z= _ S(ef/ )

where ef/n = equivalent focal ratio

Ami. = magnitude limit determined by the Airy disk diameter
SFa = the magnitude of the star to be observed

L_pm = the loss in magnitude because the observation is by s_ctro_aphms = the change in magnitude due to different film sensitivity

_pgm R = the loss in magnitude dt_ to reciprocity failure

The loss in magnitude caused by the dispersion of the spectrograph may be computed
by the formula

Asm = logw(x2.,.•, - tl)
z Kd'2

wher_ W _.width of spectrum in millimeters- @
( A2- AI) = wavelength range of plate used iDA

K = linear reciprocal dispersion in _/_a

d = diameter of photographic disk in mm

I
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Spectrographicmagnitude limits SFmL were determined for Type 103 film to bring out
problems connected with the operational aspects of MOT. Results of th_se computa-
tions are shown below.

K[GURE 3-2h

SPECTROGRAPHIC t-_C_:Ii"dDELIMIT FOR TYPE 103 FILM

_ X K w A S_ SFzL

_500 _ 4, h. O.l mm 12.64 16.33
0.2 13.39 15.58
o._ 14.lh 14.83

-_- 6800 A 4.1_ 0.i 12.99 15.96

i_ 0.2 13,75 15.2o
_. o._ 14.5o 14._5

The observation requirements for high dispersion spectra require observing as dim a
star as iOth magnitude. Computations-_re made for the exposure time required to
reach such a star at a waw._lengthof 4500 _. Theme computations were made using
the same linear reciprocal dispersion.and spectrum widening values as in Figure 3-24.

In addition, the attitude stability _ was allowed to vary by values of +0"01, +_0'.'02,
and +0':0!_.The results of these co._putationsare presented in the following table.

FIGU_ 3-25

EXPOS_E TIME (NL_ER OF ORBITS) REQLq_ED FOR IOTH MAGNITUDE STAR AS A FUNCTION OF
ATTITUDE Er_J3ILITYFOR DIFFER_t_ VALUES OF SPECTR[_4WIDENING*

IL - . .... -- . i __ l i i i ii , i ii i , It =

W (_= 0'.'00 _= +0'.'01 a = +0"02 (_= +0"04
m_m L ,i i, --

0,im o.5_8 1.83 2.53 _.82

0.2 -.. 1.055 3.67 5,06 9.65

0._ mm 2.106 7.33 10.12 _9.29

.. , , • • _ -- : _ -- _ z _- • ] • , ,m uJ ,

*Assumlng Type 103 Film, A= _500 A

3-5._,3 Nigh-Disperslon IR Spectrometer

The spectrometerfeasibility model f_,rthe tnfrared region, 0.79 to 13 microns,
shown |n Fig,_re3-26 consists of a "//30 Cassegrainian collimator with an equivalent
focal leaF' , of 168 inches; a r_-saicof four echelette gratings or a lO-inch etchel-
lette gra_Ing; an f/6 off-axis paraboloidal collector mirror; and exit slit followed

by the infrared detectors.
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!'_ The grating would be precisely 1"otatedto produce a spectral scan at the exit slit.
_ _ grating would consist of a mo._sicof four echelette gratings or could be a

single grating. If t)e mosaic was used, the four component _rati_Jgswould be blazed
t?__ for 0.85, 1.7, 4.5, and i0 mlnrons with two hav_ng 600./_/mmand one e_ch 250 _/n_

and I00 2/mm, respectively. If the single lO-Inch echelette grating was used for

_ th_ 2.5 to 15 micron region, ;;hcgrating would be 94 _/_r_and blazed at i0 microns
._ in the first order. The spe-ctralregion and the order obs6rv_.dwould be: 2.5-3

_!::_._ (fourthorder), 3-4 _ (third order), _-7 /_(second order), and 7-1.5_4(first order).

'I_"-_ The collecting mirror would be _. f/6 off-axis paraboloidal mirror with several
-':__-_i":._.slits in the focal plane. These slits would be followed by the appropriate infra-

•_::_":_ red detectors array. This would provide simultaneous scan of several portions of
.,,:_f_ the spectr_n. The resolution expected would be one or two waves per centimeter.

' ::re"

::_:_5 3.5._._Low-Dispersion Ultraviolet Spectrometer ,

_"/_ The low-dispersion UP spectrometer in Figure 3-27 is based on t?._same_optics:
_:_ principles as the high-dispersion U_ spectrometer. The system becomes smaller but

more complicated because of the variety of obseryational p_rameters required of the
instrument. Th_ spectrometer operates from 900 _ to _500 A with linear reciprocal
dispersions of 60, 200, and I000 _/mm. A concave reflective grating (O) is again
used as a collimator. This collimato_ &Isperses the radiation into any one of three

ofx'-axisparaboloidal collecting mirrors N1 - MS_ The collecting mirrors are rota-
tionally mounted about an axis N. Rotation of shaft N will alternately position the
mirrors correctly with the proper detector. The indexed shaft, mirrors, detectors,
a_d grating are mounted on a co_on mount which pivots about thc point of intersec-
tion of the _wting normal and the optical axis. The four gratings a_ moun_ed on

"_ an indexed turret to obtain the following operational capability:

concave ratin s  00/m 30o

Ra,_us of Curvature _O inches _0 inchesCollimator Focal Length 20 inches 20 inche_

_ Diameter Orating >1.3_ inches _1.3_ inches
._. Blazed Wavelength I_O0 A 1500 A

3000 3000
_._.'::'_!_ Focal Length of Collecting Mirrors fs = 11.5 inches

_;_ .1.2 inches

_-- with fs 3.5 inches
1000A'/.m,=- with fs 1.2 inches

_ The e_ _/= g.atings are used for the 60 llm_ and 200 _/m_ operatign. For a linear
reciprocal dispersion of i000 _/m_, 300 _/'_ gratings are used.

3._-_..$ Low-Dispersion Spectrograph

\

,_,; The low-dispersion spectrograph shush in Figure 3-28 _villpro_ide linear reciprocal

....:._ dispersions of 60_ _OO_ an_ I000 _/mm. following operational specificatiun
_hould l_rmit studies fror__O00 to 7000
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Fr_AL LEI;gTH _ F-RATIO _&TI;:3 BL_v_ DISPFASI01!

1_.c _,_:_ _.2 _o U--. 50o0_ 6o_I=

3.2 2.n 603 5000 200

O"1.3 o.. :, 3oo 5ooo lOOO

In this t_Te of mountlng_ the cptiaa! m:es of the srating and the car.eracoincide.

The c&-.er_s-_'ouldbe the ScY=.idt t-j-Jewith the fastest beln_ a solid ScYz.idt. A"_..e
spectra] c_neras are des_ned to a!tern_.tely use a eomx,on film plane. _..ec_neras

are [_sitloned by rotation of shaft N. The mirror M1 and its eorrector C1 along
with the solid ScY=idt and correcter C2 are rm-uted on shaft I|. The components are
mounted red!ally about sPmft N in suzh a wa_ tkmt corrector C2 would be in position
at midpoint of the shaft rotation. DArther rotation would move corrector C2 out and
brine the solid ScP_idt into position. Re.oerslng the rotation would bring mJ/Tor M1
and corrector C1 into positicn. Thls Ven_!ts remotely changing the s_ectra _ cameras
%'ithout ci-_nging the film casette.

3.5-3.1 PhotL_!ectric Photoretry

_"_.._photoelectric photometer _s,cw.in Fiance3-29willoperate i_,the ultraviolet
and visual rezions of the spectr_... Basically t_ photometer would consist of find-

InE guldens-e, focal p!sme diaphra_ t'u_r.et,fiel __ mirror, filter turret, detector,
and sign.m!processor. The photometer will be used at an equivalent focal ratio of
el/30 to reduce the effect of si_ background.

The feasibility model photoneter is a two-channel photometer; one c._mnae!measures
th_ bri._.tness of the star, while %he other meazures the b_'igghtnessof the s_'--
adjacent to the s_ar.

field stop aperture and filters would be calibrated and mounted on separately
controlled turrets.

3.5.3.2 Thermoelectric P_mt:o=_try

_"%ermoelec_ric photometry will be accozplished with an infrared radioz_ter as shown

in Figure 3-30. This instz-a_entwill be located at of/30 and will consist of a
chopper, detector, comparison _ source, preamplifier, and a data processing unit.
The chopper will be a rotating butterfly mirror to alternately reflect the comparlson
source into tbs detector.

This unit would be designed as a module for easy replacement by a thermmelectric
radiometer which would employ a mcsaic of detectors to be v_ed for search of low

temperature sta,'s.

_8

f
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,_; 3.6 mOBLI_ ABEAS

T__ problem areas discusned in this section are optical in relation to the telescope
and the instrumentation, and are presented in te.rms of the optical requirements,
optical quality, optical alignment, and attitude stability.

•3.6.1 OPtical_ Quality

A perfect cptical system would image a star as a bright central condensation sur-
rounded by diffraction rings. The central condensation would contain 85 percent of
the image light with the remaining 15 percent in the diffraction rings. Irregulari-
ties in the optical surfaces will cause a reduction of this central condensation by
scattering some of this light into the diffraction ring area. When the light i_
scattered in this manner, the fine detail is lost if it is not of high contrast.

At the Rayleigh limit (commonly termed diffraction limit), 68 percent of the light
is in the central condensation with an additional 17 percent scattered into the
diffraction ring area.

Eufnagel has publlshed a method of Incorporatlng t_ effects of _random_avefrcnt
deformations into the modulation transfer function. Using this method, it is pos-
sible to determine the percentage of light in .the central condensation as a function
of the RMS surface deformations of an optical system, It is also possible to esti-

;_ mate the optical performance o_ a system as a function of the RMS surface deformation.

" The following formula is used to determine the modulation transmission factor M or
the percentage of possible light in the central condensation:

M = exp [-(h e2/x2)CP&_S wavefront variation) 2]

M = modulation transmission factor

eXP [ ] is to the base e

The met M value for light _assing through several optics is _ust the product of the

M value of each optic. Then the Ms of each optic is Ms - MI_n where n is the n_mber
" of the surfaces (if all surfaces are weighted equally). If the optic is a mirror

surface, the RMS deformation of the surface is one-half the RMS wavefront variation.

A value of M = 0.90 has been used in the modulation transfer function computations.
To obtain this value, it was estimated that the secondary and folding mirror modula-

tion transmission factor Ms, MI, and M2, would each be equal to 0.985 or a maximum
surface deformation of _ 1/20 of a wavelength or an RM_ of I/i00 wavelength. This
ans the primary mirror will have a value of Mo = .95. The primary mirror would be

required to have surface deformations less t_n _rx/ I/i0 wavelength and an R_5 of
1/53 wavelength.

If all the surfaces were weighted equally, the surfaces would have to be made to an
rh_Ssurface variation of • 1/80 wavelength, to expect the same performance. This

> would be easier for the smaller mirror but much more difficult for the primary mir-
ror. _f all mirrors were made to an R_ surface variation of 1/53 wavelength, the

- overall performance would drop to a value of M . 0.8.

i
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A_.sumln: that the problem of meetin_ the cptlca] requ_.rement is much ,zTes'herwith

t._e primary mirror, the telescope performance ):asbeen computes as a function of
the primary mirror optical quality. Figure 3-31 is a plot of the percent of light
In the central condensation as a function of the prim_; mirror RMS surf._me .defor-
mations. Figure 3-32 illustrates the effect of changing the modulation tl-ansmlssion

: factor of the telescope system by a change in Mp.
n

":: 3.6.2 Optical Alignment

:- The tclerances for optical a!ig_ment cf the secondary mirrcr were given in Section

3.4.3. The problem reviewed here is the technique that should be used for alignment.
J_

,: T.here are twc basic approaches to the alignment problem, which for discussion pur-
_,i< poses will be labeled "the functional aoproach" and "the positional approach."

!: Functional, Approach• - Ths functional approach involves a systematic reduction of
_ aberrations by visual interpretation of the image and performing mechani,_l align-
'."_ r.ent operations in a reiterative process.

_ There are two factors ,xhich make th_s technique objectionable for space telescopes;
the. image quality is dependent upon the initial pointing accuracy, and the param-

_ eters causing the aberration are not decoupled from each in the image pattern. Be-

_ cause of these two factcrs, it takes a highly skilled tec__nician to perform the"
_ allg_._ent. Even then, the whole process can be highly frustrating and subjective
"_/ under laboratory conditions. Figure 3-33 illustrates the type of star image that

m_y be encountered for various alignment conditions. These simulated star images
•aere produced by an el/18, 12-inch-diameter Cassegrainian telescope in connection
with a commarison study of the functional and positional methods of alignment.

• Study details are reported in Boeing Document I)2-36209-1.

Positional A_proach - Tba positional approach is to position the secondary mirror
with regard to tilt, lateral, and longitudinal displacement by means of decoupled

•_ optical sensors. '.

'_ The optical sensors are Instr_r._nts based on the principles of autocollimation,

auto-alis_nment, and. interferometry. The auto-collimator senses tilt_ the auto-
alignor senses lateral displacement, and the interferometer senses the longitudinal
displacement of the secondary mirror. The signal from all three of these devices

may be monitored continuously in the NORL without interrupting the observations.

! In addition to the monitorin_ alignment sensors, it would be advisable to have an
Inltial alignment fixture based on the same principles. The aligr_nent fixture
would ._:rhaps have larger operatin_ ranges at som_ sacrifice of precision.

As each parameter is aligned, the respective monitoring sehsor is switched into the
servo loop. ..

Upon alignment of tilt and lateral displacement, the foldln_ mirror is rotated to
the wide-field camera position. ._e telescope is then slewed to bring a star within
the acceptance cone of the automatic focus sensor. Position of best fodus is deter- _-
mined by longitudinal movement of the secondarY mirror. U_bn completion of the J/ "
focus operation, the interferometer sensor for longitudinal displace_ent is "zeroed:"
and. Switched into the servo loop. The p,,_ose of this servo loop is to keep ..the
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FIGURE3-.31
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proper spa zln_ between tLe _,rlm_ry and seeondarj mirror. Figure 3-34 illustrates
the techniques and application of tLe ali_qme.nt sensors.

_: Assuming the te]esco_e has bee_. successfully aligned and the r_nitoring sensors are
corn letln_ tre servo Ioo_,to _.eintain a!i&T_._nt_ t_mre is a remaining problem,
T}._s is t.h-_ posslbi]" ...._._:_, an out-of-focus condition arising from a chang_ in the
l_a,_kfocal distance (the optical distance from the surface of the prir_ry mirror

back to the focal plane). Since t?.etc!erance on focus is +0.009 inches at of/15
and +0.036 inches at el/30, either of tvo zmthods vould appear feasible. Auto-
focus devices will be located on t_ r.cst critical instruments fcr focus, such as
the ce_neras.

3.6.3 Limits of Attitude Stabl]i_ty

Imaze ._ticn arising from uncom_e.nsated angular rates will have three effects; small
amounts of £.--_-gereduce the contrast of fine detail, !ar_-ers_vnunts will reduce the
resolution; _he exposure tLve required "_'illbe lengthened; and the m.agnltude lLmit
will be chan_ed due to enlargement of the photographic disk. Finn _e 3-35 illustrate
the change in modulation and resolution as a function of attitude stability.

|
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b FIO%_E 3-35
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-- The loss in magnitude as a result o_ attitude Instability may be. cc_u_ed by t_e.

formula " a_)
A,,,._ -_.5log(va *

c_,emSe in magnitude
:_'__ -_- _m%. p_,_p_Ic a_skd_t_r c=)

dg = linear ima_ smear (=m)
/

J

I_ertion of this term in the formulas for determinin_ tl__e and limiting
exposure

magnitude permits a parametric study of attitude stability. ,'igure 3-36 illustra-
_'_ tes such s study for large scale photography at el/S0, ehoseu becat_e it represents

:_- the most stringent resolution requirement. For examplej astrometric pb_o_raphy
requires a ._e_olution of 0.07 arc -econ_s according %o Fredrick. Fr_ the plot it
apl_ars that a _o--e_nt greater than +O.02 arc secou_s per exposure tie vculd _e-

•ii_'_ grade the photo_raphlc quality to an unacceptable level.

ii_ The frequency and amplitude tolerances of such an oscillation is a function of the

,_ magnitude being observed. Short exposure t_n_s would permit larcer instability
• ampl_tudes or, conversely, long exposures l_rmlt small amplltud-_ at high frequencie

) ,:.., _.i/...."

• • -. ,

• °"

• ., : • .

; g.'.

/' " " " _Tf ' "
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3.7 DISC_F_SION OF HESb'LTS°

Various aspects of the study will be presented in this section. These aspe_.'ts
influenced the selection of the optical system and the instrumentation, bit for2

_ clarification Far-poses "4e,_ oriltted previously.

b

3.7-10ptl.ca___l__Sxstem
.-.

Very early in the program the significance of selecting the focal ratio offthe pri-

_ mary mirror became evident. An f/2 versus f/_ trade study was undertaken "_-Iththe
_:: assumption that the most feasible focal ratio would fall within tb.is rw_-.ge. ".,--mis
_ woul_ also be sufficient to ill_.dnate the problems associated with the selection.

_" The problem was reviewed with respect to astronomical objectives, optical engineering
optical manufacture, structural desi._, and geometrical stability. Details of this

:_. stu_47are presented in Boeing Document D2-84041-I. The results are su._arizei in

i% Figure3-37- As a result of this study, a decision was _de to use --=-n_.,-
_. mirror in the configuration studies.

3.7-2 Optical Quality

_ The modulation transfer functions were-c_._uted in most cases using a value of
_'_ M = 0.9 corresponding to 76 percent of the light falling in the central ccniezsati_r.

of the Airy disk. This is the limit recommended by Conra_ky •
To ob_a!r. such

_ perfo_,mnee would require the primary rain-or to have }_4S surface devlatior_s of A/53
or less. Y_ vle_; of the fact tkis is a very stringent requirement, it shou! ˆ�be
reviewed from t_ standpoint of r2.nufacturing capabilities and the effect of coarser
tolerances.

"_ As to mm_1%%facture,the _-inch Kit% l_.ak Telescope mirror is cited as reference.

'_i Schulte, in describing the test patterns of the 84-inch mirror, states, "YlE:re 1_
is a set of four reproductions of kn_ife-edge photographs through the null tester,

_ sh(_ring progressive improvement of the flexure on the indicated dateS. For scale• reference, the measured amplitude of the small ripples near the edge, as they appear
I I!

on the seccmd photograph, was not moz_ than 1/8 wave. _zotographs of tests takenafter further polishing had been done on the mirror indicated considerable s__oothing

but with some of the I/S ,,ave ripples (]_SN 1/".0 wavelength) rem.afnius.

• This mirror is evidently close to the ultimate MOTsurface quality. H_;ever, the

Kitt Peak mirror is solid quartz ",_w.._reas the one anticipated in the }!JT is a

lightweight beryllium type. Dr. Baker believes that for a mirror of tluls t._?._,it
would be more realistic to expect an _.B _/ 1/20 of mercury green _vele:_-th.

_ How does this affect the performance? Review of Figure 3-31 indicates an E._ _-_"A/20

_ of the primary would give_,/53 percent light in the Airy disk, which is a _a%ulation
_ N 0.6., Using Figure 3-32, the resolution is estimated at _0.07 arc se.'cnds.
--._ Now the detectivlty cux_e shoal in Figure 3-32 -iS for objects _;ith a contrast m_tlo

Of I00 or 5 m_gnitudes. Assuming the sky background to be equal to 23.75 magnitude
_ would indicate resolution of 0.07 a_m seconds could be expected for stars of 18.75

_ magnitude or brighter. Since most of the astrometric photography will be l_th
magnitude or brighter, this optical q_mlity would be usable.

i For planetary photograp_kv the contrast ratio is in the order of three. The effectC

Of this is to change thc detectivity curve to a value approximatelj" twice what it

"\, s _,
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I FIGUT_] 3-37 - f/2 VERSUS f/h PRDt_RY MIPaOR TRADE STUDY S[[_'ARY

TRADE FACTORS

I. Astronomical Observation Requirements Not dependent on primary
mirror focal ratio

2. Optical Allgnmcnt Tolerance - Secondary Mirror

nit 3x f/2
Lateral Displacement i0 x f/2
Longltu_tlnal I_splacement _ x f/2

3. Optical ___nufacture

Difficulty to Manufacture , 8 x f/4

co.t 3x_l_ '
Time 3-6 yrs 1-3 yrs

(All-out, cost-doesn' t-count-effort) 2-_ yrs

_. Structural Design

(k_le.rlty Slightly less

I Length 571 in. 650 in67oin
(telescope
design)

5. Geometrical Stability

Temperature Distribution

Deep space observation along 2 x f/4 (gjmdients)

inner tube radially (no significant difference)

Venus observation along inner tube

sunlit side _ x f/_ (gradients)
cold side 7 x

Radially

sunlit side 1.3 x f/_
cold side

Temperature Orm_ient Limit In all cases, higher for f/_

Primary _Rrror Thermal Distortion _6_ x limit 528 x limit

_0
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_ is now. Thls in turn increases the angle that can be resolved by a factor of r_/2.

'_ 3-7.3 Summary of Recommended Telescope and Instr_,entatlon

_ In _ry of the results of this section, the observational requirements can be met
,"_ by the follc_Ing telescope system and scientific instrumentation:

."_ _ Telescope "System

_? A_erture 120 inches
_ Primary f/number f/_

._ Effective f/number f/15 and f/_3..._ Rltehey-.Chretten Type

Wlde Field ,_otograp_ (at el/15)

Plate scale _.38 'see/ram
Field of View 3.9' (without correcter)- 1/2 ° (with correcter)
Format 16 x 16 inches
Limlti_ Magnitude 26
Re_olution O' :1

,Narrow Field l_otog_"aph_(at ef/3o)

Plate Scale _.19-sec/=n
Fiel_,of View 2' (without correetor)
ForDat " 2 x 2 Inches

I_l_lting _4_nitude 27
Re_olutlon 0 '106

.High Dis persicm.,.5,_traviolet .5pectro=eter (at el/15)

= 600 X/_n; A,
Linear ReciprocaI Dispersion at Z = 1200 _ A =

with ,_ratlng K = _0._ K = 20.6 A/_n

.Spectralr_solutlon _ ,-

_xlulatlon: of 0.0_ for resolu_io_ of 0.13_ at _Moduls_ion Of 0.3_ for resolution of 0.13 at

_D_ion Spectrograph (at-ef/3o) %

Linear Reciprocal Dispersion .67to
Bpe_tral Resolution " <0.I _ _.05
I_tr_iting Magnitude ._ 16

7

¢,- .y

J
y,

•_, , .: ,. ... ', -, t_. ..

"¢ ; ,.. .J , { . .
@
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!
K!ghpisper_ion IR Spcctromtter (ef/30)

Grating Mosaic of four echelette gratings ; two
wlth6o02/_man__ 2_ _/=, a ioof/=

Blaze Wavelengths 0.85, 1.7, _.5, and I0/_
$T_ectral Resolution 1-2 waves/centimeter

LOw msPersion Ultraviolet Spectro_..eter (ef/15)

Concave Grating 600 2/ram and 305 _!mm
Blazed Wavelength 1500.A and 3OOO A
Linear Reciprocal Dispersion 60 A/mm, 200 _/mm and i000 _/mm

Low Dispersion S_ectrograph (ef/15)

Concave Orating 600 9_/mm and 30_ _/mm
Blazed Wavelength 5OO0 A
Linear Reciprocal Dispersion 60 _/_--_,200 _mm and I000 ymm

Photoelectric Photometr_ (ef/30)

Wavelength Photometer Aperture ArticularResolution

_OOA O.OO! inch 0 '2 05

If- ]D/( 0.02 it' 0
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:"*_ _.0 OPET_A,T!O_LANALYSIS

_ &.l BASIC T_E,SCOP_ICG:;C>PT

The basic a_;roach used to examine methods of op_ratlon and design problems
--.-_ was first, to generate a telescope baseline configurationwhich included all the

_ basic o_tical ar.JexperLment subsystems and associated structural support and
-_ then to inccr_cratemodifications as required to satisfy the varying functions
_i_ and design requirementsdefined for the different operational concepts being
-:_,_ considered. Conce:tual design work was tailored to generate the technical data
=_
_ requi_ed to conduct engineering and operational ar_lyses. These analyses pro-
_.... rides the basis for establishing design feasibility and for evaluating the
_4 alternate conceptual candidates.

_._' _Jor design factors include requirements and constraints associated with the

:_ teiescc;e o_tical systems, experiment equipment, crew accomodations_!_unch .
vehicle, __n_,crhita! operations. Orbital operation requirements cover vehicle

rendezvcus _ud dockir_, mai_tenance; space environments,such as temperature,
mierometeoroids,_nd radiation; and the vehicle _erformmnce needed for astronomi-
cal observaticns. _T_eto_ requirements associated with vehicle performance that
were considered critical feasibility problem areae are the thermal control

necessary to nair_6in the precise optical geometry of the telescope, and the
attitude stabilityneeded to attainth_ diffraction _ted performance of a
120-inch te!esco_e.

The telesccye oytiea! geometry and the cretinfor housing the experiment equip-
meritat the Ca_segra_r._anfocus are the dominating design requirements which
_ove =nthe shay_ __ndsize of the basic MOT confi_araticn. Launch loads, thermal
control raquirezents,and the servo elastic requirements are the mo_t critical
items governir_ struct_u-aldesign. Both the long operational llfe for the
_DT (3-_ years) azd the desired versatility for conducting various types of
optical _xpe"izentsImyose manY requirements for m_n to set up experiments and
to perform za_uter_nce _hile in orbit. These requirements call for unique
design a_,din_a!lations due to man's limitations while working in zero gravity
and in a sFacesu!t.

_st of lhe stulv effort covering subsystems was devoted to the two systems
related to the critical feasibility problem areas, _ich are the thermal balance
and control and the attitude stability and control. The other subsystems, such
as electrical _o'_r, communications, and propulsion, were reviewed and were
found to have re_airementscompatible with those systems which are being con-
sidered for space flight in the time period prior to operation of the _°.
Study effort on these systems was therefore l£_ited to identif}-Inga typical
system and _r.sta!lationwhich may be requSred for the MOT operational concepts.
These data _re Frizari_- needed for weight statements, installationvolume

requirements,and for defining electrical power requirements. \

The original baseline telescope configuration used in the initial phase of the
_T study utilized %he f/2 primary mirror design previousAy developed by the
Pecker division of the American Opt_al Company. This baseline is depicted by
ConfigurationA of Figure &-l. The only significant changes to the Pecker
design are th_ addition of the pressurized cabin to house the experiment equip-
ment at the Cas_e_.-ainianfocus _md the addition of the telescope doora.

63
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l Co%figuratio;: .:::_ the i,_itla] baseline of mn f/4 _ri-_:," ::it:e2 teLe_zc;e

generated by _oe!z£_ ;,_ch is very si[l]_r to the f/2 co':ce.-'.,=.:,co[.t_o:_ • _;h,.-

additional ]ength, An _.,_,_-_.k_.,._.,..,,_. or te!e._co_:in_-t_7 :; ......_" ""_ c_; 3u::'_,'-'4_-_t_.-.,.
^ z.t con-secondary mirrors w:.s used to attain the additio._m! ien;_h _- tr,e .r':

flgurat_on while role'ring a r_nimum height in the _=_....__...... c_rIiE"-a_ic:,"_" .....'_'_"s
corJiguration was used to initiate thermal and -_*:_,'_= "=-,,_-,.--._- _-tazilit? ccnt.-cl

analyses and to g_nerate conce}tual designs for {xo--.-r/ng the alternate methods

in which the te]es-.o:e can be ozerated _dth the '.'C?-_i4 "% •

CozLfiguration C 'A-=sgenerated midway in the stud',',and th.= gec::.etrb-and tess

characteristics ,._ this design w_re used for the coz..:ietion of the =_t.._d.

stability control a_na!ysis a_nd associated structural _..=-_-,_celastic =..a._,'-_"s__s,

plus the completion of the therx_l analysis, _T,e z_Jcr change in thi._"design,

compared to Cor_iE_ration B, is a fixed suppczt structure for -h? s_condary
mlr_ors, This chan6e was. initiated to eliminate _he zelescc-i ...... erection of

the secondary zirrcr section in orbit and to _cz the re_l_e-ent to conduct

experiments at the _r!-..efocus, The latter reqairenent chang=_, plus th_ use of

pyrar_id-ty_e doers located adjacent to the secondary r/_-rcr su:uc_t. _e4 = 4t

possible to keep th_ overall height of the £//, t_-=-_: ...."*_'- --_=_^_._

!_mits without us=_ng an e:_endable-ty_a structure for =......+ of th_ secondacies,

Configucat_.on D de.ricts the final design study iteration of the ":C'?,%._,ich

incorporates conce_tua! designs developed in the fo!!c-,_r_ suhs:._ten areas:

i, Cabin arra,_erent and experiment instal!atien rem.zlrezents '

{ 2. Second_-y mirror installation and aligr_ment • "
con_ro_ S_zStens

3. Therre! centre!

&. Miscella_uecus s_bsystem equipment insta__laticn, such as sta._ tracker,

reaction control Jete, solar panels, corer.imitation s_nte._.-as,etc.

,'-_Jordesign ch_es _%ich affected the configuration _eonet_- are the altered

cabin and additicn of a_ earthshade. Installation of large pieces of experiment

equipment, such as the _igh dispersion visual s_ectc£r___h, led to the selection

of '-_cabin design consisting of a cylinder with flat bu]/<heads, rather than %he

eliptical pressure doze design used on the initial baseline. The earthshade,

which is an e.Qtendab!e cylindrical structure at the open end of the telescope,

was incorporated to stabilize temperatures in the area cf the secondary mirrors,

the primary mirror, and the telescope doors. Detail descriptions of $_h_ final

baseline telescope configuration _d conceptual operational designs for the
final two modes cf operation are presented in Section 5.
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J APPROACH& ST ])YD  ELOR IT

The approech used in this operational ana].TSlS was to identify the significant
problem areas concernlr_ the ro__eof man in the MOT operations and to compare
the. relative advantages or disadvantages of the various operatlon_l modes. Con-

slderatlon was given to man's capabilities and Limitations in the space environ-
mer.tand their effect or constraints on the laboratory equipment and telescope
desIEn. Further evaluation included the c_,_rison of man's ability to perform the
necessary tasks and the comparisons of time]_Ine analyses for each of the various
modes. In additlon to evaluation of man's role and the timellne analyses, suff-
icient data was generated in the ai_aa of technical 1-isk,operational capability,
and constraints on the MOB/., to allow valid co_--@arisons.

The study was conducted for three basic modes of operation, wlth _riations of
each of these modes as depicted on Fi_*re _-2 and described _iow.

MODE I - _e telescope is docked end then per=ar,entl_ attached to the laboratory
for ell subsequent operations. Y_ne field couple and the E/mballed couple were
considered as alternate desIEns in this mode.

MODE IA - Rigid Couple - __be telescope is launched separately and, after
docking to the MORL, is pezmanent]_v coupled to the laboratory for all oper-
atlcms. Attitude poslticalng and stabilization is accomplished by Dhe entire
MOR_MOT combination. Environmental control and electrical power is provided

I by auEmented MORL subsystems.
IB - G_mballed _le - This approach retained a rigid attachment to the

MORL, yet partiall_ _ecoupled MORL disturbances from the telescope optical
sys%ems through the use of a two-axis gimbal support. _ne angular travel
within the gimbal is llmited to degree:s which is compatible to the MORL

attitude control subsystem. For'large angular changes of the telescope,
the glm_als are locked and the MOBL/MOT co=bination slewed to the desired

attitude. For this mode, too, electrical power _ld enwironmental control
are supplied from the MORL.

MOD_,lI - The telescope is docked and rl_d_y attached to the laboratory for exper-
Iment setup add me_ntenance functions, "but decoupled for those o_eratAons associated
with astrcmomical observaticms. _de II alternate system approaches included the
tether system, the floating socket, and interm_itten_ remote controlled doctrine
without a physical attachment.

M_.E IIA - Tether S_stem - _is approach was simply the attachment of _u
umbilical tether when the telescope is dec_dpled from the MORL. Electrical
power and environmental control are supplied by the MOKL.

MODE IIB- This approach to Intermittent coupling utlJ.tzes a floating socket
mechanism as the inter-connection. This mechanism l_r_tts complete separatio_

from the MORL disturbances dur_nE observations, but prevents separation beyond
the eomflnes of t_ socket. During observations the MORL ls maneuvered to
ste_7 clear of the teleseol_..

/"

C
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_ MODE IIC - Remote Controlled - in this mode, the.telescope is complete]j"

decouple_ from the ...v.'_r':_r-.with no pl_-slcal restrictions to limit the separ-
ation lls_ce. A remo_ control system in the MORL is used for initial

rendezvous and docking, as well as the_ repetitive docKings requires before
and after the obsei-;ation funztions. Electrical power and environmental

*'tcontrol are provided by the ,:OPJ_when coupled, but the telescope is also

provided with an independent electrical and environmental system for its
uncoupled operation.

_WDE III- The telescope_ is placed in orbit near the laboratory and is operated in
a separatedposition at all times.

MODE IIA - Astronaut Transfer - _ travels to the telescope, and performs all
_unctions in a pressurized spacesult. The MOT contains its own electrical

power and orbit keeping systems.

MODE IIIB - Astronaut TTansfer - Man travels to the telescope in a pressurized

spacesuit but works within a pressurized cabin in a shlrtsleeve environment.
The MOT contains its o_n electrical power, environmental control, and orbit-
keeping systems.

MODE IIIC - Shuttle Vehicle - _ne MOT remains in the vicinity of the MORL and
man utilizes a shuttle vehicle for transfer. The shuttle vehicle provides a

shirtsleeve environment during transfer _nd also provides MOT cabin press-
urlzatlon and orbit keeping when docked. The MfYf contains its own electrical

, ".

power and thermal control systems.

The first phase of the study, up to the midterm report, was devoted _rimaril_ to
Eenerating sufficient data to conduct a comparative evaluation and rating of these

eight nodes of operation to provide a basls for a selection of the two most pro-
_:Isin_ approaches. The principle weighing factors considered were :

o Technical Risk - The probability of systems not meeting design or operatlcnal
requirements in the speelfled environment by the specified time period.

o Operational Capability - The assessment of relative observation time, relia-
bility and safety, flexibility and versatility, and man's ability to perform
the assigned tasks.

o MORL Interface Constraints & Fequlrements - The consideration of the con-
stralnts imposed on the MORL by the MOT for each mode of operation in the

•areas of design, function, su[_ystems, and man's operation.

Further discussion of the evaluation criteria, the considerations afTecttng the
ratings, and the c_clusions are included in Document D2-8_0_1-1. At the midtem of
the study, the two _recomuended modes were IIB. the floating soeke_ as an attache4
concept, and a hybrid between Modes IIC and IIIC_ which considered tl_e shuttle

vehicle for frequent short duration trips &n co.unction with the ca2abil/ty of
docking the MOT to the MORL for longer duration maintenance requirements.

"T_ hybrid mode was considered to be an acceptable concept for the rem,_*_ @_
detached operation, but continued design study was deemed necessary to resolve

• . _ , J
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the problems associated with the floating socket concept. At the midtenm review,
the relative rating for technical risk assigned to the floating socket was con-
sidered to be optimistic. The attitude control and reaction Jet and propulsion
subsystems wculd be required to operate often to keep the MOT within the floating
coupling _ud maintain the stationkeeping limits. Because of this constraint and
the addition o£ complexity to the MO._L subsystems, further design study of a close

couple mode resulted in the "soft gimbal" c_leept, which provided sufficient atten-
uation of the MORL disturbance forces to overcome the technical risk associated with

the conventional gimbal desiHns.

Taese two modes were then evaluated to arrive at the final selection for the final

phase of the study.

70
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h 3 OFERATIOI;/_LDESCRIPTION OF THE I_40 F_L_L '/_-_

_.3.1 Soft Olmbal Mode (Boeing '/_lel No. 946-41C)

4.3.1.I La_tnch

The launch vehicle for the MOT will be the Saturn IB. Tee MOT ";illhe z,='._ted

within an adapter and fairing si,,nilarto the Apollo L_4 adapter. Acoess to the
MOT cabin area on the launch l_i will be provided through an access _oor in the
adapter and a door in the side of the MOT cabin, which will be bolte_ _nd sealed
prior to launch. These door_, are sufficiently large to pe_rmltrencval of the high
dispersion spectrograph, which is the largest single piece of equl;zezt in the
cr,bin,

In order to withstand the severe vibration environment during boost, _latable
b_aclde_s w111 be used for supporting the primary mirror, to preven_ the intro-
duction of stresses.

During the launch of the MOT, the outer fairing will be Jettisoned to zaxim_ze the

payload capability in orbit. The nose cone and the outer fairing _Ii be separated
an_ _ettlsoned after the end of first sta_e burnout. The vehicle ".'illre-.s/n in
this configuratioa through burnout of the S-IVB stage, after ;-hich separation "ill

occur. Figure _-3, launch profile, illustrates the parts Jettisoned &zd the general
sequence of operatic_,s through the boost profile.

| •. The MOT is launched.lnto an elliptical orbit of 250 nautical miles apogee and 80
nautical miles perigee. This type of orbit permits the use of a Ho-hzan transfer

for purposes of rendezvous with the MORL. The orbit injection engine, _-u_Ldance
and ccmtrol equipment, and associated propulsion systems on the MOT are used to
perform the transfer. Ground control will be in command of the MOT during the

catchup orbit and will initiate the final Hohmann transfer. After the MOI' is placed
i lrltldn approximately ten to fifteen nautical miles of the MORL, control viii be

transferred to the MOEL crew for final rendezvous and docklng.

4.3.1.2 Rendezvous & Docking

After the MORL crew acquires control of the MOT, the MOT reaction control pro-

pulsion system will be used for maklng the final orbital adjustments prior to
docking. Visual as well as radar systems can be used to aid In making the final

maneuvers. Docking will be accomplished at the large end of the MO.RL near the 3-man
alrlock. The MORL must be zodlfled in thls area to provide a transfer tunnel, an-

Apollo-type docklng receptacle, and attach points for the supports from the MOT gimba
The initial rendezvous and docking operat-lon Is the same as for the remote mode, and
18 dlscussed in Section 4.3.2.2.

&.3.1.3 Deployment

After the MOTand MORL have docked, & permement attachment ls made bet_en the MOT

and MORL. Figure 5.2-3 illustrates the orbital arrangement and Figure 4-_ the struts

i" being attached by the MORL crew. These struts provide a rigid connectl_ betweenthe MORLand the MOT glmbal support structure. In addition, boogt support structure
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°4-_. used to support and stabilize the gimbals and spring suspension system durlz,g launch

mu_:t b_ removed. A mechanism used for making rigid the MOT/MOP/L durdn 6 orbit wlll
:_" then be actuated.

The teles_Aoplng crew tunnel on the MORL Is sealed at the M_I' cabln interface, the
docking cone removed, and tunbillcals connected In the ttu%uel. _he cabin Is then

pressurized from the MORL systems, allowing shl_sleeve entry into the MOT cabin.

-_ _,3.1._ Setup, Checkout, &:Alignment

Setting up the telescope to its orbital configuration from the la,&nch configuration
is begu_uafter the M(_I' is docked to the _K)RL. This conversion involves the part-
Iclp_tlon of m_n and requires operations extravehicular as well as within the press-
urized MOT cabin. Removal of boost structure and supports, installation of orbital

--,, supports, allgnment and checkout of the mirrors, checkout of.all act'ation sensors,
etc. are _ctivities which will be accomplished in the space environment. 5_n res-
traint provisions will be located at those areas where ma_lual tasks are to be con-
aucted.

)

The highly critical nature of the optical elements req,Aires special supports and
restraints to withstand the severe boost environment. These supports wlll be

removed and orbital supports attached. The inflatable restraint bladders installed
around the primary mirror during boost will be depressurized and allowed to contract

as described, in Section 5.

After the boost supports are removed, the primary mirror will be attached to the
, three point tangent bar supports. If possible, this func$ion will be done auto-

matical_y; h_ever, man rest be.able to back up the automatic system. If a crew-
., man is required to accomplish this attachment it will be necessary for him to work
' inside the telescope and in front of the mirror. A similar task is required in

_,_ the area of the secondary mirror cell where boost support structure :mAst be removed
for the mirror as well as the servo positioners which are used for optical control.

"._ Fl@tre _-5 illustrates man working on the telescope in space.

_:_. Scientific instrumentation in the cabin is aligned on the ground prior to launch.
This is mc_mted in place on an instrument mounting base or platen which is rigidly

connected to the primary optics. In orbit, the man must make a final adjustment of
these elements so that an optical alignment c_Au be accomplished. Figure 4-6 shows

_" the cabin arrangement and arrangement of the scientific optical equipment. Auto-
• collimating type alignment units are used for both initial alignment and for checking

_ the alignment of the entire optical system. Two folding mirrors, shown on Figure _-6,
are used to allc,_ the use of both the f/_O equipment and f/15 equipment. The first
mArror is used for folding the f/15 li@ht direct]_y into the instrument package. The

• f/_O light is folded to _ rotating mirror which in turn folds the light to the

i applicable instrument.

_. Optica_ checkout and alignment must be accomplished for the telescope in thermal
._, equ1!Ibr_.um at operational temperature. 9_ autocollimating and ali_p_ment unit

will be carefull_r aligned to the primary mirror itself. A check of this will be
, made An orbit. Once it le verified that the autocollimating unit is aligned with

_ the primary m/rror_ it will be used through the foldin_ mirror to alAgn the secondary
mirror. Using the autocollimating unit, the secondary mArror will be _osltic_ed

: vertically and laterall_ to the correct position. This will serve to zero the posit-
io_ers used for maintaining the secondaries in the correct Position. After ve_rtlcal

74
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by the format for astrophysical photo.E_phy which is appr_:-ately 16 x ].6inches.
A high degree of remote control is r_.qulred in the MOT operation. With the

capability of remotely selecting various optical instr,-ants, the number of trips
required by man to the MOT cabin can be ,minimized. _amo<_e cor_.,_ands_-ill be
utilized to advance the film from one frame to the next for such items as astro-

physical photography, advancement of the fi_ in the high and i_ disl_erslon

spectrographs, and changing from one sllae _o s_o_.ner _o.-as_'ometric photography.
M_nual operations in the cabin are anticipated to be prirerily that of installing
and removing film modules or pac_ges and checkout of a ne'_film pacP.age for proper
functioning prior to automatic or remote controlled operation. Equipment, such as
the photoelectric photometer and the spectrometers which utilize photx_electrlc
sena_ng, must be turned on remotely from the MORL. _.e _ata from this equipment
will be monitored and recorded in the !40PJ_,then telemetered to the ground.

A remotely operated pressure hatch, _hown on Figure 4-6, is provided between the
cabin and telescope to allm_ pressurization of the cabin. The hatch includes a
S.O inch-dlameter optically flat window located in the center to permit a _ of
light to penetrate into the cabin when the hatch is in the closed position. This

capability alloys for preliminary optical alignment chec_ of the folding mirrors
and exl_riment equipment while the crewman is in the cabin. For no_l telescope
operation, the hatch is retracted and stetted. Final ali_ment and adjustments
for astronomical observations will be accomplished by the man in his pressurized
suit after the cabin is depressurlzed and the hatch retracted.

Figure 5.2-2 illustrates arrangement of the secondary mirrors and the method con-

sidered for changing from f/15 to f/30 operation. The f/15 secondary mirror is
_ mounted on a hinged support to allow it to be folded _at of the way and st_ed

along the inner surface of the telescope tube. After removal of the f/15 mirror,
the f/SO mlr_o.r must be ad._,ustedand its alignment checke_ before use. _Is

function can be accomplished manually by the crewmen _'ork_ng in pressurized space-
suits. Access to the inner telescope tube is accomplished through the doors at
the open end. Hand holds, assist bars, and retralnt devices will be provided to

assure maximum protection for the crewman, t?e mirrors, and associated equipment
within the telescope.

•S.I.6 Maintenance

The conduct of maintenance is one of the important considerations in the role Of man

for the MOT system and is essential in orbit to maintain the telescope operatlo_
for the 3 to 5 year period. Equipment located both int_al and exterr_l to the

cabin _ill require periodic in_pection and maintenance. _'_intenance requirements
have been considered at a gross level and time has been allocated for scheduled

maintenance at reasonable intervals in add/tion to approximately 15 percent of the _
total time reserved for the unscheduled maintens_nce requirements.

}Mintenan_e in .the MOT cabin will normally be done in a shirtsleeve environment#
although in event of a failure of the environmental control system or meteoroi,l

puncture, it will be necessary for the crewmen to conduct the required repair in a
pre_Arize_ suit, This places a constraAnt on the design and arrangement of the
e_AlI_,ent. _ approach will be to modularlze the electronics and other subsystem
e_ents _o various levels to make replacement of spare modules relativeS7 easy.
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_ Obvlous!y all parts - *.a.n_no_ be spared in orbit. More critical items such as electron_

components, actuators, automatic ser¢o positloncrs, emd other items which require :-
high frequency of use will be made as standardized units and adequate spares :"_
provided. When a module bus been replaced, it will be taken to the MORL for repair --_
and test. ::,

L_e

Much of the optical equipr_ent such as mlrrors, gratings_ filters, etc. are passive _L

elements and not w_bject to wear. Items such as motors, solenoids, drive mechanisms_
_a.l_r. s.udwearout and are more critical items. Actual hours _!_etc. are subject to " " ""- .....

of operation considered for the optical sensors is not large, therefore j:reasonable _._!_
periodic preventative =_Intenance should result in a low spares requirement. _,_

Checkout will be posstb!e from the HORL by means of the telemetry llnk. In addition, _
a display console in the MOT cabin will include monitoring displays and controls ..:-...
necessarj for checkout a_.dfault isolation. _

When maintenance is reqaired outside the MOT cabin, the crewman's activities :;ill be
monitored and assi_tq.-,ce._._deavailable from within the cabin. Equipment items such :

as the star trackers_ reaction control modules, door actuators, _econdar_ mirror _
pos.i.t_@ners,interfero=eters used for maintaining secc_da__ mirror alignment, etc.

l_e__":_)l_eriodJ.c_:...._ servicing sad.maintenance and necessitate crew activity in the space
environment. Provisions are_required for crew locomotion and restraint. One con-
cept of such equipment is illustrated in Figure 4-5. This is a movable seat and
stirrup restraint device that is motor-drlven and actuated to position the man in
various attitudes in the area of the secondary mirror for maintenance purposes.

seat and _tirr._pprovides three reaction points for.taking out applied torques.

The unit is mounted cn a telescoping a:_"which has two pivots and is mo_ted in a
360 degree track. Electric motors with conveniently located slewing switches are
used to move the man in a wide range of positions and attitudes. Four degrees of
freedom are provided, and the unit may be locked in any desired position. Attach-
monte such"as cont_i_ers for tools, spare parts, and other maintenance items can
be attached to the side cf the seat. This restraint and positioning ievice sill
be removable for repair or replacement and stowed out of the optical path when
not in use.

_.3.2 Operational Descxdptton of Shuttle _k_e (Boeing bk_el No,.9_8-_D)

The shuttle mode of ope:mtion, one of the two selected for further study, is the
detached concept in w_dch thv MOT is maintained separate from the MOEL for t_m a_zo-

nomical obscrvatlons. For this appro_h, a shuttle vehicle is used for the frequent
short duration trips required between the MORL and the telescope and alloys s.hirt-
sleeve environment during the transfer. It includes the same docking p.rovisions
and mechanism as the Apollo logistics vehicle and can dock wish both the M0,_L
and MOT in the same zanner. Stowage provisions for _he shuttle are required on
the MORL.

"In this mode, the MOT sill be la,xnched unmanned and rendezvous and dock with tl_
MORL for Initial setup and prepa_wtion of the t_lescope for the astronomical

_rosram. When the MOT is ready for use, it will be separated frc_ the MORL and
will remain detached for extended periods of time. When crew activities, such a_. ._
replacement of film or c._nging from one piece of optical equipment to emother, are

required, a shirtsleeve crew trans._er into the shuttle Is accomplished. After

8o
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checkout of the subsystems, the shuttle traverses to the MOT and docks. The MOTr
cabin pressurization is provided by the shuttle. When the cabin has been pressur-
ized the entry hatch Is removed and the crewmen can then conduct the required task.
If egress to space Is mcessary, the shuttle serves as an airlock in the loop.

For the shuttle mode of operation, the MOT requIIms its own electrical power source.

Therefore, solar panels are included, as shown on the or'Ira1 confi_Aration,
Flgure5.2-5.

When requirements for longer stay times or extended actl'_Ities such as maintenance
the telescope become necessary, the MOT wi ii be remotely docked to the MORE. A

rigid at+_ach_nt is :ade and an interconnecting crew transfer tu_el becomes the

mode of entxy to _nd exit from the MOT cabin. In this confismu-ation, electrical
power, environment control, and orbitkeeping are provided by the MORL.

_.3.2.1 L_unch

_e launch requirements for the shuttle mode are basically"the same as for the soft
gimbal mode. The primary d_fTerence, huwever, is the addition of solar panels
which wouli be deployed after separation fr_ the booster.

It Is desirable to include the shuttle vehicle as part of an Apollo ferry vehlcle

launch. Be scope of this stu_7 did not include the design of a shuttle; however,
the incorporation of a shuttle into the Apollo logistics module is considered
feasible. The shuttle vehicle would be launched prior to the MOT so that it would

;, be available for i_dlate use, if necessary, in the activation of the telescope
in orblt.

_-3.2.2 Rendezvous3 Docking, and Orbilkeeplng

For the shuttle mode the rendezvous and doe.king procedures are identical to that
for the soft gimbal uode. Even though the shuttle mode utilizes .%he MOT separated

_ from the MORL, it will be docked tnitiall_ for setup an_ alignmerA.

The operation orbital flight performance analYsis for the MORL-HOT miss'_m with
respect to rendezvous, stationkeeping and orbitkeeping have been made under the
following _0und rules:

I) Tlme averabne atmospheric density at 250 N Mi; attitude, (3.2_6)(IO -13)
: Ibs/ft3.

2) Repre,_entatlve weight of MORL plus two logistics vehicles plus two
shuttle vehicles 83,600 pounds.

, S) Representative weight of MOT, 2_,000 pounds.

_) EfTective Isp of propu3_tcn system(s), 300 lbs/lb/sec.

. 5) S_Atlc_keel_lng performed by that vehicle which has-the greater orbi_
decay rate. -,

/

.7
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The atmospheric density is based on an operational tine period of 1980 for which
the mean I0.7 cm solar flux is projected to be in the vicinity of 240 (3.0-22 )
watts/M2-cps based on the eleven-year solar cjcle. Tnis density is twice that
of the U.S. Standard Atmosphere, 1962, at 250 N Mi attitude.

The ballistic coefficient of the MORL varies with attitude Orientation from 14 to

35 psf with long-term average estimated to be 25 psf. The ballistic coefficient
of the MOT varies with attitude orientation from 15 to _8 psf with long-term

average estimated to be 17.5 Psf. As a result, the rates of orbital decay of these
two configurations will vary with time so that sometimes the MOT orbit is decaying
faster than the MORL orbit and at other times the roles are reversed. _hen not

constrained by experimental or operational requircmnnts, it r_y be possible to
orient the MORL so as to modulate:the separation of the vehicles.

To minimize the orbitkeeping requiremmnts, the vehicle having the larger orbit
decay rate (l_est ballistic coefficient) will p_rfor_ the stationkeeping ms.neuver_.
Both the MOPL and MOT will be requiI_d to perform stationkeeping operations, thus
partially meeting the orbitkeeping requirements.

: The most unfavorable possible combination of ballistic coefficients (W/CAA) occurs

when the MOT is at minimum drag attitude, W/CdA = 48 psf, and the MORL i_ at max-
imum drag attitude, W/CdA = i_ psf. This combination occurs only briefly since
the MOT is inertial]j stabilized and only occasionally will its longitudinal axis

coincide with the flight path. However, it is possible for the MOT tc be inertially
oriented with its longitudinal axis normal to its orbit plane so that for extended

periods of time it will be at maximum drag attitude, W/CdA = 1.5psf. It is also
possible for the MORL to remain at minimum dr_g (W/C_A--= 35 psf) during this time.
For any extended period of time the most unfavorable combination of ballistic
coefficients is 15 and 35 psf for the MOT and MORL, respectiv_Ey. In this com-

bination, the MOT orbit will decay faster than the MORL orbit. In order to keep
the MOT within the vicinity of the MOEL, it will be necessary to periodically
apply a minute reboost to the MOT. Propellant requirements and procedures for
the_se stationkeeping operations are discussed below.

Ba_.e_ on the long-term average values of ballistic coefficient, the propellant
required for orbit keeping by the MOT is 575 pounds per year, and the propellant

required by the MORL is 1500 pounds per year with perfect s_tems.

These propellant allotments represent reserves of onl_-25 percent for uncertainties
in drag coefficient, atmospheric density fluctuations, guidance and control errors.
Thrse minlr_l reserves are Justified in that, with logistic support system,s as
integral parts of the MORE-MOT operation, an unfavorable combination of uncer-
tainties can be met with resupply.

Since stationkeeping operations are performed by perturbing the vehicle with the

lower ballistic coefficient, the frequency of orbltkeeping is determined by the
decay rate of the higher ballistic coefficient vehicle. In the worst possible
case, this ballistic coefficient would be 15 psf a_d the time required for the

orbi_ attitude to decay from 250 to 2_7.5 N Mi wc_l_ be 15 days. Consequently,
orbitkeeping operations will be required so infrequently, even with a narrow att-
itu_e tolex_mce, tlzt such operations need not be schc_luled outside of the station-
keeping operations schedule.
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j_:i Fiffare 4-7 shows the time.re_qulred for the two vehicles to separate by one N
/:i_,_ along the trajectory for vat,as combinations of ballistic coefficients, beginn-
:._ Ing v[th the two vehicles adjacent at zero relative _elocity and independent of
• :"_:: each other with respect to drag. Under the most unfavorable long-term combln-
_,'_.:...ati_, of ballistic coefficients, it takes almost nine hours for the vehici_s to
-_%.
:_%_ oel_rate by one N 14/, so that even under the worst conditions the frequency of

!;_. statlonkeeping sh_ald not introduce an ol_ratic_al problem such as would occur if
_ the tlnm i.terval was somethir_ llke two h_._rs or less. A statlonkeeping operation

_' scheduled every nine hours is more t_n adequate t'omeet both station and orbit-
_:_ keeping requdrements and will be accomplished during the 'dayllght period. Such'
_" a schedule should be consldez_d representative and not optimum with regard to

operations integration or propellant requirements. As the curves of Figure 4-7

-i' show, the time required approaches infinity as the ballistic coefficients of the two
-_ vehicles become identical.

the basis of average ba!l_stic coefficients, the MOT requires 137 pounds of

propellant per year to match the decay rate of the MORL with perfect sensors and
c_trols. However, in matching the MORL'_ decay rate, the MOT is partially ful-
filling its orbitkeeping re_Airements _o that the propellant requirements for orbit-

keeping will cover this stati_,k_eping requirement.

When altitude of the MOT decreases faster them the MOEL, and after an initial
transient condition of less than half an orbit_ i'Ve tangential separation increases
proportional to the sq_mre of the time fro_ separation. When the separation reaches
1 N Hi a minute reboost impulse is applied to the MOT. The MOT is nov in an orbit
which results in the MOY laggimg behin_ its undlsturbed position with separation

proportional to time. T_ese moti_us are graphed in Figure _-8 ignoring minute
._ cyclic variations, for the most unfavorable l_u_-term combimttlon of ballistic

coeffieteuts (15 and 35 psf). The impulse, applie_ is of such magnitude as to cause
the MOT to slow down relative to the MORL and go behind it-by no more than i N Mi

,_ before overtaking it a_aln. The next impulse is then appl_l when the MOT again
._ lea_ the MORL by i N Mi. For the most unfavorable ballistic coefficient corn-

% bination, a retro impulse of 0.29 fps is applied to the MORT_at 8.97 hours after
- separation (Figure 4-8 ). The MORL catches up to .the _._Y_at 12.5 hours, is

1 N Hi ahead of 21._5 hours, and is 1 N Mi behind the M{Yf again at 3_.7 hours.

_. _e second MOT re_ost is applied at MOT apogee passage _ust prior to 34.7 hours
so as to keep the attitude separation reasoaable while cycling through another

I: catchup operation.
A
.i. For fi_e initial rendezvous operation, where the MORL is in orbit and the MOT is

launched fr_n the Earth, the _V allowance for rendezvous should be 125 fps oversimple orbit iuJeetion so that the total maneuver _ V ,_t _O N Mi is 380 fps.
_hls aill_ce is necessary to cover tracking, guidance, and control errors and-_t
finite thrust-to-weight and b_rn-time effects. The allowance is perhaps conserv-

_,._. ative, but more exact value8 require detailed definition of all the pertinent
_-:_! subsyute_s (tracking, i_%dance, control and propulsion) and detailed simulation
_. of the rendezvous operati_ incorporating the characteristics of these subsystems.,

t _e _V required to rendezvous with the MOT from a distance of I N Mi along the

.._ orbit varies inversel_ with the time taken to rendezvous _ however, rendezvous
times of more thm_ several orbit periods are not always possible nor practical.

.o,_(

• ., _ -:_,,.u'" ,..".,.:.- .,__ .; .,.',,. • , : ,, .,,., ,....,,' ._ '.- .'
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)
. The A V required to cat_.hup _ud reduce the ._L_.tivevelocity in one orbit period

_< • _erfect systezs. _.e alt_.ud, difference cs_nbe re-is one foot pe.r second " :h _+
duc,.,din a zeF__rater_aneu-'erin one half-orbit at a rate oZ 0.3 N I,£iper foot

l_=r second. _:.enthe _ V required to re.ndez':z:sfrom 1 N I,_along the orbit in
one to t-;oorbital periods is abelt tYe 6 V ;ena-_v introduced by sys_.m errors
To re_duce the horizontal _..ndvertical sepa_ti'..-,in a single re_neuver gener'._lly

requires slightly more _ V.

A _ V allc_nce of 20 fps for rendezvous am& i::.-/ngfrom one N _._will provide

for flexible rendezvous ope_tion. With I-I_'.M:sophistica+_d system, routine ren-
dezvous in abcrJt one orbit pe.riod should he_l.:s._lhlewith less than "I0 fps, making
available more t:-m_n20 fps for rendezvous iz IL to _ minutes when required. (With
a thrust-to-welg+ht ratio of 0.03, the fastes- .-_.nlezv_ispossible would be about
3 _[nutes _nd w_lld require 170 fps. )

Orb_tkeeping. stationkeeping, and rendezv_zs re_z:"_Irementsintroduce no serlous
_constralnt on propellant _qulrements or o.we._:tnns of the MOT mission.

•S.e.B De_plo_ment

The shuttle ve_Icle is nor-_al_v stirredon the ._,'_31_and ca_ be activated and posit-

ioned _,jthe deployment a.--_sin the same zmr_uer +.hatthe Apollo logistics vehicles
t_"are stowed and manipulated on the MORL. Once h_ MOT has been docked to the MORL,

the telescope can be conve_ed to its orbital cc.-_,_i_aratlon.

i) _oB.2-_ Setup, Checkout, & Alignment

With the MOT initially docked to the MORL, the telescope will be changed to its
orbital eo.-_figurationin a procedure similar to that used _Ith the soft gimbal
mode. The one function vhich is eliminated fs _h___ re_ulrem_nt for s_tting up the

soft gimbal interconnection. During this peri_i the MORL will provide electrical
power and MOT cabin atmosphere.

In this case, the shuttle vehicle also requires z setup and checkout operation,
whlchconsists of checkout of environmental coazrol, electrical power (batteries),
prupulsion, and communication systems. As re_alr_.d, expendables such as oxy_n
and propellants will be installed or filled. _ s_i__itlonto a structural inspection,

the operating controls and mechanisms such as the doCking and entry hatches will
be checked.

_.3.2.5 Operation

For operation of the shuttle mode, the MOT will be separated from the MORL. it

has its own solar panels for electrical Ix_'er sc.iindependent attitude and position-
lug capability and _ill be remotely slewed to the proper target. Its solar ix_els
are adjustable, but will be locked in a fixed ;_sitlon durin _ the obse_'_atlon
periods to eliminate possible disturbances.

When it becomes necessary for the crew to transfer to the MOT, they will activate
and enter the_shuttle and ms,nearer to the MOT, vhlch maintains its inertial attitude.

_ Once docked, the cabin will be pressurized fro-- the suttle system and the crewwill enter in a shi_tsleeve environment. UIxm c_xm_let£on of their tasks, the
.clubmen will re-enter the _huttle, depressurize the cabin, and return to the MORL

!
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with the film, plates, or other equlpr_nt.

_.3.2-6 Maintenance

T"e mainten_uco requirements for the MOT are much the s_-refor the shuttle mc4Leas
discussed under the soft gimbel mode. For the shuttle mode there are additional

maintenance requirements for the solar panels and solar panel actuators on the I'C'?.
Also, the shuttle vehicle viii req,mlre,periodic inslx-ction, ,maintenance, and replace-
ment of defective parts. Maintenance required for the shuttle vehicle will be.
accom_llshed at the MORL and will be somew.hat Indepen@ent frc_ the operational

requlrements of the MOT.
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During the study it was recognized t'_t it was necessary to establish a one-ye-ar
astronomical program in order to esti.-zte telescope operation time and resuLtinG
man's participation. For exazple, the various experiment observntions have varying
requirements for monitoring, film re_placement, exposure times, quantities of exposure.:

per target, and optics. To obtain _.xln_m utilization of the telescope, each exper-
iment was evaluated on an in&Ivid_l requlrezent basis and considered e.s _,_s of tin
wlth specific operational requirenents. _e approach was ther to develop a t}qolcal
experiment program conductlng all experi__e,nts in a logical order. Conducting all of
the f/15 observations before cbm_n_ng the secondary mlrrors for the f/30 observations
increases the useful telescope "__m as it is estimated that this ab_,ge may require
as much as four days. The nunber of crew-transfer trips and their frequency results
in a means of determining shuttle logistics requirements used to accomplish a mode
evaluation.

Two modes of operations wez_ stulied in developing the accompanying charts:

o MOT soft gimbaled to the MORL - servicing via tummel from MORL;

o MOT in parallel orbit with the MORL - servicing via shuttle from MORL
and/or docked with MOT.

For the purpose of this study, it has been assumed that time expenditures for film
replacement_ scheduled and unscheduled maintenance, film processing and transmittal
will be the same in either mode of operation. This is based on the assumption that
the shuttle travel time between MOEL and the MOT will be time-sequenced in parallel
with the concluding portion of the previous L..OTexperiment, and assumes the same
time function allocation for the docking a_ndpressurization sequence of either mode,
allowing the same time smalysis to be used.

Timeline analyses were made for each of the astronomlf:al observation experiments and
integrated into a timeline anal_'sis for a one-)_ar period. These analyses co_er
onl.v the operational period of the telescope and do not include the launch, orbit
insertion, docking, oralJus_ent and allg_ment time periods.

_'nefollowing figures depict the development of the timeline analysis for the photo-
_phlc experiments for a oue-year period:

Figure 4-9 Wide Field Photography (f/15),

Figure _-I0 Low Dispersion S£_ctra (f/15),

Figure 4-11 Large Scale Photograpl_v (f/30),

Fi6ure _-12 High Dispersion Spectra - Visible (f/30).

_e detmdled analyses for the various t)_s of astronautical observations have been
orgemized as a baseline fr_ which other p:_6rams can be generated. In each case,

the time for film, slides, or tape ch_ges has been allocated as 2 orbits (3 hours).
Each observation, therefore, incorporates a block of time for which a predetermined
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.r
number of targets car,be..acquired be_Tore the record/ng media requ_r__s c'.-aLn_Ing.
Each block of tlme Dar%her lists +.henumber of exposures, reco_lin_s, end targets
acquired for each of the astronor.leal observatlon experiments.

The MOT one-year program, Figure 4-13, _nte_rates the blocks of time for each

°F observation into a total progran, Incorg.orat_ng the scheduled _-.dunscheduled main-
| tenance periods, and the tlmes for chan.g_g mirrors into a pls.-_ne_sequence of
: events. In this :_zner, each series of o_ervations relet_ve to r_Irror settings
:r is provlded a degree of flexibility co, men,rotate with divergence of opinion of obser-

_ ration priority _mong astronomers. Toe time req,'_red to set up _-d check out the equip-i_

ment for each obserzatlon _l_-___nz is 5 orbits, (7.5 hoturs) an__ provides a 3-orblt
_ penalty if this optioT, is exercised. Based on consultation _-IthDr. Z. K_pal, the

[ program presented represents the be.st utilization of time for the percentage allo-cation of telescope use.
Y

in accordance with eqllpment reliability values and establish those perlod8 of a

i one-year schedule where this _e of maintenance will be required.

Unscheduled maintenance, based on 15 perc_t of to%_l time, has been allocated in

_ block periods of time for simplicity, recognizing tk_t the occurrence, of t_mse require-
i ments could be high_- diversified %-Ithin the total pxogram. Tae bloc_m of ur.scheduled

maintenance, however, coul_ occur-at any time during one t_e of ast_zo-_ical obser-
vatl_ experiment %_thout significantly degrading the planned prob.-ram.

A prugram summary cha_, F_gure k-lh, based on the one y-_arpro_._wu, indicates the

._ resulting number of possible targets for each scientific experizent after deducting
-i/ the time required to replace film end accomplish experiment setup _ud checkout.

,° -.
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4.5 O_-_INITIO';OF LOGISTICS REQUIR_4ENTS

-j
T,;'-= l_._-_tIcs requlrer_nts for the MOT consist of scientific experiment expend-
ab!es, _:l'system expe_ndahles, and equipment spares. The experiment expendables
inolule all recording sells such as photographic film and plates, magnetic tapes,
phot_eleztric sensor cocl2_nts, and developers. The subsystem expendables consist
of attln:ie control _.i proi_lsion fae!s and atmospheric control suppJdes. The

spare_ r_._uirement Includes not only the subsystems spares such as the electron-
ics, _ulsion, co_--xLnicaticr.s,and m2chanisms components but covers the sensors
en_ o_ti_.s spares for the e'xperiment equipment.

A zat_t., L._igure_ - 15, iniicates _.hescientific experiment logistics required for

both zo_i=_sto suppo_ the astronomical program for one year. The volumes and
w_ights for the fiLm and plates have "omen calculated based on the number of exposures
of a iet_r-_Ined fo_2t. Ln_ividual casettes are considered ar_lsized to be com-

patihl__ %__th the frequency of trips for replacements. For t2mt equipment using
r-agr.eti:tame, two 12-po_ui Ge_ini-t_pe recorder_ with tape will be provided.
-Za=h re_r!er includes __ feet of tape which is adequate for the data recording
req_i_ments for each cczplete experiment. The data being recorded in the MOT

is also -sing telemetered to the MORL so ther_ is no necessity for tape replace-
merit in the MOT during the conduct of each e: __ment. After completion of an
expe_nt, the recorder will be replaced and _tu_d to the MORL for transmission

of _ata to Earth. _en assured of receipt of the _L..ta__:_ magnetic tape is erased
an_ the recorder checked for use again.

In t_ _mote mode the subsystem expendables consist of attitude control and pro-
l_U!s_cn _:_pellant and ECS/atmosphere gases. These require a total weight of 50_

; p_._ds for a 90-d_y period. This is based on transfer of the attitude control

=z_ pro_,-_Isionpropellant being done at the scheduled malmterance _riods. The
vel_t Ite-_sInclude:

o HO._7_ docking = 177 pounds

o MOT orbitkeepir_ = i_ poun_,s

o HO_ attitude control = 175 pounds

o .02Z==Zto eoes. = 369ponna

- _e entire logistics requirements for the MOT is dependent on the total number

of trl_s between MORL and MOT (including those for unscheduled maintenance), the
_. sl_res e._,:t replacement requirements for all of the subsystem components, and the

_l_res ant replacement requirements for structural co_onents and mechanisms,
and, c_unot be defined at this time,

•;"<
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_.6 DEFINITION OF SHUTIT_ REQUIHF_TS

For _he remote mode, a shuttle is utilized to accomplish the frequent short-dura-
tlon transfer requirements between MORL and MOT. The shuttle is an independent
vehicle sized to accommodate two men, logistics, and supporting subsystems. In

addition to the requirermnt for a separate vehicle, the shuttle includes additional

subsystems for propulsion, electrical power (batteries), communications, control,
and environmental control. Spares and maintenance would also be required to support

its operation.

In the remote mode, the MOT cabin is pressurized from the shuttle subsystem but
does not create an added pressurization gas requirement over the attached mode

other than the tankage provision on the shuttle. Al_proximately 150 pounds of

pressurization gas is provided on the shuttle and is sized for 30-day capacity
with capabilities to accomplish a transfer every 2 days. In addition, approx-
imately 500 pounds of propulsion iropellant is reqAired by the shuttle to support
the 30-day resupply period.

_me spares e_ replacement requirement for th_ shuttle subsystems and mechanisms
are a function of operation time, frequency of use, and design factors and cannot
be defined at this time.
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h.7 CREW }_F,qV_D4E_' "S

The MORL crew complement will include cre'_J._nhaving specialized skills associated
with t_e optical program In addition to the normal MJDRL operation re.quirement_. It

is not necessary, however, that all crewmen qualify as experts in optics, astrono_
and photography. Each crewman will be thoroughly trained in the extravehicular act-

ivltie_ required for the setup and maintenance of the telescope. Mockups and simu-
lators will be used to train the creo_ for the activities associated with +.he

system. The _RL crew complement will then include the capability for accomplishing
all of the following tasks :

o Initial Setup, Checkot_ and Ali_7_ent

o Perform rendezvous and docking operation

o Remove launch-support s_ructt_e

_

•_ o Attach orbital supports for :_ensitive optical elements

o Perform optical alignment

._ o Activate and check out ther_al control system

o Activate and check out electrical power system
0

•_ o Check out all electrical and electronic subsystems, e.g., computers,
_" lighting, and co_nunicatlons

o Cheek out MOT cabin environmental control system

o Align and adjust prJ_e focus equipment

o Work in a pressure suit, utilizing special s.pace tools

o Experiment Control

o Replace film slides, and tapes

o Service_ and adjust automatic film and tape transports

o Monitor star patterns, focus, exposme reading, stability and
thermal co,*_rols

o Remote1_ advance film an_ ck_n6e film and exposure times

o Change primary and secondary mirrors, _cus and align

o M_nuallM slew equipment for _ross orientation

o Data Interpretation .and Processin_

o Plate and f'ala development in _RL
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o Examl_,.e negatives and evaluate suavity._.

°: ' o Make enlargements of selected areas

.. o Transmlt portions of images to ground for "quick look"

o Prepare _nta for ret,.u'nto ground via data ..ap,_..leor"_' ferry
vehicle

o Overall _T.ogl'smMonitcrlng

o Interpret progr_u cDmnges from the ground and interject in

orbital operations

o Remotely monitor I,%T for proper operation

• o l_rform periodic inspections a_,d checkout

o Perform unscheduled maintenance involving equipment repair and
replacement

o Maintenance

o. Perform fault isolation of modular packages

o Replace failed part

t
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4.8 EVALUATION OF _0 FINM, CONCEPTS

The purpose of the evalu2tion was to assess the soft gimbal (948-41C) and shuttle
(9_8-43D) concepts and to recommend the concepts which ra_ed best using selected
evaluatlon erlterla. The criteria were identified during the first half of the

study and served as a basis for co_parlng the vari(_as modes of operation. The
two c_-.cept_ which are assessed in this portion of the study differ primarily in
mode of operation, therfore, the plmviously identified crlterla are used. A dis-

cusslon of each of the crite_:la and its measure is contained in the follcving
paragl_phs.

4.8.1 Techn_c_lRisk

Technical risk is defined as the probability of systems not meeting design or opez-
atio_al requirements by the specified qpe_mtional date. In this evaluation, tech-
nlcal risk is measured by assessing new and unsolved design problems which are
required[for each concept.

•_e shuttle concept requires four areas of development which are different from the
soft glmbal concept; a shuttle vehicle and separate electrical power, propulsion,

and stability systems. Shuttle vehicle development should be relatively routine
since it can be similar to the Apollo or Gemini vehicles. Electrleal power stud
propulslon systems are also anticipated to.be well within the state-of-the-art. In

addition, MOT studies have shown t.hat the .separate stability _ystem will be within
the state of the art. For these reasons, the shuttle concept is assessed as having
low technical risk.

The soft glmbal concept requires development in the attachment of the MoT to the
MORL, and the stabillty system must cope with MORL motions which are transmitted

through the springs and the gimbal l_mits. A requirement for an angular fine point-
Ing error no greater than 0.0i arc seconds was established for the telescope_
General Electric performed an analysis of the stability control system which indl-
cared that performance is only slightly degraded. Additional pointing eyrors of
less than O.OOS second of arc are introduced by the soft gimbal. The attached mode
stabilization was assessed to be within the 0.01 second of arc requirements. _bere
are some problem areas associated with the development of the soft glm_i and there-
fore the technical risk is considered klgher than the attached mode. The technical

rlsk of this system was assessed to be moderately low, compare_ _to low for the
shuttle concept.

_.8.2 Av_iiable Observation Time

Efficient _tilizatlon of available observati¢:_ntime is a fku_damental requirem,_,nt %_,
In order to obtain the maximum amount of data fro_ the Manned Orbital Te_escol)c_
Available observ_tlon time has been defined as the night time of each orbi%; thus
providing a mar[mum of 12 hou_ per day for actual observations. All of the orbital
night times carmot be ut_llzed for observations because of the requirements for

equipment changes, maintenance operation_, routine insl_cvions, and servicing. Other
factors affectiu_ tae observation time are travel from the MORL to the M_ docking
and undocktng requirements, and pressur_ _:atlon aud d_pressurization of the MOL cabin.

lO1

:, ,:. ., . . d
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In order to assc_s the effect of these factors on the two modes, a sample astro::autl-
) cal observation program was esbabllshed, iCstim_tes were r:_de of the pre-experiment

: preparation requirements for each type_of observation, ._sed on a shirtsleeve

environment. The total nig/nthours for one year were assumed to be h,3tD for this
analysis. A maintenance analysis iudlcated that 29 maintenance entries would be

required for the _zoftgimbal concept and 31 entries fo.c the shuttle concept. The
two addition entries are oonsldered for unscheduled maintenance of the solar cells.

This results in sllght_y fewer hours being available for observations for the shuttle
% concept than for the aofb gimbal concept. F_g_re h-16 shows the effect of num'_r of

entries on the available obse_-vation tim< for each concept. As shown, both concepts
have b/gh availabilities and the differences between the two are not considered
significant.

4.8.3 Reliability

Overall system re_liability was _easured in this study by the probability t_hatthe
._ vehicle will De available for operations. The reliability of competing MOT concepts

is a variable which may be increased by the-investment of in-orbit weight, power
.and maintenance_ and by increased preflight development effort. Since booster

_ayload and flIEjnt schedules are relatively inflexible quantities, pre_flight develop-

ment is limited m_d the @ri..m_ryreliability trade is one of MOT reliability versus
the logistics requirements and e.xpe_rlmentobjectives. The primary limitation to the

_m..amt of experimental data obtained Is,therefor_, the total time required to repair
.. MOT equipment. In other words, if sufficient payload is afforded to provide the

necessary spares to make the ultimate reliability-practically ,multy, the on]_v
.]dmitatibn to completing exTerlments is the availabiiity of the experiment a_ud

_ support equipment.
:

• :The tLnscheduled r.aintenance requirements for the two modes _ave Im_enassessed to he..

_: approximately the same. with the primary exception beir_ the solar panels in the

remoto mode. Fi.gure 4-17 shows the relative re_[abillty levels'for one year's
: operation. TheSe differences are not considered to be significant.

The reliabil_.ty decrement associated with the opez__.tlonof the shuttle is reflected

•prlmari_y in the safet.y analysis° Failures will generally result in:either the-need
for _spares or a_ ".udonmentof the_shuttle. This will be quite fe_ _ible since extra-

_ -'-._:yehleularmovemc t is -beingdeveloped in existing programs.

C-

:- 8afe%_ is-measured-as the probable_ number, of fatal accidents _er year of operation.
The'_Jor _fety hazards result from docking the NOT "_and the shuttle_ radiation and

' _dc_meteorolds, andhandLing propeilants, gas.es, and elegtrlcal equipment. _

_-, With min_or variations, the l_..ttertwo-hazard's Will be corAmon to both of',the competing
; .: : ,. :-- " . , ._: ,

" " , ._.I Doe - - .__'r _ . : ' '

, ']" more than-minimal obJec_tives3 _herefore, considerable development--of equipment"_ua .......
_/.' % .hn_,qil I_ _ tea ev r_,the blem_ _d tl_e _"_-._i : ec es can e" c , How e pro of orbltalmeclmmics

• - _ --_:-:-" _ ' -- " "" - - -_ "" " "" : _ ' _ " " - Y -' "_T'
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re]z:._I.]y .o..,ple,._qulpr._zt that is ._e]u_red _._!]result in a significant prohebi_ty
of err._rs and accidents; at le_s+ • _';' ._ _ ;Q ...._r" the foreseeable future. Present dock_Lng

conce_ts rely on the astronaut to a Large _ _.-__x....., and h_Tgm error is the prir_ry
" ; _"_...... s_r¢o control can be developed tocause cf potential failures. Whet._eran ........ _ _

sa'_isfactori!y replace the astronaut reF.s_insquestionable, but until the weighs
lir-ltations it.posed by existing booster pa[,-loz-icapabilities are less stringent,, it

asoro..au_ will re;:ain the primary.docPJ.ng controller.apiears likely that the ....

Considering the incidence of L:-_jorlanding acclients with fighter aircraft, a level

of serious accidents of 0.O001 _Izht _ erpected However, by proper design it shou!-/
be Dossit!e -_" "_ *"". _o_ the shuttle to equal or l.p_oz_ the performance experienced with KC--i3
aircreft of O.OC_q02.

Tests have s.h_ that the hu::_n error proT;.bility of trsined operators exceeds O _I

a....... Considering tb_% %here must ;_ at least one action per doch!ng seayJence
WhiCh :.a_mr,t be reversed (i.e., he is .......': _ . .. e_....L__d m_d carmot correct a mistake), this

level cou±d well represent the upper ll,[[_-'_ " :'_--_ aoc-_,..5 accidents.

4.8._.2 Radiation and Micrometeoroids

The hazaris resulting from radiatior, mud ._-icr_-._seoroidsbecome significant onl_vwhen
the 4._ - _ "_.as_o_.au._s r_dst go outside of the ..'..[OFJu._-_ cabin, or the shut'cle ve_hicles, and

con_eqaent!y this hazard is related to the re!i_:billty of equipment such as the MOT
doors, the reaction controls, and the repair of e_nydocking damage. It was assumed
that a _"_- similar to the Apollo suit would he used; and, therefore, the sa_e_2__-" will
be dependent on the Apollo suit requirement of 0.9999probability of no serious
hazal-d _.n12 hours.

4.8._. 3 Handllng Equipment

It was assumed that two consecutive errors must he committed before a safety hazard
would arise from handling propel]_mts, gases, etc. Assuming that the incidence of
human errors in the spacecraft and space environmant is 0.O0i or 0.002, the pro-
bability of _,'o consecutive errors will be C.0CCOOI to 0.000004 per reprovlsioning
or repair action.

4.8.4._ Safety Comparison

In order to compare the competing concepts, it is necessary to estimate the probable
level of each activity in order to determine the relative hazards.

The number of trips required for the one-year program plus approximately 17 trips for

unscheduled _intenm_.ce resulted in 98 two-way t[_[ps or 196 geparate docking oper-

atlons. _ Tq_iswould restiit in a cumulative potential hazard probability of 0.004
(0.00002 X 196) for one lear.

t"

Outside malntenance d s es%im_ated to require about four man-hours <per month, which
restilt9 in a safety hazard-of-approxi&ately 0.000[__r _ear.

-- Equltpment handli.g iS estimated to require abou%,ten potentla-i_ hazardous operation8

_'L- per month, _hich results in a haza_ of 0.0001 tgO,OO05" per year.

--, "J _<. % -.- - 1-
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Figure 4-18 shows the hazard levels for the two modes as a function of n'_ber of
entries into the MOT per year. The shutt!_ concept h_.sfive tingesthe _azard of

the glmhalled concept.

4.8.5 Flexibility

Flexibility is defined as the abill_/ of a concept to perfoim alternate r_ssions
without major modifications to the vehicle or equipm_n,_. Since both of _- MOT

concepts use the MOYtLas the prlrary ve.hicle.,the fle:dbility of the t_'oconcepts _as
assessed in terms of the excefJs capability of the MO._Lequipment az_dzar-q_irs, and
the ability of the concept _o perfo_l unscheduled MOT experiments. A review of the
Douglas MORL reports shovs t_t s.nexces._ of capabili'_y exists for the MORL vehicle
under its normal operating mode. The criteria used to measure this c%pability are

crew time, electrical pcz_er, storage volume, active volume, and wei_ut,, A sum__ary
_ of the available capability stud the percent utilization of each parameter is tab-

ulated in Figure 4-19.

/

FIGURE 4-19

MORL EXPERR._T CAPABILITY A2.._AVERA_ FIRST-XEAR UTILIZAtiON

SUpport l__t_._ter_ Available Avera_ Percent Utilization

CrewTime(=hours/ y3  5.8 3L8 69.

Elect1_cal Power (w_tt-hours/day) 48,000 12,217 25.

 -'storagVol (cu/day) l,lOO 787 n.6

Active. Volume (cu ft/day) 3,700 183 " _-9

Welght* (pounds._-_mss) 79, 300 20,850 26.3

* Base-3.on the 6,300 pound laboratory dlscretlonar3" payload plus the cargo del_vezy
__. Cal_al_.lltyof six logistics launches scheduled during the first year_ less 21,000

l)OUn_S of facility support req.o/rements.

_e shuttle concept requires only a small amount of MORL storage space for spares

or prQpell_t, electrical power, and weight. However, th_ shuttle _iLl use more of
the avallable manhours than the gimb_l concept. The soft glmb_l concep_ may require
more storage capability tha_uthe excess available from the MORL require-_ents since
all spa_s must be stored in the MORL. In addition, the soft gimbal ccncep_ will
age more MORL electrical power and weight, but it is doubful that all the excess

capability of the MOPJLwill h.= required. _n_ ability of the two MOT concepts to
_erform _unsche_uled MOT exl_erlm_nts was assessed on the 5asls of two ccnsidez_t.lons;
¢l_ing e_tuipment to t_erform auo_her ex_rlment (c.han_-f-rc_ tape to film, etc.),

,and sleving the telescope fr_m one t_+rgetto another. It was Conc!ude_ tb_t the
_9_ glmab-i-concept offered gre_ter flexibility, in terms Of making eq,.d_ent changes,

__md the shuttle concept greater flexibility to slew from one target to another since
_:'"_;less m_SS _S _mvol_'eS and the slewing can be accomplished remote l_. _

,_ ?_ !_e %vO ic _cace_s wez_ _te& &_)cx_in terms of flexibility, since neittxer_a_ cohsidere4

_/_o b_ s_ilf_can_;y 8_ffe_nt. _ detailed analyses az_ _ required before it_an be
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j deter_dned "P'_'_...."_........i"__ wi!l •.............. require more electrical _ 3wet and voJ.u_ t.i_an

tile excess ,.__ ....... _, ....... -._::L.

4._'.(: ^"e_ _-_'_ _" tv "o ':_.

•. i_e accesslt-li _'"of "-_ to crew _embers was consldered to be an impotent
• _ .__l_-,_ the ease with which the crew can accomplish theircriterion, sz._.c_ it _ _._-

servicing, checkout, mud =_/:_:e._._-r.cetasks. The shuttle concept requires approx-
imately one hour for t;.ecrew be travel from the MORL to the MOT. In addition,
nmintenance _as.:s.Tzy reT_Lre spares that are stored in the MOEL; and an additional
trip may be ....."_-_-sefsre the --_"_,_ _'__._...... I.._e.,a._c_can be co_,._pleted.If several skills are

required to repair ___._c;_":, cut the equipment, it may be necessary to v__._:e'-more than
one ro,Jnd trip with the shuttle just to ti_nsport men. The soft gim!_l concept rates
best in tel_.s of t?!s criterion since all ten and spares are at a close proximity to
the MOT. The soft _i_.'ca!...._ _....cep_ is given a rating of good and the shuttle concept

a rating of _ __

4.'8.7 l._n's AbiliDy to Perform Assigned _sks

The maul )urs re_qulr__'ito pe_'fo_'_the M(_Tservicing, setup and checkout_ and rminten-

anee operations are usei as the measure_ for this criterion. A t_q_Ical year's oper-
• atlon of the telesco;e :,ill require ii0 entries into the telescope cabin for the

soft _imb_l concept, kn extra t:4oentries will be required for unscheduled main-
tens.nee for the "_.... "° _ du=s.._.... concede, _ to the con_lexity of the electrical p_er

system. A cou-parison of __e z_Lhours for each concept is tabulated in Figure 4-20

_ FIGUP_ 4-20

MOT ._m_JES FOR O_;gI_EARS OPERATION

Telescope Ento" _bamber/ Elapsed b__nhours/ Total b_anhcurs/Year

P_.quirement Year _ Ent_ ° Gimbaled Shuttle

_ Servic_n_ 71 3 6 4e6 426

Setup and Checkout i0 7.5 15 l.gO 150

l._intenance (unschedu!e!) !5 24 _8 720 720
i0 96 196 1960 1960

b_inteneknce (short duz_tion) _ 72 i_/_ _32 _3_
2 1.5 3 --- 6

Shuttle T_ave! 98 _ _ ---" 39_

i- Shuttle _Intenance 98 1 e --- 196

Sl_uttle Lgading &_Checkout 98 0.75 o.79 --- 7_

2

TOTAL 3688 356

• io6..
/ '.

r ._ ., .. p
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' _ A comparison of the effect of number of M0q_ entries on the manhours required for
each concept,s sho-.n_in Pigu_ h-21. As sho_m, the gimbal concept requires the
fewest total manhours for a year's operation. If _ crew of six is used, the MORL
experiments can _ accomplished leaving an excess of 5,110 manhours per year.
Since both concepts require considerably less than this excess, the difference
between the t_'om_.7 .,o__ _ _ significant.

_.6.8 Logistics "_-_-_

The logistics "'_-'._._~;'_-equired to support the MOT concepts is an important criter-
ion because it is a factor in determ_!ning the frc,iuency and mode used to resupply
the concepts. _q%e_'o concepts are compared on the basis of the _eight required
for spares an_ p:_opelle.ntto sustain opers.tlons for a one year period as a function
of the number of entries Into the r40T. Fi6ydre _-22 shows that the shuttle concept

rates better in teru_ of this criterion since it requires i000 pounds less weight
for the estiFmte5 ii0 entries per year. However, if the number of entries exceed

i_0 per year, the soft gimbal concept will require less weight.

_.8.9 MORL Interface Const._alnts and Requirements

The interface be_n the MOT concepts and the MORL is evaluated in terr_ uf the

ability to pet"ottor.:0RLexperiments in addition to the MOT exlx_riments. The MORL

experiments were revie'_ed and analyzed to determine whether they could be performed
_n conjunction -_ith the 140T experlnmnts. The MORL mission has the foll_^'ing required
categories of exqpericents.

• i o Biomedical
i

o Behaviorial

o Biological

o Orbital -_--_vironment_asua-es

o Ast rc_o--v

o Space Sciences

o Physics Lk_perlment Environment

0 _terlals a_idStructures

o Communications

o Navi_tlon

0 C_s _d Liquid

o Space Technology

o Orbital Lmmch Ope:mtions

!t
.2

J

' 10gi, ,j

/ ,J
,; , J

,' '- . :_ " _ _" T L_-_ -....L,
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LOGISTICS WEIGHT Rf_UIPk_E_T FOR ONE YF_ARS OPERATION
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i) It was decided that only t_1o categories of experiments required a specific orienta-
tion of the vehlele; astronom4 and space sciences. Since the astronomy experiments
can be accomplished with the VfOT,the flexlbil_ty of the two concepts was evaluated

in terms of tlm ability of each concept to perform the space science ex_neriments.

_%e shu/_tle concept does not require a specific MORL orientation, therefore_ It can
accomplish all of the _gRL experiments as long as there are sufficient mind,ours

available. The soft gimbal concect requires that the MORL concept be oriented to

the attitude required for the MOT experiments except when the MOT is being ser%,iced,
mslntalned, or repaired. If it is assumed that the space science experiments can be

accomplished in short periods of timm (three hours to foL_ days)_ the flexibility of

the concept can be evaluated. Utilizing the hours during MOT =mintenanc,e and setups,
approxir_stely 98 percent of the 5DRL experime._ntscan b4 accomplished with the so_
gimbal concept as shown in Figure 4-23. T_mrefore, the shuttle concept rates better
in terms of this criterion.

.8.10 Reco._mendation_

A comparison of the concepts is shown in Figure 4-24. Each concept was assessed for
one year's operation using the criteria sbo'_m, and the resulting values tabulated.

As shown, the soft g_bal concept rated best in terms of available obse.*_q_ion time,
reliability.,,safety, accessibility, and man's ability to perform assigned tasks.
The differerJces between the two concepts are not considered to be significant except
for safety, accessibility, and man's ability to perform assigned tasks. The shuttle
concept rates significantly better than the soft gimbal concept in te_ms of technical
risk and logistics ..eight. Since the two concepts are essentially equal for many of

the criteria, a recommendation is difficult. However_ the soft gimfoal concept rates
better for more criteria t_mn the shuttle concept. In addition, the trends shown in
Figures 4-18 through 4-23 favor the soft gimbal concept with incyeasing nu_L_r of
entries into the MOT cabin. Since arrangements of the observational program other

than that used in the tlmeline analysis could result in a greater number of entries,
these trends demonstrate a significant advantage. Therefore, the soft gimbal concept
i_ recommended as the best mode of operation.
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:7 li,9 SU_[_F,Y OF Pi',CB!2_2-IAIIs"AS

At present one of the _%}or problem areas is the dexterity Limlt&tions of man in

a pressure suit and zero-c" environ:'ent. It is anticipated that considerable i_prove-
ment wil_t be i_.de by 19_O in these areas.

_mse limitations affect th_-desi&m of st_xc_ures for assembly and ._J.sassembl$"in
sl_._ce. AdJustm,ent ar..da!if3:,aer:tdeviees_ as well as _aintenance and replacement of
components_ are also _,,_'_#_te:l..._l-5%.uand equipment must be protected from damage due
to dexterity lJ_._itationsfor suited o_ud sl,_irtsleevenmm in a zero-g enviror_,ent.

Adquate hand and foot hoids, restraints and l>alding must be provided to affo_d
protection for both F._nmul e.quipr.'_ent.Z_¢e_o:effort must be _de to reduce F_in-

tenance problems. Spares ccmponents n:ast be designed and packaged for most efficient
removal and replacement.

l_n must become p;_oficient in the use of s_ace tools and restraint devices, Con-

_z,.,u.ato.,smust be acquired to obtain optiz;zamsiderable tim_ on grotmd training _''-_ "
proficiency.

Slight tempe_-atuz_ v._riations will intrc_2uce gross errors in the various telescope
subsystems. _tection of t......errors m__y be very difficult and ti_ cons_v_Ir:g.

Therefore, the installation enid moua_ting of the mirrors, opties_ spectror_ters, spec-
trographs_ camera-_, and photometers must be controlled to virtually eliminate temp-
erature differentials.

D The MORL will -be modified to pr.ovide tail dockctng with the MOT, access hatch and tunn
from MORL to blOT. pressure cabin and interior arrangement chs...ges. The changes in

the MOP& interior will include provisions for visual docking_ film processlng, and
inspection. Remote controls and displays will be provided for MOT maneuvering, film

transport_ filter changes, monitoring focus, exposure readi:ig thermal control,
colmmunications, etc. In addition, the MORL will_provide pressurization capabilities
for the MOT cabin.
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5.1 APPgOACH & D_5_,.,,, D_TET./JP:'_;;T

A bas_]ine telescope confi_aration was deveJ.ofed, including all basic o_tica], and
scz',entificsubs_5"stezs and associated struct_,_al support, it was userl to exm':'.ine

all methols of oFeration a_ndthe various design requirements of these methods.
Development of this baseline conf_gtu_ation is described in d_tail in Section 4.1.
The remainder of this Section details the operational configurations considered

and develoFed , st,ructur_.l considerations, subsystems, cont,rc].s,thermal con-
siderations, and other operational syst_r.z.
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CO,_FIGUP_I ±0,1o5_2 , r" : ...... ,-

5.2.1 C_.__:eral

ConcePtual vehicle confi_r_.tions were genera__d*,_to provide the design data neceg-
sard to establish tec_unical feasibility and to s_lect the best operztional me.t[',_l
and design, of the obseI-#ato_t. Study requirements and design areas in which the

conceptual configurat_gn data presented in this section contributed to the study
" objectives are :

; i) Definition of a ...... ,__structural arrangement of the basic telescope_ mirrors,
cabin, and scientific equipment, and supporting subsystems;

2) Definition of vehicle geozet_# oJ_dm_ss cnaraco_r.s_ics for analyzing and deter-
mining solutions for .... _-_=_:___ control, ther=ml control, and optical geometry con-

trol. The Vehicle conflg_tion used is also required to be compatible with the
lau_uchvehicle _d ope_tional fmactions ; and

3) Provision of an engineering "oasis for anal3_Ing design problems associated with
m_m's role, design &u3 installation of major subsystems, and operational funct-
ions for astronomical obs__rvatlons.

_y design requirements of the MOT are relatively independent of the method c_
orbital operatlcns. In _eneral, these requirements a.r_ associated with "basic tele-

scope_ elements such as the prizary and secondao- mirror, experiment equipment, the
cabin, az,d the primal, st_xzture which ties these elements together. "Thispa_ of
th_ MOT vehicle is called the "baseline telescope confl_aratlon.-" The design re-
quirements associated with orbit l%xnctlons vary with the different modes of oper-
ation. These design requirements are handled by the addition of interface str_cture

and subsystems to the baseline configurations. The complete MOT observatory system
is called an "operational concept. '_ Design features of the two most promising oper-
ational cor cepts are presented in Paragraphs 5.2.2 _nd 5.2.3. The data includes

[:onceptual dra'_!ngs and brief descriptions denoting differences in both the ]_tuuch
i orbital configarations.

_e baseline telescope conflgaration which was generated in the last phase of study
and which was utilized in defining the final two operational design coneepts is pre-
sented in Figure 5.2-2. _sign of this vehicle is based upon the geometry fixed
by the f_4 prizary mirror optical system and upon the requirements for a structural
_upport arrangemeut that cmu satisfy launch loads and provide acceptable thermal

and dynamic characteristics for orbital operation. The optical system geometry is
_eflned in Section 3. The significant dimensions are noted in Figure 5.2-1, which
is an optical schem_tic aepicting the mirrors and focus plumes for both the F/15
and f/30 systems. Configur:_tion design studies influenced the selection of the
optical system geome,_ry by It.posing the following requirements:

o The siAe of the secondm,v mirror and its mounting structure is restricted
to a permissible light blockage of tI_ primary mirror. For the purposes
of this studs', a 39.6-inch diameter was used as _he maxi_ua acceptable
for the secondary mirror and housing. This diameter corresponds to an
obscuration ration (seconda_:z dia./prlmary dis.) equal to 0.33.

|
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o Folded light paths of the 9/15 and f/30 mirrqr systez_s at the Ca ...._/raln_nfocus have to be compatible "_'itha folding mirror and experiment equ_pmen+<
installation arranze_nnt.

%

_<e lenn-t_'-_of the folded light paths t_mt ...._._._labe handled within the cabin dete_--
mined t_e fir_- location of t_m secondarj mirrors relative to the_ prlr_mry mirrors."
Selection of an exr_riment equiDr_nt .... _-_ +. _ a_.a..5_._n_ar_ folding mirrors were also the
dominat_n_ factors in determining the s_ -_ and size of the cabin

_ne cabin is a cylinger with flat, _ .._ _---=pr_..s_r_-_d_ bulkheads on both ends. This shape
provides vc!_e and space in which a feasJ__ arrangement can be provided for mou_.:_-
ing the ___=- -_=___._-_u equip__nt and for ac,_orc.cdatin£crew requirements. A double shell

, tubular _,-_ _ .t__s._oue mirrors The exterior shell iss.....ur,. i3 used for housing the _
attached to the fox-,ruralend of the cabin and extends the full length of the telescope.

: To obtain t_ desired shading from Earth radiation while keeping within a reasorable

height for the launch configuration, a telescoping section, which is called an "Earth-
shade '_,was used at the forward end This t__.s_opin_ section is extended and fixed
into position after the.vehicle is in orbit. The Earthsk_de, which is sometimes re-
ferred to as the heatshield, _as incoroorat=d._ in the baseline configuration as a re-
su!t of the thermal analysis. Purpose c "-es_mde is to place the secondary mirrors
and doors irfooard of the end of the ;ele. ::eshell which is exposed to Earth radia-

tion. The doors in th_ open posltiou should be in a uniform temperature zone so tD_t
when they are closed they have little ther-_al effect on Zhe primary mirror. In the
closed posit_on, the doors also require t_mrzal insulation to control their heat tran-
smission _he.ntheir outer surfaces are exposed di_ct]y to the Earth emitted and re-

I_ flected radiation in the daylight b_lf of orbit• %_nebaseline drawing depicts a
method for deploying the ex-_endable Ear_hsha_e which Utilizes four track and rollers
spaced _ degrees apart on the periphery of the fLxed outer shell. An open frame
structure is added to the aft e_ of the s:___deto provide increased .L/D for guiding
during dep!o_.ent.

The inner s_ll of the double _all design is the r_in structure which supports or
ties together all elements of the optical systems. The complete inner shell, mirrors,

mirror support structure, and platen for mounting the scientific equipment are attached
to tee cabin'"o: a six-bar cantilever truss d-_sigb in _hlch the entire assembly is
susper_ded on t._ee structural attachment pcSmts, The overall arrangement of the t_,o
s_mlls and t_mee point mounting is used to deeouple the optical system from the outer
shell and cabin for thermal isolation and to minimize mechanically-induced structural
distortions. The three-polnt mounting also _errits the plane of attachment points to
tilt w_thout inducing stresses into the optical support structure. Since the platen
to which the experiment equipment is mouuted is located inside the cabin, a flexible
bellows is she_m between the platen tubular support and the cabin bulkhead• This

permits the cabin bulkhead to be deflected by p_ssure and temperature variation
without producing strains on the optical system structure.

A remotely o[,_rated door in the aft end of the platen support tube is used for

presstu_ization of the cabin. Both of the t_'ofinal operationnl concepts utilize
a dockin_ system; therefore, the combination doeklng mechanism and c_'ewtransfer

)
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_ tunnel is shown of the base].in_.. This design will be the m,me as that used
as part

• on the MOPL5 for Apollo-t_pe logistid vehicles.

_ The primary mirror is mounted on three-point tangent bars, designed to minimize
_ heat shorts and structural distortions. I_Iring boost to orbit, the primary mirror

is structurally decoupled from the te_nge__t"z__rmounting and floated on pnet_tic
bladders to insure that the mirror will retain Its figure. Doors on the front side

of the mirror serve a dual purpose in that they are used to protect the delicate
optical gu__face from foreign material and also to provide structural support for

the pneumatic bladders.

Secondary mirrors located at the fol_ard end of t:letelescope a_,_ mounted in a
i control cell_ which in turn is supported by four rszlial truss t_pe spokes attached
_" to %he inner shell structure. Control cell desi_ provides a five axi_ autor.ated

i_ contr_l for aligning the secondary mirrors. On the aft slde of the mirror support,
_, struts, a crew constraint mechanls_ !s sho_m in a stowed position. This _echanlsm
_ is mounted in a tlnackwbdch runs around the inner diameter of the wall structure.

'_ A combination of motorized mec_hanical Joints, an extendable a_a and movement around
_ the track provides crew positions for work on the secondary mirror while constrainedc'j;_

_-_ to the seat of the device. The dra_in_ also depicts the mechanism used for remov-
"_ inK and stowing the f/15 secondary mirror. The doors located for_'ard of the secon-
,\_ dary mirrors are for these operational periods whsn it is desired nob to have the
_ optical system exposed to the e,_ternal envirom_-ent More detail descriptions of,i-_
_ the optical system's design and installations are presented in paragraph 5.2,5.

_ 'A_hestar trackers required by the guidance _ystem are basically the same for all._ ope_tlonal concepts; therefore, they are iucluded in the baseline configuration.
_ Installatio_ :?q_ [rement for star trackers on the MOT calls for an arrangement of

_i_ individual trackers having a 90-degree field of view to cover a total spherical
_ Each _tar tracker should be motmted to structure on which its dimensional

(_ alignment can be maintained with the optical s.xis of the telescope° Careful
>- attention was given to decouple the telescope optical mirrors and supports frcm
_ the outer thermal protective shell. In the case of the star trackers they should
i} be mounted to optical struct_ural elements and their mounting structure must extend

beyond the exterior surfaces of the MOT to acco.__modatethe field of view needed,
L'
_:_ These requirements e_tabllsh ]hmlted locations for mounting of the ..trackers. The
_ first choice is to mount the trackers directly to the primary mirror and the second

/_ choice is the primary mirror suFport cell. The first choice creates a direct thermal
" _hort to the primary mirror which m_st be avoided,, The second choice was, therefore,

selected for the baseline configuration and the instal]ations. The minimum number

.,_ of trackers required _ould be six if the vehicle could accommodate an installation
_ at the ends of the telescope for pointing fore and aft along the optical axis.

However, there is structural blockage of the field of view of these trackers when
_ mmunted on the primary mirror cell; therefore, two additional trackers are required _

for total spherical coverage, increasing the total ntm_ber required to eight. In
' the case of the soft gimbal concept, Model 9_-_IC, the total field of view is

still less than desired due to the view blocked out by the MORL structure, the
solar panels being the largest offenders.

!  .2.2 No.
%

i_ Operational concept Mode I is a desl_ in which the baseline 120-inch telescope is

4,
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•"_f ,%,_ Z,#.tdo__..._and then pe_r_nently coupled to the MOPJ_. 'i_econceptual desi_D_ sho'_ in
_'_ Figure 5°2-3 is _uu orbital confi#_ration of Model No. 948-41 which utilizes a

st_ctur_l attachment consisting o an open frame type support,manual]7attached
to the MOP_, and a soft spring suspension gimbal design, The teiescope is shown
attached to the end of _'"_,._zMO_{L opposite that used for docking _.u_ storing logistic

, ve_cles. This location was selected so the telescopewould not interfere *,_iththe
MORL logistic operations and other experiments.l

The MOT is docked to the MORL in essentially the same,manner as an Apollo logistic
vehicle is docked, except the M(Y_ is unpruned _nd must be remotely controlled by
the MORL. Similarly, the same. combination of dockJng mechanism and cre_ transfer -,
t'&unelused bet_een the Apollo and the MOEL is shown for the _'0T. In tbls partic-
ular application, the crew ttuunel and docking structure is a telescoping design
to acco_odate de_oupLing of the docking interface during periods of astronomical
obse_¢ations.

Sections of the gimbal support structt_re required to be permanently attached to
the MORL are banged for stowage during launch mud can be s_ung into place and
fastened to the MORL by crew members working in spacesults. The glmbal assembly
is located at-the center of gravity of the MOT, with the outer ring attached
to the end of the gimbal support structure by three sets of springs located around

the periphery, 120 degrees apart. Tnere are also three sets of position actuators
mounted on the glmbal support structure which straddles the springs. Tnese position

actuators will acquire the MOT_ _nd position it for engaging the cre_ transfer tunnel.
They are also structurally capable of s'd_portlng the MOT when the total observatory

I_ is slewed to acquire new astronomical targets, when the MORL is thrusting for orbitkeeping, and when logistic vehicles are docking to the MORL. With the telescope

in operation, the position actuators ape retracted and the MOT floats on the spring
sus._.nsion system. Clearance is provided bet_'een the MoT and the MORL structure
to aceo_nodate rotational and tra_slational displacement of the MORL relative to

the MOT. Displacements are based on man's disturbance and on th_ limit cycle of
the assumed attitude control system for MORL. The design principle of the soft
$_imbal is to reduce the MORL distur_ance forces to a level in which the resulting
torques imposed on the MOT can feasibly be handled by a fine stabilization control
system, while still transmitting the small forces necessary for orbit keeping.

Inertial attitude diffexmnces between the t_o vehicles a_ handled by a two-axls

glm_.ml, but s_ attitude change of the MORL results in a displacement at the gimbal
locaticu_ or CG of the MOT. This displacement, along with pure translational dis-

pl_.cer_nt, is ha_dled by motmtlng the glmbal in a spring suspension system which
has four degrees of f_edom _ud spring rates that glv_ the required azo_mt of force
attem_tlon. Spring rates are basically goven_ed by the stroke associated with

m_xlmtum displacement, the dlstsmce between the point of applied force _ud the MOT
: CO, the maximum permissible torque, thereby Induced, and a requirement that the

_pylngs must accommodate g_Bv!ty g_dient forces and the forces due to differences

Of aerodynamic drag between the MORL and the MCY2_ Design _n_alysis of the spring
suspension system is aescrlbed in Section 5.3.2._.

_._ above description of the soft glmbal design concept denotes the structural
$_%_.Tace reqalrements imposed on the MORL. MOT o_ratiom_, in addition, impose

_y_t_ inte_Taces and modifications to the MORL subsystems. For purpoaes of this
stud#', it was asstu_ed that electrical power and atmosphere for llfe support would
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be piped into the MOT from the ::CPJ,thru 1_b_lical connections. A final designJ

"-- _ selection that may differ from this assumption _zou].dalter the operations an_lysls

and possibly vehicle desi&us _ "_ouldnot affect the prime operational character-
_ _"tjistics of the concept or feas_ . Other MORL subsystems that would r_quire

modifications are co_JJ_Ications and data m_n_agement, attitude control, orbit

keeping, resupply equipment ha_ndlin._,environmental control, and possibly "crew
systems.

_he only significant effect this operational concept has on the observation per-"
formance of the MOT is in the area of attitude control. An analysis of the

•control problem is presented in Section 5.4. Installation of the star trackers
required by attitude control is affected because the MORL, with its large solar
panels, causes considerable blocPage of the total field of view desired for the
trackers. Feasibility of using trackers motunted on the MORL st_acture for coarse

acquisition of an astronomical target has not been evaluated.

A launch configuration ;_IthMOT Model No° 948-41C installed on top of the S-IV
stage of the Saturn IB booster is sh_,m in Figure 5.2-4. The MOT is pac}_aged
within a Jettisonable boost shroud, similar to the Apollo L_M Adapter desi_

concept. The boost shroud, which includes the nose cone section, is Jettisoned
after Saturn IB first stage burnout. By this technique, the payload to orbit is

only penalized by approxi___tely 12 percent of the boost shroud actual _,eight and
the MCK_ primary structure need only satisfy the boost inertial loading ,.%ndthe

- or1_ital operation design requirements. At present, it appears more efficient to
Jettison the boost shroud and use the weight in orbit for selective stractural
design, selective insulation, _m_d to provide an exterior surface coating protected

i _ from latmch environr.P_nt.

. The MOT is supported on top of the S-IVB by a truss-type structure which transfers
the flight inertial loads into the outer booster structure at six hard attachment

--- points. Separation of the _'OT from the S-IVB is also affected at these attach-
meritpoints, which are located at _'__n_ same separation plane as that used for the

_" Jettisonable boost shroud.

In the flight to orbit, the S-IVB (2nd stage of the Saturn IB) places the MOT in

| a phasing or helding orbit. The S-IVB is then separated from the MOT, and the
two 1,000 pound thrust rocket engines shown near the aft end of the MOT cabin are
used to perfon_ the orbit t_nlsfer associated with the rendezvous maneuvers. Pro-

pulslon requirements for the terminal docking maneuver are handled by the reaction

| control Jets, which are also used for attitude control and desaturation of the MOT
control moment gyl_s. Noted on the lau_ch configuration drawing are special designs
and removable boost st:_tcture used to protect telescope systems du1_ng launch. The

primary n_irror is supported on pneLuratic bladders and structu_ is added to removeloads from the gimhal bearings _d spring suspension system. Additional removable

boost structure, not sho_,m on the draving, will be required to protect the experiment

| equipment and platen-t_e support within the cabin and to protect the secondary

L m_rror control cell. %_e ex_endable section of the telescope outer shell is in the
retracted posit_(m for latu_ch and remains in this position tu_',ilafter the MOT is
docked to the MORL.

I .2.3 2p __  tlonal No.

Operational c(mcopt Mcgee III is a desi_ in which the baseline ]2n-inch telescope

12_
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• (l
: is provided with subsyster_ for operation Iz orbit decoupled fx'_;_the MOI{L. qYnc

complete MOT observatory system desi_ated :._el _,4c-43D utilizes a shuttle vehicle

I to _er_j crew and equip:_nt bet_een the .M0_L and _,_OTfor routine servicing° The

MOT also has maneuvering and guidance capability to dock with the MORL, which pro-

I rides the operational concept _ith long period direct access for crew participati_which is considered important for initial activation of the t..lescope and for major

__aintenance or repair, The initial setup and checkout of the optical systems may
_ r require weeks in orbit due to the time required to stabilize temperatures in the

: 1 mirrors and supporting structure.

The conceptual design shcmn in Figure. 5.2-5 is the crbital configuration of the
I MOT when it is detached for astronomical observations,, Included on the drawing

i8 an _llustration depicting a shuttle vehicle docked _o the MOT cabin. An Apollo
type shuttle design vas used to sho_ concept feasibility. The docking and crew

I t_mmsfer designs used in the Apollo/log_stics veP_[cle concepts developed for _RLare also shown for the MOT. By using a c_nnon desi:_, the shuttle would be doc_ed
_nd stored on the MORL the ss.meas the lc_.stic veb_icles. On the other hand_ if

the same basic structural design is used3 the shuttle can be delivered to orbit

I simply by interchanging it vlth a c_d module in the logistics launch config-uration.

i The MOT orbital configuration, for _ '-!u_-_p_ted from the MORL, is required
Op_ _

to have the following onboard sub_yste:.us:reacticn Jet subsystem to supplement
the control moment gyro system used for target pointin.q_ propulsion for orbit
keeping or maintaining its ,._r,.,1_lposition p_lative to _._,.,._?dLa.ud for docking man-

._._ euvers; electrical .power suppl_; and electronic systems _"
Io_:communications, data

h_d/dng, and attitude control_

i Tae orbital confi_aration (F_ ' e. 5,2-5) depicts only those _'_bsystemswhich areadded externally to the basel_.c confi_ratlo:_. The othe; _ osystems are packaged
wlth_n the telescope cabin.

?,deelectrical power supply is _. -_olar cell/battei'_ syst,_--,..T'gofoldout-type
solar panels are shown w_:ich a_e sun-oriented b_"_-r_<, _.:_,icnsof the panels about

• [I one axle and rol]Ang the telescope for the _eccn_. a>,:._ ,_._co_ rol. %_,epanels are
•locked in a fix_.-dposition for astr_no:rdc_i c,bse_a.?_.,'._.

Four clusters of variable-thrust reaction Jet subsy,_tem are used for all _ropulsion

I requlrerents associated with attitude control aud _ce maneuvering functions except. initial rendezvous, A throttling ratio of appru_xizately lO:l is required to cover

the r_ge between low torque th_asters for cont._ol _oment gyro desaturation and

thrust levels used for docking. The pz'opella.uttanks for the reaction control• _ystem are located midway bet_een the Jet clusters 8;_d on the CG of the vehicle's
l_Itchand yaw control axis. _%s location _dnimizes the CG shift with propellant

usage° T%'ol,OOO-pound-thr_.,strocket engines lo<a_d at the aft end of the cabin

are used for the orbit transfer n_aneuver associated with initial rendezvous° These
- engines and tank _n be either Jettl._oned or reta_,:ed for further use. Some of the

antennas required for co_-'m_micationm_d _ti_L_nceare also noted on the referenced

[..
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Figure 5.?-6 is the orbital confi_a_tion of the :'_0[d,and the MOT dockei togcthu:-.

Compared to Model No. 946-_IC this concept utilizes the existing dockin,z port on

the MORL for docP_ing the MOT which is no.halls used for logistic vehicles. It is
zssumed that the tir_es MOT would be docked can be scheduled so as not to interfere

% "Ifth the MORL logistic operation. T_uls approach rinimizes the st_actural desig_

c!,anges req_ired on the MORL but the operation requires a special docking rechs_n-

ism design.

Probe and drogue design used on the MORL concept requires the proble section to be

installed on the shuttle; therefore, the MOT must have a dro_ae cone section the

s_me as MO_RL. Using the same docking poI_cs for docking the MORL and MOT together

thus- requies one of the cones to be resplaced ._'itha probe unit. Launch configur-

at_._n of this operational concept is sho_nu in Figure 5.2-7. T-he only changes in

this launch configuration c_mpared to Model No. 948-41C (Figure 5.2-4) are those

in the boost shroud. Removal of the soft gimbal structure permits the conical

section of the shroud to be slightly smaller.
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5.2.1_ C.._onf_i6uratlonV.a_s Analy_!s

• This section contains an analysis cf the mass properties of the Vf_T and the shuttle

vehicle, including the integrated logistics requirements for the t,,o proposed modes

of telescope operation.

The mass of the MOT itself has been f'_n-_'ticnallydivided between t_ optics,

structures, mechanisms, thermal control, and operating subsystems. The interface

between optics, struct'ures, and mecl-eni_ms cannot be sharply defined. For conven-

lence in reporting, those structural items and mechanisms associated with direct

control or suppo_ cf the telescope cptlcal s_rfaces have been included with

optics. Thezunal control includes passive insulation and radiation exchange sJro

faces. The active temperature control comzpcnents are included with the environ-

mental control/life support (EC/LS) subsystem. E_erJ_v_nt packages are _c'dped as

a separate subsystem.

The_ two shuttle configurations selected for detailed mass a._lysis are sho__- on

Figures 5.2-3 and 5.2-5. Tbm_ total z_ss of Model 9h8-hlC, the gJumbal concept, is

less t,han the shuttle concept due to fullor utilization of the MORL subsystems.

Ho%_ver, the gimbal concept will require _)RL weizht increases due to structural

modifications. Model 9ES-h3D_ t_e shuttle concept: requires m_ss transfer by

;_ shuttle to sustain it during its operational periods a'_ay from the MOEL. _ny

components are common to both concepts, but because of differences in the mass of

interdependent ite_, the t'_o modes have been analyzed separately.

5.2.4ol MOT Mass Analysis Parameters

Spatially, the _DT can be divided bet..'een the telescope and 5he cabin. The tele-

scope mass analysis is based upon the following major parameters:

o In_er, outer, and Earth-shade tubes of one-inch aluminum honeyco_o

o Probability of no telescore =eteoroid penetration of 0.9_ /,r 3 )_ars

o Thermal protection of 1-inch supe_ insulation over inner tube

\
O BeiTlllum pr _immry mirror--cell construction

o Quartz secondary m_ors--solid construction

o Main s,_ports of titanium

o Thermally insulated supports of fiberglass

o Auxilia_._ noost structure and bladders are removed after initial

rendezvous

The structure of the telescope consists of the 4nner tube, outer tube, telescope

doors, extendable shade, and attacbnents not directly associated with control of

the optics. The inner, outer, and extendable shade tubes are of the same sandvich

construction, having O.OlO-inch ahnuinum faces with a one-lnch core of 3.0 ibs/ft3

honeycomb, t_it mass of each, including rings, bond, and closures is 0.89. psf.

Cover doors are of similar construction, but have a unit mass of I.I0 psf due

137
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to added closures and reinforcements. Tre hinges, hinge ring, and mech_nlsns arealso included in t_ cover door total =ass of 151 pour_s.

The cabin is a pressure cylinder with flat heads. This confi6_at!cn _s evolved
from _oelng studies of the Multipurpose Mission ModtLle (_',) for the K_A-A_ES.
These studies indicated that for the sm_ usable volume, a flat head desi,_n using
tension ties between the two heads is co.-parable in welg)t to desiEns using spherical

"_ segment do,_es. Wall construction and therza! protection ,re essentially t.%.esame as

that proposed for the _4, with the exception that the meteoroid b_ers are re_noved
; from all but the aft head on the Mod__l 94_43D cabin. A removeable _ad feature,

designed for the }_4Mto allow removal of the aft flat head, has been retained. The
following parameters used for t_e cabin -_ass analysis are ccn-__onto both the gimbal
and shuttle modes:

o F]_t heads are O.C71-inch alu_inLzz waffle skin supported by _ radial
beams attached to 12 Feripheral cclu_--_ns

o Cylinder is O.056-inch aluminum_

o T_mrmal insulation is 0.5-inch su_er insulation inside cabin walls

o Experiment packages are mounted on the instrument platen

o Subsystem packages are mounted on the aft flat head radial beans

o Propellants and tankage for 180 days operation are included at launch

• o Initial rendezvous propellants are stored separately in a remcvable tank/
engine assembly

o Cabin is unpressurized when not occupied

o Cabin atmosphere when occupied is 50 percent 02 - 50 percent N2 at 7.0 psi

o Auxiliary boost structure _s removed after initial rendezvous

o Silver-zinc batteries removed after initial rendezvous
4-

The following t_lescope and cabin design parameters are peculiar to tbe_ g_al mo_e

of operation (_ks_el948-41C) only:

= o Inner and ,outer glmbal rings of aluminum

o Spring suspension by six 128-coii springs of O.lO-inch wire

o MORL structural truss to gimbal mount carried aboard _DT at launch

o Electrical power for operation provided by the MORL

6_ o Atmosphere supply, purification, and pumpdown provided by the MORL
/

/' o Docking structure and rendezvous batteries removed after initial

rendezvoug
,,_
',J
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-[. T__ following parm_eters are I_cullar to t_ _huttle mcde of *_opera_._n (F_dei

9_-_3L) only:

I Direct from shuttle to the _DT cabin, without airlock
0 e nt r"J

o }hmpdo_n p(r._r shared with shuttle

o Pumpdovn system and coo]Ing supplied by the _?T

_[ o l_mpdo_m gaseous storage at 500 psla provided by shuttle
i

o Electrical po-_r by articulated solar panels of 216 square feet--fixed
in position during telescop4 cperation plus silver cadzi,_ batteries

providing 3430 watt-hours at 35 percent depth-of-discharge

o Expendables and storage capability for 180 days operaticn_-resupp!ied

[ by dockim__ to t_ NDRL
5.2.4.2 MOT _ss Analysis Details

I Mmss analysis of major components are discussed below':

.,.nne. is one inch ofThe main thermal protection insulation placed on t_m _ _ tube

, laminated suT_r insulation with a unit mass of 1.34 psf, including 20 percent laps
.-, _=r_Lt_ 0.005-inch aluT.in_ cover sheets. Shade insulation is 0.4-inch thick with

a unit mass of 0.66 psf.

Electrical power solar panels have a unit mass of 1.05 psf, including substrate and

closures for boost stcwage. Including beams, actuators, exteusion system and sup-

ports, the unit mass is 1.50 psf. The silver cadmi_ batteries unit mass is 7 watt-
hours/lb at 35 percent depth-of-discPmrge 3 not including installation, charging, and
overcharge provisions.

Reaction control propellants are split between two tanks each for oxidizer and

_ propellant, located at 180 degrees from each other. The mixture ratio is assumed to
be 2:1, which results in N204 tanks that are slightly larger tanks than those for
Aerozene 50. Propellant storage pressure is 350 psia. To be compatible with the

MORL systems , nitrogen pressurant is used, at 1650 psia. O_mrational rendezvous
a_d orbit keeping arc also accomplished with the reaction control system. The large

I000 Ibf engines and tankage for the initial rendezvous are removed after initial
MOT-MORL coupling. The tanks required for the initial rendezvous are two of 23.2-
inch diameter and two of 21.O-inch diameter for oxidizer and propellants, respec-

tively, plus two 6.6-inch diameter helium tanks.

Tbm masses of the attitude control and stabilization system components are considered
to be conservative estimates. These components are subject to considerable develop-

merit in view of t}_ stringent pointing accuracy requirements. Coz_unications, track-

i_, and data management components, on the other frond,are more closely identified
with present state-of-the-art equip,m,_t and are a small fraction of the total

- electronics equipment mass.

,. The values for the MOT environmental control system a._ based upon a minimal system

with the primary carbon dioxide removal and humidity control being accomplished by
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the MORL or s,.,,_:e vehicle systems Trace e_r_-" - .......... _'._n_.nt_.n_,.s are lec_te@ on the

MOT_ but cont_J_inate removal must be by the ,ugR_..... cr shuttle _'ys_ezs,_ cr hr.atmos-
phere dump. A 5)3 psla shuttle stora_ is pro','ide_for recovery cf t_e _T_Catmos-

phere during ur.presskmlzed o[mration in the shuttle _zxle, A!thou_] the co=presser
mass and pcwer requirements are high,_for p,&_ing tc thi_ _ressure, it is _ ¨�Ànecessary to lo_'erthe stora_ require_ants aboard _ _,,_"^

.......... _.=. The ccnTrcsser and
intercoolers __ve been tentatively located onboard t?_ _ZC to save shuttle vehicle
propulsicn "nass In addlticn, m_re effective ther-_a] ......_-• ._-._...._,to t_e available _,_T

radiator s _face can be _de to dissipate tLe hi_A enerrj _n_=ved in the ccmpres-
sion cycie_ and the _ea3:power conversion during _=dc:_. 5T.e_dYfpo_._.rsupply is
su_ented by the shuttle tatterles dk_ring pu_;x_o_-n. For tf,aglmbal mock, the I.K)RL
pumpdovn sys_en is utilized.

Beat transfer from t_ erperizents and _ubsystems durinE their operation is by cold
plate and coolant loops. O_e loop is located at the exTeriment platen s_ndthe ot.her

on the %_rlphe._j of the cabin between the subsystez su3port be_s, which are inte-
grated with the cold plate. Temperature control of e:q=er£__entsensors requiring

subcritlcal cooling is accomplished by conr, ction of CC2 cr cryogenle cc,t.alners to
the sensor coolers prior to each experiment. The ex_e._.ml radiator fzs a glycol

• solution coolant to prevent freezing. Redundant radiator loops are not provided
due to the very low zanned occupancy period. _tecrcid penetration or other failure
of the radiator will require automatic eh,_do_m of the _c-.mrproduction _nlts. Due

• to t_ high heat loads du_ing cabin pum_pd_m, as opposed to normal operating heat
loads, two separate radiators are provided. _ne combir_tlon requires all of the

cabin outer cylinder "_mll for radiator surface, at ahou_ 70 vatts/ft 2, due to the
low radiation te=Ferature average.

The mass of the experiments is baced upon layouts of each package and the provision
of adequate material to lo_mr thermal gradients. The average unit mass of the spec-
trometers varies from 20 lb/ft3 to 28 lb/ft3, while tfmt of the photometers is 30
Ib/_t3. The vidicon c2neras are similar to present s___e-o_-the__ art units charac-

._' terized by co:_actness and reduced mass.

As with the attitude control components, the experiment control sensors are conser-
vative est _izatesbased upon future development of cczF_nents with almost no toler-
ances or the_al gradient distortions.

The onboard e.xpendables are based upon the following 180-day supplies for the _DT:

Orbitkeeping (Includes Station keeping) By MCRL 287 ibs

Attitude Control 350 ibs $50

Rendezvous (7 Times) --- 84

Docking _me_rs and Control --- 2h5

Total 350 ibs .066 Ibs

14o
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! Prolmllant for initlal rendezvous _s based on providing a totel of 380 fps velocity
) change° Unused prof_-llant is removed ._Ith the tanks and engines when the ,,._"_is
; prepared for operation_
I

5,2.4. 3 MaSS Reserves, A!lo'_ances, and Contins_ncles

Mass Reserves are provided for off-nominal performance or mess usage rate variances.
These include manufacturing tolerances, propulsion thrust variations and ur,exi_Jected

propulslon_ attitude controlj met_bolle usage rates, and atmosphere loss rates. An
example is the atmosphere stored aboard the Z_ff and shuttle vehicle for emer_ncy

repressurizatibn. Another ex2.mple is the period for which metabolic oxvgen is pro-
vided_ which _ncludes I00 minutes for each rendezvous, although i0 to 20 minute
rendezvous are possible by usin._propellant reserves. All reserves are included

directly in the deslgr, quantities and do not appear as separate reserve tabulations.
They var_¢ from less than 1 percent in the optical structures to over I00 percent in
the combined maneuver and altitude control propellant supplies.

Allowances must be included for undefined mass requiring conservative assu_ptlons,
compo_'h_'weight increazes during development, additional components not previously
identifled, and mass associated with load changes due to refined design analysis.

It is also desirable to provide for the contingencz of subsystem, operatio_a! mode,
or structural configuration cha es due to mission or method changes. A N_CA-
recommended 20 percent was used as a contingency on the MOT, Since this factor

,- appears more than adeqt_te_ it is also assumed to include the allowances itemized
above.

5.2.4._ MOT Ma_s F_operties

Summary mass statements e_e shown in Fi&_Are 5.2-8 for the gimbal Model 9k8-41C and

in Figure 5.2-9 for the shuttle Model 948-43D. Center of gravity and moment of
inertia values for both modes of operation are summarized on Figure 5.2-10. A

: launch mass summ_mry for both modes is shown on Figure 5.2-ii. This surgery shows
the mass of the _DT at various times between launch and operational readiness in

orbit, after MORL _:endezvous. Most components required for the lau_ch period but
not for telescope operation are removed and deorbited. The nose cone and boost

shroud are Jettiso:_ed at first stage burnout. Their effective payload mass in orbit
@.sthus only about 12.5 percent of their launch mass. Initial rendezvous components
are, _lso removed _n orbit. For the gimbal mode, all detachable navigation co:zponents
of sizeable mass e_e removed since no further rendezvous or docking is required. In

ge_zral, the MOT .Launchmass, with contingencies, is well within Saturn T.8capability
for launch and transfer to a 250 N Mi orbit.

5.2.4.5 Shuttle Mass Analysis

Tbm separated mode of operation, _del 948-43D, requires the use of a shuttle vehicle
_ for experiment setup, optical changes, maintenance and spares, and expendables re-

placement. A modified Apollo crew module is proposed, with a permanently-attache_
lO0-inch cargo module. The mass of the shuttle vehicle is divided between those sub-

systems and components in the Apollo crew module and those in the cargo module. The
mass of the Apollo vehicle is modified by removal of all components required for sus-

taln_ng a crew during launch and for sustaining the vehicle itself during reentry
aBd landing. The heat shield and landing capability components are r_ved, leaving

141
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FTGt_E5.2-8

OPKRAT!ONAL MASS - MODEL 948-41C

ross

TELESCOPE OPTICS 4343

_Imary Mirror 2205
Mirror 1936
!m_r and Outer Cylinders 164
Attach Basses and Tangent Bars 105

Support Base " h79
_. Floor 129

R_nza 44
B_ams 3o6

Platen Support Tube 31h-
Tube 97
Insulation ]27
Flanges, Rings, and Door 90

Folding Mirror Assembly 171
Support Bladders 61
Primary Mirror Doors ' 345

Cover Doors 264
Frames, Hinges, and Attachments 81

f/15 Secondary Mirror 290
- f/B0 Secondary Mirror 99

Secondary Support Truss and Sleeve 86
Secondary Positioning Systems 53
f/15 Removal F_chanism 90

.. Alignment Control 150
Autocolllmators 80

• Interferometer 25
Sensors and Alignment Unit 45

i.

STRUCTt_E - TELESCOPE 3864

InnerTube i_%
Noneycomb 1115
RLugs and Fittings 218

•, Outer Ring and Door Fittings 114
-_ Light Baffles 26

Outer Tube 1558
Honeycomb 1290
Rings and Fittings 268

" Telescope Doors 151

;. Extendable Shade 523 '
Honeycomb Sandwich 430k

.. Aetuators and Mounting 60
"< Rings and Fittings 33

_hade Guide Frame 119
Crew Restralnt and Posltionlns 40

.%',•

' ._, 142
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BTR_ - CABIN 2694

C_b_/_lescope Interface 393
Outer Wall Attac_.nt 52

_" Six Bar Truss 27
Support Tube Connection 14
Platen and Fittings 228
Indexing Structure and _c_nlsms 72

Bulkheads 1351
Waffle Structure 713
Radial Beams 244

Intern_dlate Ring _2
Inner Ring and Tunnel 63
Seal Ring and Seal 99
Fittings and Attach_nts 150

Cylinders 503

Cylinder Skin 310
interJml Columns 163
Central }_ad Ties 30

Penetrations and Seals 85

Subsystem Support Beams 72
Console Structure 35
Seat, Locomotion, and Restraint 40

STRUCTtRE - GI_AL MECHAI_SMS 581

Gimbal Mechanisms 279
Outer Gimbal Ring 103
Inner Gimbal Ring 99
Gimbal Bearings 36
Coll Springs 12
Actuators and Guides 29

Gimbal Truss Structure 178
Support Rings 105
Truss Members 41

Support Fr_unes 22
Attachments i0

_DT-MORL SL_port _h-uss 124
Truss Structu_ 82

Fittings and AttacP_ents h2

THERMAL FROTECTION 2912

Inner Tube Insulation 1922
Shade Insulation 352
PrJ_.ry Mirror Insulation 372

PDiten Support Tube Insulation 92
Cabin Insulation

Thermal Coatings 90
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5,2-8 (coivriN )

,

ELECTRICAL PO',_( 295

Battery Installation 17

Ag-Zn Batter_e s *
Instoollation Provisions 17

Re gulators 23
Inverters 60

Distribution System 195

:, REACE[ON CONI_ROL SYSTD4 161
:-

Engine s 40

_ N202 Tanks 8_ Residuals ..-...-.., 22
Aerozene 50-Tanks and Residuals 19

% Pressurization System I0

" Valves, Plumbing, and Fittings 55

4 Wiring _ 15
Lo

ATTITUDE CONTROL & STABII_LZATION 882

Trackers and Attitude Sensors 148

Tracker Control 165
Computer 50

Signal. Proce sslng 38
Gyros and Control 34

Control Moment Gyros 360
Yaw Gyros 165
Pitch Gyros 165
Roll Gyros 30

CMG Controllers 45
Wiring 42

, COMMUNICATION, TRACKqNG, & DATA PA/_AC_N_ 58

Telemetry 21
Vldlcon Cameras 12.

VHF System 19
Voice Transponder 6

ENVIRONmeNTAL CONTEOL/LI_ SOTPOET 238

Atmosphere Control 37
.NeatTransport 66

Pumps, Aecum_ and Controls I0

Cold Plates and HX 30

; Plumbing and Coolant 26

_Removed in Orbit

I
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no_ 5.2-8(CO,Timbre)

Emergency Repressurizat_on 90
Gaseous Oxygen Tanks 39
Gaseoue Nitrogen Tanks 38
Plumbing and Controls 13

Radiator 45
Tubes and Headers 21

Fluid _jstem 24

ExP_n_zm_s- e/15 _54

Low Dispersion OV Spectrometer _9
Low Dispersion Spectrograph 54
High Dispersion V: Spectrometer 122

-. Wide Field Camera 218
Viaicon Camera ll

Wiring 20

_n_n_s- _/30 92

Thermoelectric _T.otometer 2ht

Photoelectrlc Photometer 63
High Dispersion IR Spectrometer 188

High Dispersion Spectrograph _0
Large Scale Camera 186
Vidicon Camera ii

Wiring 35

EXPERIM_ COIT/_OL SENSORS _95

Pointing Sensors 305
Intermediate Pointing i00
Photometry Pointing 55
Low Dispersion Pointing 60
High Dispersion Pointing 90

Photo Sensors 110
Star _eld Photo _0

Plametary Photo 30
Planetary 8pectrograp_ _0

Translation Mechanisms 35
Wiring _5

EX2ENm3LES _15

Propellant 350
EC/LS E_ndables 55
Senaor Coolanta (Average) I0

TOTAL OP_TIO_AL MASS , 21,965
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., OPF_IATIONAL roSS- MODEL 948-43D

TELESCOPEOF_ICS h343

Primary Mirror 2205

Mirror 1936
Inner and Outer Cylinders 164

Attach Bases and Tangent Bars 105

Support Base 479
.. Floor 129
•- Rings I_4

Beams 306
Platen Support Tube 31_

Tube 97
Insulat ion 127

..: Flanges, Rings., and Door 90
_: Foldi_g Mirror Assembly 171
. Support Bladders 61

:. Prlm_ Mirror I_ors 3h5
Cover Doors 264

Frsres, Hin_s, and Attachment._ el

f/15 Secondary Mirror 2o0
f/B0 Secondary Mirror 99

_, Secondary Support Truss and Sleeve 86.
Secondary Positioning S_'stems 53

,_' f/15 Removal Mechanism 90

! Aligr_z nt Control 150
Auecocolllma%ors £3

•_ interferometer 25
Sensors and Alignment UrAit _5

-, 'STRUCTURE - TELESCOPE 3840

Inner Tube lh13
_,L Honeycomb 1115

: Rings and Fittings _18
-: Outer Ring and Door Fittings 114
' frightBaffles 26

.: Outer Tube 153h

. Honeycomb I_90 '
_. Rings and Fittings 2_4

:, Telescope Doors 151/

-',, Extendable Shade 523
;' Honeycomb Sandwich _30
!, Actuators and Mounting 60

_', Rings and Fittings 33
Shade Guide Frame 119

.i__ th_w Restraint a_d Positioning L_O

,% It_

d
4
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• { 8TflU__t_E- CABIN 2857
l

Cabin/Telescope Interfa._e 393
: .. _er Wall Att_c_nent 52

I Six Bar Truss
27

Support Tube Connection 14
Platen and Fittings 228

- _ Indexing Structure and Fecl_nisms 72
-,| Bulkheads 1389

Weffle Structure 792

Radial Beams 2_4: intermedlate Ring 82

Inner R_mg and Tunnel 63
_ Seal Ring and Sea] 58

I Fittings and Attac_znents 150
Cylinders 503

Cylinder Skin 310

Internal Colum_ 163. Central Head Ties 30
Hatch, Penetrations, and Seals 105

Docking Structure 195
Subsystem Sh_pportBeams 123

- Console Structure 35
.Seat, Locomotion and Restraint hO

[ Meteoroid Btzm_ r 6_

THEF_t_ PROTECTION 2932
|

- [ Inner Tube Insulation _ 19_2
Shade Insulation 352

[ Primary Mirror Insulation 372Platen Support Tube Insulation 92
Cabin Insulation 84
Thermal Coatings Ii0

[ ELECIRICAL P(Ywq_R !_37

I Solar Panels 324. Cells, Wiring, and Cover Glass 166 •
Substrate Structure 62

Beams and Actuators 57

Extension System and Supports
39

Battery Installation 593
Ag-Cd Batteries 5_5

Installation Provisions _8Re_dators 75
lnverters 180

Battery C_,.-rgers 15

L Sys'.em 250
Distribution

[
I
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_C.UR.E 5.2-9 (_-,,-,J_,_,._.,)

:uj

R .r  CN CC  OLSYSU :M 210

q Engines hC

. B20 h Tanks an8 Resid,ais 48
" Aerozene 50 Tanks and Residuals 40
-_ Prossurization System 12

_ Valves, Plumbing and _ittings 55
'.: Wiri_ . 15

g

'_- ATTrrLE-L CC_TP_..OL& STABILI_&TIC.N 936

" TTackers and Attitude Sensors , 172

: Tracker Control 193
.i Co_-pue_er 50

• Sienna]Processing 38
_/ros an4 Control 3h
Control Monent Gyros 360

: Yaw Gyros 165
:: Pitch Gyros 165

, _ Roll Gyros 30
.. _ Controllers 45

wiring _4

_ COMML_"_I_&TiON,TRACKING, & DATA _NAGEMENT 123

.-_ Tele_try 21
" Vidlcon Cameras 12

::_ V_ _ System 19
Voice Transponder 6-

Rendezvous Radar 30
Anter_uas, Cables, and Wiring 35

--'- I_IVIROk_":._._.ZAI,COR_fROL/LIFE SUPPORT 523

_-. Atmosphere Cont1_l 22
-" Atmosphere Recovery 148
:._,. Compressor 120

_, Coolers and Plumbing 28
'_ Neat Transport 81

Pumps, Accum, and Controls 12

Cold Plates and HX 35
-. Fl_nbing and Coolant 29

.. Emergency Repress_u-ization 90
¢mseous Oxygen Tanks 39
Gaseous Nitrogen Tanks 38
Plumbing and Controls 13

Radiator I_
_'- Tubes and Headers 8_

-- Fluid System
L
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_ss (_)

E:_.D,_,],GS- _/15 454

Low Disu_rsloD UV Spectrometer 49
Low Dispersion S_ectro_raph 54
High Dispersion UV Spectror_ter 122.
Wide Field Cat.era 218
Vidiccn C_rera II

-.. Wirin_ 20

_L_LV_S- f/B0 912

The rmoe leetr ic Photometer 94

Photoelectric Photometer 63
High Dispersion IR Spectror_ter 188
High Dispersion Spectrograph _0
L_rge Scale Camera 186
Vidlcon Camera ii

wiring 35

__ EKPER_T COIVI_OL SENSORS 495

Pointing Sensors 305
Intermediate Pointing 100

Photometry Pointing 55
Low Dispersion Pointing 60

High Dispersion Pointing 90
-- Photo Sensors Ii0

St_ Field Photo 40

I- Planetary Photo 30
L Planetary Spectrography _O

Translatiou _clmnisms 35

.1_ wiring _5
%- EX_-_ENDABIES lOhl

Propellant 966EC/I_ Expendables 65
Sem_or Coolants (Average) i0

TOTAL OPERATIOHAL MASS
2_,112

[ .

[ 149

[
m,m
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FIOLDIE 5.2-11

lAUNCH MASS SD_'_'ARY

Model 945-41C Model 94_-43D
(O b l) (Shutt)

(U%)

Telescope Optics 4,343 4,343
Structure - Telescope 3,864 3,840
Structure - Cabin _ 2,694 2,847
Structure - Gimbal System 581

Thermal Protection 2,912 2,932
Electrical Power 295 i,437

- Reaction Control System 161 210

• Attitude Control and Stabilization 882 936
Co_mmunication, Tracking, & Data }/_nagement 58 123
Environmental Control/Life Support 238 523

- Experiments - f/15 454 454

Experiments - f/30 912 912
Experiments Control Sensors 495 _+95

Expendable s 415 I,041
Contingency (20%) 3,661 4,019

Total Operational _ss 21,965 2h.,112
_ (Removed in Orbit )

Auxilliary Structure 208 153
Batterie s II0 ......

R_nde zvous Propulsion 160 162

Initial Docking _s s 22,443 24,427
'- Docking Propellant 35 35

Rendezvous Propellant 935 " 1,017

Start Rendezvous _._ss 23,_13 25,479
SIV-MOT Interstage 1,569 1,59'2

Staging Orbit _ass 24,982 27,O71
Effective Fairin_ _ss* 808 631

-- Effective Nose Cone _ss* I17 ll7

_ EFFECTIVE LAUNCH _t_SS 25,907 " _7,819

,_ *Removed at Sl Stage Burnout--Effective Mess to Staging Orbit Assumed to be 12.5_
of Actual Launch Mass.

- 151
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_ the basic pri_stry stl .....

u=_re intact. Tills reduces the total mass con31derably, while
stl]l retaining a large _c_ion of off-the-shelf structural and mechanical ite_us.
It should be ncted that a _c::p.Lete redesign using reduced boost load lector limits

and eliminating the reentr'j factors would reduce the wass f,lrt_mr. It is felt that
the mass values _ .... _-_res...... reTresent a logical use of only about 30 percent of the
exlstlng Apollo structure. Since most of the Apollo suhsystem_ must be mrx_ified

anyway, further reduzticn cf shuttle vehicle mass can more efficiently be accompli-
shed by a new specific _v...**__,,_..... mission design. Mass values for the_shuttle vehicle
are shown on Figure 5.2-12.

'The shuttle is used p__riodicaLly at varying intervals, ranging from daily to every
•, three or four days. Personnel manhour require,_ntg m_a]jsis indicates t_t when the

• ..

• shuttle is refurbished at t_ MORL, it should be supplied with provisions for _re

i-_: than one roundtrip to the ,v.C_o For pmqooses of volume and mass analysis, a conser-
_:[_ vatlve assumption of providing storage capability for 15 roundtrips is used. Since

....,> the M3T itself also dccks to tF_ _)RL vehicle in the mode considered, the largest re-
.} supply mass and major repairs or changes are asstm_d to be accomplished with the

:_"_ MOT docked to the .JO_.,_.

-:,:::;The following major par&meters have been used to determine the mass requirements of
_-._' the shuttle, as _iI as the logistics requirements of the _DRL to service the shuttle

< _%..',

;%'; o 15 rotundtrips, _._3RLto },DTto _DRL, requirln_g 15 repressurization cycles
-4: of the _DT

•,, o Maximum uf one mile MOT/_DRL separation

" _...!? o Nominal two-man crew, vlth overload capability of three

'<" o Mane_zer and attitude control by cargo module system only

:_:j o C%_w module atmosphere, of 50 percent 02 - 50 percent N2 at 7.0 psia
_'gf,,

•2,,

Y..-'._- o Cargo module unpressurized

•-:.. o One emergency repressurization of crew module atored onboard

-_ o Storage capability for 90 percent of _DT recovered atmosphere at 500 psia

"-:'.!_ o Atmosphere _keup for I0 percent MOT atmosphere makeup, stored at 3500
-._ psla, for each _pressurizatlon cycle

•,j,
• !,_,- o No _[Yl'propeliant resupply capability, sin_e this is a requirement of
:_.:, NYr/I_RL doeki_g operation

...j,_ o Cargo module cylindrical wall integrated with redundant tube radiator

-',.'.-:-_-_.o Batteries si=ed for providing a total of _000 watt_hot_s at 80 percent
, .,,_ aepth of disc&_rge

),,':
":}i_g

_,;'-':?¢3'

, ._..'?_',_ 152
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SHUPTLE VE_ICLE MASS PROPERTIES

mEW_0DU_ (_200)

Structure 1860
Forward Section 210
Center Section 660
Aft Section 240

Airlocks and Hatc_s 170
Thermal Protection 120

, Subsystem Support 220
Dockin_ Support 90
Cargo Storage 80
Reinforcements 70

Crew Systems ' 230
Electrical Power hlO
CommLmications 120

Environmental Control/Life Suppor_ 360
Controls and Displays 160
Navigation and Stability Control llO
MOT _Intermnce Provisions 30
Docking System 190

i) EC/LS .Expendables* llO
Penetrations and Leaks 50
Crev and Equipment 570

Crew 370
Suits 70
Backpacks 130

CARGOMODU_(23O0)

Structure 1220
Cylinder** 780
Secondary Structure 190
Thermal Pro_ection 60
Subsystem Support 80
Cargo Storage 50
Reinforcement_ 60

Reactlon Contl_I/FTepu_slon 160
Atmosphere Storage System 270
Shuttle Propellant* 500

_e04 333
Aerozeze _0 167

MOT Stored Atmosphere* 150

CO_IN_'ZY(2_,_)(1300) 13001OO
TOTAL SmJTYI_ VEKICIL 7--_

*Expendables Loading for 15-TTip Capacity. **Includes Radiator %hlbes& F_aders

153
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5.2.4.6 Logistics Vmss Analysis

Logistics requirerrants are est_ated for the t'_omodes of or_ration. The logistics

presented are those pe_ _aini_g to o_ratlon of tP_ MOT only. The primary difference
betveen the gLT±,almc_e and the shuttle mode, from the logistics standpolnt_ is the
mass of the shuttle vehicle, with its expendables and spares requirements, and the
mass of expendables and spares t]mt must be carried by shuttle or transferred direct-
ly through the MORL hatch to the MC2o

The shuttle mode_ Model 948_4BD, uses two logistics supply metLods; tg_t of tL_
shuttle vehicle and that of coupling to the _DRL. _te number of trips tbmt the shut-

tle makes and the numUer of _DT-MDRL coupling periods is derived from the one year
time]_ne a_talysls presented in Section 4.4.

The fo!lo_Ting parameters have been used to derive the mass cf the 1-year logistics
requirements for each mode:

Parameters Co.___cnto Both Modes

: o 71 film replacement periods of 3 hotu's each

o l0 setup and checkout periods of 7.5 hours each

o 4 scheduled maintenance periods of 3 days each

o I scheduled 4-day period for f/15 to f/30 ct.angeover

o i0 unscheduled mainte:mmce periods of two days or more

O 15 unscheduled maintenance periods of one day or less

o 0.30 Ib/hr BgT atmosphere leaka,%_ rate

o 2.5 Ibs per man-day metabolic o_gen rate

o Ecological requirements of food and water not included

Pars_,_ters forM0del" 94_-hlC (Gimba] Model__._Iz

o No food, water, and sanitation provislo_s - _RL facilities used as
_._quired

o Emer,,_ncy atmosphere repressurization by _DRL_ four _r year estimated,
req_ _d for high leak loss (dump) of cabin atzuosp1_re

0 _ hours average shuttle travel time _er docking cycle - t_,on_n

o 1 hour average, shuttle c_ckout and ma_,.tenance tire: per docking cycle -

o • i hour shuttle holding time for _DT pumpdown - two men

J
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o Spares replacement mass increased by electrical power equtpm..ent and by
orbit control equipment

t

_. o Emergency atmosphere for one complete repressurization stored in both
the I_)Tand the shuttle, four replacements per year estimated for _,DT

plus one while coupled to t_3RL- two replacements per year for shuttle

o Shuttle atmosphere leakage rate of O_25 lb/hr

_- o One year battery llfeti_, replacement has not been included in the one-

year logistics, provisic_s

These parameters result in the total yearly expendables and spares requirements
shovn on Figure 5.2_13 for the two models.

5.2.5 02t_stems Desii_ and Installations

The major elements of the telescope optical system are the primary mirro?, second-
ary mirrors, scientific experiment instrJments, and the structure which ties these
together. Each piece of optical equlpzent is sensitive to structural distortion

and requires _nstallation in which its physical positions relative to other equiFment• be maintained within very small tolerances. The general design approach taken is to
provide concepts that minlmi_.e loads and thermal conditions which cau'_e geometric
distortions. In addition, the mounting for each element are provided with adjust-
ment design features for aligning the optical system in orbit. Special attention
was also given to the development of conceptual designs that can accommodate man for
the major telescope functions which rely on his role to abtain reliable and success-
ful operation.

5.2.5.1 Scientific Instrturent____ d Cabin Arrangement

The cabin as shm_n in Figure 4-6, is arranged w__th all the scientific optical instru-
ments mounted to a rigid base or platen located in the for_,_zd section adjacent to
the telescope. MOT supporting subsystems are located around the pe,iphery in the
aft section. The platen is a cantilever structure physically supported from the
optical system support base by a tubular section extendiog thru the cabin bulkhead.
The only p_kyslc_l attack-_nt bet_reen the platen structu_: _nd cabin i_,a bellows

located arow_d the platen support tube. ELts design feature is used to protect the
alignment of the scientific instru_ents with the rain telescope optics. Removable
boost struct_u_ is required to support the platen during launch to orbit.

The scientific instruments are positioned radially arotmd folding mirrors on an arc

fol_cd by the locus of the focal point as the mirrors are rotated. The light beam
._ from the telescope prolxe,r is folded once for f/15 experiments and twice for f/30

experiments. %_,eprimary folding mirror folds the light 90 degrees making the
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F__61_E 5.2-13

: LOGISTICS FASS SL_21_I'

MODEL

9h8-hlC 948-43D

LOGISTICS C_CIF,S (O_P:YEAR l (,gimbaled) (Sepsrated)

TOTAL MOEL-MOT DOCKING CYCLES .... 15

TOTAL TRIPS BY SH_YfLE ..... 96

" TOTAL REPRESSURITATION CYCLES

MOT Atmosphe_'e to _DRL iii 15

MOT AtmospYere to Shuttle ..... 96
Shuttle Atmosphere to MORL ..... 96

TOTAL F_RGENCY REFRESSL_IZATIONS

By MORL to kOT _, 1
By MOT to MOT .... 4
By Shuttle to Shuttle --- 2

TOTAL HOURS PRESSURIZED

MOT-MORL 1512 86_
MOT-Shuttle .... 6h8

Shutt i;.-Only .... 288

TOTAL M_J_Ob_ S

In MOT-MORL 1512 864
In MOT- Shut"_.le .... 1296
In Shuttle Only .... 480

Shuttle

Oxygen - 3500 psia 83_ ib 299 ib 862 Ib

:: Nitrogen - 2000 psla 609 188 614
_o)+ ._66 _89 192o
Aerozene 50 23_ 64_ 960

$_pares Replacement 360 200 252
Film and Tape 550 .... 550
Aaaed_RL Propellant (.6670) 2 (925)

1 Includes. Requirements for Shuttle Alone

_, 2 Ass_nes Use of an Additional Control Moment @yro in MORL

5,
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light rays parallel with the mounting platen. _ mirror can be Iotated about the

telescope optical axis thus aligning the focal plane with a selected instrurz_,nt
for f/15 observations.

In adSJ.ti_n, an initial alignment fixture a_ud'Ff camera are located in the s_
focal plane. _e TV c_ra is used for checking the telescope field of view
remotely from the MORL.

A secondary folding mirror is used in conjunction with the f/30 secondary mirror
in the telescope to pr(z/ide for the f/30 instr_,nents positioned _adiaily with
respect to the secondary folding mirror.

Clea_-'ancefrom the surface of the platen to the cabin ceiling is approximately 69

inches which provides an average of 40 inches clearance above +he instr_mnts for
the crev_mn to maneuver in the zero gravity environment. All subsyste_m components
are arranged in the upper section around the periphery of the cabin to allo_ rz_ximum
accessibility to the optical instruments_ The subsystems provided in the MOT
include com_anications and dat_ recording, electrical guidance _ud coztr_l, and
emergency pressurization. Cold plate cooling is provided for electronic subsystems

component thermal control. Storage provisions for spares and zTaintenance tools are
also located around t_ cabin walls.

The display and checkout console allows a seated "r_ _an to monitor _nd operate the
displays and controls. In the immediate area of t_c console, the _2_ci_&m floor-to-
ceiling clealx_nce of 69 inches is maintained and will include a seat _d re._traint
provision. The console will contain thos_ displays and controls required to check

I_ out the operation and status of the subsystems.i

A _ocking cone and mechanism, identical to that included on the MORL for u_e with
the Apollo logistics vehicle, is provided at the cabin end of the MOT. For either
mode, this location provides Ingress/egress to the cabin. A pressure hatch to seal
the cabin at the interface with the telescope is incorporated within the platen

envelope. It will be remotely actuated and the seal accomplished prior to cabin
pressurization and crew _ntry, The hatch or door is guided in a track w_ich has a
cam-type action for engaging and breaking the presmare seal at the end of the platen
support tube. A small 3.0 inch diameter optically flat window is located in the
center of the pressure hatch to allow the passage of a beam of light for gross
aligJ_snt of the scientific instruments when the cabin is pressurized.

For on-pad access_ a bolted-type hatch is provided in the outer vail of the cabin.
The hatch _dll be approxima+21_- 30 x 42 inches to allow clearance of the largest

8ir_le item of equipment. Prior to launch, this hatch will be fastened and sealed.
Consideration was 61yen to utilizing thi_ hatch for emergency exi&. However, this
rsults in additional weight and complexity to provide the necessary structure and
mechanisms.

5.2.5.2 Primary Mirror

Primary mirror installation is considered _ major design problem area. The optical
qualities al_ very sensitive to thermal gradients in the mirror structure. Similarly,
structural distortions resulting from applied loads are inadmissable. Until mo_
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:_. definite mater_al stcactural criteria can be established for the design and fab-
_ ricatlon of the ._mirror,precautions must "_ taker_ to provide an installatior, desi_.

, t_t mini_2zes the possibility of boost loads destroying the optical fig_reo The
installation criteria also :_v_ conflicting stz'uctural d_i,_, requi ...."rcI ...... S ll_ +u_

precision dimensional a!i;u'zent between the mirror and its supporting structure is
desired, For tberr,_a!an_ stress considerations, it is preferable tc decouple %_e

' mirror from its suppo_In_ stz_ucture as much as pt.ssible.

i Figure 5.2-14 depicts a pri.--a,_ymirror installation in which the prim_-_" mirror ca,n

be conTplete]$ decoupled from its structural attaebz:_nt and floated on a pneumatic
bladder suppor_ during boost to orbit. The bladders are used to distribute the
acceleraticn loads o%'er ,_urgeareas of mirror surfaces, thus prerenting ,,a_.u_ul
stress concentrations. A segmented bladder design is utilized to provide restoring
forces for mirror anE_lar displacement and to facilitate attaching sections pe_a,u-

__,_ doors
..: ently to the mirror _-_ .

Which collawse the bladder "wallThe concept requires ...........,.elastic _,mbers '_
nee,rest the mirror surfaces toward the support structure when the bladders are
deflated. This disengages the blaSders from the mirror for operations in c_bit.

Design precautions ,mustalso be taken to lusure that the bladders do not ha_,_ the
mirror surface due to vibrating movement during boo_t_ Peel coat type materials
can be used to protect the mirror surfaces from the bJ,_iders but this solution

_,, shifts the problem to one of developing methG/s for removing the coating in orbit
.: without harming the mirrors°

': The cover doors serve a dual purpose. They are the structural support for the
pneumatic bladders on the forward side of the mirror and they are used to protect

,-:

,-. the delicate mirror surface from foreign materials and contamination from l>_rsonne!
working in the ,icinity, both on the ground and in orbit.

Mechanical attachment of the mirror to the optical system support stz-acture is
accomplf _hed by a three point tangent Bar mounting. '[hethree attachment points
are located on the outer rim of the mirror to t_,ke them more accessible. The

: tangent bar design is used to accommodate differentia], radial exqoansion between
the mirror and the support structure without inducing loads into the mirror° The
three point support also permits the plane of attac_ent to tilt without inducir_g
stresses into the mirror. Index rods which hold t,hemirror on three co:'_icalsaats

of the tm gent bars can be disengaged and ret]_cted to allow for the , _-cessary
float of the mirror on pneumatic bladders. In orbit the index rods can be re_
engaged either automatical]_v or manually. Selective materials and fabrication
methods are required in the designs of the tangent b_- sup_z%s to minimize heat

_ flow from the supporting structure into the mirror. The mirror al_,mment sensors
mounted on the inner diameter of the prlnmry mid-rot are used to position the

I, _econda_" mirror relative to the primary mlr_-or. Bladders on the inner a_,,d_uter
diameter are also segmented,, wltb open areas provided fo,r the sensors and attachment

iI , Itructure.

:_ 5.2.5.,3 ___conda_: Mirrors

:: A conceptual installation o_ the f/15 and f/30 seconds,o,mirrors was developed to

, establish feaslbility of a design whlch reasonably satisfies the M(/I'operational
::i and opti_al system deslsu_ requirements. _m MOT ope_tlonal criteria requires
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, the mirrors and associated _.q?_.tlng ecu_p.-.nnt to he accesslh!e for ran to perfc._.:
i"_ setup with "_+_ ^_ma_ ....nan._ functions, in _articular_ _h_ _/ ..... ..-.,-) _/rror l'as to be_ renc','ed

when experiments are bein_j oerfo_z.e_ -_!th the f/j_ - rr._r system, _nd neche.nlcal

or electrical equipment "_'ect _ fat '_; repi_.cei by rmc. "_= - _^_"s_ .... .., lure sho,l__ he . _u_ uo ......

system desig/i criteria requires the -_.irrorsto t_ pCZlclOned accu._atelo- re!a_i'.'e

to the _2rlza_¢ mirror and the e'x-rerlr._ntinstrtLz_ents at the Casseg_.inian focus.

Secondary mirror position toler_._es are defined in the optical system stui_: (Sectlcn

3) ....Mirror posltion dlsturhe.uces "'_c__ are prirarl b" il _ Co __isto_ion of +'____zo-_

orting structure_ are evaluated in the stmlctures s .";y .,.__ 5.3) Tne i_,_'_

_tructural _h_rt-_alanalysis _ "_ --= _ .... __ .r fcc'as, the d_s_rusz.ces c_-_._nn_c=._s _.La_ except °:

be held below the allo';able posl_'_ _ _ ___ _t _...--D_ra .....o_-.., tolei_uces once .he t_scope _ = +"'_-

are stabilized in orbit. Altho'_gh this ir__lles +;^*_,_.s-.._-,e'--"___ree_- of freedom
- " o .... _.... nt fcr an au_.._._.control for the secondary mirrors rz'."he feasible, _h_ -:_"_--_ * .... _;

secondar_ ....- of .. _eic---"_as_.ror position control .°v.- five axis °-_ retained for initial

-. a!l_ent in orbit, rea!ignr.ent associated with reir.stallln_ the f/!5 z/rror, an&

disturbances from repeated docking and other unforseen causes.

Excluding the docking impacts, the disturbances affecting the secondary _-[irror

:, alignment may be considered to be of sinusoidal c_rac_er induced by differe_ntla!

radiant heating, and to be superi_pcsed on initial errors induced by the reuo:_al

of gravitational and the_?_al initial condltior-. Tne s_ initial errors are expected

to be at least one order of ma_nltu.le larger .ha.n tha_ iniuced by heating. ?no

basic frequency content of the sinusollal disturbance is at orbital frequency for

all five degrees of secondary mirror freedom.

Position control of the secondary mirrors requires _ ..... + a +'-_a___-_t sensors lo_a_e_ cn ....

primary mirror for each axis of control, and an ali g__-enq target element located on

_be secondary- mirrors. Figure 5.2-15 schematically iiiustz__tes a position detecting

system. Autocollimator-tsq3e sensors are used for _;o ayes c.e trs.nslation and the

two axes of tilt. A_ interferometer is used for the f_us sensor. The target

element is a small flat mirror with a reticle locate& aD the center of each seco::;.__a_:
mirror.

4_

Initial align_nt of the telescope is accomplished ._¢ using the sensors of the ali_n-

•ment unit, which ls mounted on the main Instzmment supcort "case Upon alignment of

tilt and lateral displacement, the folding mirror is indexed to the wide angle

camera posltion. The telescope is sl.:wed to a star anl _:oh_auto-focus device of the

t-_ secondal_F zirrcr long__tudlnally. THUS,camera is used to Initlal]_- position _

initial alignment and focus adjustment may be done _-_.._r _" full manual control or

with the aid of automatic nulllng circuits. Once _'_._.. aligning is accomplished.

the primary control of these functions is switched to the sensors ringing the inside

of the primary mirror aperture. The folding mirror r_- then _ pivoted to one of

the experiment packages. When the r_in camera .is in use, the primary c(x_trol of

focus will be automatically shifted from the primary -_irror interferometer In_tru-

ment to an autofocuslng instrument built into the ce._.era_ackage.

There are many design approaches fo_" a position control system of the seconda_-

mirrors and optimization is beyond the scope of this studJ,. Studies we_ conducted

to develop a five degree of freedom mounting and actu_tlon system which has very

small coupling between control axes and which can feaslbl$- be packaged within the

2
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permisslb]e light obscu_tion of the pri_z_Fj -'_ o A system which does not have

coupling betwe_,naxes of control is prooferred cn the basis of utilizing displays
;'_ . !.... _cupiing increases the requirement_a_udm*_nual control for ali_,_ent _unctions -'_-_

for an autor_tic contro] s_nd synchronized actuatlcn. No coupling and a single
actuator for each axes of control are also desirel for caLl,unction detection and

maintenance. On the other _mmd, a mirror s_._. t[-_t._s five degrees of uncoupled

movement, usually has more stractural desi_: _'__.__.___x___'_y.

Since two secon3ary mirrors are being u_ed, t"_.._r._ •_sa!mo the choice of controlling
position of the _rrors individually or mo_._i.._,'__- -_henin a co_m.on control cell.
The many _ _^-_ac_._.s involved point o_t that the se_c.-_ia_-mirror installation is a major
design trade area.

Figure 5.2-16 shows the conceptual design of a seccnlazy _irror installation developed

for the baseline telesco_ configuration. The main desi_ features of the support
and positioning are:

!

o A four-legged rigid truss attaching the seccnlary mirror carriage to the
iruer telescope tube wall.

o The f/15 and f/_O mirrer_ are motuuted it.a co___-cncontrol cell which has
the five degrees of position control. '-_-.epcsition target element
required for alignment sensing is mo,mute_ on each mirror to eliminate
position tolerances between the ,mirrors and cell stracture.

o A rotational, and trs_uslational geometry ccnsis_ing of three flexure pivotea
struts aligned with the optical s_xls. ?.'oof these struts can be extended
to induce rotational motion of the _irror carriage. The entire three-strut

flerare system can be translated by t-_oadlitional strut actuators grounded
on the Irmer telescope tube.

o Focus adjustment is made by positioning of a single central actuator
_rivir4 the mirror mounting st_cture alcng four ball-sp!ined tubular ways.

o A single electric motor driven Jack sere:"is e--ployed for positioning of
each of the five degrees of mirror f_-eedcc-provided. A minor degree of
coupling is allowed between secondary, mi.._rorrotation: translation, and
focus.

Each motor driven degree of freedom of the suspensicn receives an amplified signal
command from one of the alignment sensors of a directional sense which drives the
error seen by the sensor to a minimum threshold value. Thus, autocolllminating
aensors mou_nted on the inner aperture of the prir_o- _irror detect angular misalign-
m_nt between rlrrors studfurnish signals to the tvo flexure mounted actuators which

then produce corrective rotations of the seoo_:dar7__irror carriage.

Actuators consist of sealed packages_ each containing a servo motor geared to a con-
centric dlffe'r-_ntlalJack screw drive incorporating a preload, spring to remove
backlach from the differential thread_

_.2.6 Configuration _si_ Conclusions & Recc_=_ndations

Conceptual configuration design studies resulted in identifying many structural
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and installation problem_ which are very importm_t in atta'ning _ efficient or,.
optimized design, None of the design problems, which _ou!d be ileP,tified at
this level of detail; are considered Insunno_ntab!e or _,.%,'cr.lfe;_slh!e engineer-
Ing solutions. _"_nemost critical design problem arenasare those associate@ with

structural thez,_al requirements and protection of the optical systems during
boost. A suz._7 of the conclusions and reco_:_endatior.s,ofthe stractu_l ther_._l
problems is p_.,_sentedat the end of the structures study (Section 5.3) an_ the1_al

control studj- (Section 5.5). In contrast to earth-bom:d tei_Ec:.7,csor the OAO
designs, the MOT requires a design interface between a pressu:'Ized cabin _,d the
optical systems. TqKs interface imposes constraints on the optical syste:ndesi&u_
and constraints on man's functions in telescope obse_¢atizr.. The baseline desi_,

concept requires remote operation of a cabin door and inpose'_ fairlj- severe require-
ments on.the atmosphere supply subsystem to ,_ke the e.,_erizent instru_ents access-
ible to _a_ in a shirtsleeve environment. Additional studies are reco-_:.endedof

this problem area to determine if the constraints m:d cozplexi%y can he reduced.
e

The pnetmmtic bladder support for the priL_mr/ mirror dm-ing tocst imposes several
fairly stripgent design requirements. Pressure level co::_rol in many individual
bladder segments, decoupling of the structural mo_mting and disposition of the
bladders after the telescope is in orbit are all comple>'itles that ce-npossibly be
reduced by further design refinement. Installazion of the seeonda_ mirrors is a
definite trade area for further stuSy and so;r_of the possible desigj_.approaches
are noted in paragraph 5.2.5.3-

In the area of supporting subsystems, two inst_llaticn proble;_ in particular
warrant further design studies, star trackers and expenda_:les or movable equipment.
_ne star tr_ckers req_ulre installations in which accu__ate ali_,=ent can be =_in-
tained with the telescope, optical axes, and they r:ust be located externally of the

basic protective thermal structure. The basic design philosophy used for the MOP
was to decouple the optical systems from the outer protective the_v_,l structure.
In the case of the star tracker, a direct structural tie is required from the
optical system structure to the extexmal environment, thus rmking it difficult to
obtain geometric stability.

Installation of expendables s_d movable equipment is critical in the soft gimbal
operational concept (Model No. 9_8-_1C), and to soraeextent on tF_ separated concept
(Model No, 948,kBD). In the glmbal concept the torque trm_.sr=ittedto the I,IGP from
the spring suspension system is directly proportional to the CO offset from the
gimbal axes. The final design of the fine stabillz_tion cont_D1 system will_ there-

fore, place stringent requirements on CG control. For ex,_::ple,the present studies
are based on maintaining the CG within one inch of the gimbal s_xes, wl'Ich limits

usable expendables located at 70 inches from the CG to approxir.ately 200 pounds.

The size of an f/4 120-inch telescope relative to MORL indicates that stmmtur_l
interfaces m_d subsystem requirements imposed on MORL will necessitate long-range
advanced planning to insure that the MORL will b,_ compatible with MOT operations.

For e_mple, MORL attitude and orbit control systems will have to be sized for
: moments of inertial and ballistic coefficients for operation vhen the MOT is

directly coupled to the MORL.

16#
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_truetural effort on the., .... w._s conc_nt:ated in five .._c._ " _ areas _._ "_"_'_-........
ration, categorized by t_,"_,._,,,,.._'_E"ca]._ discipline :

l) Structural Design
2) Ther_.ai Distortion ,:r_a:_,s_s

3) D_teoroid_ and Radiation
4) Direct _...._._1o_ _¢ma_:ic "_" " .,.:._%:sls,and
5) Latmch Fr_virop.mentand Analysis

A baseline structural cor_fi_iration (Figure 4-ic) was chosen having _t:-uct'._al
. dl_t. _[ __c .... cc.-.::cnct,_._ct., _stics, and _,_sslayout, oF.tics, there._l ".... _4 "_ -:".-_ _ i_ ",ire

other design studies. ;',here indicated, _ar_metz'ic ..... v=. _a_isns ".'_re ra:!e ____cu:.!

this baseline, _e final configarat[cn,Figq/re 4-Id, "_,,,.___:_ it d:ffe:'s frc.._

the struct'_mal baseline by having a different cabin arrarge.v.e._t, does not
a_,,iate._.,sufficiently in any ._-=_ct__.to affect the conclusicns cf *_-_.._.,_._'_....u_._*....--_
studies,

L'qvl_ .nm_.. and Analysis___•i Launch • -'_c• _t

co..s_d_r_d necessary to as _ _=Based on experience, it _.s n 4 _ _ ........ !a,_nch coniiticns,
since they dictate critical load factors for telescope desig:',a:-:iccntribuSe to

"_the environmenta,l criteria. T_.._did not _.errit a co_"l=te flight vehicle

analysis, s_ "handbook" values for boost load factors _:'e adcgled.

5.3.1.1 Acoustic and Vibration Environment

In an%icipa+.ien of a detai!el analysis cf the mirror response, to _n_ en_iron-
m.n_al_* forcing f"_t_ns,'_ th_ acoustic and vibration environments were .... :__.
However, little data could be obtained _..orthe S-IB other than scz:e-'._a.u,_d._'-_

data from the S-I/A_o]].o boilerp!ate flights• These data r.easure:-.entsindicate
a maximu_m acoustic enviroec.ent at booster station 1705 of sound pressure levels

_. , _ •on the order of 135 to ]40 db during the ',._chi/m_ir.:um q period ef _.hg..t
The maximum vibraticn envirc::-..er:tmea.:ured at the adapter ring, booste,'rstation
]571, _¢as ].23 grr.'slaterally _dt} a frequency of 825 cFs.

Posed on the amount of available data and the time involved, an analysis of

mirror response hzs not considered feasible during this Fre].irirk_ryanal._'s_s._

5.3.1.2 launch Am%lysis

A sketch of the air vehicle co_'_figtu-ationand fhe matching dj'n,uricmodel used
for a launch release anab'sis are shovm in Figure 5.3-1. This configuration was
analyzed for axial %ibrations, the so-called "pogo stick" node. The solution of

tho applicable d_mar.dc equabio::s resulted in a vehicle axial medal froquency of
7,29 cps, Application of the associated modal data to the equation

I,"'x = 1 + ,,, ] + .... L
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-._ _,_ _'IsFayloa_,

T = booster thrust, _.,

W = vehicle _ight, lts

14 = vehicle _ss, lb-s_c2/in

Mi = ith -cd ..... ._i:-__--. Ib-sec2/ih

_Ti = ith mode dis_lace=er.t a% .n_-zI_-_, in/in

@F/L i = ifh _ dis_lace:-=r,t.... _-.-I_ in/in

Fro_uces an _<iai load lector at _h. ,--.-_,--4of _ ____ =._. _,=based on fi_._ moGe
resFonse only.

To dcter-_nc mazcimt_mdesign load "_ _ , ._,_ :acucrs -_ brig. "--...'-s_'r_ _4_ba_-'_'''-_:_.. ;"_S r_.de cf
o_h.I launch told staging events. A stuvc:___-yof ever.t_........._-d "_...... _'t_.,6"_ load
factors apF]_icable to the telescoue d_sign is inc!ulel as Fi_Jre 5.3-2.

LOAD FACI_CR

) AXIAL LAT_ i

CONDITIOU TENSION CO:-?_SSIC U

!LEBOL_ID i.38 2.83 _+ O._"_

F2ST R,'ZL-_ASE 0.73 3.23 + 2.91

FLIGHT HIGH Q 1.95 + O.41

T}.:_U,;TCUT OFF + 6.95 + O.!O

ENGINE H_qD OV_q, S-I%m_ 3.55 + 1.73

Figure 5.3-2

I
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_.3.2 Structural De.slgn_

5.3.2.1 Primary Structure

At the initiation of prLmary structure sizings, it was recognized that stiffness
requirements, as determined by servoelastic aPmlysls, could be the design con-

. sideration for some of the primary structural elements. With this in mind, it
was decided to proceed by slzirg structural members on the basis of boost load
conditions and make provisiom for parmmeterizing their stiffness characteristics
in the dyrmmics studies.

Structural concepts and materials employed were chosen to arrive at the best
compromise amorg the four requirements of structural stiffness, thermal isolation,
optical alignment, and stress level. These considerations led to the following
approaches being taken:

i_) Determinate structure was used to mln_.._ze the transmission of stress-induced

distortions where possible.

2) Structural configurations w_re chosen to maximize structural stiffness

(i.e., tube_ rather than rods; shells rather than frames) where Possible.

3) Materials hav_n_ highest stiffness with lowest heat conduction _re used
in critical areas such as prinmry mirror tangent bars.

The structural arrangement of the baseline is shown in Fig_e 5.3-3 with the
individual structural elements identified by letter code. The element code i_

conslstant with that used in the gimbal design, Section 5.3.2.A, and in the
direct analog dynamic analysis, Section 5.3.5, as are the structural materials,
concepts, and stiffnesses.

Structural sizings are based on the boos_ load conditions specified in Section
5.3.1, Launch Environment and Analysis. The design load factors are +6.95 axial

and +_2.91 lateral. The thermal protection afforded by the aerodynamic shroud is
such that no significant heating _ill be experienced during the boost trajectory.
The structure was thus sized at room temF._rature.

Generalized expressions for element stiffnesses wers derived in ter_ of deflec-
tion axis, geometric parameters, and r_aterials properties to facilitate para-
meterization of element stiffnesses and to permit parametric changes to be
reflected in weight and thermal ana]yses.

_terials were chosen on the basis of ease of fabrication, thermal stability,
structural stiffness and thermal conductivity where heat leak is important. In
critical heat leak areas (Experiment Support Tube F , Cabin Support Truss C ,
and Tangent Bars G ) material properties were traded to define the optimum. The
parameter kA/K

where k --thermal conductivity
A _ cross-section area (based on boost load sizing)
E = member stiffness (based on A)

l?l

i
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was used to comp_e _eterials. As an example, the tangent bars produce the
following material comparison:

- k A,_ A

MAT'iRIAL _ I--_ / Ti

Aluminum _.33

• Titanium 1.00

Fiberglass 0.12

Fiberglass is therefore the best material choice • a theoretical basis. Because
of its low bearing strength, fiberglass is at best a difficult material to attach;
large end fittLngs become necessary and the fabrication problem is ccnplicated.

However, its obvious advantage in thereof isolation outweighs any Nanufacturing
uonsiderationand its use is dictated in critical heat leak areas.

Structural sizirgs proceeded along major load paths, and a rurm_ng w_.ightstate-
ment ,_s prepared to reflect correctly the _mpact of inertial loads on the
structural load levels.

The structural eler_entcode, the material used for each element, and the struc-
tural concept applied are displayed in tabular form in Figure 5.3-4. Figure 5.3-5
shows the Importmnt element geometric parameters and lists the associated stiff-
nesses. Since the direct analog simulation vas concerned _th deflections and
rotations in a plane including the telescope optic axis, two stiffnesses are

listed_ The stiffness KS applies to shear deflections; K@ is associated with
bending deflections.

Items in Figure 5.3-5 shown in parentheses represent the parameters vahichwere
changed to conform_to 5he final configuration.

5.3.2.2 _Srror Dyrm_mlcs

The dynamic characteristics of the primary f/i mirror were investigated for two
support conditions; _!rst with the mirror supported on pneumatic bladders, and

second with the mirror supported on the tangent bars.

For the bladder-su;Forted case, the mirror was treated as a rigid body, un-
attached to the telescope structure and u_formly supported by the bladder.
Using a typical cross-section and the coordinate system shown in Figure 5.3-6,
the equations of motion w_re written in terms of the support spring constants.
Thus:

k
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STRUCTU[_AL _1 _",.*_:'_'z' CODg "'" "'_"_ ",_, .,:,IAL STRUCTU,;La.LCC:;CL't:'T

Outer Tube A Alu_num Ring-Stiffened ._cn_vco_,,b._. ..,

Inner Optics Tube B Aluminium Ring-Stiffened ..on.jc_.,b= _,-,,_
(Tit an_u_m)

Cabin SuFport Truss C Fiberglass Tubular Pi_-Jointed Truss

•tlirror Cell Beams D Titanium. Cantilever Beams.

_rror Cell Floor _ Titanium U,.on_co..,.b_'-

. Ex.-perimentSupport Tube F Fiberglass Y.onocoqu:-:Cylinder

Tangent Bars G Fiberglass E_nged Rods

Secondary Support Structure H Titanium Tubular Pin-Jointed Truss

(Solid Vierendeel Truss)

Secondary Optics Tube I Aluminum Ring-Stiffened CyLinder

Secondary Support Flexures J Titanium Tension Straps (Solid
Vierendeel Truss)

i
Figure 5.3-4
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[
*r2, _,-

,.,,._.:B,_{ HON i_CO;_: Ke
)T!{UCTU,RAL GAGE LE:GTH A.:{FA DI'2TH Ke I:;-L_
gl_5"_T /3; I;; IN2 IN LBTI:: ,CAD

--'7 l"12"×-xA O.Ol 63.? i 39.2xlO 6. O.._z,x..u

• Spacing

I B O.O1 63.7 1 35 •2xlO6. O. 228xi012_-_- Ring (54.5xlO 6_) (0.353xi0 ]-2=-_
S_acir_

[ c 56.1 2.057 '79,4oo 1. 95 io
(28.3) (2.209) .. 224,360) (1.465x!0)

[ O 5_-.0 5.309 5.442XI06 i.062XI09

_ O.Ol 2 O.2763xi06 4.986xi06

[: 1,' o.zl 3o.5_1o6" 5.13_!o_-_-

G 32.4 0.93 301,400 ---
H 133.5 0.391 29,690 ----

(72.0) (0.555) (178,800)

I O.03 I0.56xi06. 2.74]:_I09_-K

" J AS..O 0.02 18,990 ----. (o.148) (lO7,9oo)

KS = Shear Stiffness Figure 5,3-5

K_ = Bending Stiffness

L * =GA (LB) ........

•!L _ = El (ZB-_'_2)

l?.S
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Ass,z_ing su[por't sj .... ,.;try _._h _: . : I and at.plying harmonic
notion, the' so]u_..o,,'"_ F_f_the ,..e;"_'-'---- of ...-ctlcn produced mncou_].ed trans!at_.on

: and rotation frequcncic-s in radia:._ _cr second of

td .= (o. 2sgsv,)

L% :

Plots of W h and We versus t.he s'_port __a.... ±ffness a_'-esho_m in Fig-
...: ...... =u,_ cps is obtained for a sr.ring

rate deter_JneJ by a _._. _."_-e ,_.D-_ _sfv •

i

For the second case, the f:_s__.._._"-_----""_s .::7o:-te.dby the ta,,g_n_ ba_-s'_hich
in turn were assun.ed_*-__ ri':_'"e,.............:_'c_'_,_dto the telescope _+_.u.cu_'_.--__ The
cel!u]ar mirror .'-',_,..._d'-'_d__,__ _..v_'-_-se;_-..:en-s_ bo',-'.-.-_. _"_,the radial ribs a_nd cir-

c,m-.lerentia!rings. ];od_s}_:'e assizneJ at the j,mncture of ribs randrings for
both u_per and lo'_;er____, as _-_=--:_i-=:__in Figur_= 5.3-7. Since the mirror

is si,n=.etricabout =^_.-'_-=_-ic.__.._...-re<is.=as-sing_h-:-'<._-.__... _ ,=,.any of the t._ree supports,
one-half of "-_- - _,,_._>,,i.,gall ,..vibrational modesu._-_r,'/rrsrst'_uct,__= was useff in -,"'-"-'- t_.=

by i_..posingthe Frc_.er_ ....._........d_._ ccnlition restraints along the s$.-u__.etricaxis.

The equations of mo_.mc.,_'- u_d.........to dot =--_= the cJ_-ror nat_al node shapes and
frequencies a_-e of _-_.,zform:

+[4 {o]
_.+,ere

! [O] = r_ss =_,tr_<

[K] = d_iffness r.%t:'Lx

case_ displacement in
direction )

The stiffness ratrLx _,._s....=:..:_ b.."......1__,,_ comrcnent stiffness matrices
representing actual structura _.--_'-'-_"'_-_......._., and cc:f_ining these subzmtrices at
common nodes to fo---+_........]-_ structural representation of the mirror

The structural elements useff in the -_"rrcr stiffness formulation are triang-
ular fiat plates representing t.:eribs, rings, and the upper and lower faces,
Rectangular beams re_resent the tangent bar flexures•

An influence coefficient matrix was cL-talned for the sy_::etric and anti-
s_.-zz..etriccases by imposing apFrc?riate boundary conditions on the stiffness
ratr___ and applying _%ni.,v_.__m_,,routine. _h_ ir_fluence coefficients _re
obtained for the Z-direction disQlacer.ent.sat the nodes on the lo_r surface
of the mirror; si.,cevibration reties ccusidered of interest w_re those charac-

terized by Z displacements of the r.drror's X-Y plane. The influence coeffi-
cient matrix, for the sy::=[.etriccase, is a full matrix of 80 x 80 size. The

ant_s_qnmetric .".ztrixis a £'4x 64 du_ t.oadditional boundary condition restraints.

i
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SUPPORT CONFIGIiRATICN
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-_ l'Im.t_ 5.3-6
/

. Prinilry Mirror Boost Dynamics
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The mess zatriz was fcr-z.ulat_dby l,_mping the n_ss _-;perti_s of the:structui_al jy_
• s._'-_'.*_....,,___*'._............,.=..,_-t',,_nodes at the midpoint of.a r_i<! bar oonn-ecting-those

._ __.-- _-_-

B _ "'-9 "

_ach 2_Fed rass represents the mass propertaes, transformed to the plane of the ,,.%.
IO'_=.rs'&_fac_ncdes, of a _dmror :segment containing a cortion of the u_per and _"------ -

lo_.r surface plates and the _b of :t-"herig or ring. ,- .. ....._::_.;,_
,' i" :" 3 __) ""':+t#-_. . ,y :;

The 'K."....._* ec -n=-_,__._ for the saegi_)..elementshown may be expressed in terms of .*he.._.:'ca.:
• >- - . _C.-_

dis_!ace_-.entsat each end as: :.:. . .U:-$
.. . - . //

i

T !12 m_ iA ( 6A L_ 2 .. ,::

+ a - ) ' ";
For the single l'_-Fedm_ss, the mass _atrix may be _Titten in term_ of the node

displacements as:

@@ --.

/+ L2_ 4 •"

_. _ . "- m.t._ _A:__..X,_ - + TA_ .. _.

Kxtendi_ this ""--""s_,_ case to all the structural segments and suz_.ningterms at

common nodes, the _ass ratri× J for the half mirror is generated_ _.:=

The technique of ,:mtr_x iteration is used to determine the natural mode shapes _.; :
and frequancies. T_:eeouations of motion may be developed into a form. suitable
for ite:'ation. -- .,

Substltuti,-_ an a_._ume...dsolution of the form "

6= 61 _lwt -:

or _'=w* 81 _l_t ,=.was -'
,2-
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The equations T.<.te .-_.:,.-itt-';:.t',::'oduc_"
/

W_.r-re

................... ,_.. r __,. ite:'aticn.

A _, 1. ." r, ef -- =_-:c .....ta_u.:_t_c., th: first si- : ...... an:] the first --",an:is:.::.:etricmodes

for the f/4 pri.-arF :-:-=:r and : "crierdescri:,tio:-.,cf the chara_-eris%ic motion
is incl::ded as FIE=.-- ..---- -'-_ plots cf +)_.::tJe "-= '-_1"d_dw ...... " ..... Sh'-.[es __......... as

Fi£n_- 5 3 9 .....
_#--_ ....

eS . - _........_ _._---7..

5.3.2.3 Prirar:; Y-':-::r::re--_--A:_i:.'sis

The prir._ry mi-r,c-:- _" .......r_c.__e.-:..r:::-.mst::-:enfrom the F_'-'=- = _ --..-_.changes _,e'.'e
m_de from the -'e"_renze/_=-:e:--.etr--.;,the focal len_th_ ".-:esC.::a.nC:Jfr:- f/2 to f/4

as described :n 2e:%i-_n},7, a:tfthe radial ribs were .-._e c:n'.inu:us. The
..... -"......f-_ "_=_"" " " the ......second change h__s .-. =_,-_..___:=_--.-__.icatlonof __irrcr b'_-:- _s simplified,

and the confi/.u'ati..::- .-_ale.:-rea.menab]e to compute:.... ""-:_

Only boost and o[erati:.-.=_llsai _-"_'_ ...._ ...._ -'-the analysis Not
enough _s '.,,,c,.._, -_ - : " " - -"-- _. _,_=: _..<...__............._-.:u_ _:_-:-:ca....., storage, and _.........."_- ccr.iiticnsto
._ermitthe_-, ccr.si:.-.....:__i-_-::in a study of this nature. }-'._:.,_v_r,sort:_., con-

_e;-e_s ;--" environment.c]usicns c_n t-_ _......... t"= ._.. =....-s .._silo.cable mirror loa_ : .....

Two conditions of .=:::_ss..:._-_".eetns_dered: "- _ .-_f:.s_, en'era!i .... bending, and

second, the ben_in: :f !niivii':a! _- _ -.-_=-
_ stresses wdll be direct!7 additive.su_.erimzcse so that the - ""....

"-..... _ _ " theThe critical stress l_ve: is one which produces mo-:_ __:-_-.m-.en-_.e% :n
mirror material c::-'-'cs:-:::-'_:.z"-= 22.9microinch rms .j=..i_t___._ __... z...........:-=.,._...set

data _:_re cbto_r2 /................".... _:-_ -: -'-.......Cl..lO..'_"".e]t.:tie_:i-::it(:---"),defined as
the stress :'e_"ai:'e_"_c :-:--i:::-_-':_--ticstrain of -_-_'_-_--'n/in, "........'^"_. _ ..........=_ 0._,-_

with ber:.'!li_-.:_......::.... "-""...."'"='."of the -_-_ ....._"=" ""_= _ _ have
revealed that the _ ....... _:'-F-- _,.__:......... cn the averase , Z.:_3psi c:-a'_-:ve,depend-

.ing on surfac-• czn.:iticns. Tee'.iata ind" sates that no observable ;iastic
80. " *;-., . . t = allowablesLra'ln occurs at " c: ....Y- Therefore, 2000 psi is tmken as -

m_rror stress in t_." :.... =--.....i=......_./is:<:ssion.

Pc.o_ Conditions - _'"_"" _-'_" _-_ .-..irroris surFortefl cn [no'an.stirbladders•

For static _.r.dconlitio::s ",,_thcu_ rotations, the suL_o,.... *'--_._ _.=_-__-_us.*be
gniform across the cc::tacts-"-f£ce. [_dnm,ic conditions could exls'.,h_.ichwou/d,

by establishin_ a Fatter:: cf .-.-trc:'_.shock waves _ithin the bladders, cause
nonuniforr.ities :n b........:._......:. However, fo£ such a situation :c occur,

"" " "'_'" for the:t would be necessa'"F ...:eve'_¢.-comF:'cssible flow conditions9 ,:..__..,
rigid bod_, natural .._quercF .,.._o.__......_ in Section 5._,2,2_, c_rmot occur at reason-

......_ ................ , P,O.,.l.... :'.,.able amplitudes, -_...--."......."---_'.,gcan only be induced b_.... ::- - inertial

loads resulting, fro.-.:va:-:,'ir._:__rror thickness,

Ri6id bodj,rotatic:-s ,-" _F:-.s<.n_.%different problem. In order to _e::e:-aterestoring
tox'ques, the bladd-,rs ":".,._."_ b_"seg=ented, preferably in both the re.lie!end

) 18o
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(cPs)

I 9.66 RIGID BODY T_A:;SLATIC::

2 17.86 RIGID BODY SY:}_TR!C RCTATiC::

3 20.82 RIqID BODY A:_ISY'_,_I'}_C_OTATIC:;

390.5 FIRST _,q'R}{O!{R_$PONSE - . EZ[ET21C
QUAD,_,:_ ILDZ W/TaD DIA,'.,%'T,,9.ICNODE LI';L3

5 565.9 FUh_DA:_ DIAPROlG:" :.'CDE",','/ONE
CIRCUKFEID_;TIAL NO DE LI:;E

6 893.7 SECOND SY_,,",._-TRICQUADRA:_ _DDE W/TH_
DIA_T'RIC NODE LI_;E3

7 932.8 DIAPH,_AGM--QUADP,ANT cotrp-LED:DDE W/O::E
DIA_-TRIC A:,D O;;E CLRCLE.[F_.YIAL NODE
LINE

' _ W/FOUR8 iAOO.O THIRD SY_T,_IC QUAD_ ,,DD._
DIA_-TRIC _DDE LII_

Fi6"ure 5.3-8
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: ci:-cumf_.:-c::ti_.]d:r.;ct[<,r,s,}\t'.atlorLswi]] th,:a ;:'oduce nonunifcr;:,_-rcs,_u:'es

i. f_'c,m on,._ bladder se;/r: ,-;:.t to _ntt?.e: ". Th,_.s,_ n'.n:_'r,lf-crx, p:--essur._;s wall! induce
t,-r;.J_ng in the m_r'rcr.

_/.' ncr_rotationa! c._.s--;w:-s an-::.'z.eJ on th._ basis of loading sho_m Jn FJgu_'e
5,]-]7, It w_s fcunfi that tt<; :!fret P.ass d_str]huticn can be aF},ro×imab_d
v,;ry c]osel:."b:."an c:<i:'esslor,of the form

m=a+bR 2

where m = :a.ss fen unit area

T_'o values of the _-_ = "_'" -....st_n_ ;.,'_r--found to be

a = 0.i7-_! ]_ /-'_.2

b = 4.033 × 10-6 !b=/in4

The derived _'--_.,.pr_s_c..,=_ - for +'_.._mc.-..entdistributi¢._ and resulting stress level is
extremely, eo,..r]_,_-:.... The __..___,.....____^_.solution for a lead factor of 6.95 is sho_cn in
Figure 5.3-17. It c.:..nb-_._,__.._......_.-_.,:the fig;u'e +_-_.,_the mexim_m moment, 21.39

in-lb in, occurs at _= inner radius. _:.........-.....Frocuces a m_ximt:_ stress of
$.94 psi in the ......-{rrcr faces. -'-= face Dm_e! su_cr__,':'n,)_ the mir;or is loaded

"" " ........ bending stressby P net pressure at tn_s _o: -_ cf 0.967 psi, _ich _cJ_.c._ a
of 27.71 psi. The _-_<imttm=it:....stress level is thus 32._[5 psi, The m._u-gin
of safety for this _-_" - -_

2OO0

:.s 5 - 1 = 60,,3

In the case of -" __zg_d body rct_:_.c:.s,bladder resf_-_,__,_._,,_tor'q::-:and total inertial
react'ons _st be equal. As i::the norEotation-:l case, be: !ng arises essenti-
a] _,'_,as a result cf .......,._.,_,..__"_ .......... _'_ in the mass _,.,..._.-_":_..... " " This load, shc.-_
in Figure 5.3-1._, can be aFPrc-,:i'm_edconservative!_: by " ::ine,_'lyvarying load
and simple support at "_....._ ~_........._. <:,:_i._redge. In *'_,,_:;_:_:_._ the m_xLm,-'-.:value
of the linear/:: va:-ving lead 5s given [:,-

' P' =..........",. (Z)

where b = 4.0JJ x i0-c ib:/i:--

R = 60 in

= angular accele'_-ation- rad/sec 2 "

g = 386.4 in/see 2

_'_ximumbending mo.-..e:-tfor this case was found to be

19o
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_ o_ 0.6

z _ 0.5

_ "_ -
_'_ 0.3 .......... _ ': .............i ........._.....,_--.-::...._::-, : ........:.......-::_---: ..........._.... :-::i_.4 ,,o

,,_ _ " " : " ":-'": " " : ........... :':: ..... :::- ........ " - ....... :: :i '::_ "'::"_
: i i i .... ::. i ".. : : " : : :

:.:.:..... '-ii !ii!i':''
c :"::: : _} i-¢."_"-_ i.---_!}_!:_ i _ ,,""_-._,'- _ , ;"_ : ::!
0 10 20 30 t_0 50 -60

_rror nadius _ Inches

At i 6:

Pi = a+bR2 a = 0,1781 ibm/in_

b = 4.033 x _LO"_
lbm/in _

Boost Vibration Mirror Bending ,Moments
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--- 3 L-'-'"'_" - y:'°j
!

b = 4.O3? x 10-6 i"-:f'qn_*.

= _.ngularAcceleration_ rad/sec

j ASSLS,,___: _.z T'"

c_ .... --_Y

p : i"yi_ o --/

b_Ro 3
p' =

12

Figure 5.3-18

Boost Rotation Mitrer Loading
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f at R = 34.6"

I where _ = Foisson's ratlo = @.03

If rotational motion cf the -_-.-r- -"- .a._._ng,the
........ z asstu:.'adtc be sinusoida!]y .....

m; "!mum angular acceleration is ;!yen by

= a ,02 (3)

I R

where 6 = edge displacement (asst_me 6 = I")

_ = rotational frequency

= 66.] rad/se_: (fro.- Section 5)

Co_.biningequations (I), (2), _nd (3):

l_na.x= (5+_)bR 2 8 w"2

[ . .96 g
= 1.987 in-lb/in

I 7his _/:-ror stress of O.iA3 In the worst this
produces a bending psi. case,

stress "s superimposed upo; a 3.23 g axial load w._ich produces 2.30 _si bendlrg

stress. Panel bending is 12.9 psi, and the margin of safety on combined stress is

l -
_._= 2000 - I= 126.8

_ 12.9 + 2.74
_Operational Conditions - In operation, the mirror is supported by tangent bars at
three attach ._ints. Peeause of the discontinuous r_t ,ure of the supporting loads,

mirror stress levels considerabi_..- higher than in the of uniform .......+
are case

A general expression was derived %_ zirror bending moments as funct!cns of R and
@ for an annular disk of uniforn _,_ight. In this case, the gross effects of the

point _upport loads will _ask an_."nonuniform/ties in rass distributicn, m3.king. the uniform weight '_. _"_ssu..4_ion reasonable.

L The resulting bending mon,ents, both radial and tangential, are sho'_ in Figure, 5.3-19. Tangential moments were found to be more severe for all radial staticns.
The distribution of moment is apprcxirately cosinusoidal with _ where _ = 3@.

Thus, both positive and negative moment maxima are _lotted in the fi_nu-e. The
• It _' 0

maximum moment occurs at R = 60 ; @ = 0 , 120 , 2AO , and is given by

_[max = 2650 p in-lb

•" where p is in psi. Using the .-.'assdistribution previously mentionel, _/th an
allowable bend_n6 moment ef 8970 in-lb, the maximum permissible acceleration of
the mirror for a 50% n_%rg_n of safety is 11.9 g's.

,w
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.... _.._ _ .... baJ D_-sign

..... b ..... f,:atures ....... :c_i:- C socket (IIB) andA .--'TJ_ha8 been studied _¢.ich "_' <..... c +>,. f; -,

" "......_'" as shc,;m in Figurethe gir.ba] (IB). In th_s ccnce_t, a soft sr, rlr, F s_: .......... ,

[ 5.;-_ pr, was introduced bet,_en ..'_'J.and ...."C"_ v._:ick:.rerfsrv--sfour functions. It

_erv,_s%o:

]) Attenuate high f,equ_..c',cor:ionents of d_s_tu Dans_s s_ch that. a 3 cFs

" control system is adequate.
2) .".educethe total level cf forc_ transr/ssion.

" 3) Provide _eans to transrit _ "'..r:,"low frequenc;- crb!tal forces -_ "_• . _qul: _d

to position "e_Tr,_,,,reiative to ....

A) Provide Fositi.,e.locat_cn of the ::CT sc that it can be reattac.hed to :'DRLfor servicing and man transfer.

1 Stu'--indicated a requirement for a /imbal bet_en f_ =_-_- ._uspension e-dthe :_T to minimize the _oupling of translational forces _th torque in>uts.

_e_i_n Criteria .- Th_ MOT design used in the gi:rba! conce_t is the sm=e config-

u_-aticnused for Mode IIlC with the that it does not have solar
exce[_t!c,:i panels

fcr electrical power. Tne conce_t utilizes a t_-_'.'.isg-.-fct!located at the CO
cf _.h._= :DT and the outer gjmbal ring is mounted in a s-ring su___ension system that
;rcvldes a soft spring rate for si_:degrees of free_cz. T.ne s_ring suspension
_-ste: is mounted on an open _'rmme truss-tyTe structure .:.._.ichis Ferrar.ent!_
attached to the ,'._)iL.The design of the sFrin_ su$/_ension system is scn_zatica]ly

,- shc:..-."n Figure 5.3-20.
|_

T.tedesign feasibility is based on the follo.,_P_ data:

o The allowable moment _ "_
_npu_ to the :I)Tby t|'egiTba! and s_ring suspension

sTstem is one Inch-Found. _nzs value is _-_ _=- " _c: .._a_.... ".,_ththe control sys-
tem used in :DDE IIIC.

I o Gimbal and spring design torque allocation of 0.25 in-lb for beariP_
friction, 0.25 in-lb for electrical cable torque, mud 0.50 in-lb for

sprir_ force z CO offset, giving a total of l.OO in-lb.
o _e msximum MOT CG offset from the girbal axis is !.O inch. The m_<imum

spring forca is therefore lizit_d to 0.5 Founds. The onP-inch CG travel

is based on limiting the change in expendables on a _'XP-f3otarm to iOOFounds or a shift of a &OO-pound mass 70 inches.

.| o Th_ m_¢imum displacement of th_ :.DKL and truss structure relative to the

h glmbal attachment point is +_'.90 inches along the X and ![axes of :DT and
+1.2 inches along the Z _w/s. The m_x_ttm argu!_- attitude difference
between the _D}tL and the }X)T is 0._ degrees. The 0.5 degrees _s taken to

be the control accuracy of the :DRL.

o :hximum ]ateral and Icngltudinal forces tending to separate the MORL and
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The corresFondii'_ ex_ressJ¢.n for force transmission is:

= __ _ C COS v

J

+ l-c /2 sin t'

_nhere c = dam_ing ratio = _/_ (c = 2 for critical)

t' = _ nt/_

The force expression r,-_nL_.izesfor c = 0.55.

Real Values of F(t) - To determine tke vibration isolation characteristic of the

system, trans,,_i3sibilities"_re caicu,'ated. Trans_._tissibilityfor the system

shown is given by:

- I+(c )2

T

+ (c w )2

where: _ = frequency of forcir_ ftunction

_m = nat lral frequency of :.'_T= _
V m2

T = ratio of XOT to I._PJ]Hi splacement at the _DT CG

Transmissibility of the system is plotted in Figure 5.3-21 for c = 0 and c = 0.55
as a function of f_._equencyratio.

The direct analog d_u_amic sL_-alation of _,DTprimary structum_ms utilized to

establish the vibration en%_rorz-ent of c:'itical system components. By ¢h-iving
the telescope _ith nc,.,malizedforcing functions at the CG position and performing
a frequency sv._ep,the structural vibration trams:mission characteristics of the
I_OT structure were found. The results for critical elements are plotted in
Figure 5.3-22. The response in deflection per unit force is plotted as a function
of frequency.

Knowing the magnitude of vibraticnal disttu-bancos arising in the _DR/,,the vibra-

tional characteristics of critical elements in the I,DT can be found by aFplying
this data in conJw:ct.Jon _th the transrissibility of the spring-gimbal system.
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Figure 5-.3-22
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I
D2-.._Oh_-I

[

:_r'f:; _[_tu:'._r.c ._- - "_'.:: ":;,,n d_-sflu:'-::n_; us,:_ for eva]"a :or. !._z ::-.- ::".e.:'.-_et:r!sfi_cs

sno:..-, b.-] ow.
`�o

" 4"--. A t ---_• t2 t 3

U tl

0
u.. _ Fo

[- = t3

"[ mental sciutJ.c.n

, y(t) = (,tn S(t-v) F(_) de

k ] 0

where: F(t) = +Fo 0 __ t <_tI

= -Fo t2<_t % t3

tn= t 0__ t _t 1

tn = t l=A t = 0.5 seconds tl<_t _ t 2

tn - t t2< t _ t3

tn = t3 = 2.5 seconds t3<t

_ms, four integrals _re evaluated. For simplicity, only the case c = 0 is
discussed.

L_.s force transmitted tc tho MOT is given by:

F= K y(t)

_ut, since

= K/m'

Then

F_ ,,'a y(t)
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:'_:s_don the valu:s:

= ]770 _ "
m] s _.;g r;

r.:2 = 77b s]','L,s

F° 60 ] _ I"

,r.' = 53? s.lugs

the leak fcrc_s fcr v-_:ic'_ s::e[ '"---" .... s'zste- fc_c':.'r.c'es :ire sh-;.m in the
fclIt.:..-_"ng table.

_Th'J

rc__x

o. o.I o. 072

o. 03 o. &_-4

0.I0 5 _'

This variation is ,-1_**._,4 -" -" "_

. .L_ _ ..ItJ_C..F!i?'_u'e"_,.<_-<3_ de...on.._z-_--_es___th-_desirability _ lc:.:_"_..... < _-.._=-_t=m_..natural
frecuencies.. If, for ....._..=---_:.__,;_.........._:__ in/uceJ hj _-:-.4=.<+_,.,-b-_nr_.___.._,.._fo_s acting
on a cne-inch offset cf *_= -'-'-_ e_.:isfro.-.:the .... CG is to be ker.t below

0,032 inch-pound, the nat_u-a! frequency of the susFension syst:a:nmust be lower
d._,._=_.s a system s_:'ing c_.,_,t along amy __xis ofthem 0.0060 crs. This "^_-_ " .... _ " -

0.0.=47 Founds ;e--incl:.

"° "" -- C,-.._'.,. C'm S,., bu',_..

--X, _;4.!! _av-_at. angv2_.: ..... " " " cf -b_ sue!: that ::C ,.. ..... ce.'_azn_'- _0,> degrees, This moticn
Traduces a driving _:_- "_ ....._,:

Y= Ye sin _ t

],._er9: v = deflectj.c.'"of sFri:-S svfierts induce/ by 0.5 degree rotation of :.'OPT
"0

= A.695 inch_s

It _as assu:r._dthat:

= I ¢ps = " fr rad/sec

The ratio of sFring fcrc_ to static sFring force, in ether words the attenuation,
is given by: 2

K
" F

2

K
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_',-.-- C .¢ ,f. ,¢ _. -- ..t

i";..-(_ = P.I/ .--'_.J/s.-c,
2

F _ 1 (_ m2
o

Th';_ the fore_.-'nJ'JceJ_.....r.: - .: _ • ,,_.**......,_4• J, _a ..._:.L" ta__o._s 15 u,._'-',,ua_-_b'/ the S'lS[.eF.-!'.T.

S[z_tg.-.,

Cc-_ in-'_L:eds - _+ ..... ' ..... "_:':" _• . - ,_ ;:__:'__..-_...of +'-cue_... iniuts to the ,.'C_a-is_. -_ ._..
fcrces su/erf.-xTcsedu_.cnt__-..=.,'s"-_...... an/ ' "_ ......,. --" :i._urhanc_ ir,e ..._,:u_oscz!:at=c=. Y.r

_-= 0 :-_'" the -_'_ _istur_ar:ce centrlout=s C,032 y_u "'_ "_"-. .,-..,..,[tunis _-erinch, ............
s;.-_:nt- fcrze and ,_:C,._/.'_oscillation ;r-_,=ces_

K6 = o.L:a,:(. 7)

= 0.59S pounds

Tc t _o forces were added ,-.r_-• O.,J_; l_ounJ for _.._A ..... _ ....a_. _-a ,_..-c forces and O.__ ucur.!_

for gravity g.-adi,ent effects. Ass_-.±ng a one-inch CG _e_._+._=_,the result i3 a
torque cf a q: --.u _'--.'" _.....pounds due to relative translations of _he :.:O>E_s;.r_,.g

'%"" Cfsu_crts and the ,,n_ _'-_-._. _.._i :'ings. i..Istorque Js aFplied at a r.nzcture
frecuencies from the orbital frequencj for aerod;_a.',fic.,forces to _:'_,,_"_..............:_..._.."
which characterizes :-,'OPJuoscillations.

+_= _.tl &£ SEFIZ[S_rin_ ?e¢_ - For the szring layout shown in Figure 5.3-20, ....
constant is

KV= 6K cos2 0o

_v_

K = stiffness of individual s_:-irg

The hcrizonta! string constant _s

K_ = 3K sin2 @• . 0

Fer these to be equal,

2
tan @ =2

o

of

0 = _¢,7 _
o

If an effective spring constant of K is desired, the individual sprip_s -ust have
st illness e

K
e

R=

o
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Forne = o.O;'a?in/i ,,@o = 5z .7degr,_s

K = O.O_47 = O.OA2A It/in
3(O.816'_7)2

The eq.]atjon for designi_4_ coil springs _dth round wire is

G dA
K=

64 R3 n

wh_re: K = spring constant = O.O_24 Ib/in

G = shear modulus

d = wire diameter

R ---coil radius = 1 inch

n -- number of active coils = 128

For a!_n.'_m sprLngs, G = 3.95 x 106 psi. The resulting _ire diameter required is
0.097 inches. The solid height of these springs is 12._ inches. For the maximum
f,_rcecondition, F = 0.5 pounds, the :.DTtranslates 5.90 inches. Initial spring

length is found by equating the solid height to the compressed s_ring length

2 + (5.90)2 _ 2(5.90) L sin 8° , where L is the quantity zc:_ht. The result is

L = 16.7 inches

_ , These springs present no difficulties in fabrication or installation.

._e.causethe suspension system goon,s.trycharges with stroke, the effective spring
constants will vary. This effect is shown in Figure 5.3-2A for lateral and longi-

-- tudinal motion. The effect of spr_ng windup with roll disp!acerents is to cause

roll stiffness to develop. The resulting roll stiffness, K_, is shown as a
function of roll angle in Figure 5.3-_. It should be not_o_ that spring constants,

- _ and KV, are shown normalized to their zero-displacement values.

The _ffects of geometric varlatiens of spring constants on torque inputs to the
_ :.DThave not been included in the analysis. Their. consideration would require a _

reduction of the O.O&2A pounds per inch baseline spring constant, because of
nonlinearities and the presence of roll stiffness.

" 5.3.3 __Thermal Distortion A:m!ysis

One of the major problems associated with an orbital optical system is the vari-
- ation of structural geometries due to temperature changes. Since no structural

materials are available which possess absolute thermal stability (zero coeffJclent

1966017399-248
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I
Dr-_404_-:

r"
I

. --_ "'"- s "_%S stabilize the- cf ii:._,are,;m._J%n), the a[;.-oach t_k,c=,[n ._, ='"i:o to
ther;-a: ...-.vir:,:-.entc-f--=" "^'_ -'- _:__,_]_<._ csT.f,snents as .-=chas _._s.... _nJ to design

-] str:c:';ces ",_:chwould h_._a_ec_.___ as __'_*tleas _,_s=.'--'t"=..by the're.-:ninir_
tez.;eratr. ...A:_.-

I .I. t _ ° "
c_m'"......._.w"""'"rrc-" su:rcrt - _ne stru-ture cc:z.ec.:.-__rLT:ry awl secondary optical
surfaces -:= _'_.... _ to be ..=_=._-,.-=I-- "+" ". ,, .......... : cri_lca.. _" =....., :.-.. tc_er:nces ",_ich w°.re a_p]icd

m-e ;resented -..i-Section 3.4.3.

I _T.ree st_:t':-a! concepts for secondary -irrcr su[__-rt _--_ studied. These
•"_--:"'-_o fin.:- su;;.ort, mud a six-bar: include: a sec--:cnccoq_e cylinder, a .... _-- .... _

j _et=rv--rat_ truss, l'hematerials cc,nsi_er_i incl=ie 2629,al_-in,_m and 5AI-2.SSnt_.__.:_-. 7"_ ccnce:_ts and th_ az_:-oprzate -a_erza=s ar_ _resented in Figure
5.]-25.

" I _lysis cc_-:_a_-ingthese ccnce;ts _..'__-e_--=_ -n d_-_--;n_ the critical tem[-
|

erat"_-_.a.-_f_e..tr_quL_ed tc _roJuce the -ernl._it'_. r-sa!ig_ment of secondary
mirrors. _ te-:erature gradient linear ecrcss _h. d_m-eter }._5assmmed. The

[ allc.__ble gradisn_ is sho_n for _he various ccnce_ts as a function of baselineo;eratir_ te-Ferature in Fiwure 5.3-2_. Lateral risaligr:ent _s found to be
: critical for all conceFts except the three-tube _crt, _.ich is critical in

_. tilt.
The fir--ither:al data, Section 5.5, indicates that secondary alignment tolerances
are _.xc_-edeJb:," the baseline design. However, it is ;ractical to hold the

_ seccnd_-j mirrors _thin tolermnce by makir_ t_° ir_n_.rtube of titanium, or by
usir_ t- .... +"'-"+"_ contro] system (Section 5,2.5.3)

Priza_--:_rrcr - Thermal distortions of the _-i-_" :i-_ror _re determined thro,_hthe use cf the _oeLng-developed COS:.'CSr.achLne Frcgrm--. This is a stiffness-method

aFFrcach tc st.-uco_"-a=S analysis -,%ich is carab±e"of cz-_uting the_ra/ distortions

If in ccr.piexstructures. The structural idea!izaticn arpiied in Frimr._y mirrorarm_vsis ":sshc'_nin Figure 5.3-26. It consists cf many triargular plate elements
-,,'- Joined at nc_es_

.t_cn 5_Tem_eratt__es "_-re taken from the thermal _umlvsis, Se _ _ randinterpolated to
- I:rc_!d_a ten_eratur_ input for each node, The tem_-erature case, for which data

is _res_-".ted,is sho%_n in Figure 5.3-27. This is the case in w.&dch th_ primary
mirror ccnt_nuous]y views space and is the case which F:-oduces the least severe

. te_-._ecaturegzadients. Figures 5.3-28 and 5._-_';-.show the other two temperature
cases armlyzed. It w_.s assumed in the anal-sis that the mirror had been figured

._. to f/4 at -5_.9"F,

-" Distortions of the "_trror reflecting surface for the continuous-viewing case are
-- shown in Figure 5.3-30. To eva]unto the consequence of these distortions in

:.": ter-ins.ofo_tics/ performance, a least-squares _-ac-aboloidwas fit to the data and
:-' the rms deviation evaluated, This paraboloid, represented by the equation

hx2.. _.. -a

_b._re b = 0.520830766 x I/in210-3

a = 0.I&8754312 in

:
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Figure5.3-27

Mirror Temperature Distribution
Continuous Space Viewing
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+, p:tcm-e5.3-28

Mirror Temperature Distribution - Transient Case
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Figure5.3-29

Mirror Temperature Dlstrlbution - Doors Closed
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r-;;-,._e;,ts, at. "::cre::_: "'. L"Z_''_L ]en,'tk.. . of O,CL'L'Z,6 ir, cL ar,d c!,e:'Cc fr, ;o_.it_("-. .. "".-
the r._rrc: • surface :,_ _ -_)i' -..... ,;_r,cL-s "IT.,; resu]t_n. _ ...... J-;viation '= 0,'i2

]..aa_r,n -_ _arr _. .:.:a...e ...... zy ..... t ...._.r_, ..... <.,_d_nts, _c_u .....
the F.... _---e_ c e c_-_tu- _....... ';. :,,:-'ada.,nts. _-c_,._ .. _r.rc-_... *,_...._............ or to d,_.part frc_..
ax_a_ s:,,_.=etr',-,. Thus, ....... =..;-_Jar_ zones cf the ,.,_'-,_c-..... _-_0"o• degr,;es v,dde
d,;viate as ...._cn..... as " .......--" .... :.<th fro:-, [erfect fir,ze,_ The circr_:ferer.tia], g-_"_-'*_.........
afpear to aris_. frc::..t_r,gcnt ':ar heat ].oaks, Inese h_a_ _-_'^ he eliminated
by '_"r"" the "_....._..>..,,,n_- ta .... _.." __ _=-l-'_-.'__n of the t_.uaent., bars cr by a_"-'"._.-,_,"- c_:,tro,._L.c'""_-
their attach joint t_..-yeratur_s.

......... __. =--=-_-_ _-.... -. h_--, for an isotrogic -, -'-" ] _ _.., n.... -....... mt_-_a_, a bulk. _ha,,e. i
...... +.... -" _'_"*_ of rarabolic "_ ..... fi_-_re. _' ......mirror t ....... = .... ;:-: ..... . .... .. __on .• - .............. ,,0,,. :/.r,

a foca'__-g+_ c_._-._= _i','-_n :--

Af=f T

where f = fecal l...a...

= coefficient c-flinear therm_l ex_m_,sion

A q_.= _Fig_ing *_._.___ _-.__ _........... minus o_erating -_.,._..{_._','_-_,*.__._.... _ )

results. 7his _.:_. is she'<,.-. in Figtu-e 5.3-3 _ The cnange in focal length is
sho;,n as a fmnctien of the cTerating te_.p_r._u _ fcr a ,,q.,c: figured at 70_F.
_e therca! analysis '-'--sn_,,_-the --.v_.-"_....._.= of _,irrcr o_erating t_:.-_.,at,_r_,o to ha
-54 9°_. "'_"^_ is reached _^'"....... _,. =__ a continuous v_e'_dng o: s[ace, As can be seen
from the figare, this Frcduzes a focal length change of O.]:e inch.

_5,3.A :-:etecroidsand <adir.ti--

5.3.&.l Meteoroids

Meteroids gre.=ent t,,,_ Frcble:ts in telescope design. _irst, since the primary

_'_'*"- it cannot be shielded frcm metecroid impacts,_._rror _.astview srace ..........,
and particles of all sizes "_i'_icause danmge, Second, meteoroids _:%ich impact

and F........t.a_*_the te]esco;e "_,.,,.... Frcduce seco::d._y fray~..........*_s_nich can impinge
upon the Fri_,a:-ymirror.

Direct P_ _. - To co._.,t. _a''_C_ da':'ageto the Fri,nary r.,]r:-orit is necessary fie
evaluate the daragc f:'c':; _ _ "_=c,.-_nc:'ementof meteoroid mass and 5ntegrate ovcv the
mass range. The fo]_le:,ir_-_=......._'.........a_zons were reds in gerfor_Arg these ca]cu]ations:

-_ ' 23 m-l,3Ais zo...." n  er/ 2d<,",=ingr= .s)

2) _._nimum meteoroid ':rossi._10-12 gm due to the sweeping effect of solar
radiation pressure

3) An impact resu]ts in a he::-syhe.'ic_l] cratero_th de_ given b_,the Summers
_- _ " "_/6'_" _I) , <I_ 1_.ere D is meteoroid& Charters equation, d/.. --_ _,_%._ ( _ ; (V/C) ,

P
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d_;,r_..,_er,_ :,..r,,_.,-_,--P th.__----............. ._*,_.,.'. _..,4-_4V/C the _-*'._.ocf
meteoroid ""_-_....*^ "---'_ _'.-

4) @ = ¢::/oc,P

ft _.9 g='/cc (..a.=_s-.),

C = 15,81C f[.s,

5) Average _iew fact=r for .v-rrcr surface is C.!_

_-'_ rad-ar.=-_are avoided. She',or fitu<5s thus6) Daring ,.-etec:'oid sho:-._.rs, _,,.....
ignored

7) _ror is ex_s-d to sp_ce 40 ccrcent -: the *_-n tLme in space

q]le _ .. _ _,_ 4_ = _ in Yi_j__-e5.3-32. In three years,r_s_Its o. _......t._g_IC., are shc;-.T.
5.3 In of t....., o....... •....destroyed .................. _ .... ,w _'....

. .._ , t szecifiei it.the Fecker report, i01 yearsof the surface destrovedj t;= ii.-i .
are reqtur Jd.

Secondary Daza_e - Da::ageproduced by penetr--t_cn residue ca._motbe predi_t._ as
such. Data is not available to support such --_c-lcu!ation, since little is
knowr, about the velocity or the rmture cf ._e==.-.!aryfragmo.ntaticn, it _ms
considered _af.'icient for this study to cc_-..rutethe probability that no ceteorcils

will penetrate _ such a fashion as to d_.z__g=. the FrLT__ry __irror.

The work of Lund eberg at Boeing ",msused tc predict the size of meteoroid required
A.uILX%o penetrate a specified _mil cora'ii-<raticn. For these calculations, shower "_',

was included, as was a correction for b!cckage cf fl_x by the Earth. Tests have
shown that, for all but the most gla_ncing i-_-acts, the resulting spray is in-
eluded in a cone _ith a 45 degree .,_-_..__. ha_.ir_ its e_xisnormal to the

penetrated %_Ii. Therefore, it _.asasset.e/ that only the first 140 inches of
the tube wall is important to ;ri.-2='ym_ror da-.age.

The baseline _ii geometry _s evaluated, as _.= pare__etric variations of the

honeycomb face sheet gage. Wall] suacir4, honeycomb _-_. _: _,.,and insulation thick-
ness were held constant. The results of the study are sho:;_in Fig'_'e 5.3-33.
The probability of no meteoroids penetrating in the sensitive area of the tcbe
is shown as a _anction of honeycorb face gage, The baseline config_u'ation, _ith

De .....c._!cnsO.Ol-inch walls, has a probability of nc . _-,-_" of 0.947 for mu ex_os_-e

time of three ._ars.

5,3,&.2 The Radiation khviror_-.ent

The radiation environment encountered by the :._ space system includes gee-

magnetically trapped rad;atlen (_an Allen _s, Az'g_m and Starfish radiation)
and untrapped radiation (galactic cos:_c radiation and solar particle event
radiation). The flux, fluenc_ (time integrate/ fl_x), and particle nature
encountered in a _iven mission depends u_n the mission par_m_eters, i,e,,

216
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D,- &OA2-_

4_._.-'_*--n, .........clty, and durat':r.:...A br_.. u"...._4_orbital a]t.it,:d.;,............. _ _s___n
the model _ "-_ _" - _ d:_ ..... "_,. t.,. at_cn dc,_es fcr th_ :.q ]-"CT.nvl. on ...... s u_._ tc .......... _._ rad_ " ....
r.dss!ons fo]low_.

r_.'o.-a.mn,..t.icall_:Trar_efi -edi_ticn - The electron env!rcnr.:entis _rc';i!_d h'ythe
electron grid com_ilc'_ "['" iF. j__-_...'_t__. . of :leroslace _^---_-_.,__,_a___.,._'----_..- _-_^-_._-,,
envlror_ent is given _--_.._-_.._._ ..-rlJs;th,-.."?__.._.__.._._ ce.-.._'i_d__ _"_..'_--_-.,Vet=e, &nd
the P 1 compiled by Dr. "::iL-..c-H_.ss cf ::ASAGodda_-d. 7h,ese g-rids are _resented
__nFartor,'s reFort. TT.eAercsrace grids are the best fcr the Fer_¢.d extending
u[.through 1966. To _:.'..-'_ain:_+vthis is so, the prctcns and e]ectrcns -_=-__
discussed seyaratei_'.

Th,_,.fl'_ of protons _t 1'o;:_____:t,,_s__.de_ends, u_on t_.._...._.,_- activity. :,.'2ont_...
s_n is active the a+-c _ '-_ is h--_t=d and ex_anls out-:ard to increase the

_ " _ h-:tra_ued _art!cles. the ....probabilitl; of scatter!no ±cs3 _ t = _. Hence ¢7---,at low
altitudes is greater frcr ic63 tc ]9£7 than it sould be from 1967 t( 1972. _e

data comciled bF Vette !nclule! +_ aerospace low altitude data of -_u_'ând '.... .qe_c_

reflects these increase5 flt_[es.

The same arg,&ment would aT_ly fcr _= electrors _re it nct fcr the __t=_rfish
experiment in July 1962, _.5ich -_c:ui--_tedthe i.%uerbelt -_dth penetratir_ electrons.
Th.eremains of this belt ___electrons ar_-. deca_ir@ principally by the scattering

mechanism. ComFariscn =.-__c.:_ " altitudes bet_:een the Vette electron belt __ndHess'

_redicticns of the re_ins cf St_-fish Flace Vettes' flits,at January 1965. The
Vette flux _-_-Fincludes sc.-:ecf _......softer r_tura! electrons so that *_,_ _.n_-_o,o
trating dcse from these electrcns cc::_ares _th dose predictions from Starfish
at a date later than Janus-:: !c65. r__< measurements ar_ _ ....,,-_-.6sc ::e e:¢_ect

e.__ro,_m_no to be urda_ea r:-ch_bl_:before the end of 1965. In the interim
th._ aerasFace envirozz:ent is a reasonable retural belts r.odei for low altitudes.

Untrarzed _adiation - it has be-on deterr_ned ez_eri_.enta__!yat the Earth's surface,
in _igh altitude balloons, --_din _-+=_ ˜�Œthe radiation back<round in-
creases :_.th increasir_ _'*"_= __zl_,_:_. that there are large enhancen:ents cf this
radiation _.._.ich_._o_-__.._...."_*_:_.sclar flares. This untrapped radiaticn consists
of a galactic cosr_!c ral- cc-rc:.=nt _:T.ichmay be reFresented bv the follc-_ng
ana!ii ic for=:

Dsolar m_x - 0.!92(L-I) + 0.072 mrad/hour _ ( L<_2.5

0.36 mrad/hour L__2.5

Dsolar rain= 0.5i(i-l) +0.072 mrad/ho_r I_ L__2.5

O.88 mrad/hour L Z 2.5

_,T,ere i is the _!cH_.._inFar&-.eter

The solar Farticle event rsdiation is net significmnt for the low inc!ir_tlon of
the :DT.

in mh_rxn-y, the princiFa! comFcnents ef space radiation, to their _eak daily fl_xes
and their energy ranges at a:[titudes 2_0 N _ii, are as follows:
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Pa__icles Ynerf_! Pea!: i)ai]y Fl'_xes

Protons 10-3OO t.iev 3 x 107

Eiectrcns O-lO :<ev 5 x ]010

A!Tha iartic!es _-3OO ::cv 104

_. -.......,:- +_ the radiation .!_ ....r=ven bv the _"'=.......-_ ncdel _

are a _ :d to t% isctrcTic. To encounter an _ -_ _ ._
which is _"...."_...._'-" . .... e or_-.n___ ,__th......s_._,._,t._,_= ...., non-isotrctic, +;.-vehicle must h "- _ _-;
to the r_e!d ""- -- - m.q_.

V........ ._.. Rrace study are_.. : .... d_..,_ 1.:ecrit_.cal dc_ _ _..
t_-_fi_-. crew _,--'_--_' .... and *_- _*-" ^-_ surface coatlr._3. Zecause cf ._:-_
extent to _.,'.-.ichsFace radiation interacts ',/thr.ateria], it is "LTrortar.tt_ con-

....e_z-c_ cf an[- .-.eterialbet;,_en the envircr_.ent randthe Jsse zoint

?_ther t[_n _erforzar_ _ detailed sector ar_'sis of the statecraft tc ._-_:'-=

t..... =ss a : oxim t, s..ieidii,o12.o &-.-/c[. o"was ass'_-..-d.The s_i.,of th- .-DT can is 0,6 gr_.. , i'..,i!eis.t....:C'_,t.,-

s_ace suit rro%_des the astronaut vith 0,$ groom z additicnaloshielding. ].[ini_m-..
local s.....d-._ _o_ th. _z3s. _s a.so ass_....._c _. 0._ _/c .............. as-

ccm[m-t.-ent _:: the :._FT.is assumed to Fro</./-;additional shielding for the file<
of _.0 .gr_c .... _...... c._, th_ anal:s_.s i. co,.c.r.,2d wl_h dc__ =... Feak dose
rat__ t ........s.,_-ldi,,_ o_ 0._, i., 2. _,d ). _"?-/c,._.

Radiation Effects and Tc!erances --In order to _rovide a frm?.e:.m:rkfor the dose
t ...._nc_s of) thepredicticns to follow, - description of the effects upon (or -_=--

sensitive raterials is given.

FiL': Padiation Sensitivity - Incident chs._ged particles transfer _n_Fl - to the
se_s _ -__rhotogra_hic, grains m_in]_,-:by exietation and icnisaticn, -_,.__ener[$-"

• .

transfer can cause reduction of th_ grains to atomic silver zn a ___mr.e_sir.i!zr
to light • _" , ....... (r_a,,o_e:Tosure 2adiation also b_aUs chemical bonls _ v-_ious long

- _-" +_ Eetailedchain e.--.alsionmolecules imFortant to fSLm cha,ac_.._s__cs, effects

resu]_ir@ from this t..-Teof Interaction _r= not comFletely ur=_-'_tcod at this
ti.me. .-_=-=m_-_ the ass'm<ed tolerances are based u_on the fi!:::d-_'.-:enir_Z
effect. Radiation tolerances for w_[dely used fiLm.s covering a large ranEe of
e-*=^=_ stnsiti%dties are sho:;m belo,¢. '_-o== tolerances _eare dot ....=ned as__.._ ,..... ="-: , the
rad_.=.tio::e-:Fosure _.,._,_ch _Duld prod.co a net.density change ef C,3 above fog,

._diation Tolermnces for FiLms of Various C}tical Sensitivity

FiLm _q-e Optical Sensitivity Tolerance _
L (R_ativ_,)

2'ticre-fi!e 5 1OO

Eodach:" om_. I0 50

Panat. e::d c-:: 60 8

rlus-X 160 3
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Plus-X aereccn 210 2

Tri-X 400 I

Folarcid 3000 O. !

2equir_nents _csed by a given experiment r_.y be ::ere stringent on some charac-

teristic of the film other than density, i.e., resoi-_ing [o_,_r. Complete engin-
eering data on all prorosed films _st includ_ the effects of radiatdon u_on
these characteristics. Controlled temperature antihm_ddity experiments indicate
that some of the fog darege c_used by the radiation can be repaired before
e_.posure. Complete data on this effect for i,a_ fiL_s -will also be required,

}hrmn Tol_rance - For the purpose of this study, radiobio!ogical tolerances levels
used are :

OfF,an Tolerance (Rad)

Ey-. 2?

Blood Forming 5&

Skin 233

Optical Surface Effects - The characteristics of interest for _DRI/MOT _issions
are the reflectivity, transrissicn, and fluorescence properties of the optical
materials and .mirroi surface coatings, and the latter's ability to protect the
polished r_rror surface. Under moderately high energy radiation tests (Gar.-a

rays,v 1 'iev, Proton_ > lO .Xev), significant loss of these characteristics has
been obtained at--_ lO rad. Radiation effects on transm._ssion and fluorescence

of optical materials have proven troublesome on every satellite containi:_g
optical experiments launched to date. Complete data _ill be required to properly
design the optical systems. A sFstematic approach to providing engineering data
for radiation effects on optical materials to be used in space radiation environ-
ment has not yet been underta/(en.

Although much remains to be kno,^m on the effects of radiation on reflective

coatings, the high b"qreflectivity of ..'-_F2 overccated alur_intummirrors appears
to be r=latively le_s sensitive to b_lor moderately high energo" particle radiation.

The effects of lower energj particles on the thin coatings of :-_F2 are stillunknown.

Radiation Dose - Radiation dose encountered by :DRL/MCT missions at inclination
angles of 28.5 degrees to 30 degrees is primarily du_ to the protons and electrons

trapped in the geomagnetic field. The geomagnetic field shields the untrapped
radiation to a level of .0025 to..0035 tad/day, due to the galactic cosmic rays.
The solar events dose is below this galactic background at these inclination
angles, even during the largest events. The galactic dose is insensitive to the
shielding thicknesses considered, so it represents a minimum yearly dose of 0.9

tad/year at solar m_ximum and 1.3 tad/year at solar minimum. The daily dose and
peal,,dose rates for _DRL/_:OT r._ssions are sho,_._in Figure 5.3-34.
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•,,,._.-. - The surfac_ 4,.::0is not sh'::r _-;a,s,.._,, low en_,_,_ _'u_irc:z-ent

O i _ _C* " _ "_ _ A ¢._f "- _ r " .. _, _o. - ,4..., _ ,_ n " _'" _.

. ,_.._.....i±-knom], o _n ._ at_ c. tn_ _u._=_e .....can b_ t_.k<,,a_,five tim_s
that "-_< _ [" " " _ _-_.- _ t_'_ ,_-,-_ ...... _;,e- _,, 5 '" '

ll.:,_d.l J.4 Em/c_ • :o. -x-.F.., ..... Y .... .......... do__ at 2 0 ,; kt would
b_:3.6 z !O _ rad/year and 9 :<30_ rad/year at _rclinati,',nangles of 28.5 degrees
and _ A....._ resr,ective_'y. 2Y,'s"=_ ...._*" _-":'_-_-_b]_ dose for all but

high _l't,-=....._ _te,-_a._.1_ ._._.:___,_o_-,-_effects d_ta :s .......-,a....._"_ needed to Frorer!y.
assess the c..issionhazard.

Fi:r Dcse- With minimum _- * .... "',.c,ection t_ fiL- _= is L rad/day at 250 ,{_ti in the

MOT. Since up to ten days retention in the :LT is envisioned, this contributes a
t.._ sensitive films. This dose_ose of 60 tad caus:ing severe fogging to any cf _

is received only while passing ever the South '_'-_':......_-c, The maximum dose received

in any one pass _s 2._ rad. "-_- " _
Ass .....s _ha_ the _:'_ zs inside a c_,era in the .'40T

which surDiies an addit_]c_e_ 2._ s/c. o_ _n_=_^':--::._nc,-the daily dose _s reduced
1.3 tad y, or less than a !3 tad -^-'-:_'_-'-- _.u_ ._.-.._....:.%i_= in the .,DT, Assuming a

.o raxL_7, storage of 180 days in the :[0/_at 0,_ rags/day before expos_u'e, this
. 2,_ :..'Li2_.5 de[tees izclination o£ Ii9 rads."_u!d i_m!y a __<i.,_m dose at _n ,- _

This far e%eeeds the tolermnces _iven for a!] "_'i'-___nsld.r_d. It _<_u]d take

five Kr/c-_ a_ditional shielding"for the stcra6e cvk-.artment (bringin Z it uF to
16 _sf) to reduce this .naxi<:m-:dose to 9_ tad. --hisdose is st_ll damaging to
most ¢f rE= films that have teen co._s_d..... l_ternate means of reducir{ the

_ "_"_ s_e on the film's role inradiation ex;osure or _ir/r/=iu_ the .ff.... _: e:<rc
the _-;ssion should also be studied.

H_-.emDose - The mo_ sensitive orgam is the =--=. iqne crew member's head shields
the eye effectively overtthe half s;ace. Hence the expected eye dose in the
:'0?Lis 50 percent of that shc_. in Figure 5.3-3-. i%,isgives a daily eye :_o_,
of 0._ rad/day at 250 N l'!and 28.5 degrees inclir_ticn. The skin dose at the
chest is nearly identical to the eye dose due tc e_/ivalent body shielding.
Hence the skin dose is a tolerable i_5 tad fcr =`e.h-, six-month mission. The

....,._s.e..ce.ds the_tol_, a.._-level. To b_-- - the eye dose level down to 27

fads, about 19 gm/om _ (30 psf) local Frotectic_ ",_x'_ldbe required during the
Tassages over the South Atlas:tic. i_nisradiation occurs in I0 to 20 minutes
d'._ing7 to 8 orbits [er day, _ne crew me=her is scheduled to spend about iO

" hotu-sdur_r_, each six months outside the ..'[03_/"_-.,.._, Tb.iswould nominally contri-
bute about 15 rad to the eye in this r_ssicn. Another 350 hott_s is scheduled in

t,:..._x, ";_............nominally an a_d; _....! _w z'ad.="" -'eceived, With random
sche_ul_ng, the skin and eye dose _,_u]d thus b= 2.':2tad. By scheduling the extra-
:DP_ activities awa$"frc:z tie S._uth Atlantic, the -_"ssion dose can be limited to
145 rad.

o_l.-zm.rv- Fh,otographic fi]_.is the most sensitive -k_teria! .to be subjected to the

sTace radiati:" environment. _rob!ems of iz2.ge _......._ and contrast may dictate
the use of tb oest available emulsions for the --__ssion,independent of radiation

- sensitivit.v, In these cases, the sensitive e=-al_i._nsmust be provided adequate

radiation Frotectlve shielding. The excessive shielding that would be required
for the most sensitive films can be reduce0 by:

o schedu]Ing resupply to avoid an,v um'.ecess__-yextended storage of the film
before exposure.

" o scheduling develoFr.ent of the film soon a_e:- exposure to avoid any
_/nnecessary _etention in the MOT,

!
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rlgure 5.3-37

_econd NOr Bending N.._de
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o _,_-''l-::g.-.._... ,h,._.,_t,",:.,....._.'"_-'_,. . and hurid;tv. . (.f storeJ u:,-.,xrcsed. ._<!", 'z.
eras:. ___,--:eL ]at.;r:t "-_-i;e ca'teed by the :'adiaticn as nossib_,: "_!..'
dec:-ad-r._ its s,.mslt:vity and resolution character:sties.

o ic>erir.g the a!titu_e an_/cr, inclination angle of the'tra'e_c_e.'_.... __"_.tL:
r#.ssion.

Schedu]-r.E _-.fi,'_-_'"^ P.._:t_.,.cr inclination should also be _ _-".......:
_ _ as avoiding nar_lu! do,sate to t' .""_::

_._.,_ = ....... W.L;¢L,_L_ ..... :-.--_. S

The d:T__-ic,c.'-.__racteristicscf t_-_......te!esco_e -'.__-free flcatin_ con.zctu-_"_'-"....
_-e:-ei:westig=_t_4 by use of _ direct analog ccr..[-_t_.,,._- voltage a'-_.'_....._"

velccit.:, ctu-:'entto force, cal-acitance to .-.ass,and _.,_'-_--_.,_.,__to s_i --_ _-=---'-

: of the baseline structure as .__.a___d for the servoe!astic e__.alysisFe_ .._......

by genera! __ctric,': and to ex___.-nethe effect on the te].esceFe d_nm__ics _
structm'a! :=_= ....zc va_iat'.cns.

5.3.5. _ c_-'_"-al Representation

For aFF!icaticn to the direct a/_icg computer, the telescope stl-uct:a_-e:-.as
ass':-eJ s-v._-etricand idealized as a set of elastic bea_ns and attache/ re.ss-_s

_a-._ra!coupled tc_eth_r by _"_zn.ar syrings. This idealization ailc:.:sdmotion in
translation ana .hitchrotation, the t_-mmotion som-ces ...._-_.d_._d of int....t eo_
this __n._.!ysis.The g_nera! arrange'nent of the idealization and the coordir_te

¢ -
system are sh_'_-.,in Fi_Jr_ _._-35.

The ela_ic..-reFerties of the be_r.s used in the analogy _re scaled to .-.--_ic.hti_
bendln_ and shear stiffness values of the tel-_scoFe tubes. Stiffness values ef
other str-ct'-_c=_lelements _.mre either made equal to equivalent bemvm c:-re_resented
, t:_.,_=_ .....-"sFrings, defending ufon the element s orientation. Each heeln

.... e_]._Z__.-_._used in the a_na7_C,-was divided into the segr.ents sho.,n in tF_ i _ - _ -_"--
,_!_tch. Ends _=,--:entingwas necess_--;-_,,to _.._'_-,__a hLmFing effect and to _r(vide

ad,_,,,.-_ "_f_.._=_":-i_ien of the motion, since displacements a_ndrotations were
- meas-__a _ at the centers of each seg_..:ent.

T_" °_q_._z,._.''_*'_"the ccm_._nent,structural Fro_erties to the analogous _+_.........
e!e.-.entsand _F_l_.ing aFprcpriate scaling laws, an analog circuit was develcFeff
to ......•-F........._"* th_ baseline te!esco_, structure.

"i_iiscircuit :_= modified _.en necessary for a_plicaticn of the st.'uc_u,a_
par_.,etric varlations.

5.3.5.2 ._nseZino Config_u-aticn :lode Shares

The natural free-free modal frequencies and the associated norra]ized r:cxleshares

- _I'e obta__ned for the baseline confi£3_raticn. The first three mode shapes are
•.)-3o through ,<._-_. A smm_%ry of the nor'._,lizednola!F]ot.t.ed _n __<'u'es '% _ "" i _

dlsF_ae-r;ents a.:_s[oFes are included with the hm_Fed r_ss charact.eristics in
Fi.<'_":5.3-39.
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A..nl.. ,_.., ,,,..4 _. "'_7,:DYNAkqc ..... : ........

[/"ASS I:;EkT_AI, _,_,"....,';g:Y'" 22;D :.'.('DE .,.'_-"...,".:£DE
REFZfh-_CE L_- LP-I:7"- D!s;.l /:2 ,'_:, Li_,o- ] . S'- c:.e Di_:....,_ Slc:e. i

c_TAT±G,....... 3JJz/IL SEC":/I:; _- _'"" _6 _' _ _' I

xlO-3 x!G _ ×]O'- xlO 2

OUTER TU?E

0 2.3333 9i.200 0!30 "-: "" "_'_ '-' - 29{• .. _.-- . bj_O -.___: -.04_4 •
33.0 •3436 1.169 .049_ .i'5_ .5815-.152 -._4o -.;_.
]05.5 •4113 1.465 .i62A .17i •4960 -.]06 -,!220 •CO_
182.O %.O589 3 167 3015 193 4230 _-_' "_ ""..... -._.__ -._,7z) .126
260.0 .4270 1.537 .4600 .212 .3570 -.0?5 ,O57! .215

340.5 .4113 1.465 6350 .._2_"_ 23,,0n, _,o_ "_551 •_;_
•40) 2255 I •_:, :"419.5 •4113 1 " " . 8//.0 . --,-,,°'_'_ . -. 082 _,•,,,,,'"< """

501.5 .1",14 .230 ].OCO .23v .1590-.o£T .7150 .2_,-9

IN:-._/{TUfE
"7;"_. 5 0735 012 .03,,_ C69 .5525 243 1228 ..9'0...,j • • • • •

86.0 2.7889 8.719 -.0043 .022 -.5092 -.142 -.29.90-._,,_9_

168.0 .7680 1.965 -.0300 -.058 -. 5330 .069 -- 5170 -. !57

219.0 -9.,,5, 2.465 -.0o62 -._< -.4770 i 168 -.5565 - 013
277.0 1.0002 2.679 -.1216 -.!08 -.34!0 .273 -.5175 .142

337.5 1.0180 2.750 -.1845 -.]_16 -.1503 .356 -.3_55 •293
AO0.O 1.1538 2.679 -.2635 -.128 .09!7 .&ll -.1747 •A04
443.5 .6162 1.2P6 .3225 .132 .2725 _- - - .4.,_ .C!9S .472

SF_ONDARY OPTICS
TUBE

46----9.0 1.258 .2c0 -.4070 -. 108, .6520 . 3_6 . ,7080 J . 275
518.0 .542 .041 -.4580 -.!13 .80_0 .349 .817ol.307
5?2.0 .129, .012 -.5220 -.119 1.000 ,363 !.C¢0 .339

F/PgRI',,'F_

SUPPORT TUBE

22.0 5.440 2.904 -,0028 .032 -.8230 .821 .7310 -2.3.--'.7
71.0 2.22_3 .90£ -.0078 .026 -.4990 .200 -. 2390 - •797

_./_ ._ffRROR
86,0 4,6950 Incl. -.0046 .022 -.5950 -.1£2 -.4110 - .323

Above

Figure 5,3-39
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i

30 - "I_TIt I,_I?E
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.....21_D..MD_E.i.....:.:-? " . ..............

i

in ............. :................ :................ :.......................

............... _n_,.D_ _'zo_
_xn_ss S_IN_ KATE,L_/IN _59 _7_

-_ I_C.M. .37,980 • _9,689 SEOOKDARY T_E
;*X I_Mo 75,960 59,378

v

NOMI_AL 2X NOMINAL 4X NOMIIIAL

Sec)ndary Tube Support Stiffness Condl.tlon

Flga_ 5.3-42

Effect Of _econdary Support Strap Stiffness
Two S_pcr'¢. System
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25

-- _/j_D_ . _ ._ ..

z5 -. 2_. mDg'--? ......

I--t

: ii:i:: _i:i:ii ii....:_i!i_:!.....!.....: i.....
_ : i.....:ii : : i i_-_.....i:i:i::! -i......i....i.....i .....

.....i.....:i.......i: i::-:i:7-....i-'-i ::--!.....i ": ...........
" "_'T ....................... " ...... Z................. • .............. : ......

: . • _ .

": : --. , _ - .

--_ ............... _ ............... • - • i .............. " .... : .....

.... : : !REFERENCE STATION

__n _ __=, _/_ i _ _,9 _7_"

• )a It 37,9,_ i 37,980_ i _...,_9 L b-'_xs)_y _'t_ ,_
A

-_o --. : ..... • -_ ..... _ .... ,..... , ..... . _.
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I 5•3 _ _ Para*:.etr_,c "'" :'+_"--To eva].,._atethe. ,,ff .... of _ st._uctura] ...... _ st"_'--- _,....... cc.,.lon..:..... -_cs c'_:-_-"c_c.'A "„�¸�”�CVgFa]_

dynamic characta_..]-,.--cf the .*_1_-e, the +'_--
individually varied .:.eshift it.modal "- • ,- -".... ' "• '" i.eq'._-_,.c_ ._ was r.-.e::, ar._ taker, as an
Indication of the _:,._" on d_._.... n.roperties "_-...... . _r _..=t;-r_-:_tric variation.

..............vc±._ a _ adjust-
ments _re cade fo: tze':ass and inertia ule__._ts of �$L-_I:_.c'rcuit.

Figure 5.3-_0 shows *'_ '- _"_-.... _, ._.n.l.e_a ...., shift of several =odes ft.-cha.ng_s _ th_
stiffness of the six-h--:truss tie het)_en the ca'_D- _-:2--'L-'._.:tube structu_'e.

," _--_ _..its dis_lace::.entfor the sec-.-.d-ado ;._s_,_ as theA sigr_ificant d.cr__._. :- ......
shear stiffness of this truss was increased.

The effect of tncreas:.n_ the skin gage of the irmer t'=te is s..c,.min _-_gure 5.3-_I.
Variation of __._.....____._rc_=___._r.-+_...f!e:c'_e tie bars _ud =h_ t--'--d._:._sucporting the
seconda_j o_tics tube _-rcduced _-= '= -:. .__qu_ncy shifts as sh-:r. Ln ::g_re 5.3-i2, for a
system _<th two supports, mud in Fii"cre 5.3-A3for a ......-=._:,_.ts_,"stem.

Results of var2-in_ the bendL_ stiffness for the seccni_-Z cytic tube and experi-
ment support tube are she:..-,in Figure 5.3-AA.

__ ._t_on &OOThe additi: ._of a third r_ror to the secondary optics ;-c;:_-_-_.__ =_ _+- "

re_alted in a first mode frequency reduction to S.C4 c_s fr-n"_ t_...baseline value
of 8.56 cFs.

An increase in insulation _eight and a shift in Flace_-ent fro- the _xterion of
the irmer tube to the interior surface of the outer tube resulted in mn additional

reduction of modal ._-=_-,_,-.._..._.For this case, the _,-_':-=-*_._......__-_frequency dropped
from 8.04 cps to 5.76 cFs.

5.3.5./_ Structural Response

The structural response to a step input force was &_+ ....._-_ --_several points on
the telescope. The incur unit force was applied to th_ cu_e:,tube at the location

correspondirg to the te!escoFe center of mass. 7he respc.-._e,-n terms of accelera-
tion, _s r.easured at the f/_ mirror support, at the c__-"*_'---'_,,ends of the inner

"'_'_"_ "-_ at +_ _/-5 secondaryand outer tubes, at the e.____nt _ackage support, __.......
mirror support, l_netL-e history responses of the f/_ -_:df/!._ mirrors are shown
in Figure 5,3-&5 for a unit input forcing funct'.on.

These time histories are t_q_ica! of the responses measured at the other locations.

The r_xir,_m acceleration response w_s O.OOlh5 g's/tmit fo:-c_:.easured at station
_Ol.:; on the outer tube• Response frequency for ell cases "_msaFproxim._tely 30 cps.

5,3,6 Conclusions and Recc.-.mendations-.Structures

Studies of telescope Fri_'ary st_'uctu_'e,d_vmmics, therr_l di_tc:,tion, and response
%0 the launch and meteoroid enviro_m_ents revealed certain L-.Eortant facts about

%he structural design of the ._DT. These are discussed in detail in the following

paragraphs.
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5 " _ ] La.... _ Lhvircrc.eztojo Je _. :_61

_ t;_ m._x.].mu::,ac;=_t i0 -;n':ir:'.'-ent_ill be on th_

. " ^__ "...... be aboutcrd_,r cf 1_._to ih('db, _nd the e:-_.e....d v:_cat=c.'_a_er..d:'::_':._nt"_n

" g. _ l__teral!y _t a freq:er.cy of 82 "_'_ "'_4-.23 5 c[.s. In .........".........._'cn^=_..an ana]v-.s
C. S, .,C_E_ a ...... av__.,,_ .................... __.: ....

these, _--'-'......_ ' " " •.......:........ a bcost.............s s:zou±d he con='_'ctedto deterFm[r:e*-........-....nts for

isolation s-.-ste=.

5 3.6.2 _ocst Load *'" "_ ", f_C_C_ S

Tr,e .-aj_tv.,<_loa_ factors us._d fcr sizing the telesc_.e struct,_ are +6.95 axially
amd +2.91 _-_o--_- ""'_ " "_.._,__L;.. A detaz'- [ aaa-.;sis of t?.e ccm=_ete __irvehic!e-_.ill b_

• required to deterr_'..._=the boost cads and ._o._ ,_.....:_i'=i2_--__.bet:.,_enthe tele-
scc_e stmactu_'e and the 2-i_ booster.

: 5.3.£.3 Fri-m__,"Struct:_-e

• :_-terials - :_teria!s trades inddc=t _ that:

i) Fiberglass should he em_loyed in areas "."-----;-{....he_t' ,m............... leak,co:._bined,,rith
maxim'ramstiffness and struct_-al strength are desirable;

_:. 2) Titani,±_ should be used in structural areas _..T.erez_¢L-_'__-strength and

stiffness v_th r-_L_i_-.._m_,ther.-.zldeflection are ....-'-_4.
• Structural Concepts - Investigation of structural ucnce:ts has indicated that
'": determinate structural ties should be emFloyed in the s_r:_-_ of critical optic_l

=;_: elements to eliminate _h__ tran&Tission of stress-induced distortions. He,ever;
'.. slnc_ such structures are i_herent!y :._ak in she___, their use must be tempered
_{ _-,ithconsiderations of _.,_ch flexibility as it a_o the servoelastic

__:: problem.

"' 5 _.o._ Xirror l_.,mar._tcs

_{_ The rotaticnal :-esFonse frequency of the f/4 r:'Lv_:-::'rr-._ ,- supported on seg-
:$ m_nted b]a._ders _dth an internal pressure of 2.64 Fsig is 10.5 cps. A detailed
"':_': %,"sisof f/& mirror . . _,.,_ a,-_ the su._Fcrted at three roi:-t_ _'" the t_ngent bars sho_,_
•_ the -igid bc_- rotat _c.,_ frecuency to be 17.8 ors, :,_II s_:-,__-atedfro=:thc first
_ mdrrcr mod_ of _oo.5 cFs. The tar_ent bars and -__.._-_.'t"_-,4,4.-".....:., ,,_'e flexib]e enough to
_ alle:¢ the vibz'ation r,cdes Gf the supported _:_z-rorto aFFrcach free-free co_,ditions.

9<.
_: 5.3.6._ Y_rror Stresses

.:_." _ _. ,__

_'•_: Ana__ ._.s of st:'essdistributions in the pr_r_%r::;:drror du_'ing boost and in eFera-
.%"_'_ tion have revealed that• large ma-'g_Is of safe_y exist• het_en aFFlied stresses
:_:_ and the 2000 psi IL,nitwhich ;:events .,nicroyield. These results indicate that,

tnu :.irror ].s overst-_--+"
_¢:_._ for the conditions studied, '_ ...._..... It appears that the
--_;;_ r.irror will be sized for _'anufact_:ing or figuring cenditio:_s or for thermal

237
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5.3.6.6 Gird,a _. Domign

I,.v_,t:gation_ "_ ' _f the ¢-_" -" --_ _--', _ t!-,...._.t,vJv ec.u-..... •_.... "-....... , _ J's:._,'"nstrate<!, withi r:
s_ra_nts of a l_.;nite 4, ......._., ..... " _..,'¢",,__!gat'on,._ use of existing _.~-,._-l,,..j.b.-aring
data, and !inearized _q:_t;z-.z of r..'.._l_.., that t.ne conceit is feas]!.],;,
Jp-c_f_cally, the study _-_ ;-trated ""_

o Distur_.ances _"..... z -_'-'.. -'-_..the ........_-.'5 can be acceitably art.,; _''_+-_,.-_., _y;. a s_ rin_"
_-" ccnst.ant of 0,0847 F_--unts ;-- inchsystem having an _.ffecti-,'e spr_._ .....

o The springs requirel t- _r¢_._. this spring rate are F.hysical]y practical,
being 2 _n..h.s__ _ .....-_ .,-..z.=....,_ 16.7 inches lc, ng, and wound v;ith !0 cagz
a]_min,_m wire tc a _'tch of 8 coils Ter inch; and,

o The supporting st.........necesoa,__ -_ to couple the sprLv,-_---oa_. s'.'stam,to
- - _'-'- _= boost -_ - _ -".... _ay_oad envelope c_.L_._ra_n_,s

5.3.6.7 Thermal Distcrticr. ....-'_'_=.:s_s"

Analysis o! structural c(:.ce_ts for co_ecting secondary ol_tics to the primary
mirror have shown that sec=':iary rirrcrs remain within optical tolerance if the
diametral temperature gr-!'znt is less than 2.O°F _ _"_o_ almrinmm structure or

).6_Ffor titanimm stru ....- _rrei analysis of the structure using al,_-uin_m
reveals the actual gradien- "c be about 3.O°F. In consequence, a passive system
using alumin_T does __ _- _ _" _,_,._ me ....cptical requirements. TitaniLt_ st,uc_u,_ _,_u!d
result in a suitable _ssi','e system if its use did not aggravate the di__z.etra!

temFerature gradient tk-cu_h titaniur.'s reduced transverse conductivity.

The alternative, use of -"_--_t-,d secc, ndary alignment control, is __
to the secondary design shc_ in Fig-ar_ 5.2-16 and is the suggested method
of this study.

Figure deviation due tc the:'--aldistortions of the primary mirror is, at best,
k /36.3, _ich occurs "=_- -:'_ _" ....,, ......... _._.,_r,,. mirror is prctected from any transient

temFerature cbm,_4es. This _'-" ""_=-._a._on' _sults largely from circ_rlerenti_l
gradients induced by tangen= bar heat leaks. The deviation exceeds that
de,_nded by optical Te.fc. _-..... Thus, further study should ccncen_,rate on

methods of l) designing a _-£r:'crwhich is less sensitive to te;"F_rature gradi-
ents or which produces ]c;,-ergradients fro,":given heat inputs, or 2) achieving
reduced heat leaks ,h.e_ .......tangent bar supports.

5.J.6.8 Meteoroids

,_!eteoroidstudies asseciat _ _d+h the "OT indicate that the meteoroid ........... •.. ...._ren-

ment does not present a Frc[-lem t.o the feasibility or operatior, of the te]esco_e,
showing that :

I) Damage to the prirary r-rrcr from direct meteoroid impacts is insignificant
in a three-year Feric!. in this time, 0.05 percent Of the mir:-or su-face is
destroyed. A period cf IO! .ear_ is required to destroy th_ mir:'er's
function of diffraction "i:ited performance by di_'eet impacts;
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") An;,,d_.-aee tc t,h-_:c'_2_rv mirror by secondary st.... _.,L ....
• . ........,_.-..wa. hac less _harJ a 5.3 percent c]',ar.ce-'_c........r:---..='_.,a

three-yea.- ;erl od.

5 3.6 :' Fe]escc_= =_exihi!_""

The fundar.ente± r_._ frequency of the baseline +.,l_...... ....._

nuned by ana]c; si.-u!aticn, _s P.56 cps. This freouenc;- -z,The .--is./ cr _,_,,_.-_
a_r_, la.. cha:,___sin t,,. stiffness of structural cc.-..=¢ne:.;s.

|

t
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5.k ATTITU_ CONTROL

a i ec ical
P.

The MOT attitude control system study was accomplished prlmarilj to demmnstrate the
feasibility of meting the high accuracy attitude control requlrer_nts (0.01 arc sec
and secondarily, to optimize the design of the system. Chronologically, the efforts
supporti:_8 these objectives wer_ transposed.

In attempting to determine the optimum _ configuration, elg_t concepts were genera-
ted at the initiation of the study. The control effort until pro_m midterm was
predomir_ntiy spent in assessing the tel@tire feasibility of t._se concepts. The
effort consisted ralnly of:

o Establishing pointing requireDents for each observational experiment

o Establishing internal (crew motion) and external (gravity gradient)
disturbance torques for each operational configuration

O Translating the above into control system performance requirements on
each operational mode and assessing the feasibility of meeting these
requirements using extrapolated state-of-the-art control b_dware

These comparisons were then used to select two of the eight modes, the floating socks'_

and the detached r_e. Since these modes were very similar fro= the control aspect,
the effort was easi].v nmrro_d into a detai3ed investigation of the expected perform-

ance_ in which realistic control hardware and telescope characteristics were consid-
ered. These studies indicated that the requireL_nts could be _et. With feasibility
e_tabllshed, future studies can proceed into a more detailed exam/nation of the poten-
tial problem areas uncovered (see Section 5._.6).

Observational Program Pointing Requirements

The nature of the fine pointing ta requires a very close interface w_+_hthe tele-

scope and scientific instrumentation design, since the observaticr_l program dictates
fine pointing requirements, and because the fine pointing sensor is an !x_tegral part
of the instrumentation and utilizes the collection aperture of the prL--_rT mirror.
Zach of the observational program_ was thus reviewed to determine the various possible
fide pointing sensor configurations, and the advantages and dlsadvanta_-es of each.

No single program is clearly more difficult or demanding than all others, rather each
is complex in its own way. A summary of sensor considerations for the six observa-
tlc_al programs is shown in Figure 5._-I.

Figure 5.1_-2 tabulates the most stringent of these requirements, as _ll as the
requirements for the other functions the attitude control system -ust perform. A
detailed discussion of these requirements is contained in Section 5.4.2.

_stem Description

The proposed attitude control system for the b_T is shown in block dia_ram form in
Figure 5._-3. This system makes maximum u_tlization of experience obtained from the
O_bit_ Astronomical Observatory program and the advanced concepts resulting from
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na,, 5.-2

_ _ _OL REQUIRD_rrS

INITIAL RENI_EZVOUS
l_teh, Kofl/Yaw +0.5degree s
_.'ust Duration 2.3 minutes

Fitch aud Yaw +0.25 degrees
" Fitch, Yaw, and Roll Rate +0.09 degrees/sec

Acquisition Time _ minutes

• ORBIT AND STATION KEEPING

= = "Pitch, R011, Yaw +0.5 de_;rees
Maximum Frequency Every 9 hours

_X_(_CING-"MOT TO MORL
PAtch,' 'Roll. Yaw w._,_,81control
Control Authority 0.l ft/see_ - 1.0 dog/see2
M/aximmnFrequency 5 per year + i0 for unsched

mintenance

STAR AOQUISlTION
Coarse Pointing - Pitch, Yaw, Roll +3 arc minutes
Initial Star Acquisition Time 15 minutes
Reoz_lentationin Coarse 5:c<Ie 5 degrees in 2 minutes, 90 degrees in

30 minutes
Intermediate Pointing +2 arc seconds

FINE POI_Tl_10 - Performed on dark side of Earth only

OffAXIS - MOT optical axis coincident with flu_ error sensor null axls

PAtch +0.03 arc seconds
Yaw +_0.15arc seconds
Roll +_3arc minutes
Star Magnitude lOth magnitude or brighter
Maximum duration i0 half-orbits

OFF AXIS - MOT optical axis has angular offset from fine error sensor null axis
Ab"'---solutePointing

Pitch, Yaw +0.2 arc seconds

Roll +_30 arc seconds
Stability and Repeatability

Pitch, Yaw +0.01 arc seconds
Roll +-4 arc seconds
Star Magnitude +IX to +13
Maximum Duration I0 half-orbits

)4_
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it. It proTldes automatic stablllzatlon of _a>Tresld_l an6ular rates uy.cn_:::,:-
tlon from the boostero It provides control through %he Initial re_n_ezvcuswith the

DT
MO.... During t_.se perils, zhe _fro reference system and the rea__tlcnJets are
used. After rendezvous, a stellar reference is acquired tY_cu_. a pro&T___-redroll
search procedure to establish t_m coarse pointing mode in %'hichthe attitude r_fer-
once is obtained from star tr__,ckersand control torques are 6_.r_ratedby control
moment Efros. In this mode, the .WETmay be reoriented to any predetermined
celestial attitude with an accuracy of 3 arc minutes.

An intermediate star tracker is required to pc-felttransition from the sU_a_.e_.raft
coarse pointing mode to t_e fine pointing mode. A direct translticn fr-_-the c'_:,r_
to fine pointing _des wotuldrequire a hi@h._ accurate coarse _oir.tin_n.-_e,with
attendent penalties on spacecraft ther_zl and stru._turaldesign, and %-c'±_drequire
a very wide linear range on t_e fine pointing sensor. The Inter-_diatepclntinE
sensor should employ its c_n szall (6- to 12-i_ob dia_-_.ter)objective -n_ b__Inde-
pendent in operation of the main telescope, but boresighted to it. Attitude holJ
is maintained by the intermediatepointing sensor reference until suitabl_"low point-
ing errors and error rates are achieved, at which time the control is switched to the
fine pointing sensor.

A E/re reference package provides the required inertial reference during c_cu!tatlon
of the fine pointing sensor. Large angle slews will.also be accomplished with this
gyro reference system and the _'.G's_ During the coarse, interzediate, and fine point-
ing, the MDT is controlled by torques generated by a control moment g_u'o. These
modes involve holding inertial attitudes over long periods of time, durLn_ which the
effects of external disturbances must be countered. The CM,G's will counter them o_er

a single observation period (cne-_mlf orbit) but over a lon,_r period of t_ will
require desaturation. This will be provided by a low thrust reaction Jet subsystem.

An additional function required in the de_ached mode is the docking of the _ to
the _DRL for major repairs or refurbis_nt. This will be accc=plished using the
gyro reference system and the reaction Jets. The M_L-based crew will cc_-_andthe
_T to Perform the docking. The angular degrees of freedom will use rate cc_--_and
loops, the linear degrees of freedom will use acelleration cow,ands. All the above
items except the fine pointing are felt to be within the state of the art; conse-
quently, most of the analyses were restricted to that mode.

As a result of the program midtera recommentation for a ec-_letel_ detached _nT, a
control philosophy was adopted which favored a high static accuracy an_ low bandwidth.

For the purpose of conceptual design of the attitude control system, the 0.01 arc
mec performance requirements derived fr_n study of the desired experiments were
ass_ed. A n_ninal apportion-ent of the total error allo_d 0.001 arc seconds each
for electronics null offset, sensor mechanical and electrical null offset, and error
equivalent due to sensor noise. The remainder of the allowable errors are allotted
to residual control equt_nt inaccuracies and overco_Lng the disturbances to the
_ystem. Since the system as conceived exhibits a steady state offset that is pro-
_ortlonal to the input torque disturbance_ a high gain is required to mlnlmi_e this
error. A low bandwidth was desired to mlnlmlze the high noise levels inherent in
high response systems and interactionswith the vehicle bending mode frequencies.
The final bandwidth chosen was I0 radians/_econd. To obtain the low response, high
_atn system, an elaborate lag cc_pensation network w_s required. For the fine point-
lng mode the studies indicate the control m_nent _ro to be more suitable than

24_
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inertia wheels cr reaction Jets for the band'.Idt.b_e!e__ted. Twin rotor, sin_ie-
de_ee-of-fr_edcm control moment _.Tc_ were selc_.ted as tcrquers for t)2 study, be-
cause they offered the best proLahillty * _•c, de_cnstratlcn of control system
fea_Ibllltyo With a t_'In _4G for e_ch ax!s, the g./rcscoplc cross coupling

inherent in a single gyro system Is ellz!n_ted. Also t_2 t'_inCMG approach ia
sult_ble for the e:dvanced design con_e_ts _%ilizlng brushless gimbal torquers and

, Inte.rnaleddy current damping.

T:c basic sensor types _ve czar&rod as desirable for the b_T fine pointing sensor.
T_se are a n.aZl-ty-_esensor using photomultlpller detectors capable of a very nat-
re-#lira.drtransfer function ran_=e, and an _-m_ tube sensor using an image orthiocm
detector _#Ith a vide linear transfer ftunoticnrazge, and serving the dual role of
spacecraft control sensor and TV pickuo for visual observation. The specific sensor
requlxez_nts vary with the obsercatiorml pro_azs, bu*_ tb_.overall similarity in
basic sen_cr c._mracteristics is great. In zany cases the same sensor type with
zinlz_ modification _111 be adartable to several observational programs.

An estimation of the MDT fine pointin_ sensor c_aracteristics for the 1975 ,time

period binsbeen made. Figure 5._-h s____arlzes the results for a null-type sensor
e_-y._loyinga photomttltiplier detector. Pcr tY_ conditions specified, guide stars
brl_.ter t_mn 12._ visual magnitude are suitable for a sensor linear range of 0.I

seccr_s of arc. This is based on an cff-ax_s star, for cn-axls stars where light
sr_.-Ingis r_=essary, this reduces to lO-!_ , depending on the optimum li_.t.
s_ring ratio bet_en the experi:_nts -an_ t.._. fine error sensor. The effect of
using a _uide star of htg_.er maguitude is to In_rease the sensor noise for the same

linear -an_-e. This nominal combination was considered the best compromise between
control system perforrance and availability of _cide stars to permit off axis
pointing _o any loca_ion in t_m celestial sp._ere.

_a_vsls

A considerable amount cf analysis was performed cn the disturbance environment for

the MOT. The external disturbances contrlbu_e mainly to determining the size of the
required control _mrdware. For exa=ple, the cozparison of the relative external

disturbance torqum impulse as a function of vehicle size, is shown in Figure 5._-_.
This illustrates the smaller mor_entum stcra_ requirement and therefore the _-aller
zoment_ transfer devices required by t.he separated _T, a factor to be minimized
for minimum internal disturbances_

tlnlesecounteracted, the internal (i.e., crew motion) disturbances in t,he attached
mode vilI induce pointing errors larger t_mm pe_issible. Since these disturbances
may be ap_lled rapld_v, they require a fast acting control system to counteract them.
Cue method of mlnimizin_ these disturbances is to gimbal the _DT. Even vlth frictio_
less gimbals, offset between the CM and gimbal &xis will cause dlsturbances which in

ttnm require lares control bandwidths as sh_.m in Figure 5._-_. An exception to t_

above is t_e soft global mod_ which replaced the floating socket mode in an attempt
at • sd_ple solution to the station keeping _roblem without intr_ducing appreciable
crew disturbance coupling.

_novled_e of the ,_isturbance enviro_nt permits the synthesis of a system to satisfy
the requirements. The actual performance cf such a system cannot be anal_rtlcally
predicted however, because the system non-linearities n_rmall_, determine this per-
foresee. An analog simulation was thus resorted to as described in the fo)_Lowtng
seetto_.
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Performance Verification

In ac_orda_e with the desire for conclusive proof oT feastbtllty_ an tr_depth se_voelastic studM of the fine pointing attitude control loop concept was acco_lis._d.
This incI_ded a cc_ter simulation of the loop co, lets vlth coe4_ent no_-

" linearittes and the flexible vehicle transfer function.

_ Ccsq_er s.tmuiation gas limited to the study of t_e fine poinct_ since coarse a_
l_termedtate poln*_tng a_e essentially state of the art. The s_mulation der_nstrated

the feasibility of attaining better than the. 0.01 arc sec st-ability.- These- et_dieS *
_ indicated that t_ major- error source __s due _o the: C_!Cg_nbal fricticn. This

_uanttty causes a eharaete,..ist_c oscillation in the system. The amplitude cf this
: osclllstlon can be diminished by increasing system bandvidth (thus the.increase,from

the original 1 tad/see bandwidth): Figure 5.M-7 shows some typical res._lts from
_his et:xty. They fndicate the worst case oscillation is +0.007 arc sec, _htle the
effects of sensor _oise and external torques tend to reduce the oscillation a_li-

• rude. This is 4,Jeto their linearizing effect on the CM_. The effects of disturb-
antes and noise vill be beneficial only so long as the basle error they induce is
less than the friction induced os¢IL1ation.. Thls "is shorn I_ Fi_we 5._-8, 1_e

_ reason that the noise initiall_ increases performance is that it acts. as a dither
ca the C_ gimbal. This dither essentially reduces the effect of t_ stiction by
keept_ the ghabal continuously in motion. The reason that extornal disturbances
lnitin!ly increase performance is that the CMOmust continuously precesa to absorb
the _isturbanee m_ent_, This motion makes the frtetione£ effect only a s_eady
offset_ the valve of vhich, for lov level dletu_bances_ is rather small. An ._./rt-
ant item in the latter Case is that the disturbances vary aufficient_y slo_, eX-

•:_ tea_al disturba_es such as _ravity _radient and aerodynamic torques quality,
i_ernaldtsturbances such as crew disturbances do not. As expected, biases from

control e_lx_ents cause the control limAt cycle to be unsy_netricsl abot_ null.
It shoui_ be Doted that the value of CHOgimbal friction (o.o_ oz m) used in. the
simulation vas approximately tvlce the value considered _0 be achievable.

Man's presence vLU be an invaluable aid in carrying out eertaln attitu_ control
tasks for the H_T. Man's role in fine po_ntin8 breaks down 3o_$ca11_ into two
_ategories--those functions he _ill perform at the telescope, and those he rill
perfona renotel,y. FA_ tuitions e_ the telescope involve mtn_y maintenan_e_ setup
and subsequent coarse realignment. The remote _n_tton_ of mar_ include both equip-
meat fi_e alJ4_ument and target acquisition. T_ alt_eut of the fine pointing
senso_ to the _e_entifte instrumentation and telescope suet be do_e to vtthin, a few
hua4_ds of-an sa_ second (spectrometry). _,nis alignment v'L.l_-_Ye to be r_le and "
checked frequently, hence it is a function, for which man _ becc_ adept. Man
will also participate remotely in the observational program. For exa_le, in _lane-
tary epeetr_e_ry it will be neces_-y for man to orient the telescope to selected
portions of the planet with higher pr.eci_lon than can reasonably be achieved with
an _tte _lrtem.

Ccmlustoas

A M_eral ecmelusion _ertwd fr_a this study is that, dimsardl_ the absolute
pointinS_ it is feasible- to stabilize the telescope to within O.O1 arc seconds. If,
in s4dition, it Is d_.aired to _oint the telescope vlthin 0.01 are seconds of a par-
tieul_ sta_c t_.is is feasibk based on light sharing of that star. In 1/Me _anzer_
it has been ab_ feasible :o point the re3 eseo_ to anM arbitrm_ direction to
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wlthln 3.2 arc secr_Z. In a_dltJe;::to Fro'.'Inqfeasibility, a substantial amcu;rtof
_P-rfor_r..encetrade data was develc.i,:d, anl, to a limited extent, used in this study.

A hi_h probability of feasibility Iresbeen determined for the soft gt_.balconcept.
Present studies indicate a pointing error of aboue_0.003 arc second greater _han
t_t cf the detached mode.

All fine pointing sensors should share the primary telescope collecting aperttu_e
with the scientific instrtu_entation.This is necessary not only to provide s'_fi-
cient liF)_tgat_mring power and small diffraction pattern images, but also because
_t would be an extremely commlex task to boresight separate telescopes to the re-
quire,_ accuracy and maintain this aligrb_me_ntfor extended periods of time. The fine_
pointing sensor design shouSd not rely on diffraction limited images for diffraction
limited operat_lonof the main telescope.. _,is is a necessary condition for those
cbser,'aticnalprograms where the sensor is offset a significant distance from the
tele3eo.reaxis.

. T_ best present day detectors (highest deteetivlty) for the fine pointing senscrz
use an SOO response photoelectric cathode in the form of photomultipliers or iza6e
o:thlccn detectors. Significant £nprovement in detectivity, particularly in the
ir_ge-t)q_ detector, can be exacted in the ne×_ ten years. A solid state analog
of the photo=ultiplier is currently in developme.ntand offers promise of detectivity
L prove-_nt by a factor of two or three. Assuming minor advances in these detectors,
the basic tecbmical feasibility of providing fine pointing sensors to meet the
sclentifie objectives of MOT has been established. There are no fundamental problems
related to sensor development that will compromise telescope/instrumentation
performance.

The most likely control system torquer is the control moment gyro. It emerges on
top due to its inherent mechanical torque gain and small size, veight, and po_mr.
These, in turn, enable it to be constructed with extremely large dyr_mic ranges in
its output torque (easily over one thousand to one).

Eeco_--_endations

A very i_pot_ant area of required activity involves the breadboard fabrication of
the fine pointing sensors and control moment gyros. These items must be built and
laboratory tested to provide the experimental data to keep the analytic studies
realiati_-. The present state of knowledge as to their realistic clmracteristics is
net adequate, and since these items are by far the most cri?ical in the control
system, this program is very tmportant.

$.complete analysis of the _T-_DRL soft glmbal control system taking into account
the active non-llnear control system must be performed to further demonstrate feasi-
bility of this concept, This concept is very promising since changes in the soft
global concept may be made to enhance the control system feasibility (e.g., addition
of a roll gimbal or softer springs).

THe trades existin_ between subsystems have made it apparent that the final design
criteria for the MDTwill emerge only after repeated iteration of the scientific
program, _cientific instrumentation, fine pointing sensors# control loop, and all
other facets of the spacecraft. Closely associate_ is the need for a detailed

; definAtton of the obsem'ational program, i_cludlng the consideration of the

252
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subsystem capati!itiesdeveloped in thls program.

The fine poisoningsensor study discovered several areas of fruitful further study
on the sensor problem.

I) Thermally L-_uc_d structural/electronicinstability.

2) The in-orbit optical aligr_nentof sensors to the scientific instrumentation
and telescope.

3) The conflict_g censor requirements of large linear range for acquisition and
narrow linear range for tracking.

b) Very accurate image motion compensation teohniques (introducedat spacecraft or
scientific instr_-nentation)must be developed for planeta1_ observations.

5._.2 Requirements

The main functior_l modes of operation required of the NOT attitude control system
are rendezvous, orbit and station keeping, docking, maneuverin_ and target acquisi-
tion, and fine pointing.

Rendezvous

Attitude control Is required d,Aringthe initial rendezvous of the MOT with the _IDRL.
Coarse attitude control (-0.5 d-_gree)is required during the propulsion phase of

-- this maneuver, which is 380 fee_ per second of incremental velocity. The active
_ propulsion _.q_ rill last only a few minutes folloved by a long coast l_rtod.

"Orbit an_ Station Kee_in_

During the detache_ _, tP_ _)T and MORL will tend to separate due to differences
in their ballistic coefficients. Since it is desirable to maintain their separation

within one mile, the vehicle whose orbit is decaying f#asterwill be continuously
station kept. Eight bou.-sis estimated as the minimt_ntime hot,wen these orbital
corrections. Low performance attitude control must be maintained during these cor-
rections to ir_u._ethe proper inertial orientation of the resultant velocity correc-

= tion vector. In t_ attached modes, the ,orbit keeping is assumed to be exclusively
a _L function.

In the detached --ode,it will be necessary to dock the MOT to the MJ3RLfor major
repairs or refurbishing about fifteen times per year. It is required that the M0T

" perform the actual docking since it is the lighter vehicle. This docking is antlci-
pared to be controlled by the N_L crew commandlng the M_ attitude and orbit con-
trol subsystem. The _ co,_trolauthorities must be suitable for the pilot to
remotel_ perform the dccki_ £_nctton. Althou@h most of the data on this subject
available to date is with the pilot in the maneuvered vehicle# it is expected to be
a_plteable. This is due to the ability of the pilot to work with very low control
aut_rlties, a_d at these levels, his own _siological feedbacks are me_li_lble.
The required uncoupled control authorities are thus
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) Linear Ac_,.],:rat_..n= 5.1 ft./so_c

Angular Acceleratlcn = 1 dog/see2

..Vmneu_er_n_ _.ndTar_.t Acquls_ti(n

To permit accozp!i_?.invthe obser;aticr_-i_.r---_,.._'- th_ :,D_must be maneuvered tc
any desired orlentaticn in the ..............-:-_....:'" - -'.....:.........-_ f=_in- a:_y fro= the Lar'.'.-
Sun line of sight. A =ar_uver and acqui-_i_.i_:,tlne of tvc minutes fcr 5 de_-ees is
required. Time for larger angle :_neu'.'er-is ==t Js critical because they ..4_,___":e
infrequent and during light side c_eratl¢.-..L-.e_=2]I ang3e acquisition tL-_ is
critical hcwever, sln=e this ray oc=ur or.ea=:-crbit.

Fine P_Intin; c_.....+_._I Pro,_ra:-

_f.ebasic _,,_--._t--_.........cf the }_, attitu5__= n_rcl s'.'s_er,is to provide a stable
platform t_mt can _ oriented precise'-"t- a.-¢"._._.-_Icncf the celestial sphere ""_'_
the polnting and stability perfcrzan=e req'_'_-_.i-y the astronomical cbser.'aticns.
Fin_ po_ting requirements for each of th_- =h._:._,'atlonal_rograms vi!l be discussed
in the follo_ing para_aphs. These re_-u'_-_nts va_--yvide!y, depending on th_.
observation being ma_e. Tcey are s_u___rize:In Fi_-e 5._-9. A definition of
sp_acecraftand instr=-_ntation axes ar_.£1":ezin Figure 5,_-10 a_ they apply to
Figure 5.&-9. A rotation about the .;__=e__ra="_. -it_h._.. axis corresponds to a _':e-
length c_ange of the spectrometers. _.:e::a':_'¢isis _er_endicular to t_a :'ave!en_h
sensitive axis of the spectrc_ter, an_ the rcL! axis i_ coincident _-iththe

telescope optical axis.

Two basic ground rules _:eredefined for the s=cre of the ,_DTobservational prc___.
First, it should be extremely versatile sc tL-a_cbser.'ationalprograms conceived
at some later _ate may reascnably be i::clezented,and second, the primary obser;a-
tiomal programs shc,'_idbe limited to thcse t._a_cannot he accomplished by ground
based observatories, or at least, can be dcr.efar better in orbit. This ricesnet
exclude the possibility, hc_'ev._r,that certain zeas_u_er_ents%'ilibe made _e.g.,
hi_ dispersion s_e=trcr.etryin the visual ..g...-_._-n) to cc__pare_)T performance
against ground meast_ezents if these _.xTerL-en_sdo not impose major desi_
constraints.

Within these guidelines, an outline of cbser.'atior_lprograms has been forr_ulated.
Specifically, t.besix cbservational prcgr_--st_-mt_mve been defined will consti_u_ce
_erhaps 90 percent of total observational =ire. ._neseare:

o _igh dis_._ersionstellar spectro_try

o Photometry and polarlmetry cf stays e_ extended sources

o Lov dis?ersion s_ectrometry of stars and extende_ sources

o Stellar _otogra_l_y

o Planetary ._hotography

0 Planetary s_ctral and total radiance measurements
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MOT AXIS DEFINITION

That ttase requirements vary down to +0.01 arc second empP_sizes the importance of
the attitude control problem. In the follcwln6 paragraphs the source of these

requirements are described.

High Dispersion Stellar S_ectromet_
l !

}{IEh resolution _asurement of stellar syectra is a fundamental requlrer_nt for .kilT
because of the. inherentl,v high resolvln_ _wer and larET wavelength covera_ of the
120-1nch dla_ter diffraction limited telescok_. Observation will generally be

l:r,lted to stars of tenth visual magnitude or brighter and would u,_atl,e f/30 tele-

scope conflgurstion. Tae total f/30 field-oP-vle_ will be limited %0 a few minutes
of arc by mirrors used to fold the be&_. The principal wavelen_ith inter%'sl of

interest is +the vacutm ultraviolet (lOOO A) to t|_ intermediate infrared (few microns

The very vide wavelength recion of covera._._ will require a variety of spectrometers

each capable of having detectors and gratin_._ chan&ed+ Detectors will include film,
photoelectric devices, and supercooled _hotoconductor8 and bolometers.

The Airy disk o.f a diffraction limited 12ux-tnch aperture _as a size of about 0.01 are
second at 1000 _ and one arc sac at 10 microns. Since the entrance slit of t_e

spectrometer is used to define the angle oi" incidence to the gating, It should t_ on
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the order of the Airy disk in width at the wa'telengthbeing monitored. This L-poses
an absolute pointing accuracy on the order of 0.01 arc secondworst case. _.%_!ar
instability in excess of this figure will not degrade the data with this small
entrance _lit, but imposes longer observation titheto compensate for tL__e,lost in
not "filling the hole." Since it is not practical to check for correct exposure
continuously (at least with film), a km_;led6_ of actual exposure time is needed.
This implies both an absolute pointing a_curacy and stability of about 0.01 cr $.C2
arc second worst case. A second consideration Is t_t even if it _ere feasible to
monitor exposure continuously, it is desirable to always keep the entrance slit
filled because of the very long exposure tires required.

Control of the spacecraft attitude with resl¢ct to image motion along the length o"
the spectrometerslit (perpendicularto the wavelength axis) is less crltlcal t_n
along its width. Sore motion of the Ima_e (_ 0.i arc sec) along this axis is act-
ually desirable when using film in order to elongate the spectr_, but this also in-
creases exposure time. Accurate roll position contr6l is not particularl_-signifi-
cant_ and could be dictated by other observational program_. Rate control of this
aXis could also be employed.

A sunr.a_ o_ the fine pointing requirements for high dispersion stellar spectro_-etr_"
Is as follows:*

Al)sol.ute Mean Pointing Accuracy, Up.to I0 OrbitsJL

Pitch +0.01 a_c second
Yaw +0.1 arc second

Roll _one Required

Pitch Position 70 percent of t_ +0.02 arc second

95 percent of tide +0.03 arc second
Yaw Position 70 percent of time +O.1 arc second

percent ef time _0.15 arc second
Roll Position 95 percent of time _180 arc secon_ from
(or equivalent roll rate) initial,l_sition-

_,/_efaintest star for which these requirements apply will depend on t_ practical
¢_mergylimited resolution cf the spectrometer, and the ratio of energy s_mring be-
tween the experiment and fine pointing sensor. These more detailed studies have not

yet been accomplished, hence no firm basis exists for establishing th,_,faints.ststa:-
at this time. For workin_ purposes it _ms ass_-.edto be about the tenth -_*. :-
although this _robably is consorvatlve. For fainter stars, reduced _ointi_
accuracp and stability can be Fermitted, because the spectrometer will be ene:'_,"
limited for reasonable ex_.sure times, and _mvelen_th resolution must suffer.

I i

eThese are v_rst case con_ltlons, takem at the shortest wavelength. At loner vave-
lengths_ the Airy disk Is correspondingly lar_er, and greater in_ability ca: be
permitted without degradln_ resolution
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[cw ,r)i_:....s".... .-'r'.:,;t;'vc,f::t'-'-s,":_"_'.-",- ":nJ",-_,'_._,,.° . _.. . . _ • ._. . A_ 2 .,.,." . ....

....... _ '"_ Jls ers" ect tr$ Freviou._l__','_ _:r.-.--',........... ," s'-'_:tr,tc the u..E.. _ ,:.z_. rc=.e - " dosc;-ibed,
':"e_-_t,that _.'-t;.i_ =.-..s-_the au.:cur.t-_._ _.;,_c-..• r,.,--.."_,..fainter objects w/]] rot b_.
z_rf.:.eient"-..;-'---:"........-'.--':.,,_-_.-.--_toi"aye=ira _dth high ;;av--.]engthresoh_tior_, D_e
s[:ctra cf _;:e=L3 53 fa!nt as the ,_-_t_*_ tc •.....-'_*".... _............ .=....._n .-egnitude would b_,
."=."_"-_'-_...,..,. "" -::.'=-'_'=.---t_resolutJc,n "_'_..=. ,......:.ith stEr _a_nituds, st:_rt.e:x.[_:'a--
tu-:, and the ::__v_:-..r.zth:-ogden be_n Z ex_--nei. .-_.._tct_i wavelen6th re_J(n of
".it.-:re_t.allI :'.:ort},evacu%'q u]tra':i=i:t t¢ fa.- :r_r&:-eJ.

The total ='.-_:wat:-- tine for a single star nay v-r_- froz a f_'action of an orbit

tc man:: _,-_-"-......., %h':s :'e__oc'_isi%icn._s ......o.lr.J." = . --_ ,/__/_=telescope configuration
would be use" Low resolution s;ectr--_1"-_ ....=-'=-*..... as..........."_.4.!!constitute ]5 to 20.:-'of
total obs--.;vEtl-.ntire.

It is clear" th:_t .'_he_cintin 6 req._r_--=-_........fo_"+_...es.-"=c-.:d_spers_on s;ectra
•ne_surements %-" va:'7_ddely. The transition fro- ni._-h-to-lowdisperslon

measure_entu "_ .-.¢'_abru;t even thcuEh w._ haw classifie_ it as such. If, for
e_.amFle_ a :c'rtin_ st__ti]ity of 0,01 arc sec is req"-'red for high resolution

for a ninth .-af.-.-t,:destar, then at 11,9 .-a_nituJe (icw dlsFersion work), a
;cintin S stab'"'--_.: cf about 0.i arc sec should be _rc:-ided, This factor is ve-_-y
important "in __:=.-ini..-_" _ _o the o_timt_- !dEbt-sharing. ratio, On very faint objects,
Feinting acc:u---z.-and stabilit x will he l]-iteJ k)"the desire to minimize the

SFeCtrc._.et-_zent.-_--= slit siz-.tc avoid noise _".=_:.__......_._..._[roblems, rather than
frer_ consider-:t:z-_ =_ resolution d-gradation due _e _---_ motion. The net

result of .'.e_,==;Fslde_-atiens is that the. cequire-._nts fc:- sFacecraft poin_n_
--=-.,.,-_.car-not real_stlc=_!ly be estab'_ished until the expecteJ

perfor._ance :f .'r..sr_ctrometers is ew_!u_ted as a functlcn of star uagnitude and

teuIeratu."_, "s --",_:rkingfigt_re, cn_. should consider a!_:_,vsfi]lin E the spectro-
meter slit for el-: s'z_s of the fcllc'_ng:

o Tenth -'--:_'*u_ 0,0._arc -_:
e ,_'elfth -a--.-.itude - 0,] arc sec

o Fcu:'teenth .-.--,_.'Litude - i arc see
o Si_tea.-.t[n -;.rr.ltu.1oor fainte-- - 2 arc see

.......... :-----_,_Co_ the exF._,,.{r.-entobJect._ _dll be teo faint to permit
their use as ..-.z'"!'--- st._.r. In this case, offset _oi.-.tin6 of a brighter guide
star ,rill be .-=.-:,-'-o_._.._.A preferred roll &xis attitud._ and roll axis control will

thus ."e_-'quh'e_.f._:"t,._ fainter st.-.rs,e,g,, the thh-teenth magnitude or fa_nt_'_'.
Vhe gc'_.:ra!-_ ,-. n. Of %.h."control requirements is ca]cula_.ed to be about 3/4 arc
n,in b:.se_ or,"-_.z.._,r-ogden of less than 0,i arc see fc:" tha exFerlment star, This
_s suv,-:'a]"_--_._:. less s'.rinzent than t,_.-.t:'equi:'eJf.-:,tl-e photographic observa-
tions, hence - _ . ...c.critical, Roll rat-, c,-nt:-olwould ._ equally suitabl:_, rates
tu" to 0.0_ ._-_--_=_/_,','---....--.,......_,_uld ba sat!sfactc.-..-.

._hotom.:t.,'van_ F,_l.z:'!-.etryof St,a__rs an! ?xton_-:d :'-o,.:re._s

:_eadb,_nd Fh._tc_-_.t:..t"and l)ol¢,'imet_vtdll constltute approximately _ Fercent of
the ot',,-,rvaticnalt!-.:ean_ will be pex'fox'm_dat f/30, rri:ary emphasis now is on

the ['gand visible r::Fion _ere Fhete-:l:ctric detectors can b._ used. The capability
cf e,",vn'lz_: {h; n,-.%:,an| i,'m_diats _R _=%y be ,lesi_ab!e. The to_al ohservat_on, l
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time per star cr other obJ,..ctu_u]d be as long as 5 to i0 orbits. Fine _ojnti:'t"
requ_rezentsare similar to those of low dispcrsion s_ectrc_try--it is ou]y
necessary to rositior,_nd ,_intain the source image in the in_t."_entaticn fJcJ_
stoF aperture.

1_,efield sto[:-ize can h_ arbitrarily selec'. _ince its sc!e function is t_.
lirdt the _nstrumentation field-of-view to tz.i:_+izebackgrcund noise in;tlt.
Zdea]ly it should be sufficiently stall to e_clud_ co,:,_arionstars and to make ,
background corrections urLuecessarye×ce_t for the e_.rem_ly f_int objects. On
_,,._other hand, if th_ a_erture _-+o-._is made too small, a verl,"difficult fine
_oLutLng requirement would exist for both absolute _ointir_ li:-ecticnand
stability. A field stop _ize of perhaps 2 x 2 arc sec "^_ulds_ez to be a _uitab!e
ccm_rcr_ise,leading to a pointi°_ requirement of perhaps _+1/2 arc s_c. The
actual field stop will be remote]y variable over a _ridefargo of values. An
a_rture szaller than a two-arc s_c di&m_ter is required for r_motely calibratirg
the fine _cinting sensors to remove fixed bias errors. A larger aperture _dll b_
requL_ed ",_.enviewing objects of extended size.

On the brighter objects, it may be possible to reduce the a_erture size to perhaps
a one-arc diameter to take full advantage of the high pointirg stability with
t_e brighter sources.

As in the case of low dispersion spectrometry, many of the stars to be observed
will be sufficiently bright (e.g., thirteenth to fourteenth magnitude) to perm_it
direct e-uddanceon the guide star. Others, ho_mver, may be as faint as the
eighteenth to twentieth magnitude, and will definitely requlr_ offset guidance
on a star other than the experiment star. An auxiliary _ointing requirement for
this application is that the telescope be capable of being off-s_t a few seconds
ef arc to a.nadjacent part of the sky to permit a check of the detector zero

(background). This loo:cing-at-nothlngma_ -eoaire one or more orbits (depending
en the magnitud_ of the experimental star) and hence constitutes a defir_iteoffset
guidanc_ requirecent.

_:olsebackground seen by the telescope e_anates from several sources. These
_nc]ude tho emissions ef the upper atmosphere, the galactic and zodiacal light,
ar._+the e._r_me]y faint star background. The last three of th_e sources_@re n
re_ort_d to have an equivalent tots) radiance of between 2xlO-'_ to _xlO-_ watts/era._
-sterradian, with the bulk of this energ_vin the visible _ortion of the spectr_.
Assuming a unif_-u,backgrognd, this corresponds to an irradiance of a_proximately
t_mee tlz.ssI0 watts_cm Per (arc sec) field of v_ew. This is ap_roxlmateiy
_qu_valent to the power received fro:._a +23 visual magnitude star.

The sFacecraft fine pointing requirements are derived f_'omth_ desire to operate
the _xperlment star on-axis to minimize its size due to telescope aberrations. _
Thls Implies the guide star will be off-axls, hence position control about the
sFacecraf_ roll axis will be req_tlred. The maximum _n_le off-&_is that it will
_e n_cessary to work depends on the limiting g_ide star r+agnttude for which the
reqtttred sracecraft stability can be maintained. T_e aFp:.ox_rate half-angle field-
o_-_de_ required for 100 percent sky coverage for a given limiting star magnitude
dete_ntned by star population charts is:
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a. .'h_;]fthmagnitude - o_even a.-c.-in
b. .rhlrte-.nt.hrncnltl,.{o- eight arc r_n
e. Fourteenth rml;n_tude- six arc --n

a

If the 1imdtinf razn[tude dot_.r:-In_.iby t'-_fine [ointinc sensor is the e .v.nt..
or tw_,ifthma[n_tude, the _.arEeoffset angle :_v require the us_. of field correct-
ir_ oitics to obtain a suitable i-ace size for guidance. T_.escientific instru-
_.-entationdc,es not r_.quireth;se c[tics, and should not e_zFlcythor. For the
_olarimeter, in ;articular, it is undesir__b!eto insert _.nyoptical e!ez.entthat
._,-_[."increas.)the _nstrtt_.enta][c.]arization.

C m ,.A11c_._in_a ra::_;:,npoXnting error cf C.! arc sec at eight arc ::_n._f-_.:isdue
to an uncertainty in :o11 position [errits a roll pos_bion uncertaint:"of about
+ _0 arc see and a zaKi_u'"r'""--_ _i_ ax's "nstabi]ity of about +_O arc sec. The co.--
5inat_on of +CO _c seconds for pcs__ticnuncertainty and rcsiti-n instahilit.-can
be a[iorticn_d cth.)rthan cn a 50/50 ratio if it _s advantage-cuetc dc so.

A reasonab]_.]irit on absolute _cintir_ acct_racyand _olnting stability are each
about _+0.2._ arc sec _n F_tch _nd yaw, and arproximate]$"+_30arc sec in roll.
Th_s_ ro.quirer.entshold for an indefinite m_mber of orbits.

Star Fi_d Photography

_::cbasic _hctcgra_hic missions are envisionsd--_dde angle (between _./2and i degree
tc'al field) _ith the f/l_ t_losco_e, _u_ narrow _ng]e (perhaps _'".._,arc m_n total

field) _dth the f/15 telesco_ _cth ""_ , _"• cc_i-..ra_.ons '^_uldrequire field correcting
o_tlcs. Observation will b_ made for one orbit or !ong_r--_cssib._Q, _'v_. or even
more. The e-:Fos,_etime _rl]lbe de_nder.t on _hotograph ;ur;cse, a _ _he li_tir_
exros,_e time ",_I]depend on sly bachground noise or the fai]_ in f[3m tim-_-
intensity recirrocity.

P.as_ on the above description cf th_ stellar photographic .-.ode,and t}_edeslre not
to defrad-"the inh._rentlyhish _m£"alarresolution possible with this diffr_ct:'cr.
l£_dted telescoTe the Fointi.ng--scuir._m_nts. become fairly ob'rious. :'it'_,.an b .._"_.
size on th_ order of O.0_ to 0.05 arc sec cn axis, image position should b_ }:_:_
to _.0] arc sec m_<i_m on t}:s_}-otcgrayhicplate on this region. This would !,'.!d
for all astrcn-_tricwork (stall field) and cv_r the central _orticn of the astre-
_b$'sical:_:':;(_._idefield). At the cuter edge of th_-_4.d__-_]e plate, where
ir_e q_m!ity is degraded by tel_scop.,aberrations to something cn the order of
tenths-cf-s_conds, greater ir._sezoticn can b_ telor_te_. This affects roll ccntro]

_rim_ily, and indicates scr.ethirgnear 0.05 arc sec image s:.:ear_)uld b_ permissible
at tlm e._e of the field. L-.ages:-.ear,,_uldbe proportionately less for stars near
th,"t_l_scoFe _<is, and _u!d be less than O.O1 arc sec for all stars in nar,.ow
field wcrh. This requlr_ment leads tca roll control stab_.lityof ab_at s£- s.-c

s,cen.ls,s_nee

an_ular smear (0.O5 arc s-:c)
@R = field of _-le:,'= (I/2 d_._re_") = 6 axe see

The !_n,_tingmagnitude of the star to be used for control should b¢ as faint as

Fcssibl.:in order not to seriously r_st..ictthe observatio_ml rro_ra-.. Star
Fopulstlon density clmrts show that near the _alact_c _ols (w_rst cas_), an averase
of ab¢_ two stars of the tenth .-agnltudeor brighter will bo rresent in a one

mm
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d0jgreesquare field. This indicates that it would be desirable tc have the
- capability of control w_th stars of at least the tenth magnitude, _.ndthen an

"- ! r|Aeleventh to t_e]fth ..mgnitJ_.capability _tuld be ncceesary to more effectively
cover all regions of the s_y with small corrected fields of view.

The requirement on absolute _ointing direction about any _..isis not critical,
since it merely deter.-/nesthe starting point for the film plate. The absolut_
pointing accuracy ._illhe determzhnedby the total range of the fine pointinC
sensor, and hence should be held to about I0 arc sec or less for the axes con-
trolled by the fine sensor, _nd about two or three arc _in for the roll axis.
Once a particular yolntin_ direction is selected, however, it must be held very
stable during all exposure time, and possibly repeated from orbit to orbit u_
to aboat I0 orbits de_endlng on the film capab__lities.

Planetary PhotcFra-_._:

Photographs of the planets at the f/30 focus will be made. Mercury will not be
accessible because of its close angular proximity t_ the Sun. Venus may be
accessible for a few _r.utes _er orbit during certain ti_,esof the year when Eart_
acts as a sun shield bet_en sunset and Venus-set (or between Venus-rise and
8tmrlse)_ Total rlanetary _hotographlc work will probably net exceed 5 percent

,. of the total observation time of the telescope.

- Depend/ng on the speed of the film being used, and whether fllters are being
eml_loyed,e_ostu-e tines _ill vary from tenths of seconds or seconds on the
nearby planets to nearly a half-orbit for Pluto. Like starfie!d photography,

.. the absolute _irection of ;o_nting is not critical, and generally cs.n be i0 percent
, to 20 percent of film plate size--that is, about 6 to 12 arc sec for a one _:lr_ute

photographedfield. _o avoid image smear once the telescope rcint_.ngdirection
has been established a:.dthe camera shutter has been opened, stability with respect
to the planet b_ing _h_togra;hed should be on the order of 0.01 arc sec, as with
star field _rk.

ii_ Unlike starfield phc.ocr_....,_ere objects remain-f_xed in inertial space, all
-_ the _lanets are sufficientlynear the F_ %h to hay,_ _ignificant relative angular

motion with respect to the stars. This motion is made up of two Farts, para_!_x
due to the motion of the telescope in Earth orbit, and the angular change induced
by the relative motions of the _%rth and the other _lanets in their solar orbits.
Generally s_eak!r_,these ef_antitiesare comparable in magnitude a_ vary as a
f_nction of telesco;e position in Earth orbit aridrelative solar orbit po_ition.

" Figure _._-iI ._ho'_the a_Fr_te magnitude of these t_ qua_tities _,_hen the
Farth-_lanetdistance is =ir.i_-,.m.As is apparent from the Figure, a telesco2e
attitude fixed _th respect to the stars would limit e_posure times by £_._e
motion to a few seconds of time for most planets, and even less for both Venus
and )Mrs. Since ideal exposure time will generally exceed these figures, attitude
c_ntrol nm_t alwa_-sbe referenced with respect to a _oint on the planet itself.
She _lansts are _tended sources, hence, _oll axis control is required. Since the
size of the planets is fair_ small, the roll axis Fointin_ require-_nt is less
severe than for the star field photographic work. A roll stability of +l_ arc sec
will provide insignificant image motion due to roll motion of the te!esco_e.
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,5 The c_r.ceF',cf this _zier_:)r.t(_ o:-Clar tJ th)t being considered by "/ASA/A_.)s
fc_ a future CAt :i3slcn. _z'e-'!--,_____ . ".hee_!_sion and reflection s_ectra of th_

._ _.,_.,,,..,_._;_anets (Tenus tc 2aturn) wcu!d _= n_asured over as wide a ._.=_Io-_.
£ -." _ _= ,,c¢ inte.--talas ;_sslhle (say ] tc "_ _), _th the sr_allestinstan.a_..c.,fi_-Idof

_!_ vi_;::r'..i.__ (e i ::1 _rc.._._=_:.d)ar.d_.th - wavelength resolution A_..._._-"___
...."_'_ --'_ t_lescope would o_erate at f/30, anl a variety- cf

s;ectrc-_t_rs__._o-_detectors ....,..____ ;rchably be necesaary to cover the full soi-
l: entlfic chic=tires. _- addition tc __ectrc-etric measurements, total ener_-

me_s_2e.-.o.nts;:=uldalso b_ _-r=d_.._ifSerences in these t_ t_es of _easure.:.ents
-f .- scient " _') _'AI'I_rL-Ari_:.-- f_ct the '__i.instr'_7.entation.From the stand_cint of

th_ contr:__<'sten and fine _cin'_ingsensors, there is no significant difference
and these ".-_ _ ...._o-o_ as = single ' ""..... _.,_..._ - zlss=_n. An observation time of about

I0 _ercezt _ _ • __ is allc:atelto these :easuremsnts.

-i' The re_.:ir_-.entsrcr ahsclut_ _:i.-.:L-_accurazy, stability of _ointir_, and dura-
_ tien that the poLnting must b_ re--ntainedare not fully determined at this time.

_.ey __]I _epend on the srecifi= n_ture of the various ir_trumentation,the _mve-
]er_th unt_r;_ _eir_ e:u%-_n=_,_-.dthe ;ur_cse of the measurement. For example,

_ if it is desired to _oint to a _-ivenarea of _!anet surface for a significant
a-.o-_-.tof t£-e (on the orde2 of so=ends or m/mutes), it will be necessary to
ch_-_e the _cinti-._direction of th_ telescope continuously (with respect to planet

center) to cc:_nsat-= for planet r:tation. Near the equator of :_rs, for example,
this rate of charge cf position -_sabcu_ O.1 arc sec per four minutes of tire.
Jupiter's rate is nearly three t"-es ._-:gher,and is a maximum for any of the ;lanets.

_ Even if it _re _essibl_ to very ._recisslypoint and hold the directien of the
: telescope to a value in the nei_hbcrhcod of 0.01 arc sec, it is not entirely clear

that t),Is_uld be zero beneficial than a larger value of perhaps 0.05 arc sec.
_. This follc',mbecaus_ ene n.'stImc::",_.erethe telescope is pointir4 _dth the s_me
- Wec_sion as the stability of the ;tint; othem,@se it is hard to envision the

usefulness ef the vet? high sta_ilit;-.A secon_ criteria useful in establishiD5

_inting stabilityis spectrcz:eterslit size. With a minimum slit size of about
"_ i z I arc sec deter.-.Lnedby ener_'"considerationsmud the large diffraction lira_it
• in the _'._-_-_" a .rointlngstability of 0.01 arc sec would chan_e the area of

th_ planet being vie%_d b::onl.v0.01 percent, an insignificant amount comparedwith the c%'erallprecision of the spectrometermeast_ement. A pointin(_stability
_% as poor as 0,05 arc .,-_c:,_uld_iL! lead to an area change of only 0,25 percent,

cuu_a _robably be tolerated without any significanthence e%'_na l_r_-)rinstability - _"
deFra4ation of _.xperlmentaldata.

Th_ worst case r_qulr_-._ntsz'_ as follows:

•_ Point to ar_"desired !ccatlcn cn the surface of the +0,05 arc sec
principal planets (Venus to 3aturn)

Stability of point on a given _rea for &5 minutes _+0.05arc sec

_. of time

Rersatabilit_- of point cn _-ccess!ve orbits unsFecified
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.qoll axis crient--:tic.a +4 arc rain

P.oll stability ._¢_iticn __15 arc sec
or

r_te _.004 arc so:
sec

".&.3 Descrirtion _ the Attitude ""n.rcI ._'_:;-.

C_eraticna] Des..i-_i ...

The block diagram cf tn_ ..... l ................_ _'- ""- ";%s sho_,.-.:
• --h:_ andT.:Is zyst_..._._,_3..='-'-_-_:--_..__^a---.'_'i_--_..... _ tt [_r_"::-ciri:i_-[ .-_ndezvous, _. _.

stariozf_.ee_ing,dcc'.:lnr_(':07tc "':'-'.._....,,_ _._"-_":_.l__st-;:_:-_tlcn,:..__.recrie.-.t%ticn, =hi..
target acquisition and .'n_ [cintlng .q_.e":.... -..... =..h.-_: items _ili n'_t_o discus-_ -

in detail since they are considere/ t_ h? _.ithin the _.r_._entstate ¢'_the art.
-- _= ---=- and the re_ _i'..Jets.They ray be acco...:!......d "_ith the _:vr.-_reference _._ c_ _

Interesting sidelights are that the "-'_" anl stltlc.-/:_.e.-ingshould be done
without.,requirLng ma_..-_ ::OYrecrien--aticns: *_..-_'-_-._:"-.:r.ce_tc_u ........._o..

. .zliz. t_-e_-_ir=-; velocity cot _:tion vectorthis by selectively firir_z J_ts tc -= "_ = _= r- .
In addition, t.h_dcc.<_ng is acccm_li_hel _. ".t"_ r_a:'.i:n Jot _,,_"_-...._ .....set cf

hiEh thrust levels _c acccmcdate the re_'.dt-edczntrcl _:thcrities (see Section 5.:.-"
A i0 to 1 throttleab!-_ reaction ..._=t.u'-.=--___ ._t _- __tiffin.--=both the docking high tl-_-u.=-

requ_-ements while Froviding reasonab!.: s_ell thrust_= f:r desaturatlcn of the C._E-._.
The latter three items are discussed Ln considerable detail in the follo',,_n_

Faragraphs.

Description of Luitial St_biiizaticn

_% 4& . .._ . . * .The ir_itial stabilization _i] be .!.h +_o t_" _z=e ::tics! axis (roll axis)

facin_ directly away from the S_un. After se_rati..-., .h. intense emery" from the
d= . f..Sun rakes it the easiest reference to det_.ct m-.di __-.'i'v An arrangement of a

solar sensor distributed around the vehicle alio:._a-.-_isition from any initial
attitude.

The requirements for an efficient acqaisiticn and the re-_oval of residual anguls.-

me;aratlon rates are not comFatible _ith _"_ __-'-_"- momentum requirements
for the fine _cinting mode. Thas a "hi-h t_-'_._....." -_.'*_n.._ . control .._°t(RCJ) sub-

" -: "'_"_'_"'":_:-_si_:.=_iflow in pitch and yawsystem is used. _u-_ this ;.has_ ,_ ._....,....
channels is from,the rate gyros and coarse solar sons:re _o analog electrordcs, to
the a_ropriate high thrust RCJs, Signal flew is t.he sa_-.ein the roll channel
except that no solm- sensors are used. Usi.qg *.hecca.-se su.nsensor, the spacecra_
roll axis aligned to within less than ten degrees of _he Sun, with residual rates
less than 0.i degrees For second, at _,bich % '-- " n..: switched to a fine stun
sensor, The roll channel continues to use on]y the roll rate gyro, Completion of

this operation with the ._DT roll axis to _[thin cne d_rree of the sun line within
less than twenty minutes Ss reasonable. Pitch and .yaw ccntrol authority is then
switched to the C:l'.sto a/ign to the Sun LOS within _,2_ degrees. Automatic star
acqu_sttion m_v be accor._lished by a roll search _recei_-e. A biased roll rate
_onmmnd is introduced into the roll charnel te establish a ro',;_ search rate. The

26&
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i:__;', ra_ of rc:a_-Ic= shall be co_tlble with the si_acecraft's d_&cs and the abtli_y

i_ of the s_._ *.rae_-ers to acqulz_ and track _ide stars. _,e gi_l _81es of each
trac_-er sh_! _e pre-positioned such that at some roll attitude about the sun line,
e_b tr_c;er -._._._Inave a precelected - ide sta_- in its field of view. The gimbals

_ retain Ion'<el .An'_il a minimum of tvo coarse pointing s_ar trackers sinn_taneously
:: acqAlre _Ide stars. _rhen this star pattern acquisltlcn occurs, the gimbals of the
_i trackers :rich have acquired stars are unlocked and _}le star trackers alloyed to
_ track. "--_en "_he star acquisition has been obtained the biased roll rate command _s

rer_ve_._ _.aA_ing "_he vehicle to stop rolling. The reference is then switched from
the g_Tcs a_& fine sun sensors to the star trackers.

Description of Target Acquisition and Fine Pointing.

t__ telescope _st have the capa_ility of _ointi_g anyvhnre on the celestial
s_here vl-hln very high accuracies, three types of scar tracker_ _re necessary.
_'nr_'_3h :he use of externally n_unted glmballed star _rackers, initial coarse
orle_aticn to a_curacies of 3 arc rain is _nown to be feasible. This coarse accuracy

is 8eter-._L_e_maLuly by the therr_Aly induced structural 8eformations of the MOT,
and secc-_la_-ily,_he star tracker characteristics.

Accc_--_li_h_men'. of coarse pointing requires reference signals f_rnished by tvo
or more sta_ _r_o'_ers. The reference for determinin_ inertial _ttitude _ be a
set of se:e_ted _Aide stars. The required star tracker _im_bsA angles for these guide
stars is _.-ecc_.uted for any orientation desired.

The ._-.,'-_'"'_'_o_-- trackers a_._ pre-positioned to this orientation and the traeke_:s are
switched to _:_e "track mode", the trackers then track their celestial re_erenees.
Thus the _Ifference betw.,en the commanded and actual global angles ea,_ be transformed
to _erive .-.itch,yav, ar_lroll attitude error signals. A central digital eo_puter

perfor-._ this transfor_Ation and any averaging necessary. These si_is are sent to
the a_pro_ria_e _'s for each axis (switchover point for roll axis_, l_.sa_uratlon
of the control r_ment _yros is provided by the lov thrust RCJ subsystem. Thus a
known s_a:ecr_ inertial orientation in the ce!estial coordinate reference system
has _een es:a_.lished in the coarse pointin_ mode.

To transfer control _ the intermediate pointing sensors, predetermined guide stars
of sufficient _a_tt,,de are brought tn_.o their field of vlev by the coarse pointing
mode. The pi:ch/ya_ intermediate sensor is boresighted to the telescope LOS and the

inter-_e_late sensor is aligned normal to this LOS. If a gtaballe_ tracker is
used for the pitch/'yaw intermediate pointing sensor, a two axis predet_..ral_ed _aAIular

w. 3.offset is c¢___.au_e_ Upon recei_ _ of star presence signals from the intermediate
pointin_ snes_rs, _and vehicle rates lover than _0 arc seconds I_r second at_itt:_le
coatroX reference is ©o_aanded from the star trackers to the i_atermediate _eusors.

If ir_-e t'Abe _ntermediate sensors are use_ the procedure is similar except _bat the
two axis outlnrts of the Image tube are summed wlth "electronic .,nbel": com_w_ to
obtain the at_Itu,_e reference error signals. Once control is svitched to the

intermediate _ensor the MOT pointing accuracy is i_ro_d to a predActed spscecr_,ft
absolute _¢inting accuracy of _ arc seconds. This is sufficient accuracy about the
roll _s for all requirements. The pitch and ya v controt in the tntermed/a%e point-
lng :ode is accomplished by processing intermediate potntin_ sensor error signals In
the snalo_ co:purer and sending them to the C_ controller. During occultation of
the Inter:sAints pointtn@ sensor, control reference rill be svltehed to the _ axis
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._yro reference ,apdated during the dark period from difference signals between £yro
and Intermediate sensor outputs.

To acquire the fine pointing _ensor, the sensor i_ offset about the pltch/yaw axis
at the prescribed amount in order to acquire a preselected guide star (magnitude
+10 to 413 or bri_,ter in the fle]d o_ _'iew of the sensor. When a star presence
signal, accepteble vehicle rate signals (I0 arc sec/sec) end a positive signal from
the astronomer axe received, the pitch and yaw attitude control reference is switched
to the fJne pointing sensor.

In this mode, the fine pointing sensor utilized for the particular experiment pro-
rides the inputs to fine pointing channel of the CMG and Jet controller. Tne
controller provides control torques to the Cbr,Eir.bals. The CMG's magnify th_s
torque many times and apply it to the t_Aescope. Roll control is achieved in a
similar manner using the roll intermediate pcintlng sensor. During occultation of
the guide stax, the control reference is switched to the 3 axis gyro reference,
updated during the "dark period" to the fine _ointing sensor and roll intermediate
pointing sensor.

Descrlption of Reorlentation

Reorientation of v.heMOT through relatively large angles requires selection of L new
guide star. This requires reverting to the ecerst pointing mode to perform the
required vehicle rotatloRs to ecquire the new _olde star. A typical concept for
vehicle orientaticn limited to several degrees is a closed loop r_thod in which,
prior to their _eing used as references, the star trackers acquire the new guide
stars. _L_ _tar trackers are then placed in the track mode and gimbal angle commands
are Introduced into the co_--puter.The differenced commanded and actual gimbal angles
are then tI_nsfornel to derive pitch, yawD and roll error signals.

These error signals comr._ndthe appropriate C_'s to maneuver the vehicle to the
desired c.:lentatlcn.

An alternate method for controlled reorlentatlon for large reorientatlon angles up
to 90 degrees, would r._keuse of the three axis _To reference during slewing. Using
the Cl_'s the vehicle would be rotated in res_o=se to error signals developed by the
t_ifferencebet_wen the com_nded angle and the ex.f_eobtained from quantlzed torque
ptttses'to the g_.To. In this case, reorientation _uld be accomplished about the
roll axis and one other to minimize disturbances _o the vehicle.

Prior to the maneuver, precomputed star tracker gimoal angles are commanded to enable
the trackers to acquire their new guide star. The trackers are then put in the track
mode during the ms._euver,in order not to rellnqulsh the celestial reference. If the
angular slew exceeds the gimbal freedom of trackers other trackers and guide stars
are used so that at least two trackers are always operating.

Description of the Altitude Control Components

Referring a_atn to the block dia_am of figure _._-_ the following control components
are required.
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For senslng the telescop_'s orientation, the system includes _he follo_ng equl_rJent:

Sun Sensors - used for initial orientation only
Rate Integrating
Gyros - used as prime angular reference in light side of

the orbit. Used in rate mode for initial stabilization
Star Trackers - used in coarse pointing mode, covera6e of complete

celestial sphere
Intermediate Pointing
Error Sensor - used as interface betveen coarse and fine pointL_

modes - smaller ran£e and high accuracy than star
trackers

Fine Error Sensor - used as pointing mode

To actuate the control system comr_nde_ the following equipment is available:

Control Moment
Gyros (CMG's) - used as the prime actuator for pointing and

maneuvering
Reaction Control
Jets (RCJ's) - used for initial stabilisation, high control

authority maneuvers (i .e. _ docking)and
desaturation

The in_erface betveen sensors and actuators Is handle4 by computers_ signal prccessors,
emplifiers_ etc. Electronics are predominantly analog to circumvent signal conversion
problems. The telescope digital com_pu_er is used An the coarse mode _ecause of the
extensive computation required for comnanding _nd processing _he star trackers and
their data. This conqatter also handles the :ode control for the system, svttching
be_veen components to accomplish the function at hand.

The tvo most critical items in the control loop are the 040 and the fine pointin_
sensor. Each uses approximately one third of the total allowable error. These t_
components rill thus be discussed in considerable detail.

Control Moment G_ros l_scrlption

Figure 5._-12 shovs a block diagram of the tvin-gyro control system. The _£n =om-
lxments of the system include the fine error sensor, tvo CMG's, a co=pensatlon net-
vork_ desaturatlon electronics sn_ po_wr amplifiers for drlwl_ each g_ro torquer.
The control sytem consists o£ four functionally separate ooatrol loops. The
feedback loop consists of the vehicle position sensor_ co:pensatton netvork, power
amplifiers and gyros. This loop generates the major attitude control torques on
the vehicle. In paralAel vith the compensated position feedback loop, the inherent
web/ale rate feedback through the gyros furnishes additional but _tnor vehicle
feedback.

The re:_/nAn_ three control loops sho_ are prt:srtly concerned with controlling
the position of the _rros. All three loops _e use o" resolved ©fro I$1_bal position
to pc:form their function. The gyro tracking loop compares the position of each
_yso and generates a signal for torquing each gTro to an equal _/:bal angle. This
loop cc_ensates for differences in _o da_ping_ inertia and friction and serves
to _Mala/ze control cross-coupling into smother vehicle axis.
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Like all momeatu_ transfer controllers, the gyros require d._saturstion when theyhave absorbed a momentum m_nitude close to their maximum c_apacity. The deseturao
[_ tlon loop performs this function by actuatin_ the RCJ's for a predeterm._ned time

period. This is done t_lce per orbit n order that no desa!_urations are required

during an observation period. The amount of desaturatton in determined by the

_ digltel computer.

"J The remainln 8 control Ioop_ the ca_ing loop, is used to electrically restrain the
gyros to a zero g_mbal angle. The ca61ng switch serves to dxlve gyro i to zero
gi_al angle and the tracking loop requires gyro 2 to follow gyro 1.

A selection of the magnitude of gyro momentum was made on the basis of the worst

ceee gravity gradient and aerodynamic torque characteristic. Using this character°
istlc, the gyros vould be required to absorb 353 ft-lb-sec of momentum over the
vorst 50-minute _pan. For _5 degrees of maxinr_m _ro angle, each _jro absorbs

250 f_Ib-sec of momentum. In order to include a safety factor, R = 300 ft-lb-sec
was assumed _o be ohe _ro momentum required. For thls size gyro, the momentum to

gl_al inertia ratio is appzoxi_tely 2000 to 1. Gi_al tnez_ia Ig is therefore
V •0.1_; ft-lb-sec 2

The baalc vehicle rate loop is a second order system. Assumin_ _ro an@lea zero,

gyro damping D equal to O._3 ft-lb/rad/sec sets the damping factor at O.7 and
frequency at _ tad/sac. For this size gyro, a D of _ ft-lb/rad/sec with eddy
current damping is within practical limits. Therefore, "the damping required should
present no design problems.

For this system, maximum torquer capability is required only during maneuvering.
For the 5-de_ree-ln-2-m_nute maneuver rate specified, a torquer size of _2 in-o-
is required. To include a safety factor, _0 in-oz vas specified. The maneuver
rate is _enerated _ith 9./_ degrees of g_Lmbal an_e, thus no _et assist is required.

Because of the tight attitude accuracy specifications _ the control system, the
gyro units are constrained to have a friction level of 0.O_ inch ounces. This
low friction level can be attained by using a brushless torque motor, unpreloaded
gip_al bearings and spire& leads to supply _imbal and resolver signals.

With the worst case disturbance torques predicted, it is anticipated that the g_vro
gimbal _es should not have to exceed plus or minus _5 degrees. Over thls opera c-
ln_ ran_ a d'Arsonval type torquer has a £ov enough torque g_Ln variation to be
acceptable. If th_.s ls not practical, it ts feasible to co.alder (1) se_olng the
torque motor stator to folAow the larger _tmbal motions or (2) to use an electrically
cou_utattn_ brushless torquer vith skewed poles to reduce reluctance torques.

Figure 5._.-1_ sho_ a typical friction plot for the size g_e_ bearlr_s required
on a 300 ft-lb-sec _yro. Mtnim_ bearlag friction can be attained by using a pair
of unpreloaded bearings with one bearing havin_ Its inner race nonrlgtdly attached
to the g_tmbnl shaft. _ls would alloy the glmbal *.oexpand or shrink freely vith
temperature changes and keep thrust loadin_ to a negligible leve_.

In a zero gravity environment, radial loadin_ _ould aaly be caused by gi_al rate,
and is proportional to this rate• Thus radial loadinK causes a friction which

essentially _dds linear dampl_ to the gyro. The linear dmzping due to frictto_ Is
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_ calcula_e.d to be 0.03 ft-lb/rad/sec of glmb_l rate. _hls damping is =_latlvely
small compared to the 0.63 ft-lb/rad/sec eddy current damping which must be used

. in the gyro.

..._ From the equation in Figure 5.4-13, the bearLng frlctlon wi_h no thrust loading
is 0.0062 inch ounces, and is _ostl3 due to retainer drag.

; With the tear=ug =ount design &tscussed above_ the bearings _ould, therefore, cause
, a running and static friction of:

_!i fr = 2 x 0.0062 = 0.0124 in-oz

fs = 2 x 0.0124 = 0.02_3 in-oz

, Usi=u_ apir_l leads rather than clip rings would not add to the friction leve'is

--_ ¢a3=ulated above. Spiral leads have been-used in applications where _90 degrees
., o_ motion was required; therefore, ±45 degrees should be an entirely feasible range.¢,

:_ of operation. The Kyro girJ_al assembly, however, may req=lre fluid floatlon in
order to protect the leads in the vibration environment encountered during launch..id.

'"/_ /u_ d_scussed later, l? lea_s are the m_mm required between g_r, bal and outer

•il structure. The worst case restoring torque per lead is 2 x 10 TM ln-oz at a gt=balangle of 60 degrees, for a total of 3_ x 10 _h ounces. This restoring

torque vben divided by the 1_._ _nch ounce/arc sec of feedback gain requ_tred
in this _ositioa fee_ack loop causes a nesltgible posStlon Offset.

Two types of fly_aeel spin motors have been investi_ated; both having a synchronous
+-._ s_eed Of 12,000 rlPm. A _00 cycle, 3-phase spin _otc, r would require 2_ w&tts of

". runn_ power_ ,'or a total of _0 watts with a d.c. to a.e. conversion efficiency
_ of 60 percent. A brushless type d.c. motor operating synchronously at 12_000 r_

• ou_4 require 13 watts of running lx_er_ and would be driven by s t_=e ra_lo con-

" troller having _ watts loss, for a tota_ of ° 17 watts input power. The _00 cycle
_.. motor _ou_d require a r-lni_a= of 3 leads, and the d.c. motor would require 11 leads.
.:!_ If power lead= are =ade redundant, the a.c. motor would need 6 leads and the d.c.

_' =otor, 1_ leads.

The resolver on each _D_o needed for reset, tracking and cagAng loops requires
• _ cycles, but _t a s=z3.t power level. Each resoXver requires 2 in_t leads.

Each sle_;le-axts pever _yro unit i_ made up of the following subusembl_es:

o Gila1

300 f_lbosee flywheel
synchronous fl)_eel motor
g_ 8uF_ortlng structure and bearings_ and flywheel bearings

o Brushless Torque Hotor
_ 0 _ Current _an_r

o Resolver
o 8p4reX Leads

|

ZTI
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Preli_.inary speclflcationr on the pitch or yaw axis control m¢._ent g_Tos are:

Per G_T_o Total
Flywheel M_roentu,: ft-lb- sac 300 _00
Weight Its 168
Volume cuft 2.75

Input Pcwwz* watts 17 3 6

Torque _:otor Saturation in-oz 50
Gimbal Inertla ft ib-sec 2 0.15

Damping ft ib/rad/sec .63
Oimba_ tanning friction In-oz (tax) 0.025
Gimbal static friction lu-oz (=_tx) 0.05
Soft Stops degrees _60
l_ard Stop degrees ±65

*Applies to d.c. Motors driven by tlr.eratio controllers with 76 fercent efficiency.

Fine Pointing Sensor De._crlpt!ons

The item of the control system most sensitive to the observational program is the

fine pointing sensor. Two main sensor types have evolved, an on-axis sensor,

buried in the high dispersion spectrcz_ter, and a general purpose off-axis sensor
used for all other experiments. S_nsor concepts and requlre,_nts are discussed in
the following paragraphs for each of the observational experiments.

Fine Pointin_ Sensor Conce_ts For Hi@h Dispersion Stellar Sre=trc=etr::

A fundarmntsl choi=e exists on _ethor to control spacecraft attitude _th the star

whose spectra is to-ins measured, or ".'botherto galde on a separate star (offset
pointing), An evaluation of the advanta6es and disadvantnges of each possibllity
Indicate the _enaltics of offset poi=ting are too severe to permit this choice.

The one clear cut advantage to offset pointing is that iO0 percent of the energy of
the experimental star is available for the scientific instr_ntation. The dis-
advantages of offset polntln£ are:

I. Absolutc stellar _eps.,'atlcn_are not kno_ to 0.01 arc sac, hence ran would be
required tc a:qutre the exq'er!r.entstar b_ controlling its posi'_ion relative tc
the spectro=eter entrance sllt. Preselect._d guide stars vo.'_Idthen be used to

hold that attitude. Both an internal sensor for the spectro..-eterand an exter-

nal offset fine pointing sen_or would be required.

_. A lar6e cor:-ccted total ficl., of view would be required (about _-k_arc m.ln

_ia_eter) to p=-ovide Buffici¢.utly brlc-l_tguide stars for 0.01 arc see space-
cra/_ stability. (Only one arc mln flcld of view is required by the
observational experiments )

3- A preferred roll attitude vitl. difficult requlremonts (b arc sac) _ould be
required. _tis accuracy is dil'£icult due to a lack of a large cellectlon
aperature for roll axis sens_u's.

4. With respect to the exi_ri::_nt star, the system operates open-loop. _4an or
Instrur_ntati_m _uld probably be required to e_ttinuously _nitor the sllt
to _etermine that no ehm_es in attitude have been _nduced by relatlve motion
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between the fine pointing sensor and spectrometer slit (I_D mlcroi_ches - O.O1
arc sec a_ f/30).

5. The overall chJective is to minimize the total ex_ri:__nt obse:_'stiorti_e
Giving IO0 percent of the lisht to the experiment does not accomvlish this.
This is due to the loss in pointing accuracy iuevltahle if the control system
does tot receive so_e of the experiment starlight. The pointing error in turn,
results in s-_apparent loss in li_ht because of a hi_er percentagec£ the ti_
spent not "fillln_ the slit". A more detailed study is required to determine
the optimum ener_D"sh_rin_ ratio.

Based on these considerations,the choice is fairly clear. Th_ guide star and ex-
periment star should be identlcaA u:cAlessthere are vez-yco=-_e'_lingreasons not to
do so. There are t_'obasic a_proaches to 8uldance possible, as exe__lified by the
"outside" sensor ty-_eof *.he0.40Princeton ex_erinent, and _he "inside" sensor of the
0A0 Goddard ex_erimenz. By outside and inside ve menu that the fine pointin8 sensor
is external or inter_al to the spectrometer.

Consider first the Princeton approach. Here, the spectrometer entrance slit is
sized at a_out one-h_lf the size of the Airy disc in the visual spectrum. A com-
parison is then made of the energy on either face of the sli_ _aws an_ error signals
are generated if the ener_ distribution is unequal. The scheme has the very great
advantage that is foolproof, i.e., if the star doesn't fi].1+.hespectrometer entrance
slit, error signals are generated to correct attitude° Au ,_erridlng disadvantage
for the MOT mission, ho:m_'er,is the fact that using this concept i&e spectrometer
entrance sli_ cannot _ significantlyvaried from one fixed opening. This is a pro-
hibitive restriction _ased cn _4_ requir.-ments of vl_e s_ar magnitude and wavelength
coverage. Beyond about one micron, for example, the spectrometer slit vidth rill be
larger than +_hevisible Airy disc, the portion used by the _Ine polntl_ sensor.
The concept is feasible crAlyfor the condition that the spectra :easureme_ts be made
at shorter _wvelengths than those used by the fine pointing sensor. Yro: a practical
detector stand_olnt,this means only an ultraviolet spectrometer can employ this
concept.

A 8econi_Jm_ortant factor that must be considered is that a fixed sllt spectrometer
(even in the UV) prede_err.ines the ratio of energy sharing between the spectrometer
and the sensor. This vill _e the optimum ratio for only one star ma_Lttude, since
in Keneral_ the o_tiuu= ratio is a function of star _a/;nitude.

A second outside sensor c_ncept (see Figure _._-l_) that does have merit employs a
mirror to share ener_ _et_en the spectrometer and sensor.

The bea_ splitter can _e a neutral density filter, or may be tailored to reflect UV
or IR_ for examl_e, v_lle transmitting visual for sensor operation. In this mode
it could not only be used to optimize the amount of energy to both spectrometer end
sensor_ but also vould serve to eliminate uavanted hi_her or lover ordered reflec-.
tions from the _cati_. If a variK_le neutral density filter vere used it could
have the capability of _ein8 rotated to change the reflectance/transmittance ratio
to a value that is optinu= for the particular star being observed. For example_
vtth s brlsht four*h or Fifth _ltude star_ s 90/10 exlx_rlJuent to sensor ratio

be desLrable to =tnlmize ,_x_oe_e tl_, while for a tenth _ltu4e otar, &
_0 ratio ma_ _e necessary to achieve the required _otntiu_; stability at the

sacriFice of locker exl_osure time.
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A final alignment of this system will have to be made In orbit. This can be
accomplished remotely from the MORL with a brlght star by using successively

smaller apertures on the spectroceter vhile _ffsetting the fine sensor electrically
or mechanically, as decided by the sensor type. An auxllliary sensor within the
spectrometer would be m_nitored while all_ing to determine that the image _s
centered in the slit. For a spectrograph, a detector could be used to monitor
the zeroth order reflection. For a spectrometer using electrical sensors, their

output could be used for this purpose. In either conflguration the appropriate
detector could be monitored continuously _ile taking experiment data as a positive

means of kno_Ing the spectrometer slit is alvays being filled, and as a m_asure of
exposure tlme when film is used as the detector.

It rill be virtually impossible to rotate the mirror beam splitter (to change re-
flectance ratios for example) without adversely affecting sensor_pectrometer ali_-
• ent. It rill be necessary to do a fine realignment by remote means after every

grating or spectrometer change. Thus it is a function for which the astronomer _,_st
become adept. I_ should be a fairly simple task if the sensor can be quickly offset
electricall) or mechanically.

Once a proper alignment is achieved, _he system must be sufficiently mechanically

and eJactrically stable to hold this alignment. This will be a difficult design
Job since the image plane angular sensitivity is quite large - 18 mils per arc sec
at f/_O. High thermal stability rill be required and the overall thermal design

be critical.

During acquisition and vhen operation on the linear portion of the transfer function
has been achieved, it may be des._able to stop down the fine pointing sensor ±15 arc
see field to about one arc sec or less to reduce background noise and to eliminate
any companion stars from the field of view. This could be a mechanized process
using a logic signal generated by the fine pointing sensor to open or close the stop.

A special problem exists _hen the desired experiment star is a binary or other mul-
tiple star vhose angular separations are less than a fev seconds (depending on the
use of a sensor field stop) and are comparable in _ag_itu_e. In this case, the fine
pointing sensor rill track the effective center of radiance and produce a null off-
set. In this event, the experiment star will not necessarily fill the spectrometer

entrance slit. If the tvo stars are one magnitude apart, the offset for the brighter
star will _e I/_..5 of its diameter or about O.O15 arc see. A separ_tlon of _ ms_-
tudea is necessary to keep the null offset smaller than 0.001 arc sec.

If the source _s a nebula or other object of extended slze (i.e., a tenth of an arc
second or larger), special problems in tracking may exist if It Is necessary to scan
the object. These objects are considered to be of secondary importance to stellar
so_rces, and the fine potntin_ sensor should not be com_rondse_ to accommodate them.

If neeessary_ a modified fine pointing sensor could be provided for these high re.-
solution spatial scans that has a precision smalA-Incremen% a_ar offset ca_abillty.

The above described beamsplitter concept appears to be the most suitable method of
fine _tnting control vhen the sensor is placed outside the spectroms_er slit. Con-
sider now the application of the sensor inside the spectrometer entrance slit, and
the possibility of combining an o_tside and inside sensor.
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A fine polntin_ sensor located within the spectro_ter housln_, _nd vlew_ng only
that portion of the sky defined by the spectrometer slit is an obvlc_s candidate
for the f_ne pointing sensor concept. An optical plck-off to share energy with

the s_ectrometer could t_ke the form of a flat on the spectro_ter colli_tlng
mirror as done in the OAO Goddard experimental package, or may be mn auxilliary

beam splitter similar to _hat discussed above for the outside sensor. For those
spectro_ters with non-scanning gratings, the zeroth order reflection could be
used for guidance. The chief limitation of the method is its narr_ acquisition
range, as defined by the spectrometer slit. If the slit is opened sufficiently
wide (say ±15 arc sec) to accom_ate the full transition range from intermediate

to fine pointing, then essentially the situation previously described for the out-
side fine pointi_ sensor prevails -- the one difference being that the spectre-
meter itself is not stopped down to a few hundredth_ of an arc second du_Ing the
acquisition phase. It can be stopped down after acquisition to sor_ reasonably
small value (say ±O.I arc sec) i" order to eliminate background noise or companion
stars. In this condition, any i r_e disturbance vould cause complete loss of the
star Im_e, and the spacecraft control would revert to the intermediate pointing
control loop. It would then be necessary to dpen up the spectrometer sl_t and

reacquire the guide star, with a resulting loss in exposure time and _ossible
degradation in data.

A big disadvantage of this mode is that the spectrometer must be wide open during
acquisition and settling tir._,with a ±15 arc sec entrance aperture. Multiple star

within this solid angle and exposure during acquisition time rot@hi sericu.qly degrad
the experimental data, particularly with film if the detector cannot be shut off.

The alternative to an inside-only sensor would be an outside/inside conbination.
The outside sensor could be identical to that previously described, and the spec-
trometer could be shuttered during acquisition and settling time. _en the shutter
is opened, the inside sensor would take eon_ud an@ center the image within the
slit. The slit in this case could be held to about ± O.l arc sec as previously
mentioned. In the event of a disturbance sufficiently large to lose control of
the inside sensor (fine/fine pointer), control would revert to the o_tside sensor
(fine pointer) for subsequent qu/ck return to the operating mode.

The advantages and disadvantages of the inside/outside concept as command to out-
side alone as follows:

Advantages

l

o The extremely high gain of the inside sensor (linear range 0.05 to 0.i

arc see) wlll pro_lde very favorable signal to noise ratios for control,
or could _rovide the margin of S/N necessary for a fast internal servo
of an optical element for fine/fine pointing.

o It is fail-safe in the sense that a positive in_ation of data taking
would be available.

o It is safer design concept in texlns of the required thermal and elec-
trical stability of the outside sensor alone.

2?6
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Disadvantages

o The In-orbit alignment procedure is more difficult.

o Each spectrometerwould require its own sensor, thus increasin_ overall
cost. The two sensor types may be different thus requirin6 separate
development progra_.

o More sensors _ean more parts to fail, hence reducing overall reliability.

No choice will be m_de at thi_ tim between the outside sensor alone vs. the outside/

inside combination. Both concepts should be purs,_edin greater depth to determine
the advantages and disadvantages in terms of overall locp operation_ and the com-
plexity introduced when operating with multiple spectrometers.

All three of the basic sensor types considered (pyramid beam splitter, Ir_e dissec-
tor, and Image tube) would be applicable to the outside sensor concept. The image
tube is particularly ap#_ealin_,however, since it has a linear acquisition range of
±15 arc seconds, and excellent detectivity. Based on a 25 percent, 25 percent, 50 per.
cent energy sharing ratio between the outside sensor, inside sensor, and scientific
instrumentationrespectively, stars as faint as 12.5 r_-nitude will yield noise error
voltages of about 0.01 arc sec.

Depending on overall control loop characteristics,pointing stabilities of O.I arc
sac or better should be realized, i.e., within approximately the linear range of the
inside sensor. The im_e tube detector would have another very significant advantage
as an alight aid, since the raw video can be processed to present the astronomer
vlth a picture of the telescope field of view.

The inside sensor _uld be either the pyramid beam splitter or the image dissector
typ-s, with no clear cut a_Ivanta_eto either. The p)_amid beam splitter, with its
tentlal to operate with virtually the diffraction limited ir_e size linear ranEe
0.02 are sac) may be suv-ior in terms of noise voltage for a given magnitude star.

Stars as faint as II.6 to I_.# magnitude may be used for a linear range o_ 0.I arc
see and a noise voltage of 0.001 to 0.002 arc sec.

In summary, it is apparent that fine pointinE stability of 0.01 arc sec with stars
as faint as the tenth ma_titude is feasible, based on today's detector technology.
With a 50/50 sensor/instrumentationenergy-sharing ratio, stars fainter than the
eleventh r_tu_e can be used with IdOTbased on anticipated detector improvements
in the next decade.

Fine Pointln_ Sensor Concepts for Lov.Dispersion Spectrc_try

Low dispersion spectrometryis essentially a continuation of the high dispersion
york to fainter sources. The brightest of these sources, e.g., eleventh and twelfth
ma_nltude, will require pointing accuracy and stability only slig_nt_yless stringent
than those for the hi6h dispersion work. In these cases it i_ practical to use the
experiment star as the 6uide star as in the high resolution work since the reduction
in _olnting stability associated with lover fine pointln_ sensor si_nal-to-nolse
ratio will _e com_nsurste with the lo_mr polntin_ stability that is required. The
eo_ce_ts involved and perhaps the actual implementatLonwould thus be similar or
identical to those previously discussed for the high d/sper_ion mode.
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As the object whose spectra is to be measured gets fainter (e.g., _Irteenth, four-
teenth, or fifteenth r_q_nitude), several factors change. First, the lower inherent
energy limited resolution ze_ans that pointinE stability can be relaxed without de-
grading the experimental data. Secondly, different ty_s of lower dispersion spectro

, meters ray be employed that could _,u_ previously be used on the brl_hter stars be-
cause of their relatively ;.oorwavelength resolution. The variable interference

filter, for exazple, may be _ore efficient thaz.the gratln_ spectrometer, hence a
better choice in the energy re_lon where its lower resolution can be tolerated.

Finally on the finter stars, a polnt is reached where the energy collected is In-
sufficient to permit use with the fine pointing sensor, and it will be randatory to
rely on offset pointing on a star different (brighter) from the experiment star for
eontrol purposes.

The rmoclzr_-,an_le for offset pointing, i.e., the largest angular separation between

guide star _nd experiment star should ideally be rmde sufficiently large to permit
complete freedom in se!ectln_ the experiment star. Because extremely high space-
craft stability is not required for the fainter experl.-ental stars (e.g., O.1 to 0.2
arc see), guide stars as faint as the thirteenth to fourteenth magnitude should be
usable for guidance, depending on the type of sensor and its linear range. With

this freedom, a maximum offset angle of about eight arc mln half sn_le would be
adequate, based on the star population density. A wider range of perhaps 10 arc
rain would provide a margin of safety and probably would still, not be so far off axis
as to require a field correcting lens for the sensor.

A single fine pointing sen_or, capable of being mechanically offset along one axis,

:_ is adeq'-,atewhen coupled with spacecraft roll axis control. Electrical offset,
though desirable_ is impractical both from the ph_slcal size and the precision of

offset resulted (In excess of one pert in 3000). The mechanically offset system
should readily be capable of this precision. It may be desirable to add a transfer
lens to increase the angular sensitivity in the sensor focal plane. This would in-
crease the required sensor t_'anslatlon distance (plate scale), hence reducing the
mech&ulcal precision requlre_ for the offset.

This _onfiguration is shown in Figure 5._-15. It is sinilar to the hi_t d/sperslon
outside sensor concept, the major difference being the need to mechanically trans-
late the sensor to accoz_odate the required offset pointing. The neutral density
beamsrlitter needs to operate over only the central diareter, thus allowing maximum
energy to the fine pointing sensor for off-axis stars. The beam splitter could be
mirror at the srmil expense of vlgnetting s_mll angular off qet guide stars.

To align this system in orbit, a bright star would be selected to permit real time
use of the spectrometer detector a_" a go/no-go indicator. The s_ctrometer slit
would be stopped do_ to som_ very small value (say 0.i arc sec) and the fine point-
In@ sensor _uld be mechanically offset until the sllt is filled, Once alignment
Is made, the spectrometer sllt would be opened up to its nor_l size for operation.

The fine pointin_ sensor noise vo_.tage can be as large as about O.01 to 0.02 arc sec
leading to a spacecraft pointi._ stablllt_ of perhaps 0.i to 0.2 arc sec. _i_ is

achievable with stars as faint as about the 12.5 magnitude based on a 50 percent

beamsplitter and a linear sensor range of one arc sec. A smaller lh_ear ran@e (say
0.2 to 0.4 arc see) would be desirable in order to reach stars of the 13.5 to

| fourteenth _'_e_tude if this is compatible with acquisition requirements.
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Pine Pofntln_ Sensor Coner,ptz for Ph,.,tometri_ Polarlme.t_.

As in the lou dl_percion _pectro_:l,._tD, m,_e, concepts for fine pol::tln._::c_c.x':'
logically break do.zn into two d[r.tlnct cotcgorles, nfunely ".'henthe exier!n_e::t_t,_r
is sufficiently bright for guidance, and when a different off-set star must be u.':,:"_.
In the former cane, wlth star_ an faint as perhaps the thirteen or fourteenth
mB_n_tude, the guidance scheme c,_u!dbe _dent[cal to the hiEh d_sperzion ca_e, "_'h..:"

a beamsplltter is used to share the eneriD'.

This concept ha_ two d[_,;tinctadvantages. First, pointing accuracy -.ndpolar in..'"
st,blllty will be high, and the field stop for the photometer/polarimeter could L,-
si{_nlflc_ntly reduced in size (s.C., one arc sac diameter). Secondly, the senror
functions essentially only ,s n nJ]l detector, and no anEular offset; 8re nece_-_rT:

This concept also h-s t_'odls_dvAnte_.es -- it tF_kes roughly bm]f the ener_D" the: "_.'.
otherwise be available for the experiment, and it introduces an additional opt'cal
surface for the polarlmeter that Is other%-Ise not nece_snlS". The addltion_l s_-:'_t
in front of the polarlmeter is probably the more serious of the two since tl:eener_.
limitation is notcr"tlcsl for these brighter objects.

This fixed position sen_or for on-a".Is operate.on vlth the brlgLter _tars would have
the capability of operetin_ to at least the fourteenth magnitude. With an Irx_ge
tube detector and trancfer lens of l.SX to 3.0X, s total field of vlev ofabout +20
arc sec would be obtained. With a fine polntln_ sensor angular resolution of one

part in 2000, a noise error volta_ of about O.Oe arc see would result. This would

permit a pointing stability of the required 0.2 arc sec.

A further advantage of the image tube device is that raw video could be processed tc
provide a TV display for the astronomer. This could be e,,-ployedto permit monitor-

: ing of the experimental star image position. Such a presentation vo_Id be very
valuable when using the off-axls fine pointing sensor slnce it would permit d!rect
verification that the very faint object _'_._falling within the photometer field sto_
By slowing down the frame rate of the image tu_-_,to perhaps one or even 0.i frames
per second, it should be possible to detect stars of eighteenth to twentieth nm_ni-
rude with an image orthicon, that is, most stars to be observed. The Im_ tube in

this case is used only for a visual presentation of these stars, not spacecraft
control, because the very low frame rates are inconsistent with control system

requirements. This concept has the further advantage that by using the intelligence
of man to determine whether the telescope is suitab],y pointed, a calibration of tl_
absolute mechanical or electrical offset can be red,lily made.

For those objects that are aufficientl_ faint to require offset pointing (or for
the bright objects if the _ncrease in an Instrumental polsrizntlon is too _erfous_.
a different concept is required. Here, a sensor must be capable of very. accurate cc
tlnuous off-set (+0.25 arc sac) over _n angular range of S to I0 ,dnutes, b,sed ._n

considerations developed in the previous description of low dls|_ralon spectromet,%'.
This is equivalent to about o_ part in 3000. The compensated focal plane scale is
nine mils l.erarc see, _nd the full I0 are rainhalf m_,le field corresponds to n
llnenr dimension of 5._ inches. This would appear to be an ideal appllcntlon fox"
a moslae detector cons!st_n_ of 3000 to _000 elements, each row_hly 0.2 m_Is (I '_

arc 8ec_ vide. Unfortun, tcl#', suitab]e detectors of th_s type and s_-e .arenot
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available at pre._ent. Im,_e t'Jbe_ co_..e cl_s_.t to this requlrem..ent, but they ]-.ok
th,.required re_o]ut_on (or,e =_rt <r. 5030) exr.ont under the mcst fa,zornb]e condit[ _

Even if a suitable rlnMle i,_,L'etube were available %rlth .he requ_.red reroltu|on, t._e

nbrolute angular offset reqdre::.ent would necessitate an extremely llnenr sweep of

about +0.03 percent.

_he best approach to the prubler, appears to be identical to that of low dlsper_icn
spectrometry. A detector opere.t!ng as a null devlce wou]dhave to be zechanlenlly
offset wlth a precls_on of ±_ mils in six inch total travel. The sensor in this
crusewould require & total f!e!d-of-vlew that is conL_:nsurate uJth intermediate

sensor/spmeeernft polntlng canvhi'_itb',that is, about 30 arc sac totql field. Th_z
configuration is vezj s?_il_.r to that described for low dispersion spectrometry.

The totml configuration for the photometer polar_meter Instrumentatlon might appear
as ShOwn In Figure 5.4-16 based on one fixed Image tube detector for on-axls work,
mad 9no moveable s,+nc:._._ .eor=_ff-e×._-_"aork.

zS1
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FI n_ Pol nit ng S_n _)r c;n ....._'.::- St._r Field P.h,#.r.gr':",h:__L__. - -"_ ...... :'...... "__'"i.':........................ --__.2.

S:nce the. t:r; :q_.dec(,,err_;;,ri,.l.d.. Bn "_,_,'_,u.field), qre .._::c..'-_.;:t-,--/'_f-rent,._ consider

first thf. nr,rrDv-field c_s,:. A:--;.zm.the t�tal film plate fie:d -,_":ie'ais 2 x _. ar,

rain. This correspnnd.': to a film ,,]at.esize of 2.P. x o 9 ,-_;_- _ *'_ f' -"..........- 3',cq,mr
_t. so'_Id be e×tremely :xn-lesitable fr'Jm the _._tr_no=ical p_iat ." ",'ie_"t3 er.pl_v a

fine ;)o!ntln,: sent.or in %.he film l_!_nc that would -;-_:-,. "-"'_r_ ....c field. On

,_r_?,er ofFaxl s the fine poir_tind s,_.nz r a .q_ved the gre.tert_K. ,3t;,erh_md, the " _ " ' ,
the eontr]! pri�lem, bec )he,-'.,since the i_mge beco,ne_ l_r;Lo-r_..-.__..%-..-_..etrlc_.ldue to

telf,ce,',Denherrat'3nc, The obv[ou," compromise _n _,,__,c_._e :'t_" "_ tD loz._te the
.. . .. 9.a.,ng thefine .9oi.qti_- senr:�r _-- c!ose to the film plnte a¢ orectic_i. ,.

•>rime field of '.'_.e'_,I_ will then be necessary t9 d,_t_r'_:= ._n=-r oerform_nce
" ..._ _;--- _su:te ,n off-axib,_cd on - r_y tr'ace c" the 9Dtical systen. As & vw':'_.-._._c.- _,

s_n:or ]._¢at[.Dn of 9 arc .,.An.; i.e., one are mln ._e',,_at:cn_. . . fr-.'_"'_-"_,i#_._.. of the

film pl_te to the sencDr null position. This _orres_onds t9 o -ec'n_ntce! cleer_nce

of I.I inches. _.ne overall eonflgur_t[on in thi_ cese ",-Dild_.pgegr as ._h�vn in

" P1gure 5.h-17.

FLKE D POSITION

FINE POINTING SENSC,R

LOCATED _ ARC .XlINFIFO?,!
TELFSCOI'F AX/S FIELD C(}RRECTL_G LENS

' I I
- /

L} _COPE

A._

FILM '

$II t:T'r }.1{

.MA_N[ $0 TE[.F$Ct*PE

SENSOR- KaOW FIELD

_h,, fine polntlng sensor could be located st one fixed posl-In this toni!cur, iron, •
%ion. and the entire sp,eecrsft woula be railed to the proper orientation to Image

th_ f.uld,,star st the fine pointing sensor. The _.ky could then be photosraphed in

th,, follawi,_ p_tterx, (see F[_tlre _._-18) about the guide star.
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If the limiting magn'_tude of ti"e_:'_de st_r for proper sensor eperm_iru C._+l _ mag-
nltt_le then from ._..:--'-poju!_t_.an de._s_t2:curvef , it is apparent th-" scze 7_rti_ns
of the _l_,near tl.,-_a-_=:Ic.... p_!e ='-v'.'_._not be qcces-=Ible for .oh-_.z_r_-_'h"--. I""
the li._Itlr_ magn'.'tu_e.:r ,_..dance ....= tetween the eleventh o_2 t,= "_- .
the entire sly"vo'aldbe m:'_l!atle ex;ept for th" hole in the "-c'c_!--.';-.".-he l._..-_t-
i.W_ st_r ._mgnltude w!ll b_ eb=at *_.Pif a sensor IIne_,--r_3e es s:_.,llms ±?.I ,_rc
see can be used. It is _e.-,_rsble.r."-.the stmndpo/,nt o_ t_= :.-_,.'*_ :'--'--'c:3ens._r
telescope _es!gn. mad ,_eeez':*._tlo_._ldat_ to reduce the rad'__= cf he 1... t3 the
minimu_ consistent :_ith.-.ech_nic_.!_nterference llmlt.qtlans with t'.'-e",".L.: p!._tehold-

lag mad chartgtll_ mee_a.q_.sn.

Th_.great adv.ant.ngeof t'.':eprevtausl:: described concept is th-t the tot._3,en,r_-
gathered by *,hetele_e>pe is.,.....,,_ot,__.. ...e.,rboth plt,_t.,agraohs,nn_ L-'--'"'_''-=e_'-, ¢..e,,
neither has to shs:-e the a:-sllnble eae:-_," fr,;m e single ._tar kith the other. The
film plate can be shuttered * _ -'"+" • :r fi be_n,.epe..,_.,._of the sensor, and t)'e seas eld e_n
Ind_:_endeqtly _,t.oppe3do_. after _.:R'xi.-'_..tlonto reduce bnck_ro'_-,_n.-*-se._',_.=.e,_fect

on g_ttdanee of close neighbors to the guide star is not erotica'_ px'_-,"2e,"the
certterof radiance doe:,not sh_.ftas a fumctlon of time.

. .-, to orbitThe repeatability requiret_nt of__r_gepa_Iti_ at,the film pl._te "re ,-.rb:t
t_

will require n h_.ghly stable meck_nieal and electrical seusor. ,LL-.. plate _'stem.
The conflgttrstlon described above _.ou!a appear to be optlm'ma frc_... _b.!s standpoint
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with fixed mechan!c_l po_+ion:-.. aml closem_ch_nic._l _,,_..........._'-'j. Auy.i![a._• a_'4":_......

teml,er_t_x'econtrol of the =,:,.:'r/film..p]_._e assembly r._ybe required.

From a control standpoint, if it becomes neces_arj to e:=p'.oya tvo-step ._e&_," t5
h,,:,d!eb_th the acqufcltion proble_ (l_rge linear sen=or re.-gedeslr_le), _--._.h.

stablllty problem (vet] s._ellsen_or l'near range des.!ro.'cle),the above concept i-
fairly readily a_apt_b!e to .-.._d'._'.._.._'"'_.,.A ."_xed.p_sitlon b_m_. splitter :__'i ho
u_.ed _n front of the sen-or _lone (not the fi-m"_iate) %n5 the ener_/ f-._:.,_;_....._j;'_b

star could be shared by the two sep-_rete sensors. The second sensor %'ou!_ have
l_urge linear acquisition ruage. In this c-_seone _f the t';osensor _. :rust h .':. h.

c_pabill_, for sm,ll ang_lar offsets (a few seconds) for initial renote al!g._.ent in
orbit.

Shoul4 the telescope off-axis aberration pr_ble--be ve._.," severe, an alter_m'.e c_.n-
cept w'Juldbe %o use the fine _oln_Ing sensor onaxls by using a be_mspllt_er en_
sharing the available energy with the film. Since this __aydouble the time requlre_
to expose a given plate (depending on the cner_" sharing .-'at/o),it wo'Ald be a
costly penalty, but one that could be accepted if absolutely necessarj.

Consider now the vide angle stellar photographic r,_de m'.dalso an_"variation in fine
sensor pointing concepts previously discussed. Ass_-.e the total correcte_ fleld-of-
view as i x I degree for the f/15 telescope configuration. This leads t_ a fiLm
plate size of 3_ x _4 inches.

Since thefilm plate viIl be sized to fully utilize _hat p_rtion of the field that is

fairly well corrected, any fine poin%in5 sensor in the film plane must e=p.loy ap-
proximately a 30 arc sec cut-out in the film plate. _ther, this cutout sho','_l_not
be near the edge of the field _here imagequallty is poorest, but should be _.thln

perhaps I0 arc man of the telescope axis. This technique is not desirable but is
not completely objectionable if there are no suitable alternatives.

The hole in the film plate would constitute a loss of less than 0.01 percent of the
area of coverage. With this large a fle?,dof view, the entire sky could be covered
with tenth magnitude or brighter guide stars. An eleventh =s_,nitude capability
would be more desirable, however, to permit more versatility in selecting tha_ por-
tion of the sky to be viewed on axis.

If the telescope aberrations are sufficiently low to permit fine sensor operation
out to perhaps _0 arc man, the cut-out in the film plate could be slotted to per-_it
_ore versatility in selecting that portion of the sk_ to be viewed on axis. This
also Incre_ses the ratio of hole size to film size.

As an alternate to the cut-out iD the film plate, a beamsplltter could be used as
described for the narrow field mode.

The fine sensor in thtscase could be in an arbitrary fixed position nesr the x_s of

the tele_,co_c. Some versatility in the experlment_l progr_ would be obtained by
mechnnically tr,_nslatl_ the sensor (one axis only), or by having two or more sensors
in fixed positions. Roll axis control would be required in all cases.

As discussed before, the disadvantages of thia method arethe increased exposure time
req_drvd, the large bea_splitter required, and the greater risk of Instability
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" _:, .. ";'"at t):e film plane The c- -inherent in failure t_ m_nttor _:.v::epocftJ :'r,:=..,

pen_eti_- advante6e_ _re m_re experimental ":erzat':itl:,operation nearly onaxiz,
better shuttering arrancement , and no !oss cf flel:!d_e to film plate cutout.

Fine Pointing Sensor Coneeptz Planetar_' Ph=,t_;ra_-.."

Altnou,zh pointins requirements m_st be established in ter=.s of the planet being,
ohotogra_hed, it is apparent that direct planet *-_": -..... :-_i is not feasible to hoi']

toe pitch _nd yaw errors to s value even cloze to _.}i arc see.. With Ju-_iter, for
• '_ thlexe...-_:., s corresponds to e.nang._!ar re_olut: _n o_ _b_ut i/bOO0 of its diameter,

and probably cl_ser to one part in 6:00 of the s...-:r_-=field of view. This i_.one
to two orders of r,aEn_.tude better th_.n is feasihle_)_t-/, end is not considered

t _ . ppractical f)r the 19_9 time period. Zecond!y, -. "_%intness of Pluto, Neotmne and
Uranus compared to the other planets "_ould n_t ":'i_:e_. the h_Eh siEnal-to-noi.-, rat_ o._
co_r:=ensur_,_e,_th extremely precise pointlr_. .-"_rm!_y,even if these basic en6incer-
In._pr_b!ers %-ere soluble, it is not obviou_ that ther-,is er_thin_ on the planet to
track that is _teble to 0.01 arc sac for the nearL: pl_nets; t_mt is, it is not ob-
vious that surface brightness or edges retain sufficiently well defined under _he

influence of planet rotation that they are stable to the required angular resolution.

These reasons indicate that the most fruitful approach to t,e planet tracking prob-

lem lies In the utilization of the st-r field -_=-a fr_._..eof reference, and empl_'inz
rate (In._ger.otion) condensation. In some cases, depending on the length of film

expo._re time, it will be possible to ex_.ose the p._saets in an inertial refex ence
fre:e -_Ith_ut image motion covenant!: In most cases, particularly for the distant

planets end whun using filters, it wi.. oe necessz.-j to modify the effective point-
ins dlrectionoln the inertial reference frame as a function of time.. This can be

_ntroduced either at the f_Im plate, or the entire spacecraft could be slewed.
This fine pointing concept is the only suitable _ethod for obtaining high quality
photographs of faint moons of the planets, for ex_._-p!e,or of asteroids and cor._ets
that are too faint for guiding on them directly.

If stars are to be tracked for the planet photogr._._.hlcmode, a ._',,itablybright star
must be %-ithin the telescope field of vlev. T_ds req,u_res that the f/30 telescope
have a field of vlew far larger th._nwould other_e be necessary. For the photo-
graphs alone, a field of one r/nute in dle_eter:ou!d be adequate, whereas for the
sensor a field of marg, minutes is required. The size of the field iu indicated (in
the general case) by the number of sufficiently b:'ight guide stars near the ecliptic.
The an_u!ar size of the field to ens"_re a suitable guide star most of the time is
indicated below as a function of the faintest star with which the fine pointing

sensor is capable of operating:

. 5-minute half-cone angle - I_ magnitude

• lO-mlnute half-cone angle - 10.5 magnitude

. 1._-mlnute l_.If-cone en61e - 9._ magnitude

_t is highly desirable from m_- aspects to limit the f_eld to the smallest possible
value. _n a_y e%'ent, it lsapp_rent that field correctin_ optics for the sensor may
be require, .and that a total field of 5 to I0 arc m/n he_lf-an_le wlll be necessary,

depenaln_ on sensor characteristics.
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The fleld can L,:_.grA:flcer.tlyred=ced (to :ess thou five minutes) o;.[yat the ex-
pen=_.of ope_ttor.-_] f!ex'.bilityb_, photographing a planeL only vhen a ._-:'t_ble
gu:de st,r h,p.=,en-=to fall within thelimlted telescope field of viev. Th "z is an
ur,deslreble aiter=_attve, since it me,_s that the pl_nets could be photogrephed only

oece-_iona1!y, and u-_'mllyonly o,_eplanet per. equ/pment setup. It vou\d be extremel
restrictlve _-it'.,.re_pect to Venus, s:nce an extremely small _ndo-x is available due
to s'_nangle li=:.t_t'ons.

T_:e fine pointing sensor can be located in the film plane, or could be p_.-slca!ly
sepsreted us_nc e pl_ne =/rror If :echan!cal interference problem_--should exist.

The p]Dne mirror l_cation is sketched in Figure 5.4-19.

TOTAL TP._VEL 1') _CHES

+

--L,,,'-,TE \
b_it.[+TER 3 x 15 I_CItE8

FZL_'ER -_--

:_I{EEL X NALN f7"30 TELESCOPE

 lu'e 5.k-19

The plate scale of the f/3O telescope is approximately one inch per minute or 17
mils _er arc sec. This means the total mechanical travel of the fine pointing sen-
sor must be about _ to i0 inches. Precision of the offset can be crude, perhaps a
few seconds of arc. This is ro'_h!y 0.I inch ifthe plate scale at the sensor is

identical to the film plate. This provides the reference direction of the tele-
scc_e for ex_osLng the film. A ,rogr_+_aedrate ccmpensation (large motion co=pen-
sation) can nov be inserted =ech._nlcally or electrically in,o the tracker or into
the f_Im plate. The irmge motion compensation would ideally be made continuously.
?he hi_hest rate _.iI be for Venus and Mars (o.01_arc sec/sec), and the largest

total offset will be .'or}_rs and Pluto, approximately I._ arc sec based on an ex-

l_SUre time not to exceed 0.09 ar_-sec due to planet axial rotation.

The required fine pointinE sensor for this observational program _rillbe ve_" slmila:

to that required for the,stellar photographic modes+ The two m_in differences are
the need to provide a co,_rse slngle axis mechanical offset for initial acquisition,

nr_]n fine t_,oaxis offset for i_sge motion compensatlon. As in the stell._rphotog-
raphy fine polnti._, sensor, a limlti_tgguide star of the eleventh to twslfth
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m%:nltude will be achievable for , linear range of ±O.1 arc sac. With this capa-

b_ll:.y, a maximum offset angle of ]0 minutes (I0 inche_) will be needed, and afield correcting lens probably can be avoided.

If image motion cozpensatlon were inserted by a mechanical trar.zlatlon of the sensor,
e precision offset of 15 to 30 microinches would be necessar7 (0.C<)Ito 0.002 arc

' see) for the f/30 telescope plate scale. This is in the range where an Interfer-
ometer would probably be necessary to measure the offset. Another means of achlev-

ing the same end result would be to leave the sensor in a fixed position, and offsetthe stellar Ir_ge by means of optical wedges. The required offset precision (0.002
arc sac in 2 arc sac of one part in i000) should be readily achievable. A third

method of achieving the required precision of .ffset is with s.neiectrostatlcallydeflected image dlssector photo.,-:_Itlpllerdetector. A deflection voltage linearlty
of one in !OOO or even one in 20(>9 should be possible _th this detector, whereas
the magnetically deflected version is an o.-_er of magnitude poorer. It is not

clear however, that it will bepo_sible to obtain the very small linear transferfunction rmnge with the Image dissector, because of limitation on cathode aperture

size. If thi: is true, the pyraz/d beamsplltter type detector with either sensor

I translation or image translation to provide the image compensation becomes the onlychoice.

Fine Pointing Sensor Con._epts for Planetary 8_!ectral and T__o.t_Radiance Measurements
As was discussed for the case of planetary photography, the relative motion of the

planets with respect to the fixed stars is relatively large -- many seconds of arc

il during the orbital period of the bDT spacecraft. The telescope must either track
•, the planet directly, or use rate (image motion) compensation wlth star tracking.

Planet tracking to the required spacecraft pointing stability is within the realm

of possibility in this mode because only the principal planets are involved. Never-
theless, because of the requirement that it must be known where the telescope is
pointed, it is felt that this program cannot be carried out in the 1980 time period
with direct p!muet track/ns since more than an order magnitude improvement over
planet trackers now under developr_Jnt wouldbe necessary (the NASA Ames tracker).

L The star tracking concept with rate compensation is required for the photographic
mode in tony case, and it should beused here where the stability requirements are
somewhat less stringent. This concept has the further advantage that it is more

general, and could be extended to measure the spectra of the more distant planets,
the prlnctpal planetary moons, and perhaps the larger asteroids or c_r,ets° R-.te

compensation in the general case must include the axial rotation rate of the planet
under observation, otherwise the planet surface would acttmlly be scanned as it
rotates. One final advantage of the star tracking mode compared to planet tracking
is that a star is then available for focus control of t_ main telescope.

These planetary spectral measurements are a casewhereby man can remotely make a

significant ¢ontr_butlon to the overall process. He can select the specific area
of the planet to look at, can guide the spacecraft telescope to that location, qnd
monitor perfor,mnce on a realtlme basis.

Because of the wide wavelength region tha'...._ustbe covered by the spectrometers and
bolometers, it is hlghl_- tmdesirable to employ any refractive elements in the op-

A& tlcal train. Tim experiment itself does not need field correcth_ optics, since
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its angular field l_ le.t,.* than a minute. TI:P fine pointir_ sensor vlll n-,: hE','e to
operate morv tl_,,n[C m_'.nuteaoff-axis (a,;in p]ane:.er/ photography), _nd pr:,b_tly

will not need correct:ng optics. A ?me_,.ledgeof te!esco.ne off-ax/s aberration" is
necezs_<¢ to m_,}:e_ proper Juggment in this _-_tter.

The fine pointing configuration shown in _igure 5.h-25 i_ sirilar to the sensor _r-
re.ngerentdlscuszed for the planetarj photography re,de. The basic difference: are
a high resolution TV camera is added to permit ._.2nto _elect and know which port_on
of the planet Is being viewed by the spectrozeter_ and the system must be capeb!e of
accommodstln5 Image motion compensation for a_" planet "&odor ob_ervat:or, for extende

pezqodE, at least one half-orbit.

The TV c..ner, i_ger, th( nirrored spectrometric slit Ja'.'s.The camera zhsu!d have
the minir:,m f_eld of view consistent with planet size, __pacecraft initial po'.nt_.ng

errors, and spectr,w,.eter-to-telescopeal!gr_ment considerations. A value cf absut
60 x 60 arc sac w(,uld seem to be about t},ebest co.._prcr/se. A resolution cf 2T:;0

to 3900 lines would yield e planetreso!utlon of 0.0_ to 0.03 arc see with the 63
arc sac field. This would be about the minimum that would be acceptable ___e2 on

an 0.05 arc zec requirement for position determir_tlon. In order to achieve t._/s
high resolution on the planets it ray benecessar.; to reSuce the image tube fram_e
rate to a much smaller value than is normally used - as:,-s?nething in the range of

1 to IC frames per seco.:_. This is feasible since the de:_ce is not used _n the
spacecraft control loop. While it isdesirable to have a %'e_/high sweep !!nearity
of the image-tube, it is not critical slncethe spectrometer slit is being iz2Ajed,
hence planet pointing location is derived from resolution cor:siderations alone.

The_ fine pointing sensor, for reasons discussed in the planetary photograph" sec-
tion, may require a total mechanical offset capabi!i_" of 5 to IO arc rain (5 to iO

Inches) depending on the limiting stsr m_agrAtude that Is necessary to Achieve the
desired pointing stability. Since the stability requirement in this mode is less
them that of photograph" by a factor of about five, stars as faint as the thi_eenth
to fourteenth msgnitudemay be used, thus reducing the total required mechPn-c-_l
offset. This is beneficial since it reduces the field correction requirements on

telescope aberration and probably will eliminate the need for a correcto'.-lens.

As discussed in the planeta,T photocrephs, mode, ir2.ge motion coz_enssticn c__u be
introduced in a variety of way,at the fine pointir_; sens._r. The two e.xis position
offset required is about 90 arc sac per half orbit for the worst case (Mars). Thls
is more than an order of magrdtude larger than for phot¢_jrap._¢". The p_Tc_s:cn of
the offset should be comparable to sen.cor noise _'hen" trec'._-_ng the faintest guide

star.,':i.e., on the order of 0.005 to 0.O1 ea'csee. This corresponds to 0.I t_
0.2 mils r_cl_ardeally at the f/30 plate scale. The if- ratio of total offset to

offset precls_on effectively rules out electrical r:eans to accomplish the offset
and _I._!!es8 fine r.ecbmnical tr_onslatlon of the sensor (or spectrometer) s_ould
be made.

The basic t_'stem, as described above, vould begin to fuan_tlon when the telescope is

oriented toward the desired planet to within about 5 to !_ arc see through the
coarse pointlng_inter_dtate pointing moses. Proper roll orientation h_s been es-

tabllshed. The pl._net is then well vithin the field of view for the observer on.
tl_ TV display. A sttitable guide star has been selected e_xt the fine polnti:_
_en_or is mech._uically positioned w',i.h a prec_$ton of about 20 mils (one arc see)
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of the calculated offset. The guido star Iz now '_e]l within the field cf view of
}

the fine polntlr_ sensor (*.15 arc sac, e.nchaxi_ total field), and spacecraft
attitude control is switched to this sen_or. The obzeF#er now locates the _pectro-
meter sllt position on his TV display and determines where on the planet he wishes
to point. He inserts an electrical or mech_.nicel offset to the fine polntln_
_ensor (or other element of the GysteF..)unt_l the spectrometer is vlewlng the de-

sired location to within _0.05 arc see. He nowinJtiate_ the prepared rate (image
motion) compensation prog:,ram,and opens the shutter of the spectrometer. A seriez
of photos are made of the TV die,play to make a permanent record of spectrometer
sl_,tpos_.tion for later correlation with spectrometer data. The 1"ate compensation
program may or may not include the rate contribution of planet axial rotation, de-
pending whether spot scannir_ or spatial sc_nni:'g is desired. On successive orbits,

the process can be repeated on the same spot on the pl_met or on a different point.

P_,'sical Characteristics of the Attitude Control S_,'stem

An estimate of the plD'sica! characteristics of the system cou-ponents is sun_v.mrized
in Figure 5.4-21.

This estimate Js based on pre ent day hard%.are with some improver._.nta%trfouted to
advsuzced techniques. A brief de_ription of the component functions and constraints
are given in the following paragraphs.

For .HOT,four trackers are mounted equally spaced normal to the longltudlnal axis
of the telescope, each alonE a control axis, and in the vicinity of the prizary

' mirTor to provide maximum rigidity and accuracy of alignment. Two trackers cover

the 90 degree field of view about the MOT antl-optical centerline. Two more
trackers cover the 90 degree conical field of vle_ about the MOT optical centerline

are again mounted in the vicinlty of the prlr.elD"mirror. The two tracker pairs are
reqaired due to field of vlew interference from the _k79 structure and a desire to

take advantage of the accuracy of alignment afforded by mounting them a5 the primary
mirror. These eight trackers are in order to cover the complete celestial sphere w'-

state-of-the-art star trackers. If trackers with larger than _+45 degree field of v
_eccme available, the number may be reduced and indee_ full celestial coverage itse
is not a necessity.

For the soft gim_al mode -ome sacrifice in the coverage of the celestial sphere vlll
result from the loss of the trackers looklng aft (conical field of view about the
antloptlc axis) due tO the occultation caused by the MORL.

The coarse sun sensors provide pitch and yav attitude control signals for orienting
the (antloptic) end of the MOT to the sur_llne.

The fine sun sensor provides position infomvmtion about the pitch and yaw _-xesdur-
ing the final phases of stabilization. It has a i0 degree half cone field of view.

A three-axls fully red_mdant Eyro reference package provides rate and attitude in-
forr._tlon, Rate inform_ntion is required during initial stabilization to the stm
and star references and i'orlogic signals to the compute," as necesssa7 inputs for

swltchlr_ to intermediate and fine pointing. As an attitude reference the &vros
will be required to serve as an inertial reference during periods o-foccultation
of celestial ref:rences or large angle maneuvers. Durir_ the _DT time period it is
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i envls_oned that lonE-life gas-b,.,arin__'r%z .....a zh_rt term tri,_ro4 ;-'ft rate

do_ to O.C%I degree per hour will be a-'a_!£h_e. The _tro trim say u'..obtained from
r r o •the opti._al sensor durinG _t.,epo[nt[n_ exoer[=ents

Three c_;_'z are used each with two counter rot_t'_ng ro:or._ in their __:T=glrbal. Thl

arrar_e_ent provides minimum cross coupl_n_, that is, the czntrol tor%uez ere always
dlrected along_a sin61e axis Independent cf _;ro gl-__al angle.

l

A varieble thnust reaction control 6yste.-.t._used for both attitude c_.ntrol and

minor orbit r_mAeuverlng. These funct_o,%s are provided by a slxteen-jet system di-
vided Into four four-en6!ne clusters located flfteen feet fore and af_ of the
center of ma_s. Each of these eng|nes Is _.A_ .........over a ten +o - _

^_-"""o*'_-_ of engine_, eitherfrom h to 40 pottnd thrust. By selectln[ proper ....u....._,,.
pure couples or pure forces are ava_ab!e. Initial s-ebi!iz_t!cn, l_.r.-ereorienta-
tions and C:._desaturaticn _!ll be perfcrned at low control authcr!t::, docking and
rendez;'ouz will beperformed at hi6h author_ _es.

The MOT corputer will perform the follo_dng attitude control funoticn_:

o E-_teblish and control thesequence of events (mo_e ._n_,tchi_)

o Perform all computat_onsand data storage required by star trackers. (i.e._
star map storeze mud tracker pointi_ co.._2a,rids)

o Perform computations necessary for _.Tos (i.e., integration whez they are

p used in the rate mode),
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- 5•4.4 Analyme_

In synthesizing a feasible attitude control system for Lne _ req_rer,mnts a

necessary step Is to define the external and internal disturbances to the control
system and the control system hardware characteristics. This section discusses th,

analyses of these parameters as well as the _jntheses of the fine po_ntlng control

I loop. Since analytical studies cannot include the s_jstem nonllnea_tles and vehlcflexibility that realistically determine system performance, an analog computer
' studywas performed. That study is reported in Section 5.4•5.

The orbit and vehicle pa._ameters used for all these studies are given in Figure
5.4-_2. The products of inertia were assumed to be the order of i00 slug ft. 2 maxa
mum, but the later final configuration exceeded this somewhat due to solar panel

[ location.

External Disturbance Torques

I. For the separated configuration in a 250-nautical-mile circular orbit, the major
disturbance torques are due to gravity gradient and aerodynamic drag. Since both

- of these disturbances are a function of the vehicle inertial attitude, the maximumdisturbance torque and momentum storage requirements for one half orbit were based

, on the worst case telescope orientation•

: _' The maximum gravity gradient torque about an individual .chlcle axis occurs when
| the gravity vector is 45" from the vehicle principle axes and is given by:

3 GM (zzy- Zzz), U mx.

where O Is the gravitational constant

Ii MIs the mass of the earth
Ro is the orbit radius

which for the values of the parameters given in theconftguratlon selected yields

maximum gravity gradient torques _'•
O_ •

Lx max = 0.0013 ft-lb

Ly max = 0.212 ft-lbLz max = 0.210 ft-lb

The aerodynamic disturbance torque about each vehicle control axis is the product

of drag and the offset of the vehicle CP from its CM. This be
atmospheric can

expressed as :

L Taero max = I.I P'R0 A r

where P' is the atmosphere specific weight at orbit altitude

L Ro ts the circular orbit radius
A is the projected area of the vehicle along the velocity vector

with solar panels s_mmetrieal about CM, if used

L R is the CP-CM offset
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Orbit P_r:_m.._tcr-_

| Circular Orb't 2_0 .,"__l°_.___.Miles
28.7 D__grees

Orbit Inclination

MOT Vehicle Par._meters

Projected Areas
XY and XZ 570 f_
XZ 125 t_r,c

Vehicle Mass 775 Sl'_s

Moments of Inertia

X axis 22,009 SluK-ft_
X axis 132,700 Siu_-_
Z axis 133,:_50 S!:_-ft-

Flexible Vehicle Model Data

n Ci

IvS2 =i S2 __S + i.----- +

w/ %

Wi tad/see 53.76 97.3_ 133.76

Ci.rad/In-lb 6.77 x I0"I0 1.05 x I0"I0 2.62 x I0"I0

_n_ .o2 .o2 .o_

Fine Pointing Sensor Error due to 0.22 ft Ib .00015 sec

Gravity gradient torque on MOT
Figure5.4-22

ORBITANDV_ICLE P_.R_'_;E'_S

for a 250-nautlcal-mile eltltude is:

Taero max - O.h x I0 "-5A r ft-lb

With the vehicle oriented wlth the telescope s.x/s nor-ml to the velocity vector to
pr_hloe the maxlmum aerodynamic torque:

Tx aero mqx = 0.001 ft-lb

•y aero max = 0.021 ft-lb
Tz aero max _, 0,021 ft-lb

D Since the maximum gravity gradient torque about the Yv and Zv axes Is an order of
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•agn[tude larger than the rx_<tm:muqer,_]yn_m_.ctorque, the orlentation to pr:,".=e
the m_xlmum gravity gradient torque viii very nearly produce the r_z_m'zm total
d isturbance torque.

Tdx = O.O013 + 0.00! = 0.0?23 ft-lb

Tdy : O.9'19 + 0.5 (0.,_21) : 0.999 ft-lb
Tdz = 0.910 + 9.5 x (O.G21) = 9.2_0 ft-lb

The maximum gravity gradient torque _=pulse about a given axis for a 3009 second
fine pointing period occurs for e.ninertial vehicle or_entation "_'hichm_intm.in_
one control axis in the orbit pl_-ne and the two orthogonal control axes _5 degzees

to the orbit plane. TPds prod_uces a torque of one polarlty about the axis in the
orbit plane that attains a maximum value tvlce per ozbit. For the _°D? orbit an._
vehicle parameters, the maximum gravity grad_.ent torque impulse for each _<is i._:

Hx max = e.O7 ft-lb/sec/half orbit (Hy - Hz = O)
RF _,x = 338 ft-lb/sec/half orbit (Nx --Hz . O)
Hz max _ 335 ft-lb/sec/half orbit (Hx = _y = O)

The disturbance torque impulse about each veh/cle control axis due to aerodynz-Ac
drag durlng inertial orientation of the telescope is cyclic __th a period equal to

the orbit period. The maximum momentum storage requirement during fine pointing
Is equal to the worse case cozblnatlon of aerodynamic and gravi_, gradient torqe

impulse. This worse case occurs for the vehicle inertial orientaticn that produces
the p_mse relatlonship between aerod)mardc mud gravity gradient torque_ as a _n:tion
of time as shown below.

Gravity Gradient

Aerodynamic _ _ Torque

.... -_ Time, Minutes

For the vehicle X e.xls, tbds vorst case condition occurs for a vehicle orientation
in which the X axis is ma!ntalne,f in the orbit plane and the Y _ud Z axes are at m

_5 degree angle to the orbit p!&ne. The maximum X axis aerodynamic torque impulse
for the 3000 second inter_'al Indicated is:

l_x = 1.78 ft-lb/sec

and the maxl_r_m dis_urbenee torque impulse from gravity gradient and aerodynar._.c
drag is:

Hcx max = _.07 + I.,78 = 3-8_ ft-lb/see

_Imilarly, the total disturbance about the y and z axes is:
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HY Aez'o : ]h.7 ft.-!h/z"c

Hdy ..rex -- 336 + 15 -- 353 ft-:b rsec
Hdz r._a× = 335 + 13 = 353 . .--_,

F.rrorAn,lvrl s

_.e ,M(_ attlt"'_cepointing. .....e _._rer'_r.t-f_.]] into t'_'ofener_l categories; one in
which the e×per_,-.entstar IE _rz:'._..te._.-,ughto ello_: on-exls polntln£ so the ex_eri o
sent star is the _ulde sips",end t.he %ti.erwhere off.-axi_ pointing is recr,_Iredbe-
cause the e_er:.-.ent st-_rcr zter f'_d is not ._uff:,:ientlybright to be used as

. " .n. Dolnt ¢3urze is required to obtaina guide star, or in the c_se De _ :._ _t where 8 .
the required pointing accurst:.-. T:.e.-_zt6ifflcul" requlrerent, which ess_nti_.lly
determines the control de_i_n _;-'i-c:o:v.',_'Isesfro- t-e corlined requirer._nt_ of

ate!Jar photograph." end phot:..-et_._n5 polarlm.etc,", each of wbdch require off-axls
polnt__n6. The eh_91ul;e D_l.,.,n, _.zt"r_c:.-requ:rezent- in the photometry and polar-
Imetr/ experi=ent ere ",'e_.-*_-_*,..°,,_,: ?.2 arc seconds i:..oi'chand yaw and _ _0 arc
seconds in roll.

The initial error allocstlonsto eeh!e'.'ethe required perfcrranee are discussed be

low. For experiments that can be _c--_e_-_..... ......_ usin6 on-_xis guide star as a fine

pointin6 reference, _he estlr2ted _-. _ in l=mging the ex_ex.lment star at the null
position of the ex_..erlmentins_r_..e.utationare:

o Mechenlc_l and electrical n"_l offset of

sensor n'Allfrom ex_er!r,ent instrumentation null ± 0.001 arc s "c

o Sensor rms noise equivalent error _ 0.001 arc sac

o Electronics null o/f_et _ 0.001 arc see

O Servo loop standoff error due to
disturbance torques • O.001 arc sec

o Torquer threshold error * 0.00 3 arc see

T,_2:L ON-AXIS I:&IQ_.._£_." z 0.007 arc see

Consider_n_ this error on both the pitch and yaw axes an_ neglJ£1ble cross coupling

torque disturbance at the icy vehicle rates (less th,.u5 arc sec/sec) in this mode,
the a_-ulm, errc:" of the LOS fror.,the ._tar to experiment instr,Jaentatlon package at

null is e_,tlrmte_ to be O.01 mrc eeeon._s. The poinilr.f stability would be slightly
lea.-,by an ar._-untequlvalent to t}.e i:dtial _,ch.-Jnlcalrdsall_tment, error between
the fine polntl:_ sensor and t!'ein.-'trur_entationpackage.

For experinents requiring au cff-axls _Jide r.tnrfor ._pitch and yaw reference, the
derived pitch r-n3.yaw error._, not including tele_c,:pe d!stort.lon errors due tc
thermal effects, are:

Meclmnical and electrical .null offset of

sensor null frc_._experln_n: instrumentation null ± 0.001 are. see

_eusor ,"msnoise equivalent error _t0.001 are aec
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A Electronics null offset i 0.001 ere _ec

c- Servo loop standoff error due to
disturbance torques _ O.OO1 arc sac

Torquer threshold error ± 0.003 arc _ec

Error due to open loop .:,fleetof fine error
sensor _ 0.050 arc eec

Sensor cores couplinE error Into p_tch axls due to
arc sec. roll error for 15 arc mdnute sensor

offset ankle ± O.O(Y2 arc sac
P

Structure response to peak ex_,.erraldisturbance
torque ± 0.0002 arc sec

Inaccu._acy of knowledge of stars in celestlal
coordinate ref. _'stem * 0.I arc sec

Total off-axis Inaccuracy ± 0.159 arc sec

Considering this error on both pitch studyaw axes and negligible cross eou-_ling

torque disturbances at the low vehicle rates in t_Is mode, the angular error of the
LOS from the star to the experiment instrumentation package would be of the order
of 0.2 are seconds, l_ver, pitch and yaw pointing repeatability would be better
since the It.accuracy in knowledge of star position, initial alignment error of roll
intermediate pointing sensor and the open loop offset positioning error of the fine

- error sensor may be neglected. Assuming no telescope thermal distortion errors for

the duration of the experiment, the pitch sad yaw repeatability errors are estimatec
to be:

Sensor electrical null offset error of sensor null

from experiment instrumentation null i 0.0005 arc sec

Sensor ,_s noise equivalent error i 0.001 arc

Servo loop standoff error due to external torque
disturbance ± 0 001 arc sac

Torquer tl_,eshold error i 0.003 arc sac

Sensor cross coupling error into _itch axis due to
• _ arc sac roll error for 15 arc minute sensor offset

• an_le (does not include initial alignment error) ± 0.001 arc sec

F_ectronlcs null offset i 0.001 arc sac

Total off-axis stabilization errors i 0.0075 arc see

| The angular repeatability error is thus less than the r_'quired _ O.O1 arc =ec.
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Thr. _,Iclr ::r, ft i_ml¢il e,n."'r:r_tl,;n _r _ !or pa_s mechanical filter coupl!n_ _.h_ch
provides pea'tire Icc_tt'r, cf t!¢- ;.;'_: rei__tive to the _DRI, to overcome of orbit
nerturbations. The de_'re_ des_'¢',_ of the r.lmbal would be such that only the ex-
trer_ly Io'_,Frec.uenc3"c,l't]tel pert_rT,q/Lve forces would be transmitted through the
.=oftglmh_l.

t:sprin&i corer.tentelon-"or<.axis of S.!25 lb/in. (_ndividual sprlrbT_constant of
0.0/.25 ]b/in.) resu!.'_n::in _ nat'4r_! frequency of 0.O9_4 cpa was Investigat,_,.
This design v_!',e_'hile s.-_!ii._still r-_ch stiffer than the mdnlmum, requires to

trsnsndt orbital perturbati-oe forces. As a res_tlt, induced forces produced by
cre-_or _qu_pmenl. motlor.s arc p_.r!La!.lytrsnsm_tted from _.EORLthrough the soft
_imbal to the :.:(C.R._._ll. e_-ti_t _ -_ *_......e effects of alcturbancer, on '"_-. _ •...... .,_. flue to
MORI,indicate t.h_tthe pre--ent contr.%!ier onlE sli_ht!y exceeds the polntin_ error

restrictions, q",.emost tr_ublezcr.e disturbances ]_,e/_ ere',-motion, ,_,DRIattitude
control o=c_l]eti._nc end £tr..h,nl hesr_n6 _tatic torque.

It has been sho'_;that the cre'_"motl,)nproduces an equivalent torque on t.b_i" of;

L crew : 0.00189 t ft-lb

acting for 2.2 sec. The g'.'mba!be___izE static friction produces an eq[dvalent
torque on NOT of-

L f_ct,.'on = 0.02] _, (t-tl) ft Ib

%-here tI _s the tir.e_t bre:_':a',_';8nd /_, is a unit step function. ,_.'_C.RLattitu-/e
controloscillstions produce an equ/valent torque o._ I,_ of;

L morl = 0.OhSl_ sin ca ft-lb

where w _s 2 Y radlans/sec. ,'heprlma,-,,"self induced torque om _DT is e_tiz_.tea
itS:

Lo = 0.ii (I - cos ,ot ) ft-lb

%'I'-_re&'o _'_0"C"v2@hrmdi'_'ns"eec" (0"0"-_-_"c__'I" The soft _im_.sl nstural frequency
_s f_ven as O.0C_h cp_ :::_chis much £rea_e. nan the frequency of orbital per-
ttlr_,,t[_eforces.

The nat_u-e of the dist._rb,_.nce._._re:s]nusold._] due to self-lnduced torques at a

freq_ene:v of 0.._j9,o_,'mcltan,.'/see.; sC.nuvoidnl due to HO.RLmotion at a frequency up
to 6.P_ r._di.-.nstsee.; a r_c..?input due to crew motion; and a step due to _Irbml
bea,.'ingstatic friction.

_,e crew nk_tion disturbance con be reduce._by lowerln_ the natural frequenav of the
soft _,_._halbut _ir,,balstatic friction disturbance occurrin_ on the _ITP side of the
apt!n6 suspension can be r Jute3 onl,vby reducin_ the glmb.al stat._c friction itself.

_'he errc,r_ for ._DRL oscillat.lon._, electrical cable and bearin£ co_Llorab friction
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[ are estimated below. The maximum tnduc,zdpointing error due to the h_Tothestze,l

_ crew :notion wou]l be 0.00009 arc sac. The l,ear!£,gstatic friction induced pointt_Lg

error would be a naxlmum of O.C(_;J arc see. _,e indivilual errors and the con-

Glo'i,.rateerror are shown below.

Source Magnitude _arc see)

,4_RLAttitude Control Oscillations 0.00200
.&

Electrical Cable Torque 0.0000_
. Co1_o'ib Bearing 7orque 0.00004

; Crev Motion 0.00009
Static Bearing Torque 0.00090

_ Con61o_'erate O:00307

The :.:03_control oscillatlons of -+i/2 degree at 1 cps are considered to be extrerdy
_Inestlc.,_- Thus, the soft gimbal induced errors are felt to be quite small and

- well .nder control.

q
It should be pointed out, however, %hat only the linear responses to deterministic

input signals are treated. The conclusions should be qualified in that the magni-
tudes of the deterministic inputs ar eskimates and that these estimates bear

_ directi:_ upon the magnitude of the conglomerate error. In addition, r._ll control
._eypresent additional problems. These potentially would require either a roll
gir,ba! _r much softer springs.

The ten _ '"_.a._i_.ban!width controller defined for the detached MOI vehicle is thus

_roFosed for the _of% glm.bal vehicle mode with those exceptions in control compdn-

l sation that would become evident in a complete analysis of the MOT-MO,_L controlsystem, including noP_llnearlties.

System Synthesis - Fine Polntlng Sensor

In accordance _'Ith the above error analysis, the systhesls of a fine pointing

sensor is described in this section.. The background on the available performance
of state-of-the-art detectors is first presented in order to illustrate the de_ree
¢ f depth in estiz2,tlng the s)_thesized sensor characteristics.

The fi.sepointing sensors su_narlzed here employ various principles of operation to
- tra:tsforn star an6_'.Isrerror into a useful electrical control signal. The basic

sche:_e is nix,raysthe as.me,howe_vr. If an image of a star is formed with a suitable
optics,/ sy_te:_, the ir_6e will be displaced in the focal plane if the angle between

_ the _tar attd the _xis of the optical system cheu_ges. The basic problem, therefore,
Is to sense this motlo_ and convert its nmgnltude into suitable electrical signals.
The supr_rtlng docunent; D2-8_39-I , includes a detail discussion of following
sensors •

.m

. GE fine pointing sensor for simulating OAO sensors
• Stratoscore II fi_.%epointing sensor

- . OAO bore¢Ight st,<r tracker

. C_xld&rd experimental package fine pointing sensors

. GE011h_D vidicon system
• Princeton OAt) exTerlment fine pointing bensor

- . NASA Ames plan_t tracker

299
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• , _,,., ,_...-,,_ .,.',.,,_; ..:, t_¢.::f '_ ...... ":.:," [ ,........ ,:;. '_'-1_[ _ .... !l"t._']:,', ..,..,] I, . ,"r. _'/'" 'J" " _ _ )' )'*" 2 "'' "

. "" • ..... "..'" , , _ f' ¢"3-- q .... F ,:";I'.*P.-
('A') ;',:',. ' "" . ".. ...: ..... " t:';".'..':_,, .' II f_:.- ._ointln_ .,.n .....

([ [_,: . , _ ¢ J C "_ " ' " ""f.... ,v, [_:-,,:', n'. :: ,i}_.ct{:_-; ..',r,,,rtu_#s, l_._ . .at eloctr[_.."-i
ban.]'#_lt?.s, ".',.r'-t,. ",:ith .t[ff,.r,.:,t .-.u-j,-xitu k st-'.,rs, an.'i ha'z,, -',ifferent lin¢..'-,r
_'auC,'_-..... -_.. _".... ..... , .'.',.ut thir, 0. f;C_I_¢.... of :-.r.rit i_. :l._vel,_e.__,l. whereby, anv, tw, trackers

may be c5"" _:'_" h'y r_,,ti_in_:,uit_.bl <" [ar_.,=eters. I,et

( A r)l. '2 I
p = F!_re of Y.erit

j

•"..... A f ....... or ........... - -_- _ ,-_trical i.an:h)ass (cps)
I linee.r -;_---of tr-znsfer zA;nctlon in arc see (half a,,_.-,--_-:.to.O -

J noise er:'_r __ ....'-.in r:- :,,-,.sec for a star of _.,._'_'_._,_ie --
D ,|,__:_eter.ofo'[.jectivcin inch_s.

The qua:'..t.'..["_-:is n)t a _i:jorous cor.cert i:_.t}'qt it does not consider o_.t'c_l Io_ses
use of s_ .-:-]!_vel to control Dhoto'?&itiDliel" gain, etc. in _ractice D .-_" even

..... t _ rise;o. a given s_s_r as -- PJnction of star ._agn_itudebecause of "-vary SO::e'.h[:-_ _
of 3aln control. Heverthe!ess, it is a useful quantlty, since it does p_--_"...... a_urox -
imate trar.-:-_rtoltracker _ ---_ "_'-_ _ .. _"• - _o _._rl.,_..anff-_er:.=itsraoifla_Droxir_-te calc:dation o_

expecte i ".r.=:zlter___'"__.._........a.............for _ ch_n_ in an..-_given parameter., P has been c__l-
culateJ fDL......: "_- .,n_._huse photomultIp!ier detectors: _:...... ._o._ nresent la_" trackers "'; "-"
has a v'_'.ue".'.ez::eenabot'.t0.5 and 1.5 for different trackers, based on _u_; "_hei
or est!":z-.= l _-._ta.A greater nuneric._.i¢_Llueof P corresponds to better o':ero.ll
track-r r__.rfort:an.'e,

The qvanti'.:"P defined in the precedi.ug equation is actually related to the cuantum

efficten::: of %'he.!e_ector, and hence to its fletectivity. This becoz]es apyarent
when o,_.ec_,ns!_ers that ratio I/J in the equation is actually the

signal-._-."-_'_..... ratio, an.ithe..quanti_v. (2,5)7-mD 2 is proportional to the total flux
collect='. _Z.tus, the z_u_z_:'tc,._ of merit equation can be compared to:

1/2
S (J.etect._r.nu._.ntu-_.efficie::-*.:'[(ti:-_r._.tcof arri%_], of photons)

= - 2Af -

_'_ich is ",-zl-if_r the case ".'herethe pi_oto'.=tultipllerdark cttr_-entis much less than
the S [ 'lj:]:1 l c'uu'ent.

The nu-:ber7 .isus.>_.Atlin e_..l.mtinj _:.>Tfine _iuting sensor perfort_mnce since it

is Imse.i o:-actu.-i ?:'-,set,t d,%y tracher ch._tracterlstlcs,rather than theoretic.--]
quantltf,,.._.A ¢._.h,.eof P f._rthe ,",OTsensor_ could probably not exceed 5 or 6,
based o:,ex--eete-I".2.:rfor::m:laeof I::75 pl,otocathodes. As an e._imple of the ca!cttl_-
tion:. " _" "'-""t.u...... be e::;,?loyed,let us determine the faintest star that can be tracked
in a t._u?Ic._l".'2Tap:p!icatlo:l, assu..t[uC .-.c._llecting apertm'e of 23f',of 120-_nch

dimlott-r. For .'_line-:u"rauge of _+O,i arc sec, a noise _-_itage of 0,0oi m'c sec,
a:l el,-ctric._.iba:l!!,ass<_f 5 cps, and a fi[_'e of merit of _ we have:

,, .

Hence, ": • II.5 '_.G,*[tu,h'.
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Tne need for a very smJ_lllinear resion of the tr.-_....fe_-_Jnction and a long __.c,-,uisi-
_ion ra._e _y eliminate the vossibility, of using -_,..-_t:,_e, detectors (e.g., ....
i.._Ge orthicon). This application _u!d require a resolution in excess of 1 ;&-=

" in i0,000 _ich is not practical to obtain. The image dissector .zraltlpllervhoV_-tube '(e.g. the ITT F.&_3) has a reasor_ble _aximum limit of perhaps 5 to i0 on -h_
r_ "_ of total acquisition range ts linear range. This is inadequate for the

e._e:ted HOT requirements. _e detector, ho_zever, through electric__l offsetti::i_ ,-_i".... of being used in a separate acquisition mode, :4rare a search for the
qui2e star takes place. Once located, tzacklng cotdd proceed nor..nally. Because _f
l!nttatlons of photocathode hole size to i::age size, it nay not be possible t_

! achieve a ii:mar range as s:.mallas 0.I arc sac with this t_e detector. The or!v
-. detector type where linear range can be as s,-mll as image size, and :,here the

line._ range and total acquisition range are independent, is tlm p_Ta.r.idbean
s?li_ter or some modification of it.

Three principal types of star trackers _ill ha%_ application for the .M_r fine _olnt-
In_:sensors. The selection of the configuration for each of the scientific pro_-a-.s
will depend o, the pointing requirements 8._dpeculiarities of each ex?erlment. _--he

- th_'eet)_pesare:

i) Pyramid beam splitter (e.g. S_ratoscope II)
. 2) Image dissector phototub_, (e.g. OAO boresight tracker)

3) Image tube (e.g. i,:mgeorthlcon)

v

. 3ozz
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D2- ;_!_0!;7'-1

A fo,_r'; .... "-.L,- :sin" ;: .-.. .,. _',i ;.,-:i........... :,! _:-J- _k,,i.,li .'" r.:.' "_" '^:_" '_..........:,r,-,..'.... (_'.g',

OAO c,o _':---_ ,.'._,_:rf .... :'". ' .... t 20 _'_',_: ,[n"_. it t: ,'" ..... "_:':-- _t._ilar t'J +_:-

) !m;tf,%,. ,_.,...... _',_r, Lut ._-;:.:, c9 ......... ,_,._*:.. ...-;,..;.... aiv,,nto.g,.s "_,. *:,.......... . :.,-, :l_tecto:-.

A co:::,._,rlsonof th_ t.h_-- t'7....-_-- gs folio'tin:

Dotecti'dt':--,'.lI "_- Dhg',oel::ctr_ o_eratlon. _.qne-.:---f.orT_nceof t',-ces"

an; 2 _:re co:-:_:r_.'rle._-_.u_ 3 is sur,erior, partizC.ur_T _t io:: fra-:e rt:tez.

._a'Tic star "_'-n_*'-,--_'_......r_"£:'-- 3orzparab!e in perfor t_.-.ce- A range of 5 t'_

5 :nagnltudes is reasDnable. -_.,: _ is a canah!f-_ _'__-_ to I0 '.agnitu!es it, -_
,._-_w.-,D_n_ basis.sin$_le franc ";ith auto--.atic bea._ control on a _,q;_" "..... * *

• Effect of i_ge 2.herrat!on_A s_q:z_etric_! _be:-ratl;n in all ti_ee cases

leads to no null snxft. A non-s3-.:_metrica! aberration (,h. usual case)
• _t ofproduces a nv/l sni, _ _r n3. _o..al to the shift in -'he !i_%t centroi_

the i:-_ge. For tSq:---i, the gain of the sensor decre-z-es for increasing

• .. br IEj__---"i.'._gecize In t'.m,eu 1 an_ 3, the :_ini:xum detectable star gets "_ _"

as irzase size increases.

. Transfer f_mction--;._l! t-,_es are a.-.enable to t:,'o-a::iscontrol. _,Te 1 h__s

in-leFendent linear ran_e/tot__! range. Type _ h_.s iJ.--_-::ticallinear range/

total r_nge. For t'.?e !, the line-_r re_u_e can be as s'_-o__lias in_ge size.

The t_e 3 detector in itself is not suitable for ,:se for missions requir-

ing 0.01 arc sac s_,acecraft stability because of the iientlty of linear/

total r_ge. ?.,:isfollo;-s frgz the fact that t_,_e 3 is a larger area

(e.g., 1.5 x 1.5 inch) ietec_or. To pro./_ce a line-__- range (total range)

of one arc sac for ex_p!e, "aould require the enor.-..-,us_':-large focal ratio

of f/2700 •

• Acquisition mode--I-}e 2 is capable of an acquisition .-._dethrough an

internal electri___l ser_. T3.Te i is capable of an acquisition mode wl_h

an intermal mechmnica! ser%_. ._..-pe3 has the inheren%!-:" large linear rangy

require,_ for o_u acquisition m3de, b'4t lacks the harry:; range required for

ext:'e.-.etracking stal,ility.

. Frror _cradieut--_e 1 is approximately linear near n"_ll. A Fraunhofer

..lifx_action ps.ttern of a point source is sy_metrics.1 in one axis but varies

as a first or,_er Bessel D.u:ctlon perpendicular to this axis. A cursor}-

exnnination of this _" ..feet in,iicates that such an ener_- listrlbution is n_
1 _'l_'*'""""[,,, ::ill _ro_u.-_ an error f_',nction whose ;::_xi:_.-_s!oFe occurs at

. _b.,._e,_when use,_n:Ll'. T_._e 2 is a nonline_a • device that i:_ustbe ca/" -'0"

other th.,u%as a mLll device. The slope of the linear region is minln:[n at

nxuil. 'l_.Q_e_ is line&r over the tots,[ field of viev in di_,Ital incre:::ents.

. Reliability---_:e detector of _l,Te 3 uses a hot cath_,le _und is more cx':viex

than t:-.,,es1 or ?. ::can time %o fai!_u'e of lO,ATO to ZO,CkqO hour's shotLl,i

be r,,P_ll-.eJ,for the :l,)Tti.'leperiod of operation.

• Atuxiliar_....T_.Te 3 sensor data can be processed to _rovile a TV for_mt

picture £or visusd viewing in addition to being use,i as a fine polntin6

sen,:o:"for control loop operatlo_.
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PocmIble csndldsteg fcr fJetcctors for tbo Frvi'"'!ntpu]ntin,::_e.-._:rsere deterr.'Jned
pri_,_rilyby the :-avelengtL region where ty[01cal target stars ,.-, .h- largest

qunntlt!es of ener_,'.

As shown belcr_, the ideal detector would have e s_[nlficant reKz.=.r._e fret. the f_r
ultraviolet (1.509to 20"-)0 A) to the near l._frared (10,565 A) to :c;-erall spectrel

I clncs stars. Ther=.__ldetectors are _velength .... ',_* -'-_ ._-'........p........_..... *.he:.-respond to
total pc_-er, hence cover the full region above. No other s'n;'ledeteztcr _iil
cover the full reglcn, but photcelectz'ic _etectoi-F will cover e ._'.-iy.."fice_ntpcr-

I tion of this rar_e. In D2-84039-I a detail dlecus__!on is g':'en cf the capabilityof the following detectors:

I o Photomultl pl/er detectorso Photovolteic solid state detectors
o Avalanche sol_d state deter.toys

o Bolometers (therval detectors)

I orthlcon and related devices
Image0 Ir_Ing

o Photoconductive detectors.

I
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....... _-._. , "._V:-:'." "_t tL,. T.'o^'_'°ut_:,_!er ''-Z"!, ....

(y_:,:, _.,,l,_:._:._.-_e'.,.-.-=r,_r-:"-_............-"_ ..................,_i.,_."-.<,,'_"'o,'_.._....all ".-._':ere,sot.-

-- _ . rr.r.._- _ _- the next ten ",'earsIs _ -,_^t 4"he r.-,=tdr.o.-.at:'_ rove-er.t it. -..-'-, _ _ .v.. _x_ _. e.

in the i-_.,:e*..ihe _'_ - ...........,_....T .... ;"'-.",'o .".".".... ; -..

scar,nir._ _;e_-.s, ._o_.ex_r:le,..'!_" ....'_--: to -_r,i.-.nro:'e.-.ent...._;#*_*_,,_°--_.... ._,_, o_.a f_ctor

Of 5 to _: _*"_ '.-.=ro'.'erent_.... :"'_ :'_'";_ the re.Juction of _^'_-'"-_ s_-atter

£ron *_- ii;'ht "ranz-itte_ :'7 "_-"''_"'""_" photocathode, %h_ use of ^hennel _'""

tron nultl.nll-rz, F.n-_" - " " ,". ..-..ze-.,e._z-ent of i-.r.- intensifier st--ges.

From the "'_-_:'" _n4 reliabi._:, _......sta ...........of =o-._iex't"", ue-.'_h.,

orthlcon_ le-.ve .-.".h_^"o. -__ _e._ire'i _.-.-. -;_....'"- _,._,_0--_-_-..._.,,L.-,a_etu':e deve!o=.-..ent.

is expel_re "]to _e r_D:._ in the next re': ,.-er_r._,ho::ever, and most of .!._-e _ra-d=_.=ks

will be red:i=eJ ._n se'-erit:°. -he :z.z__....tube h_._ a cre_t advanto-_.e for *h_ ':0?

.... ._- _ .. _ . D._vl -'o -_ f.u__::ur-_se detector, "- adiltion to providin__ppllcat'c,- si..c. "" _an -_ - _ . . ...

control s[-sten error vc'_t=.res, the ra': vi-'_̂ -%[, he processe_ to provide the astron-

omer with _ vie'-'of ">o sk/ Lhrcuzh the teles=ope, He thus ";ill be able to visually

monitor spacecraft ..-int!n._ _erfor.-.an__e_. -_ .n essenti_llv, real tl.-.e,

If the "' fine point!.._ sensors h:_ to _ develop_ _ no';, photomultiDllers -_ould

.e_.e_ on "...'"heavily,"for the dote=tin., element, Even so, cretible

performs.nee could ":'eas=-ure:i, "'ithln the nex% t'.'oto four years, however, the de-

.nn__ _ _ detectors, the _valanche solid state detector, andsiRner nan."h_ve :! _:'..i._ic

..................... : _nd reliab!lltv fro-..,_,x

thus enh%ncin_ the perfor.-.ance to be expecte_ toda_v,

Base_ on the observational progr%ns _nd the required fine pointinE sensor charac-

teristlos, tuo basic sensor %:'_es enerre as _.es.._b,e .o. the :!OT application,

These are: a null t'=-}._sensor us!oK _-_-',_+_-_ler,_.._detectors capable of very

narrov linear transfer _inztlon range, _r._ an !_K_e tube sensor using an Inane

orthlcon detector with a vi_e !Ine_r transfer function r_nge, an_ serving the dual

r_le of spacecraft control sensor _nd --."pickup, "he former type sensor shovs up

in ever7 ohservatlcna! _rz_r._n, _nd the !_tter in the high dispersion spectral

measurements, ph_tcnetry,'polari_etry me%surenents, and as a position readout for

planetary radiance measurements,

- The specific sensor requlre=ents vary vlth the observational progre_ in terms of

pernlr_!ble noise level, star -'-_"'_ .m_,....._,_e d-ma_ic range, amount of elect-ical or

nechnm!cal offset requlre_, etc, :Jeverthe!ess, the deRree of si_i!arlty in the

sensors is ore%t, an_ in _ny cases the s%ne sensor type with :Inlmum :odlficatlon

will be a4aptable to sever_l 9bse_tlen_! proKr_ms,

_he basic design of the requireJ null type sensor usin_ photonultiplier detectors

is ver_ similar to hard-are in existence tn:Iay_ e,_., the _tratoscope I_ fine

polntln_ sensor, ha! the _ simulate3 fine pointing sensor for OAO, I_prove_

perfornnmce will cone throuah use of detectors vlth improved quantum efficiency,

* The ranRe of ener_: for electrons e_itted for a hot cathode is quite large.

HonoenerRettc electrons are those vith identical kinetic energy.
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and Lv exter.s:;- -_ .h_ "_ q'_fd_

optica] ._-'.:._.-..'__.

.-he ren'_'[--'_..... i.-_.ri:.r-1";_ _-er.sor"asin_.an ir._,e orthl_._:, In_S ..":.."et teen developed

for "l_-h. h.%r_.=re, ;"" an en_Ineerlnc-_*_+'--_- -, " '" ,.- _......_,._.of .i-'i_r ch_ra__teristics an_

usin_ a vl;.icon /-t--to _ h_s b .... "_,"' - _ " o _'" of.... °'" ,....t. qapid strides in _ .,,_ P'..... both

image .'-b.- and sen--.- _--_":_- then are expected _- the next ¢_vo-o_ years.

For purp_,_es c_ %,T.th_._ ._. = °°.zing a bas'_ fine pointing ser.scr z_nflg':r_tion, the high

dispersion stellar s_e__tronetr:,• _.o_.e i._ "_ . .=__ec_ed since :t -.y e-.Dio':a sensor of

_n.s event the null +':-o _ ....... "-'culdbe internal<'=- d_'._-';

to the s._ectr_-.eter..-.=':sCn_ an_ "_ou!d be used for na:r.talnl.-.: ".h__ sta_ili_y'_ of
the telescope .. :-* -'_..-.h........high precision, The '-_- tuce sensor ..... be external

to the sne_-tr_-eter and "_'-_4 " "_ .--_.__as ".'ellas _t visual. -.... p.o_._e a larae acquis-tic: - ,_

frane of reference through a --' llnk to,_ssist the astrc.-.c-er in re-otel:_ aligning
his instr':-.ent%tlcn.

.?....h_..:.s........ _"_ _._......t ..,u!...._..,....=r ,-e,,__ sot

For this sensor inside the s_ectroneter housing we ._ele:. -h_ .=:-'--_ bea_splltter
t:q_e, "_he _ o,_ ...n_g_ ;_=seztor tlme is also apD!Icable, b"" ; -:,'r_-.i_he_n spllt,er

has greater u"_:_-- _o- h. tct,_i procter. (con .... e..... - J=servatfcns) since it

has an __nd_n_-_o-__._.._.........-._:'_-/_ __.._range. 7/he d%ta .present-='°-elov are considered re-

presentative :cr sensors to he built several years fro.-,no:'. ---_....difference be-

tween I.n65 a.n:':!_-_ _erfcr-anze is estin_ted to be Jet-'can " an;- 2 _tar ma_mitudes,

._qe no_.se o_',_,,=_o-" _- five cos electrical "- -=-._ " of._ ......... pouer ... a . _&....._.:," the best photo-

multiplier is about 9 x 10 -15 "_ttts for an Ao t::pe st._r, ---.'.isleads to basel_ne

condition of a signal to noise ratio of i00 from a 11.5 -,_.ni'.u_e st_r -_ith an

effective ^^_-_''-.-. a-erture of 235 of the energ:," fro-. the 122 inch ,"DT telescope
."_,Iss!gn._.lto noise ratio is equivalent to the ratio ef linear transfer function

r_tnge to noise error vo!tage expressed in equivalent an&"-iar r_-.ge. The noise

error voltane should be si_.-n,if!earthly less than the over__il s.-.gze=ratt stability

of 0,01 arc sec. A!io'_'ing & reasonable narF,in of ten, gives a .---..snoise error

voltage of 3.DJ! arc sec for a sensor linear range of t.l src sea. The baseline

fine pointing ch-_ra.-teristlcs are sho_m in figure 5,h---.
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_ , I

i I

ANGLE OFF AXIS

+ 0.I arc secLinear Range

Total l_-_e + 15 arc see

Error Gradient 3.5 volts _er arc see nominal, can be varied
to suit control loop

Error Gradlent L1nearlty + 5%0 to .05 arc sec
+ 20_ .05 arc see to remainder of linear
_egtoa (shoed be relaxed 1_ co_attb3e vlth
control loop)

Dyna_c Response 5 Cl_

Noise Error Voltage 0.001 arc sec

Ntt'Ll I_tabtlity (driP) 0.001 arc see

Noise Frequency Spectrum White

Star _kgnttJde +ll._ magnitude

]PH_TIPLIZ,_ FINI', POIh'rINO SDISOR
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), _he erro,, _ra-_,_ezt,_'s linear:;:', 'u"." +he r,'qu.",',,-'"I....._........ . • • ,.,,-..... responses _re .all
dictate_ .byover_l" :-.,.'.,-_'.__.-.-_,re%ulre_en'.:.

"he flrure of rerit "_-...............• se.-.s_r".r'ththene ^_,,_n_,-_._.cs_,_fs:

fl/2 ,,
P = A. | : . 2..,_(0.l)

2._i7.m J D _- 12.51-_.D (I0-311.23)112012
\

or P =.4.4
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?_tsten Cvnthesls - Zm_pe _u_e 9ensora h

F,_rtn_'sensor outside the sp_ctronet_r housln_ in _'._.,_high 4isp-rslon -'_''_-
spectrometry node, vas selected the ir_ce _ub. type with the !nace or_nltzx _s _t_

detector• As xentioned previously, ..... .
systen e_':-orvoltages for the acqulslticn _hase, and a video re_io'_t for ",'i_'.%lc':-

servat!on The total field of vleu rcT_Cred is _ 15 arc see in p_'_h _nl "°_';
transfer lens with a ._ ...............aoout three is "_-0_ --_u_, •requ .... to .h. "'= -

tire spee_ of th_ telescope to f/_O, b_se_ on a rester size of 1.5 x I._ in_:_e_.
A fr_ne rate of I00 per second is s%!ectel for the _--^'_- ....

vat_vei:_ estln%ted fi_Ire base_ on estimated control loop ch_racteristlzs,

Dete_ti_n is ass'aned to occur i_ the _ _• ,.Kna_ _o noise ratio for a discrete res:lut:on
el_ent exceeds _en. This detector is *_*_'-.........._..a threshold detector, _-_...e×----:..
lance cn sinilzr t:_e riP,con inaae tube sensors indicates a req';_re_ _/'" " =
i0 to perr.lt consistent prozess'n_ oC the rav data The linitln_ _/'"d_--'_ _- %
large extend on the electronic processln_ --*%_;_........., but a Z/i;of i0 is a reasonable
ninlnun to denand,

B_sed on 3090 total llne resolution, the noise equiyalent po_er per resolutlzx ele-
me._ o. t..e ...._e orth_con is approx.•.at__y _0 watts a. I00 .r_nes r_.. sez-

ond. For a si_-nal%o noise ratio of ten_ this g*ves a limiting _!de s:_.r-at-i-
rude of about 12.7 based on utilizing 23 _ercent of the total ener_I col.e:tef h:."

the "lOT telescope, or 13.7 na_nitude base_ on _8 percent utilization.

_ere is a trade betveen angular resolution _nd _inlnun guide star _gnl.u_e z'-er

certain linlts. For the baseline case described above (3000 resolution lines ;er
rasSer), the star in_e size Is lar_r _han the resolution clement. The :;E?_er
resolution e!enent decreases (beco::es better) as the element size Increases, in

proportion to the are_ change, until %he star Inane size and the resolution _'°
merit are equal in area, For _he f/90 confi_uratlon described _bove, _his czcurs

at agp.ox.na_el. _600 total raster lines, _nd hence about 0.3 naKnttu4e fzix:_-
stars :an be _ete_ed by reducing the _._lar resolution fron 0.01 arc se: :c _.-
(0.01) arc ,ec. There is als_ a reciprocity betveen exposure tiem (frame -_'=_d
faintest detectable st_r. At a r_te of one frame per second, for exa_;ie, .h..m-
provement should be nearly 103 tines that at i00 frames per se:ond, i.e., zb:u:
five n_nltude fainter stars (iBth ma_{nitu_e) rill yield the s_e si_-r.al".: xcise
ratio. Al_ho'_h this is far too s!ov a frame rate to use for spacecraft .... "

pusposcs, it is sati:factory _or visual readout by an observer.

The estinated characteristics of the iuaKe orthlcon fine _ +_po.n..n{ sensor are s_._
in Pigure 5.b-_6

• )o9
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/" NOI_INA L

O ,_t.____._/ SLOPE

> / o.7VOLTS/S_,

o.o_ARCSEC

PER DIGITAL STEP

is Aac sr.c
4 ANGLE OFF AXT__

J

S%q%IMETRICA L "

z

L:[near .nange: +-15 arc see
h

_ Total Range: +_15 are see (+-1500digital steps)

Error Grad_.._,nt: 0.7 Volt/_ nominal, can be _Rrled to suit control ioo_

Error Gradient Linearlty: Step function

Null Offset (Drift) .01 arc sec

Noise Error Voltage: + .01 arc sec-digltal step
(

Noise Frequency Spectr._m: ifk%cps or sub=mltlple thereof, t.e. 50 cps, 25 cps,

12.5 cps, 6.25 cps, etc, with probability determined

by star ra_-ui_ude

Dynamic Response: I00 cps sampling rate

Limited Guide Star Magnitude +12.7

Figure5.h-26

IMAGE ORTHICON FINE POI?_ING SENSON
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S',sten__._Cvr;th: s_s, . - Ynte_edlate__ Point in_= qtar _'r_oker

k _,ver_l]. " "J '_s.a..._ity ,_nd _ointing accuracy as as ..arc. . sra_. O.C] second fgr the _i..

"telescope is required fo:" some 19? observational pro_r._ns. 6"!th no !nterr.ed!',te

. st_r ;;racker ]'etween the coarse and fine pointln_ .-.odes, the ratio of fine po;nting

fle!d-of-vle-_ to accuracy would he on the order of 2 x IO h. This is unrealls'_ic_lly

high and ca.-:be avoided thr-J the use cO" _n inte.Az._e_iatestar tracker to control

....cn and yaw axes. ICs n:minal opti_al axis would be boresJghted tc be[.

. _u. .....'__.,._. the optical axis of "_he na_n te!es__ope.
%

C
_'- _-.+_-_;_'_" pointing sensor must _-._._nv_spacecraf_ coarse pointing accuracy

"_-jr.-.oreth._n an order of mm_nltude - preferably two orders - in order ths.t the de-
m_

r_';_.-.._ on the fine pointing sen_or not h__ too severe .... e internediate sensor is

ccnplete!y independent of the .-_in telescope in operation; hence th_ probl_m of

s.rm.-__-_'t _---al _nd -+.....+...._ _.... _''+-" is still present. .-he Drob!e:: is

so-.e'o-hatdifferent, however, in that .._o.'-only. one star tracker is involved, and its

n$-in&l pointing direction _.s fixe_, it can struc_urally be tiad into the main

telescope assembl_, or be locat_d in the instr.'nentation cabin lookin_ along the

" .-.a:ntelescope structure, or c_n be located on the f/30 Cassegrain secondary mirror

structure if necessary,

-'-=e inte._'..ediatepointing sensor must have an instantaneous field of vie'.-that over-

laps the coarse polnt_n_, accuracy (approximately -_ _ arc m_n) if a tedious search

_r_.ess is to be avoided, Since the nominal point direction of the m_in telescope

-av he to a very faint star (to perhaps twentieth ._mgn'_tude for some experi=ents)_

a brighter nearby star must be used for _idance. q/nls -_lll require the inter:-e._-

!ate pointing tracker to have either a ve.--jlar_ instant_un.eous field of view (tens

of .-dnutes to _egrees) or be capable of being nech_-nical!y or electrically ginba!e5

over this _-an_e.

_-.e total offset field (or glnba! ranF_e) is deternined by the star population den-

sity of brighter stars in conJ,_nction with a given objective aperature size. Fig-

ure 5.&-27 is a plot of star population vs position in the galaxy. It is apparent

that any part of the sky is accessible to a bores!ght tracker if it can _rack

_ fish n-.,-nitude or brighter star, and if the _inbal freedom is _t least - 5 degrees.

Near the galactic plane (_+30degrees), this amount of gimbal freedom would permit use

of fourth magnitude stars. Figure 5._-28 is a direct plot of this data showing the

required gi__al freedom required versus the minimum magnitude star suitable for guid-

ance. A large angular offset capability (I0 to 20 degrees) would permit use of _ide

stars in the third to fourth magnitude range, hence the use of a relativel_ small

collecting aperture. This advantage is paid for in accuracy (the cross coupling be-

t_Ten axes for a fixed misalignment) and ei_e'_.romic complexity (the required extra

storage capacity for the same increment offset). A total freedom of about five de-

,tees should thus be considered an upper bo_ud since the required st_r _agnitude

( °not unreasonable. &mallet glmbal travel would be desirable, but must be

= paid for by a larger objective.

.--.-.ere,_uire,_ _elescope pointin_ accuracy when using the inter_edlate pointinc star

.- tracker is determined by the maximum acquisition rankle of the fine pointing sensors.

t_ical _Ission in terms of fine polntlnf, requirements is high dispersion spectra

.:. neasu_e.-.ents for which absolute pointing and stability on the or,ler of 0,01 ar_

.L
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second_ are required. Current st_-te-of-the-art afar trackers exhibit characteris-
tics such that the ratio of fleld of view to angular resolution is limited to a

value of perhaps 500 to ]_30_ Ass_[,ing this quantity can he increased to about
1500 to 2000 for the time periol of interest, thi_ would establish the max._i,_

Figure 5.-28

INTERMEDIATE SENSOR GIMK_L F-R__/XkM

field of view for the I40l" high disFersion fine pointer at _15 to _+20 are seconds,

or a total field of 30 to 40 seconds. In order to alle': some measure of safety in

the capture range of the fine pointing sensor, it is desirable that the intermediate

tracker/control system overall accuracy be |mld to 1/3 to i/2 the flne pointer field
of view, that Is, 5 to I0 arc seconds. Pointing accuracy of the intermediate

: tracker/control system is defined as the an@Is between the desired pointing direc-
tion of the main telescope and Its actual pointing direction. Initial system bias
errors are excluded since these can be r_moved by calibration in orbit.

,,:. There appears to be two different concepts of trackers for the intermediate pointing
mode - each with its advantmges and disadvantages. The first concept would employ

a photomultipller detector of either the im_qgedissector tA_ (as with the OAO
boreslght tracker) or the pyramid beam splitter type (as used with Stratoscope).

: Each would require an instantaneous field of _4 arcmln, and be mechanically

313
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gimbaled over +5 degrees. The objective size wo_ild be five to s._ inches at about

f/20, ba_ed on a 1/4 inch detector. The required angular offset precision i_ on
the order cf one arc sec, hence a complex and costly dual angular transducer will
be ,'_req_. e..

The second concept employs an image orthlcon detector with a sufficiently large
objective (9 to lO inches) to permit operation wi_h a tenth to eleventh regnltude
star. In thi_ configuration, no mechanical offset is required, and the field of

: view is abou_ _0 x 40 arc minutes. This requires an f/15 objective for a 1.5 inch
detector face.

The overall ler_th of the gimbaled telescope w_ald be about 25 inches based on an f/3
pr_._a_,, e.zlabout &O inches for the image orthlcon sensor with the same focal ratio.

These value_ a._sume a Cassegrian configuration. O_her configurations may be usel to

reduce the sCze somewhat, but it is assumed that size and weight are not a major
limitation. The weight of the image tube concept would be sc_mewhatmore than the
gimbaled t,_-.-__ even though it has no moving parts or transducers

The final d.-clsion between the two concepts should be made on the basis of the
following co=siderations.

• Improv_ents in image tube reliability, and weight and size reduction in the
next se;'e:_lyears.

• The relati_'e importance of size and weight for the intermediate pointirg
sensor.

• The decision as to whether a boresighted TV will be carried by MOt for other
purpos e_.

• The complexity and cost of a 20-bit equivalent angulsr transducer for the
gtmbalel concept.

• Control _ystem considerations for a large increment (1,2 arc gec) digital
resolution of the .imagetube detector.

• The saviz_-sin weight and cost associated with permitting a coarse pointing
mode accuracy of 5 to I0 minutes (image tube) rather than _hree to four
minutes (gimbaled tracker).

Sc_me of the m_r.e pertinent characteristics of the two sensor concepts are summar-
ized below. These numbers are only rough estimates, and little can be gained in
att_pting to refine them at this stage of the feasibility study. Structural/
thermal snap, is and control system concepts must be ptu.sued in the next iteration
of 1_he intermediate pointing se_qor characteristics:

Gimbaled Image Tube
C_-Ison Star Tracker Star Tracker

Instantaneous fleld-of-vlew *_ are mln +.20are rain

Total gimbaled flel_-of_vlew +5 degree None
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Gimb'_-led Image T_be
Camparlso n Star Tracker Star Tracker

- Acc_u'acy of Offset ±i arc scc +1.2 arc sec

Sensor Linear Range +20 a_rc sec +20 arc mln

Frequency Res_.onse 5 eps 50 frames/see .:-

Required Star Magnitude + 5 + 10.5

,, Required Objective 6 -inch diameter,f/20 9 -inch diameter, f/15
-i

Required ma:,:im_.un rms
sensor noise 0.2 arc sec 1.2 arc sec

: Estimated s[_a_craft
pointing stabi!ity +2 arc sec +5 arc see

Estimated weight 25 lbs 50 lbs

Estimated p_.:er required i0 watts @ 28V 8 _at_s g 28 V

Estimated slze 9-inch dia x 12-inch dia x 40

25 inches long inches long

ShcA__d subsequ,_z,tthe'.n:_al/st_-uctur_lanalysis indicate m_.Jor ;rob!eus in maintain-
_ng alignment Le_:een the telescope axis and intermedlate pointing sensor axis, it
may be necessary _o inco_u_orate the boreslght tracke_- within the z__in telescope,

utilizing the 120 inch collection aperature. _ile at first _,.o_o.._'_$t.,i._o may
appear ad<'antageou_ because of the much greater light gathering _c'.er of the 120
inch primzry, there are significant permlties associated with _"_-s ai.roach.
First, the total field of view of the f/30 telescope configuration will be
limited to some small value - probably lO to 20 minutes maxim:_ - by the field

stop in the primary mirror _tself. With such a limited offset ca;abi!ity, the
entire sky might not be accessible for high disperslon measure:zen_s even taking
into accotmt the much greater li6ht gathering po'_er of the m2.in telescope mirror
since only a small fraction of this ener_" can be taken for the Inte:_ediate
tracker. This limitation can be fully assessed once the actual field limitation
of the main telescope is known. Several additional disadvantages that are

apparent are the large linear travel of the guide star image (lO inches for a lO-

minute field) with its attendant need fe':la_ge inter,mi oFcics and/or detector;
the addition in com&,iexlty to the e:.Ioerimentinstrumentation cause& by sharing
the exi,evlment objective with the intermediate tracker objective; the need to

change the inte_edlate tracker (or at least Its optics) each tir_ethe f-n,.=ber
of the main telescope is changed; and finally, the loss in light to the main
ex_periment (perhaFs i0 to 20 per cent) that is required to d_.,ivethe intermediate
tracker.

System S)u_thcsis - Fine Point_ng Attitude Controi Loop

In this section, the previously discussed sensor and CMG ikar_r.etersare combined
into the fine pointing loop in a maturer to achieve the polnti:_ requirements.
Fi&%,re 5.h-12 is a block diagram of this loop.
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T%e primary' consideration in desi_ulng the compensation network was _o minimize
¥ the limit-cycle caused by _u'o friction. The final c_mpensatlon net_ork took

into account the results beln6 obtained from analog computer limit c;ycle tests
using first cut compensation designs, The computer results indicated that the

ma_.ltude Of the limit cycles could be decreased by increasing the compensation
gain and pointing loop crossover frequen_j.

- Referring to Figure 5.4.29, curves :I,and 2 show the uncompensated (forward 10op)
and compensated total pointi_ loop b_i_ plots, and curve 3 shows the compensation
network plot. With the sensor lag at 30 rad/sec and the flexible mode at 54 tad/
sec, a i0 rad/sec crossover was selected as the _axlmum attalnable. Maximum
compel_ati6n gain was selected by stipulating that the first pair of compensation
poles be no lower than O.1 rad/sec. This permitted a compensation g_in of 167

inch ounca/arc sec.
u

The transfer function of the compensation network not including the flexible
mode filter was:

The pointing loop bode plots of the pr_vlous figure are r_de with the c¢ _nsatlon
network above and do not include the flexible mode-filter. _he Incorporation

. of a flexible mode f_Iter into the attitude feedback loop was u_ed -_ostabilize
the flexible mode vSbrations. The complex pole zero net_'ork below was cascaded
with the compensation network to filter out the flexible mode.

�2(.l)s ¬5o

This filter gave results that agree with the rigid vehicle over a ten percent

frequency v_rlatlon from the flexible zode. Figurm _._-30 shows an open loop
bode plot of the system incorporating this filter.

A brief paper analysis of the g_To tracking loops was undertaken to see the effects
of non-ldentlcal gyros. The analysis indicated that the tracking loop would add a
complex pole-zero combination to the system transfer function, much the same as a

flexible vehicle mode wlth high damping. _e location of the pole-zero c_nb_nat_on,
through variable with tracking loop gain, would lle close to the complex poles of
the vehicle rate l¢op. With identical (_G's, the complex pole-zero combination
cancels itself out.

system Synthesis - Non-Linear Ar_lysis

The main purpose here _s to explain why the previously described compensation
network was chosen. The initial compensation network, designed and tested on the
analog computer, produced a 1 rad/se¢ pointing loop crossover frequency. These
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g. _eqts showed that gyro friction ca:Jsedlimit cycling, _d that a higher _ointir_

•oop response wo,a!d be needed to meet the pointing spe_f___,ons.

- A phase plane paper study was then carried out to obtain an idea of What limit

_*[r.- cycle frequencies ,would be required to meet the O.O1 sec of arc specification.
._,i The study indicated that limit cycle frequencies near i c_s would be required as
t:,:,_, di.sturbance torque magnitude approached mixlmum. These conclusions were later

_!! borne by _he computer results. "

L The compensation network was thus designed to produce a c_,-,lu_ pointing loop
frequency response.

-. The frequency, and magnitude of t_e limit cycle can be explained oy referring to
'" ' the describing function plot of Figure 5._.31 and the previous bode plo_s of

• Figure 5._.30 To limit cycle at a frequency of 3.2 r_./sec, the complete open
-. _loop including the gyro friction describing fLunct_on must have a gain of I and

_:_._ phase of 180 degrees at this frequency.

~]i: The linear trarmfer function has a gain of 7.95 and phase of -158° at this fre-

" !_i_ quency while the friction contributes -22 degrees of _hase shift and gain of 1/5
'_ when the input za_itude is 0,05 ...._ oun_._.. !_.o-sically,this limit cycle can be
_.,_:s- exp]alned as follows. The position limit cycle after being compensated must have

#_;_,:,_:_ a magnitude large enough to break gyro friction. For a limit cycle magnitude of
0.008 arc sac at a frequency of 3,2 rad/sec, the compensation net,'ork has a gain •

• ' _4-" f
_:_,;,. of ,,'_inch ounces/arc sac. The input into the gyro is therefore 0.050_ inch
. _ ounce, Just en_h to overcome gyro friction.

in summary, the compensation network mu_t h_ve a gain large en@_gh at the limit

cycle frequency to a/icw the vehicle oscillations to remaLn below specification
and still break _vro friction. Since the compensation gain increases with in-

czeaslng frequencies in the region of 3 rad/sec_ a higher l_mit cycle frequency
requires less position ma_itude.

N

}
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Static Fr!ct[on/GimbaJ- Input

Torque // Torque

Figure 5.4-31

-CMG DESCRIBINGFUNCTION

5o_._ Performance Ver'__ication

A detailed study Inc!udin_ an analog computer simulation was perfo:_ed to evaluate

the slmgle axis perfo_-__anceof the fine pointing attitude control loop. The simu-
lation concentrated on _he fine pointing mode, thus the acquisition and reorienta-
tion problems received on!S-minor attention. _ne simulation assumed identical
control moment gyr.os and included gyo friction, torque motor and sensor satura-

tion, sensor noise, s_ndthe first 1lexible mode of the vehicle. Fig_n-e 5.4-32
shows a block diagr_ of the system simulated.

The gyro control torque is pro_ortior_l to gimbal rate times the cosine of the
gimbal an@le and _he vehicle rate feedback is proportional to the cosine of the
gimbal angle, but durir_;fine pointing gimbal angle vsaiations are small. The cosiz
of gimbal angle multipliers present in the forward looi_and rate feedback loop can
t_refore be considereS constant for a given simulatlo'_ run. The t_o extremes of

magnitude for these multipliers, cos O degrees = ].0 Fredcos 45 degrees = 0.707, _mr
both simulated to obtain fine pointing perform_nce. T_se gain variations were four
to presen_ no major problem_.

The important quantity of _o friction for this system is the static friction;
i.e., the deadband presented to the torque motor at ve:_" small gimbal rates.
The magnitude of fs dictates the minlm_ gain required in the position feedback
loop for a given poe!rich accua'acy specification.

Definition of the friction characteristic near zero gimbal rate is extremely

I difficult., and vas sizula_ed as a worst constant deadband to
ease, fs or up
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re-3u).ts is r"_'''_'___.;,.,_..,..-_ "_... :h_ b_eku:.. "_-_ ...."_....,..*_'_,_,,. l'ne ,eau___-'_' of the s'_udy _-:""

s_narized tn tLe °_'''"'"'" ;ar_,-_-alh_

Analog ..CorzputerP.:n_

The analog co-__uter t,,c__ ma-le du'r_r____ stud_;were broken do-,n _n_o'+ tn:ee

, categories: line_-r _,n-o_no_!ine_," K,,'-_._a = C. _= _5 de£u_ees. A tabul_.tlon _'f
the results is listed in Fi_e 5.h-33 for the r_Jorlty of the r_uns. _z.._-_.._'-f_"'.....

...... *-3_ and -35.t_-_.ehistories of t"_o_ r'_nsare sho-_n in Figtures 5 " "

L_near G}_o D .........

In Runs 16 and 17 %he 1_--_'_ _o u ..... '_-_,.e_._,-rodyr_Ic__ were utilized to se_¢e as a ......_--._-
with the no,n_linearres:o:_es., In the ,_',_,-stO.DO_ _. r_-_ noise -:a,= intr._,,:_e_
into the sensor. _ne O.uu.92 sac a_-_= off_et was due to _-b-
null offsets. _,e second cor_slsts of _he _ ...._=_. response to an attitude initial
condition.

In Rtuns 18, 19 and dO, the naximu_ attitude rate that would not exceed the sensor

range was determined, in these cases _he computer scaling was changed and the
torquer and sensor sat,_ation levels incor!orated _.ntothe circuit. The _+_
used consisted of introducir_ an _ ..... initial condition of 5.0 sac and

i_ncreasing the attitude rate initial conSi_ion until the attitude peaked at !0.3
sac. This was done for each sensor saturation level, The results %'£re:

, _ Sensor Saturation Mmxi_m Attitude Time to Reach

Level Kate Steady State
sac /,ec

.-to.4 20.0 h.2

+o.2 _6.o 6.6

,0.i lh,,0 15.6

Nonlinear Gw,,oD_,._.!cs,a = 0 decrees

Runs 21, 22 and 23 sh_ the .effect of increaslng the disturbance torque from zer,
to 0.22 foot-pcr_r_ds. ;¢Ith incl_,asin_ TD, the limit cycle, with worst case at re:

ft-lb, decreases until the system bacon,as linear. The second trace has a TD
approximately half %'a_-bet'ween zero and the linear region while the las$ sho'_'stl
worst case disturbance in which the system was well into the linear region.

Runs 2h thr_a@h _ show the effect of 0.001, 0.00_ and 0.035 s"e'crms sensor nois

as the disturbance increases from zero to 0.22 ft-lb. Of particular importance
was the reduction of the limit cycle ah TD = 0 ft-lb. Afk, rthcr ,_ductlon occur
as the disturbance torque increased to 0.22 ft-lb which was to be expected since
the nonlinear effect was greatly reduced.

• In R_ms 33, 34 and 35, the effect of w_rious initial attitudes to the syst_ was

responses. After the initial ira:relent, the system returned
studied with these

to the llmlt cycle of }hm 21.
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In Run 36, the effect of an initial attitude rate was establlhsed. Here again
the system returned to the limit cycle of Rim 21 after the initial transient decay

Run 37 showed the effect of a torque ramp of 0.002 ft-lb/_ec. The result was a
reduction of the limit cycle as -wa_ to be expected from the forego.,, responses.

Nonlinear G_(roDynamics, (_= h5 _e:,:ree3

Buns 39 t_ru h7 indicated the response variation when the gimbeJ, angle reache_
_ degrees which was the design naJ_m_. An Inslgnif_cant Increase in t_'e

responses can be seen as compared to the zero glmbal angle condition°

The effect of null offsets in the sensor and eS.ectronlc_ was not simulated during

the study; however, as an exam?_le o_ a n:illoffset consider the ....o _±_ ....c.....
limit cycle of Run 21. An offset ".'c_!dFhift the limit cycle u!; or do'_n an

equivalent number of _ec but would not change the limit cycle amplitude.

_Concl_xsions

Initial computer results showed the limit c_cle caused by _DTo friction was above
specifications using an initial c_enzation design. The results indicated that

the llmit cycle magnltude could be decreased by a cc__birmtion of increasing the
position loop croseover frequency and minimizing _DTo friction. A second compen-
sation network was deslgned to produce a position crossover at i0 rad/sec, the
max_ permitted by the sensor response_ and the flexible mode of the vehicle.

The above changes were incorporated into the computer sim'_lation end limit cycle
te_ts were r_m The results sh_ed t_at the systam met specifications over the

_ total range of disturbance torques, sensor noise and gimbal angles t....t would be
experienced.

Realistic worst case limit cycles of +0.0025 second of arc wer_ ettained with
0.002 seconds of arc rms sensor noise. With no sensor noise, an um'e__listlc case,
the limit cycle increases to+O.6_088 seconds of arc.

The above realistic worst case result was obtained with gyro angles of _5 degrees
and zero disturbance torque. Neither a decrease in gyro an&les or changes in
sensor noise appear to effect the magnitude of the limit cycle si&mificantly. An

, increase in the disturbance torque, however, decreases the limit cycle magnitude

appreciably. With the maximum disturbance of 0°22 ft-_b there is essentlall_, no
limit cycle and a position offset of a_proximately i0"" arc seconds.

As shown above, because of the hig_h position loop gain required, disturbance
torques in addition to electronic offsets generate negligible position offsets.

The compensation network passes most of the sensor noise, and with the magnitude
of noise sp_:ified, helps to dec:_.ase the effects of gyro static _riction.

Radial loads on the bearing due to _To motion would effectively add a small

amount of damping, but would not increase the static friction level quoted above.
To achieve the required pointing accuracy, the gyro glmbal frlctioa is the most
critical factor. Other system components are within the state of the art.
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The F_-rforz._nceIndicated by tk:is study is in ex::ess of the s_eclflcatlons, which
leads to more ccnflden,:e in tl_ results. This study, while quite detailed for this

level of system definition, has established feasibility, but in so doing, has un-
covered eeveral criti_._l areas, requiring further study as discussed in the next
section.

5.4:6 Critical Areas

Breadboard _.._c_,-;_=_ of-"_-*_,'_._.,__.. Hardware

Breadboard studies of ccntrol hardware are required at an ear]o' da%,-_ to support
development cf an ,n.e.me_late size orbiting telescope. One ?urpose for this tele-
scope will he to verify design concepts for the attitude ccnt_ol system for the _'DT.

The design of control _ment gyros to meet the requirements inposed by the high

accuracy fine ocinting ccntrol loop is within the frar_work cf known technology.
The gimba! friction needed is lower than found in ccnventlopml .gyros of this size.
It is predicted that this low friction level can be attained by using a brushless
torque motor, _npreloaded bearings, and spiral leads rather than sllp rings. Bread-
board designs are required to substantiat.e these predictions, as well as uncover any
urmckno_led._ed --_'-__-.......areas.

Design crlterla for the ,'_-_ffine pointing sensors are such that no need for Inven-
tlons are antlciFated. Sensors similar to existing hardware t,_es should be ade-
quate, with In-_rc:,ed._erfory..anceto be achieved primarily through improved detector

performance. TT..Isdoes not imply that sensor design will be easy or inexpensive.,
as this bms nct historically been the case. It is also true that severe development

problems can be indu:ed _-_.jdemanding a high performance system in a small size, low
weight, low po',_r package. For the MOT sensors, where other design criteria can
take preference over size and weight, these induced problems w_ll be minimized.

Star trackers ezr!oying ?hotomultiplier detectors are in a higher developed state

than LmeCe tube senscrs. An image orthlcon star tracker has not yet been orbited.
Vidlcon systems, however, _mve been developed. The primary problem with today's
imas_eorthizon is its !ar_ weight and relatively low reliability. These problems,
as wel] as additional __r._rovements,are soluble when subjected to an orderly devel-

opment cycle. If the _ET sensors were required within the next 2 or 3 years, this
would have to be classified as a problem area. Over a long period of 5 to 7 years,
man)" of the dlsadvantag_.s of the image orthicon system will have been solved if an
orderly deve]c?ment pregrm_ is initiated at an early date. A logical first step in
this prograr w_uld be laboratory investigations of breadboarded sensors.

Detailed Analysis of !.._T-;._R[Soft Gimba! Mode

From the ]imlted time available dtwing the latter part of t)_ study to investigate
the vehlcle mode I_ w_'Ich the MOT is coupled to the _EL by r._ans of a soft glmbal

concept, a high probability of feasibility has been dete1_nined. A complete three-

axls nonlinear analysis and simu]atlon of the _OT-_K)RL control system stability,
taking into account an active control system on the MORL and structural flexibility
of both vehicles, should be perfor_.ed. Determination of the optim_:_ spring rate
and suspension technique should result from this study.
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The rr_ed for f_irly " '_accula__ a.t_.c.luteroll ax_s {osit_on and _ro_,_ ._×is .qta_:illty is

required for several of the cb_eF.'atl hal p,¢_.__ _ --_, _j_""fairly a_cu..... ._-.+_"_s..meant
___ _ _- _" fact that aseconds of arc cr tens of secc n'_s of arc. T_ problem ar_=-_s _r .........

star tracker for roll attitude _r_-]_,,.._should nomir_ily be directed at -_._._'"'anqles

to the telesco-.e axis This r,_,s.... ther_al/struzt'_al stabillt_ _-" ; between

the axis of _'__.___ain te]esco[,: and t._t of the roll star tracker.

The roll star tracker does not pose any problem of special sig_.ific_n=e. It can,

in fact, be virtually identical to the intermediate boreslght tracker described in

Section 5. _:i.__ear% of the :,_'"oJl_ _-....lies in the th:_r_ai/structura_" stahi!ity of

the s_aze=raft _+_,'_.._ and +>_ ....._- ttcP variation cf the angle between

tracker/tele sco[.e axis.

Sensor Setu= and Ali_r_ent

The ._.49Twill _mve eight or mo_'e separate observatlor_l pro_m_s, with each progr_-n

requiring one. or more separate assemblies of scientific instrumentation. The total

number of instrumentation asse.-folies will thus total 15 or 20 or more. Since it is

probably not practical to hold the extremely tight optical ali_ent tolerances

tPwougSn the laun'=h enviro_e._nt, and since it will be necessary to no_ ,_ changes of

Instr_entatlcn/sensors in orbit, an In-orbit optical alignment of the sensors to

the re_sinlnz system is required. Alig_T_=nt accuracies will vary with different

obser;atior_l programs, but generally will be on the order of one to three seconds

of arc for the "coarse" manual ad__o ....nt.

_Mn's capability to perform the required alignment using conventiorml Earth-based

tecb_niques is uncertain. Complete prealigned assemblies, containing both sensor

and scientific instrumentation, r_y be necessary, for example, to reduce the magni-

tude o_ the In-crblt alignment f_uction.

T!nermall_, Induced Structural/Electronic Instability

_. A design problem iruherent in all systems that require high =_chanical/electrlcal

stability is tl:at of thermally induced electrical drifts or mechanical distortion.

This applies not only to the sensor as an entity, but to the shc_t-ter _thermal dis-

tortlons of the structure tPmt maintains the sensor/instrt_nentatlon/telescope align-

ment. This problem is associated with the intermediate pointing sensor as well as

the fine pointing sensors. A short-term temporal Iilstabillty in excess of 2 to 4

seconds of arc between the boresight directions of the intermediate pointing sensor

and the main telescope will be cause to revaluate the entire intermediate tracker

design concept, as has previously been discussed.

The thermal design problem is felt to be less severe for the sensor itself than for

the relative alig_._ents between sensor/scientlflc instr_m_ntation. A direct extrap-

olation of sensor temtx_.ratm'e sensitivity for the 5KIT sensors from the OAO (_odd&rd

Experiment fine pointing sensor indicates a sensitivity on the order of 0.001 see/eC.

By making the_l st_billty a prim_ design criteria for the _DT sensors, even better

perfon_ance can be expected.

The associated problem of ma_ntain.!n_ the re]atlve alignment between the sensor and

scientific Instrumentation ,my requil_ an active temi_rature control _ystem or a
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clc-zed-loc.p-_erlo. For the rerro-_ field [,hoto_Ta[.kl_.r._de, for exam.[.!e,a !lateral
ml.r..-........s the film.,plat.cand senzcr ccrr_sconds to_;is.',]_cer_nt of 17 _ .... _- bet':con

, _ ,o_ax p]afic) Since stabilities cn the order ofC.S,31arc sec an._la. -v_ '_
• 2 4.,.

5.51 arc sec over ten or-its are desire_, the coml,lex._j cf the t-.atrials/thermal/

s.r,, ,ura. design becor._,-sa3[.arent.

Ac_uisltlcn Problem

The _neral problem of large an_le sle'#ing and reacquisition, while not considered

tel;endthe state of the art, requires d_tailed study to determine she or,tlm_m trade
cffz. Larg_ an_le closed looo sle','sabout an arbitramv axlm, not rcsslble in the
CA0 i_'.ple_entationdue tc the compromise made in favor cf e H'--__ .qt__......si,uoliflcatlon
shc'-!dbe studied for MGC. _T.ese studies would deter=ine the dlglta] computer re-

quirements, t_ n,%mber required and the linear ranges cf the oFtical sensors, etc.
._o....., fine point-Scz_ of these items interfa_2 quite closely on the feasibility _ _- "

in_. For example, the fine pcintin E sensor linear rang__ (determined froe acquisition
requireme_nts) has a strong _^__ _ on the sensor noise.

Alterrmte slewing methods include open loop slewing abou_c one axis at a time using
t_ _To reference. A scme'.'hatdifferent approach ";ould be to use attitude _fros as
the principle inertial reference and u[,date the &yros with errcr signals derived from
the star trackers. The processed tracker error si&nals ,;euld be inserted into _TO

torqt_rs, thus slaving tLe _,Tos to the trackers. This method ",-culdplace the cross
ceu?lirg and _,mlnvariations in the _TO updating loop rat_r than in the vehicle
ccntrcl !oop.

I.-_Se ....ct.cn Ccm.,_nsat!cn

The required ima._emotion ccm%ensaticn for planeta_ phcto_raphy and planetary radi-
ance measurements must be listed as a potential problem area ti-at";ill require addi-
tlcnal effort. It has not been determined what the effects of such rate compensation

will be on the spacecra_, control system, or whether the compensation should be intro-
duced at the fiLm plate rather tDan in the telescope _cint. TT,Is is not foreseen as

a rajor problem area with resrect to the fine pointing sensor per so, only ms a source
of additional complexity,
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' ..'. .=. =.._. . =.s ,,:_= ........ _:_ d ......... 3.".reratQ:'_. d:,:_'_ " .....;L : ""
":'..-: .-'c_i::_- 1_._i :_eri:-.;' -- c..- _ - ;,r_ _ . , - _' ' • _ q-_ : "......... _:,z-. .._;):::.::= ;
,* -._. --'" _.-c ........... "" +'_ f:'.n:t_differ._nce _ "_:

"_ "_" """ ;.'as "'_-'-_ _..... o;"'g _ t _ dls'ens'.Rna _, ti ..... _ ...... _-_ th_:-::t I --_ ......
_,_ ................... s_o r. structk_ _ and in _'_- ",'i:-_:%" :.:.i ,-_._:.%_:.v

_,,c_d....sc.!ar,Earth ref..est ""2r.i.-:-::s "=_=,.... ,_='=-_-...........:---':_. ::e_::.g due to "_ _ =_._ el, _..
.... =.... =, .::--_...._s ......cr:s cf or_ita! Fositicn was fi"st -c:.:_c-_:at;_
":s:::Z a _l:n_tk._j :l-.vircr.-.-.e:,-_Cs::[_uter_rro_.':.,~-- (AS 2_-,o),_"" Scri:_ ,:"view facto:':
''-_ ":-.-_:=:louis--ca ;z::.S.: _=.....]._zat_c,,of a ::usselt n_,:__--_---:-,':',
,.- , ..... r: =r_--. _.-._ _'-5 ......... treats cc-..bined s:e_.ular and __-""_.... -: -_.._-.m...... .....,-'-

s ::f:=9__-s !eterrir.e --he ra-]iant he:t exchange bet_._,en nodal [cints -- the
4_.-.-..... _..__.__..;_=_._._.._.....:.,':_12,_;_....secondary mirror su_.port s_,_uc_.u._'_-_,a.u_+;_.._

::'i._:-._:"--_"sec::.iary .-.2rrc:-s,Internal ref!_ctions resulting :."...._,..the
.rr-_s_n:e -'_ .-_'_............ su-_f:=es an.J the blocki_ effect of the __-'-._._ :ir_cr'
str:ccture .-..:'e........4.

:' .......

c The telesccye co="'guraticn assumed for conducting the therr.i! analysis is
that _'^-- _ -" _ ".5-! -..... rear s:u-faceof.....-......:'_:u.. ; . ?he telescope shell and ",_

: te ..__tic.-."havin-_h"=ri---.-;a":Lrrsrnc.-..ir-=!areccn:'.:ctivityinsu!atedwithof7.0°noxinChlo-_f_tu,!_::-.mul'tJ:o--,_Ct..........cR.V_'"'-._e:........_...._'=-
:. "---_ m_rrcr " ...........=d from the telescope struc t,_:-_- s _.;:_._.., • _ith tangent h_r
suFc.;rts.

c '.:aterialF rc__rtEes as_'%-ed for the thermal analysis _:--:given in

o Ca_'- + ....:-r't'__ is..... : _ u: _ ass_T.ed to be _qO°°

e Te_esccye a.......s orbit a_su/_ed are sho'_; .,-Figure 5.5-2 •

c¢.,s_=.,_is b_<en to be _/_3 _tu,hp-f_ "z

e Ass,'_-_!Earth +,.e:_eratures,t,-'i<enfrom TLqOS data, are given in Figure 9.5-19.

THor::%! balance ef the te!escoFe is a function of the in:ldent solar radi.t _-

:_:rt!: cm:tt_:l rad::.a'ticn, _.:'th reflected radiation, radi.at.:Lon from the t_lesc,:::_
"'_""_ interchange with other t_la_cepe struct_u,e, and h_atst, ruc_ure to sFaee , ._., =_.,..

.....,%........ l..__ structure. The them,_%] balance for unit areas
of struct,,'.:'e gives:

' (Ti4 4_P3(_S + _'£:_3 + 6'_?'_IR=_( IR FspTI_ +_1,2 - ) +

u,c:0_, I,", - T 4) + (T l T2 ) + (TI-Tn) + (Bee" "..,.. , ,q *** * oeCt l@,q

' .n " d@ 5.5.4.3f,u,
Xl,2 _ Xl, -- nomeac!a t '.u'e)

:._":'.b':'de_ig:"It_._:'ooi.n_ cr- Co.:_ut programs
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" "-_ _ ............... : Tt,- "_'._1" " ..... " ....._............ ." • :.......- : ,_4.. _,,*__ 5 __ r_" .... :_ " .. _ .. _..... _...... _ .._ ....... = .....

" " " _ _,_;::_r_: .... :_'.:" &>;'S i- ._.3".':- °

"--_- :--,- ' _.:..-r_.es :-'t.?. : .... " ", "_'_ so'_a:" v_qtc _ -_- .... =*" ........... -'"
a rcr.. : _ c_ser..,=ti:T.3 -.- -; -a '-_ ;n aP.Z _Jrection i;': t _,` >-:-" --:_-_": ='-"
-_ .... ,," t-- :_" ..... =, *" ....... <_'"'_ a"=-" fro:- *h= L:-.:n .-L:-_ =:-L--_'.
_+';"-:_._ ..... -<de,'e _, t: ..... " -_ ---" .... ,_ in t?.-_r:.:._. envi."c.-_'.-_._.-- _ra =.--=sc.-..-e

_-s .-_-..rE: _. tc th. _ s Z..'-:"-.-_--'.", and te-e_:c_, _- --._ ;_._...:_=c-:__" -.-. --
scl_,- v--eta:', as iefinel _:-. .--__.__. 5,5.-2,

-- .... _--:---=-: _- the heat _.=.,.__._. amain-sis .-__;'_< _-_.=...fL_

rL'C"_ ;--_" _;''_ beer. --=i to- tr:er._-5 a_.a;cgcus " - -
ladiative and ccnductiv; h:a- -_t'.'.sare si.-ul-_t:d_.. by assi_rir.:-a:,.---.--'-to=

....t.._:...... telescope str _ _ =ccnluctance vaiues tc a ccnlu=ic_ _......_ 7"...... _ hr-'-:_n

intc n=des- each node _einC ---__-.edto have a tmiform te.-,Fe:'a=ure"!'-:'eUfhCL:t
its _=S_...... L_creasln_. _b............"_-._.or.nodes increases the azc_.:r_=cz,"_"_-_=--t*_=_._

e-.,rensecf increasing cc-_] =--:-_.

_e therral [.e_elof the "C- is relatively conr!_-x; therefore, a fai:'lZ fine

no..._:"::_sh._s cc..s-.d.......e=e--_.--.r_- to sLv.ulate accuratel:: i:]c-ientrad-_'atlcn
fro- the }_rth and _un- ana"r__!ian_ _ exchar_e between eleuental _/'eaz cf ".l.scc:e_=
st:'uctm'e vith other structure ^_a .......• -__._space. Cuter and inner- te_'.esccTe=_=_]_ ;--:'-'_
_ach broken into nin_ ee:lal -_ial areas and the _.-im,uryand seconda:'v -___-rcrs
_re broken into 36 and 7 "_"':....: areas, respectively, Other nodes were :'equizeJ
to account for other _tructu_-al cler,snts, ..w.%:in__a total of _9 nodes. YiF-res

,-_ show the nc_.a_ net',_rk and structural therr_l ccnmuct'_cn "_at.-.s
,.,.1,,.I_._ ..t ,._ _.or'rioTed in the analysis. in a____u,,, vie..:factors for 3_5 radiant transfer

- _aths (not sho:_r,):-_r_det_:--_in_, Incident .-Earthand solar heat ice,s c- .C
_=f....._, ca]cu2at _ v_--=_ne_.5]area_ were deters" .aJ b. linear interpolation ...................

at _P ._os_ticns in crb?'.t, -"..... _. = %=_za__on in thermal conductivity with te-re:'at'zz-e
of all [aterials was ccnside:'e!, as _.,ellas the variation :it.h tev.Fer.=.tureef

...._: .... :'eat leads calculated as a _u..__..,cf orbitalthe :_o_c _=-_ cf c..:........

-.- roslticn were _ ..... _ ,-snetary Envirorument CcmFut;r Frc/-'a-, anl
Script F vie:: factors were dei_r-.ined _.,/tha g_nera]ized _usse'.'tDv'.:bl._ Frejecticn
Computer _:,o.$ra_.,These data :,_rethen input to the BS"FAFrcgra.u.

eem,]t.s

Ther;'a! ti":_ cc,nstants of the -_ ....... - .........._.s and telescope struct_u-e can be _--,,_ _:-

Fzgu;'e 5,5-5, _T.ichshe_:_the ;.....s__nt temperature history after an '_;_'-_
launch ter':[-'_tu:'eof 530°11. C'.ter _Ii temperatu:-es (not shc_,._,)reach _',',u-'.lJ-
briu"" aft _''" few r.dnutes _...."_'t because the outer wa_'" has a ".'olaf='''_'',-_,,3:-all._

the:'::'a]caracit.ance,rand__s--.'_l,einsulated from the ._ntemnc! st:,uct,.u'e,I,-...wall

temF,u,atm'es also stabilize within about iO to 15 hours, due to le_:tb-rr.._l

caFacitanc..;o_ the h_lls. "-_.,.-Fmimary and secondary miln ors reouiz'e,a .,-ucb., ._on_r._-
tit-, t.¢- ,',:-._ch equilibrium, tenFerature , which, d_pending cn'teleSCOFe attitu,_e anl
the:-F_l insulation effectlv.'::ess,vm'les from 3_O°!.Ito 450".-, In £_neval, the

) equi]ib"ium t._zF-.:ratu_',;of th.,secondary m_irrov is ]0 tc ZOO!{colder" than the
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prJm_uryrdrror because the secondary ::irror _o -:....... "-.t_" _.j the' _ ............:..... y isolat from

"" ' ..___l ...."- ' .-.._-.o,,,..phase, :]'-ecabin. ,axLmtun m_rror th .......fra@lents occur _,-:....hi_=^''" : "

to heat conduction fro= the mArror t- the tan_.:nt t_.r rU_.trt__. _i-.,:m. tev._era-
ture rradJents occur _bout ]5 ho:_rs _fter launch, ;.='_.-._n_ ..........c _.:._.._.u.-

....... _ ....._e-_-':-" " "-=:'"radial, O.03°k;JJre....nc_s between adjacent nodes: .... _._ .......=., _. -,
and axial, 0.13 :

F_ure 5.5-6 shows th= effect on outer-wall _ " -_ •

surface ccatJng-_ s/¢ I:_ w_en the *-'_c 7. _<is is ""......... 7er..-en_cular to the solar

Th. u,.IO.,curv,._ represent average ncJ_i _ "::re .. a 120 ° se_-._nt
cf the cuter w_!............that is always _--o-_4 to__rd the ._"- F!-ur,__ 5.5-7 shows
that, surface coatin_ _ /_ -o has ccnsideratiy less effect ".!.-nthe telesccze
axis Is :ara±lei .o _i.e so_a, v_c_cr.

F_gt_-'e5.5-8 shows quasl-steady state inner tube w_!l tem_eratta'es for th_ two tele-
scope attitudes studied. Variations in oustercoating a/r w_re found to exert only
a mlmor influence on inter wall temperature, due to tr_ re!ativel,v s_ll heat flux

through the super insulation _.ritheither t_-_e coating. Her.co, selection of either

a high cr !e::,__,_coatir_ a_peaeed to offer no _=_rticu!ar advantage, and all sub-

" : d :sequent ar_alyses were therefore based on a wh_t_ ccati:_ i-.avir_an _ _ IR
-°

Irmer ":_,......Demperatures are seen to be some_._at k_igher -,-'.-..z,_ , _....t,:_sco!e_"
,,-_ .... Js _arallel to the solar vector, due to the .u_a__:% _,_ct ,.m ,,-.

the sur!it Earth. It ray also be seen that greater circ'_-/erentiai gradients
occ_" at _ortions of the inner tube reuresented _- _h__+--== nodal areas near
th_ ¢_en end and that the gradient is quite smaI3 f=r nclal __-eas nearest the
Frimary ndrror.

The _rFcrtance of maintaining small cL-c'_vlerentia: gradients in the ironer tube

_.m]lnear the mirror ray be seen frcr:Fi_-_re 5.5-9. In t:-_isfigure, the effect
cf var:'ir{ the reflectance mud e.mitt_n_e of the ..^4^_..... __ ar_as ne-_est the m4rror

(reFresented by nodal areas 7 to 9 inclusive) is cle_-i:: shc;-m, lhe nodal areas
1 to 6 Lnclusive, corresponding to the outer 2/3 cf tub_._;-._d_l,",_re ass_.ed to

be coated ;_ith flat black Faint (_ s_ecu!ar = 0, _ iiffus2 ---0.i, ¢ = 0.9) in
each case. _ki_ t_..-near _all nodes high]$" .s_.._-._:_--.,as recresented, by the
Fo]ishel a!_num ccnfig_u-ation, J,s undesirable bees.use it di_zinishes the view

factor to the wall surface nearest the =irror, ,_...._ "-=• _]........ t.....__ tem£erature is

uniform, and increases the view factor to the wall surface near the open end_
m_ere the wall temFerature variation is r_ch greater. :.qneus-aof sandblasted

alur.dn_=_near the mirror would provide some advantage if the wall temperature
near the mirror was nonuniform because it tends to e_.:a!izethe view factors.

Ho:_ever, because the _:mll temperat_u-es near the _/__rcr are quite uniform (see
Figtu'e 5.5-8), the use of flat b]ack Faint for the entire it.herwall surface is

1 recolm._endedas it provides the s_m!lest view factor to _t,,., _mll stifface r_a_r the
open end.

Figure 5._-10 shows quasisteady-state _rlmary and _ _ ,s_ccn_a.'y r!rrer temperatures
%_:.i'" _ten the telescope axis is perpendicular to the solar _ctcr; i.e., the telescoFe
-::. vJ_,, only space. The terms defining the curws ray be b_tter understood by

,!'_-ii_ referring again to nodes Ii to 36 and i!I to 136 inclusive in the nodal network
;:- (Figure _.5-3). The prL-,mry mirror quasistea_--state gradients are less th,.n

,;{!!,:<_:0.O]_!{, due to the nearly isother:_l r.&rror envirom::ent _ud the relatively high
' .,2,}b
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.._ Surface Coating c_ s= 0.2; _tR = 0.9

Surfa(.e Coatln£ cxa= 0.9; EIR = 0.8

Temperatures at: Loc_tionB 120 ° Apart

60o
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OI_ITAL LOCATION "_ DEGREES

FIGURE 5.5-7 : OUTER WALL TEMP_t_Tt_E; TELESOOFE AXIS PARALLEL TO SOLAR
VECTOR
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* _ " ' "" the m.__.rr,.y c -_-_*-,, *:-_ - .... :"-*th,;rmal conductivity of ,.h_ bery]l].::,', us,_q .;,, ..._,...c. : ............
of' the sm_!l view factor' be+.we,an the ,._:,_:_,-_-_.._. ::':rf_ce and ._,.. tu_..e o-_'_',-,,_.:......-. ,"'. _.--

near the o[en end, t_-e ncn'.utiforr., _!1 te:'-f ...... ;.tur_s. in t!'." s :'e.gi,:n ,,_._--...........,.. .. ,.
]ittle effect and the " _--_ "_ " " _--|.--. C_ ........ _-a_ Y_irDO. _ t..,;,.:t.,-r&tuy,3 g.-2d_ = _ 4 a. _., ..... .

quite small.

Tne temperature _, "_ "_....grad,_ .... s in th_ sscc.ndary _" ...... a_ ..... ='-, -;_'" : ........... _ . O. . . c..,,.o__._r_w_ 4 _. _. , ....

to the ]ower therva] conductivity of "-._ ".... ,.. ""_..-_ fuse_ si]ic_: r-_ter:a_ rand t _-" a:recti.'r.--.l

_ ,= heat on . .nattu'e of the _nc_d_nt loads t.Le secor.d-_ry -<_," ,_..... o, su:_ort st:-ust'-re
I_-_r...r_ gradients are _er:-iszible _dth fus-<l __.__,ca,-:'' however, because cf a ....."#--"
therral expansion coefficient.

F_L_re 5.5-11 shows quasisteady-state _rivary and seccnda:-y mirror t_m=erature-:
",;henthe telesco;e axis is _aral]e! to the sci__ vectcr, sc that the in:or ;_.ll
and Trkr'ary_3_rror alternately_ view sun3it Earth an'] srace.":..............e, e--_h_ ..'_;•it.
Increased cxrc_.le.z.,t__ gradients i_..she ,-,-'_._._._......_:-rrcr _oa±_ f-'c:,incilen_
Earth reflected mud e:-/_teJ radiation on _he ;r'-'marycirror stu-face, an! the
shadow pattern cast by the secondary mirror structure and tube _all. Tbe clrcurd'eren..

tial gradients in the. secondary _irror Bre less severe for this case, because the
lncident heat flux is more uniform around the circumference of the seconds__y mirror
support structure.

Figure 5.5-12 shows the rirror t_mperature gradients that can develc_ as a resu_'t
of an c:.bital attitude change. The te!esco_e structure and :rirrors were f'rst.

..&_.:the t_sco _-'a_is g_r-IZe- c£=rr,itted to reach equilibrium temr.erat,_.e." "+_ ._. _ " " _
the solar vector so that the pz-ima/-y:drr_-___.,^s_....,e__¢_:"views sunlit _.='_-_n"_.-:-"
state. From Figure 5.5-11, it may be seen that th= eqai]_ _-'-,_ primary mud

secondary r_rrcr temperat'2/'esare 437°R and 42_°?., respectively. The telesco;e
attitude was then ass'_med to rotate 90 degrees to another vie,ring Fositien, su:h
that the telescop_ axis is perFendicular to the solar vector and the telesccye
continuously viewed s_ace. The new mirro_ -,-',__-._,_;-'_...... _-.temFeratures fcr tl___s
telescop_ rositicn .are seen from Figure 5.5-10 to be 407°2 and 389°1t.After
aFpro:<imately 20 hours, the ipmer telescope ',:all_,.,_.,_._._+....._ decreas_ a_._........_,._-:

rmte]y 30°R to a new equilibri_h tem[erature (so. Figure 5.5-g): _._.e:-ezsthe
,.-utter_,mFe,at u _s have _:-1"-_,_ drocFed_ .,-.boutl._'R . This .rrcduces a zm,,:-c_,-.
t_mFerature difference b_tween the m/rrcrs and su_rc:-t:':v_stz,ucttu.e th-:t causes
an aFEreciab]e circttTIerential and radial 6n'alient to scct_rjr:the .miz-rornear
the tangent bar suFports.

Figm_e5.5-13 is a cross F]ot of the data of Figure 5.5-12 to show l'adia! _'-'-:Y=-_--
.. ture gradients. It is arParent frof _oo=_...__plots, that _.eb'o_t_,-=b_,__,,...__ _"_d-0nt"s

can ecctu-dtu'ing Feriods when th_ mirrcrs and surrounding st-" _ , _
going transient temperatm'e changes to a new equilibritmn temgerature. 7h..ese

:-,J gradients can be almost e!irdnated ]f the r_rrcr ar.d structural equilibt-iu:::
temperatures are made nearly equal for all telescoge attitudes. This can be

• achieved by the use of doors that are closed _.,_.enaverthe telescope vi-_:,_:su".7!t

Earth. These doors are located in an isotherral envire.%_;ent_'rovided t'ythe

,-:.. earthshada, as described in Section 5._.I.

>.:; filgure 5.5-]$ shows quaslst_._ad_--stat,e m__rror temperatures that ocetu-when the
- te]escep-_ is oriented parallel to the solar vector with th-_deers closed wh,m

':" v_e%dng sunlit _2arth. Comparison _.t.h _igu'_'e5.5-11 sho,_ that the doors

•.'•-:.

• . • :"

!•:a5}¢.
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•_.ffective'".....i':c--t.h_'.ir:'_:"t.;'."":.-.,.m""..,g:'ad.i,,"-.,,_."-_.....,,j".. se r,_duc,;the Iri.-,mr;"

,'_ ..... f--o: .... 7_i: _ '.cC°!:, ,_ ich ;s :.},._ch rv.-_.r:;," th-. 407°? .'.' "-irrc,:' cqui]Jhri';: ..... _ .:'at'.::'., :_'. . c ,
• . --_'4_..... _ _, _.F',_ ' ,'_-]_out_i,_-:"'; "".c'" t;:':;._,'atur-_f,'r_ te]escc_- cr<-_:"_':,n i....._'1.1..j_a:"tc the

solar v,-:ctc:,.

• .- _, '- .- t,- ' i_<- _ are ",_s-.-.d, the c..--_'_-._ "'_ _...d_J,,_ _Lati.I,T,., e .r.._ . s..c,-s .,at ::}-.en .... _.,. ........ _ ..... :--,_--
d_ve]q v,it.'--: c,h_n,"Jr,g te]escc, i _ attitude at-: ]_..oge2 ._,...... attn,

The validity of th,; mirror .,..A-_._._ ;resented in t_ .... __._-, ...... _ ,,_ _t"-;'"are c]earl U d_r_:ndent
on the ab_litj_,tc ..'-e-,_rac+u-_., _ _ . a tulesco_e _.._'--]_:_-,*...._-,.a._-.-_ ""..o -.,_-,-_-_.,_"_+'_a_d,.,tan._ent
ha.,' thermal ...._.... ��•�È�Œ�cfr:a le " _: ..........<.... rnitu com_ara?l =. to tnc_. ass,.'medin the mnalysis

Insulation i::_:+-,.i]e-ibet_./_.enthe yrJr..__-ymArrrr anJ floor _ean :._!1 he ccm/.ressed
,.,..]lc th, -_:'rcr 4s surTor'ted "'" +_-_ f_.om '_" asser-.oi-* 4........................ ._.... _ bcost. _oeing

: _._ J _,_ . /- < _._test 4a+a.. Co:- an - ,.............. c nslsting of _,-...._-_,'_-_.,_.i_'.'e"s_. of 0.0002.-_ .....
a]',z_..'.'_un "_'] _r;,i -:,aft _ "A" q:,..4--._ "'_" :,'as _'_-_"_s=d *_-'_'.. _ .. ,.,_......,.,_±,_._sFaFer, t.m_-............... and ,..,-.., al]oweJ
to r.cov.., _-,-.._. in the nna]:'sis, ,_hes _ _a `�".:_-eused to d_'v_'_.- ccr.stmnts

for an equation of the form derived by Ffainier. Effective insulation conductance
is expressed as a function of temperature:

[K = 1.52 "i00" Btu
ft hr ._.. (2)

I'c
where :) =-

I rI

To establish the sensitivity of _.irror temperature gradients to insulation

sTstem effectiveness, the same tangent bar conductance was ass_-..ed," _
ou_ the

insulation conductance deter..-dnedby equation (2) was increased by a factor of I0.
FiEure 5.5-]'6 shows that a large increase in axial mirror gradient can result
from. increasing the insulation conductance, If the ass_tT.edconductmnce cahoot
be met in Fractice, it m_y become necessary tc increase the _nsulation thickness

from the nc,,_ina!c..n_.inch value. To explore %he F.otentia! of different r.._irror
......._,]cn, a ..... investieat_on was _ade cf a _olid r-_rror. L_ this event,

.__ ..... . . _..... _ ',_= a 2,0 inch thick_'_'m° 5 <-_7 shc,vsthe ouasisteadv-state t...._._t..,_s for
solid berv].]imm.:r_rrcr"" for a condition simila- to that of :±_uz"'r"_.5,5-11, in
which the t_]._sccFe alternately views sunlit .-b.rthand state anJ doors are not
_..F_ o,'ied,

The _.-..s.ut'_ s ,'"°+-_'_Fresented indicate that with further des_n__.,imFrcvements, it
should be _,:ss!b]e t_..obtain short term ther_n! contrcl of o[tica] _irrc-r gee-

•..I_,_ _ n an_ c;erationmerry by F,qSsive means, "['he _ffect of long term stress _o "'_t_c
at t_.,F.,at.U.., other than the t.emr:eratureat. which the :r.irrorswere manufactured
has not b:_..'..nestablish._l and r.,ay r_-quirc scme form of active control,

" _.4 ] _hterials Pro_._t_.s

A summary cf the the-real prcFerties of materials usel in the thermal analysis

Is Fr-_sented _n Figure _.5-!8. Only nominal proFerties at a sFecifieJ te.-Fera-
tur_ are [resented, although in the thermal analysis the deFendence of therral
con_luctiv_ty anl sFecific heat cn temp-_rature w_re consi.lered.
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5.5.4.2 Planetary Thermal Fmviron,_:=nt

Th_ incident ther_._] radiation on node] -.:ea_ of the telescope structure anJ
m_rrors were determined _dth Planetary Anerr;.l _invironz-:ntComputer Program
(AS 2116). F/'fect_ve Earth tez..[eratur_sfrom. TI}(OSdata, in accord_nc_ with
Figure 5.5-19, were assumed. Values of effectiv_ Earth t_m_ratu,-e as much as
30°R lower than the values used in the azalysis have b_en _rcposed by som_ in-
vestigators. The results of the analysis showed, nowever, that because of the

effectiveness of the superinsulaticn used in the telescope wall structure, the
effect on the inne: wall and ._irror e_Jilibrit_: temperature, _ssm_il. This

applies particularly _en a door is used to prevent direct vie'^ing of sunlit
Earth.

5.5.4.3 No_nclattu_e

A = area norr.el to heat conductic.: path

C = specific htat

F = gecmetric view factor

= script F view factor' (calc._lated by Computer Program AS 2C34)

K = thermal conductance

= incident heat flux on ncdal ar_a (calculated by ccmputsr prcgrs]a AS 2__/-_:_.,

R = ratic

T = absolute temperattu-e

. = length between nodes .indirection of heat conducLion path
f,r ...,, _SS

= absorptance

= emittance

@ = time

(T = Stefan-Boltzmann constant = 0.17123 x 10-8 Btu ;er hr-sq ft-°_&

= reflectance

Subscripts:

c = cold side

DS = direct solar

= Earth zeflected

_T = Earth emitted

H = hot side

IR = infrared

S = solar

SP = space

l,n = nod_ n_:bers

<
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_._._,_ Conclusions

Ther.-.a'-c_..,t,_-_c_"_e.__::i_=., :_.--isecondary m&rrcr oFtical _..............+"_':_"_:;__=_=_iv.=
' means a_e_rs tc "_ fe._.si-lefor short term o_eration, ior4_ tern effects s'-ch

as stress r_l__xatlcn, __. cause ._irror distortic,ns roe:airing _-nactive

syst_.n,have not -_.,_*b==r._....=.._._._,'"_'_,_]T.e effective tberm_l insulation cf *_=.,._
• ;ri-:ary-irrcr fro.-.,the f!ccr be_, and use of low conductive targen t bars -¢

the i.-_iert_lesccFe +'"= _......_'_ of prim_ importance for _r_ve.-.tingthe
occurrenc_ cf excessive r.irrcr te.r.Feraturegradients, ihFlo_ent cf leers _"_"
are --.mintain_ i_cther.-a!_- .-..eansof an earthshade, _roved beneficial znd is
recc::_:,ende!.?,ecc-.-.snJe$su-fac_ coatlrgs are low _ ./ ¢ ro ",%ite taint for the
exterior tube _ " " :' ";_.___and flat black Faint for interlor w_ll a_a secondary--irrcr

support structure. A .-_...,_-_.._:," _--'__ _'"solid ndrror could be e.._ioyed wb!ch has
-- smaller a_ia! temperature gradients than the honeycomb construction.

.... _ _ _ _ of t_ _ ....."Further _.z_s_..t.cns ..__h.....al problems associated with o?tical _,...._,:-_^-_*-'"
_ are nee_e4, but sh__.J b_ _'=,:-ed until second generation trade stu!ies have

b_en Fsrfor:::ed_n the fcl!c;d-_,areas:

}_r.ira_" rirror raterlals, censtructlons, and fabrication

I Secondary mlrrcr c-_]!design' Telescope conf" -;uratien

[.
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5"6 OvI_R _'_'_- _'-

Supporting subsystems for the "_=_ _...._ _. _u......-.,J_ t_at are_ _i._i!_arto the s/;stems _-" "_'_"_c,p_,'!
for current space progra_ a.ni"-hatdo Dot _ .... ;,,

defined in the foll_!r.E._,aragraphs. These systezs are defined onlj for the
purposes of completirg descriptions of typical requJ.rezengs for a VOT ornrP._ion,'.i
concept. In general, the data were only used to develop installation _(luirer.e:.ts
for eonfi_a_tlon dra'_Ings _nd weight statezcnts.

5.6,1 Co_Lumlcat'_ons _n4 Data Y___ndllng

Subsystems reqt:Ired to suppo_ the orbiting telescope r..issioninclude the co_.-_unl-

cations, data bm.ndllng system, and the guids_nce electronics associated with r._ndez-
v(_asar_ldocFc[ng operations, Ina_Ich as the rendezvous fission is so !nti,:_tel_"
supported by the eo.-_r..'nlca_ionssystem, the rendezvous and docking subsystem will
be._cavered under the c_nic6tlons and da%._ ".2a.udi!ngsystem.

The detached mode of operation described in Section 4 ntcessltates the use of R-F
links for monitoring attitude control, and c_anlcatlons purposes. Tr-.ecoupled
mode lends itse]_# to the use of fler-lble cables. In either mode the number and

typ,.of functions are essentially the same. Only the decoupled mode will be_des-
cribed in deta_l since it _s the greater requirements. In the glmballed =ode,
the receiver and trans_tter _ctlons for telemeto', command, and imagery data
can "behandled with cables.

"- _"%ecoznmmdcatlon and data hand!/ng s:_bsystem provides _I! tranafer of co_nd _nd
c_ntrol data and mission related information to _nd from the MOT. This subsystem

supports and provides such ftmctlons &s tracking, voice co_-_unlcatlcn, reception _d
distribution of co_nds, formatting and transr_Issi_u of data for the _enltorlng

.- and control of the MOT subsystems, suudacq'_'__Ition s.ud transmission of Ira_ery data
' for visual monitoring. A block diagram of the co_--_nlcations and data ms_nag:,_me-nt

subs._mtemwhich identifies the equlpment needed to perform the necessary fu_ctlons
is shown in Figure 5.6-1. Figure 5.6-2 defines the centerline equipment (without
spares) in terms of weight, vol_mme, _nd power.

FZGU_ 5.6-2
COMTJNICATIONS AHD DATA HANDLING EQUIF,,_NT CHARAC_KISTICS

Weight Power

¢o_sonent, (!b,) _ S..iz__£e

, Telemetry 21.0 O,5 7-5 x 16.5 x 3.5 in
vlaleonca ra(2) 6.0(ca) n.0 (ca) 7.8x 6 in

" _ Transmitter (0.gw)* O._ 7.0 2-3 x 3.3 c I.O in \
-_ VHF Transmitter (2 w)* 0.9 18.0 2.3x 3-3x 2.0 In

Co_mnd _ecelver _.0 2.0 3.9 x 7.6 x 3.4 In
Ccemmnd Decoder 12.0 8.0 250 cu in
Rendezvous Radar Transponder 15.0 i_.0 0.75 cu ft

::% Antennas 6.0 - _ cu ft (est)
.; Cables i_.0 -

Diplexer 1.0 - 1.9 x 5.8 x 2.7 in
_: ¥_ice _ecelver and 3.0 _.8 x 7.7 x 2.4 in

Transmitter

_" *(Tranmnltter Fower):6
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The telemetry sys'te:,:pro-,'i..ie3 the date required to monitor the statu: of t_L_ ._C
vehicle and its subsyst_.-_gby transm!ss!ons _c the MORL. The data are used as the

basis for control and c_;_t'_-'cncf the telescope_ and its subsystems. A FCM system
using magnetic logic, '.-1.1__hneeds little ;over, is recommended as a candidate tei-:z
etry system. _._ n_ber of f-_-+ctlcnsest_.-_atedto be monitored for each of the

basle scientific exTerLments and eath of the zaJor subsystems are ahc'_._in Ficu_'e

5.6-3. The analog and discrete =_-mnnels m_eded to perform t)m monitoring functi<n5
listed in Figuu-e 3.6-3 are esti_-.atedt¢ oe as follows:

_0 analog charmmls at a rate of 2 sanp!es/sec

2h 7 analog channels at a rate of 1 sample/sec

100 dl.+_rete c._.annelsat a rate cf 1 ss,mple/sec

Camera 5
Spectrog.-aph 8
IB Spectrometer 8

Optical Slx"ctrome.*_r 13
Polarimeter 13
Binary Detector 13

35
Attitude Control 210
Thermal Control 20

Communications 33
Rendezvcus II

Cent ingency 18

Total 387

Some of the scientific data lends itself to transmission by an RF link from t._
telescope to _DRL. Since the monitoring data requires only a _row bandwidth the
scientific data can be transmitted with _ne monitoring data over the same link. The
data may be digitized and multiplexed as pulse code modulated (PCM) data with the
monitoring data for transmission to _RL. Postulated sempl_ng rates aro:

Binary Detection (l_-bit word) 1 sample/see
Polarimetry (analog) : i sample/sec
Spectrography (analog) - 1200 samples/see

Synchronization is also required and m_y be accomplished by using a 31-bit word
transmitted once per second. All a_log data may be digitized and forraated into
0-bit words, which provides sufficient accuracy for both monitoring ax_ scientific
_ata.

The primary data to be obtained _r_n the PL_Twill be in the form oP photographic
plates. The photographs will requ_ such detailed anal_sis that It I, pre,.cntl_,
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Impractlcal to transmit the da_a by radio llr/_s. Hence, the photographic plates
will be physically recovered and returned to Earth. Th.ereis provision, however;
in the communication and data _nagement subsystem for a video li_< which permits
remote monitoring of the ca_hera_imag_. T_m image is derived from a slow-scan vidi-
con having a resolution capability of 1150 TV lines which provides a 400-1ine-pair
image when the Kell factor is introduced. A frarm rate of one izmge every 6 sec-
ends is considered ad.quate for monitoring purposes when combined "_itha long per-
sistence viewing screen. _y limiting th_ frm_ rate, it is possible to utilize a
reasonably narrow solid state transmitter, it is ass_.-__'dt_at six grey levels will
be adequate and t_t analog transmission may be employed with a band'widthof about
I00 kc.

VHF transmitters may be used to transmit both t_le_t_-y and i=_ge_y data since solid
state transmitters are available with relatively high efficiency and the a_itennas
are conveniently small in size. The narrow bandwidth needed for the PCM telemetry
permits the selection of a 0.5-'_atttransmitter while the wider bandwidth of the
video link needs a 2-'_'atttransmitter for transmission for distanzes of about a

mile. A diplexer permits the use of f.single anten.nasystem ";hichconsists of three
whip antennas equally spaced around the circumference of the PUP base, thereby as-
suring coverage at all times. The whip antenna may be of the type_used on Gemini
which can be stored inside a retaining dr_ and latched in position. _-r_nreleased,
the antenna would form an element about 12 inches long and 0.5 inch in di,meter.

Recording of scientific data from experi__entsotPar t_en hi._hresclutlon photography
can best be done on magnetic tape, with the recorder installed with t.beother in-

strumentation in the orbiting telescope. A recorder sL__ilarto the one designed forGemini would be very appropriate. This _ighs about 12 pounds with a 2400-foot reel
of I/2-ineh tape and has s vol_ne of about 400 cubic i_ches. At the low record
speeds necessary to accommodate the data rates, the uo-_r to operate the recorder
_uld be less than 5 watts. The _I_F of the recorder and tape is about 7000 hours.
It is advisable to have at least two recorders, so that a replacement recorder and
tape could be installed in t_ telesco_ Instrume_ntpackage when the tape on the
other recorder had been used up. This is preferable to replacement of tape at the
telescope because the operation would be awkward and tedious. The used tape with
its recorder could then be played back to a ..uORLrecorder or directly to a ground
station recorder via the _K)RLcommunication link. The tape can then be erased and
it is then ready (along with its recorder mechanism) for subsequent replacement in
the telescope.

The scientific data to be recorded, and subsequentlytransmitted to the ground sta-
tions, amounts to abo,_t3,200,000 bits, which occur over a period of _8 days, or
700 hours of recording ttme. The breakdown of the data is:

@

o High dispersion spectroscopy in 0.I A increments over
a range of i000-4000 _ to an accuracy of I0 percent.... 1,900,000 bits

o High dispersion IR spectroscopy in 0.2 micron incre-
ments over a range of 1-15 microns to an acct_xacyof
I0 percent ........................ 600,000 bits

@

o low dispersion spectrometer in 50 A increments over a

range of lO00-hO00 A to an accuracy of i0 percent..... I0,000 bits
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o Photometry to i percent accuracy.. . . . . . . . ..... ._J_3,_.<_'<.bits

O Thermoelectric (IR detector) measure_nts to 2 percent

accuracy .......................... 60,000 bits

For the above data, the recorder can be operated at O.Oh in/sec ta!__ s?eed, m_aning
a 2_OO-foot reel of tape would last about 200 hours. Accordln_ly, it "Jould t_,ke
about four reels to acco_nodate the 700 hours oF recordln_, wl;Ich is equivalent to

t_.meerecorder (plus reel) changes.

Scientific data acctuuulated by MOT must be processed and trans-%itted by the _3RL

data handling system. A preliminary analysis of the MORL co.w_urJcatlons and telem-
etry _ystem capability indicates :

o Channel "F" designated for PCM experimental data, ___s a capacity oF

76,800 bits pe_r second.

o Total contact time per day over Cape Kennedy and Corpus Christi ground
star" =ns is 77 mlnutes.

J

o To%=I transmission capability over Chime1 "F" is 355,000,OOO bits per
day •

o Experiment data accumulated from MORL experiments Is 304,000,000 bits per

day.

o Data handling capacity available for additional data, as for ex_.ple from
MOTj Is 51,0OO,0OO bits per day.

._ Hence, adequate capability exists on _0RL to accommodate the MOT data. It is highly
....:. probable that many of the _DRL experiments will have been completed prior to MOT_,

and additional capability viii be available which might be used to scan specific
areas of the high resolution photographs.

_
Control signals are received from MORL through a com_nd receiver and are decoded

and distributed by a decoder. The number of control commands and the equipment or
function that requires the cozzzands are listed in Figure 5.6-h.

- Commands may be encoded on the _DRL into a serial PCM pulse train and transmitted
over a single carrier to _. The receiver can be a narrow-band receiver which de-
modulates the pulse train and presents it to the decoder. The decoder identifies

" the intended equipment and sends pulses or analog signals to it as required. A corn-
. mand rate of once per second for each item of equipment or function is belie'_ed
"- adequate.

: The c_mmand receiver operating in the UFF band is available off t_ shelf with only
minor modification. The decoder must be desig1_ed to fit _DT requirer_-ucs. The
antennas that serve the receiver would be similar to those u_ed with t_ V]__ telem-

etry and imagery transmitter. A frequency of a_u_ _"^_ mc is sclccted because re-
_<" ceivers exist and antennas are small in size.

-_:_ Voice co_unication between cre%uuen on MOT and _RL, when required, will be accomp-
_.j:. fished w_.h a two-way low-power voice transceiver, since the ex!_cted ran_._',will I_
t.!_
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I
I CONTROL COM24A_ FUNCTIONS

Number of Co.._-._ands

_uipzent or Function Discrete Armlog

Ca.-era 15

Spectro_a_h SO
I_ Spectroneter 15
Optical Spectrometer 5
Polarimeter 4

r-

Bir_/ Detector 5
Po-_r 6
Attitude Control 20 20
Ther-_a!Control 6

Rende zvous 8

Contln_ncy 3

Total 123 20

about a mile. TT.etransceivers may also be on VHF and use sa_te_-_s similar to t_e

video and telemetry transmitter. A second camera can provide visual :onitoring of
the crewmen and t?__ir activities while they are in the _DT. If such a camera is

used, transmissicn cf the _imagery data should be spared with t_ camera _imagery
monitoring since it is not proposed to provide two video links.

Interfaces r_ed tc be provided in MORE to operate with the communication and data
management subsystem cf MOT. Those interfaces are:

o Receivers, dezodulators, and data presentation devices for the telemetry
and video link. Also appropriate antennas.

o A cc_-_nd coder and transmitter (with appropriate antennas) to communicate
with t.bec_ receiver and decoder on _T.

o Data storag_ provisions for the telemetry data.

o Voice transceiver for co_munlcating with crew while _n _DT.

MOT-_DRLRendezvous and rcskln 5

Rendezvous of _DT with _._RL may be accomplished in a manner similar to the Gemini-
Agena technique. Inasr.uchas _'0BL is scheduled to be equipped with a rendezvous

radar, it is necessa_" to equip _DT with the radar transponder. The radar and trans-
ponder could be InierchanEed between _K)T and MOEL, b_ such ot_mr considerations as

the availability of a co-purer, manu_l data insertic mlt, and incremental velocity
display unit In _L'RLmake it desirable t_ have t}m radar in _RL. This will necessi-
tate attitude orientation of _K)RL in ord_'r to _mrmit the radar antenna beam, which
i_ a 70 degree cone, to be directed at the )KYlL
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The transponder antennp system would c_nslst of a dipole mounted on a boom, t_'o

spiral antennas, and st_ector switcheE_. T_:e d_pole has a doughnut-s._m_d pnttern
with t_e dipole located in the center,. The patterns of the spiral antenr_:s, pointed
in opposite ,_irections, would proTid-_ spherical coverage by operating ir_the space
above and below the dipole pattern. 'P._mantenna switches would cycle between anten-
nas, sample signals on each, and lock on the antenna with the stron_st slgnal. A
circulator permits the same antenna s/stem to be used for transmission and reception.

The t_anspomder has appropriate band_:ess filters to discriminate against urm-anted
radar frequencies sun,%also has attenuators to pertnit operation at close ranges. The
transponder responds to a predete_i[ed interrogatlon pulse from the rendezvous radar
at an offset frequency with a 2-zicro3econd delay and expands the 1-microsecond pulse
received from the radar into a 6-mlcrosecond _transmitted pulse. The retransmitted

pulse provides the source of infor-_;ion for azimuth, elevation, rar%_, and rankle.
rate data. The data is then provide:_ to the computer which operates on the data and
presents it for use to the appropr_abe indicators and displays used by th_ crew in
obtaining a successful rendezvouz, r_esir'edcoz_ands for maneuvering ,'.DT=my be
transmitted over the command lin:-..T,he co,_-_andreceiver will prob_.b!y be turned on

at launch and left on at all tlm:_s. It can also be used for turning on tb_: rendez-
vous transponder.

Tracking of MOT from the ground for purposes of com_nds for coarse and fine phasing

orbit maneuvers may re- tre a beacon _nd appropriate autenna. It is quite likely
that skin tracking will oe adequate. If not, additional equipment weighing 22 pc'rods
and antennas and boom weighing about 6 pounds should be added. Th.=beacon requi_s

: about 35 watts of power.

Tracking information about the position of M_2 can be transmitted to _DRL over their

ground-to-space link and such info_ation can be used for preparation of rendezvous
actlvlties.

For final docking maneuvers, and p_ssibility of docking in the dark, t','o25-_att
beacon lights should be installed on opposite sides tc assist the NDRL crew in mane-
uvering MOT in the docking phase. The lights can also be used by the shuttle crew
_n approaching MOT. The lights may be turned on and off through the co_r_nd link.

5.6._ Electrical

: The electrical power subsystem is required to provide the _DT subsystem electr/cal

power requirements, upon demand, from the launch through the operational mission
phases. The electrical subsystem concepts selected for each of the _DT concepts,
Mode IC-Configursl _n 9_8-hlC, and ._!cdeIIID-Configuration 9_8-53D, _re based on
the following r_.q_._-ments and ass_-_ptions.

o Operational life is 3 to 5 years.

o MORL electrical subsystem can supply MOT power requirements with no
additional power sources or conditioning equipment required durin::
docked periods.

o Periodic maintenance and resupp_y will be provided.
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o Pc_er Requirements :

_OT Operational- (see Figure 3.6op an_ Figure >.J--_)
La,_nch& Rendezvous - 390 watts, avera_

4_00 vatt-hours

o Th-_ roll axis of the Z,DTray be use_ to sun-orient solar panels in the
Mode IIID concept.

5.6.2.1 System &_.lection and Description

The Mode IC, Config,Aratlon 9_8-hlC, electrical p_er subsystem concept utilizes pri-
mar-y silver-zinc batteries (wei_ht--llO'pounds) to "_'" the _DT electrical requireSUr_ -.j

ments (4800 watt-hours) during laLunch, rendezvous and dccking. A-_ter docking, the

nGURE.s.6-5
ELECTRICAL P0_R REC]JIR_._t'_,_S

(Operational Phase )
-- T I t Ill ii ............

AVG. POWER W&tt_,) PEAK PO'_ER O_atts)_
- -- -- I r I I !

Mode IIID Mode IC Mode IIID Mode IC
I II I I I I I I' '-- " liE-- I . I -.-

Attitude Control 320 320 620 690

Communications 35 35 57 57

Experiments 50 50 50 50

Environmental Control

Telescope 50 50 50 50

Cabin _,Mnned* 20 20 900 200 /

Cabin U_ned* 90 90 I00 I00

Depre ssurization* 65 .... 3250 ....

Miscellaneous Actuators ....... 200 2.DO

Electrical Power 290 35 1200 70

TeTALS 92O 6OO 50OO 135o
_ [ . _

* Assumptions: Cabin is manned 4 hours per 1.5 days. I)epressurlzatlon requires
2.25 average for 1 hour at the end of each manned period. Depres-

surlzation while docked is a_compllshed by the laboratory subsystems.
Cabin pressurization power requirements were estimated on the basis

of Configuration "C" in Figure _-l. A two hour pumpdown time will
be required to be co_patlble with the final configuration. This
will have a negligible effect on t_e timeline analcosls.

**Total peak power reflects diverslficaticm of the loads.
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LA',F_/_, -] - TYPICAL OPL'_.ATIOF_kLCfCLE

i....... McxIe IIID .....

I_G- ...... i. _; ............2..4oo....................................... :

_< IOOO .... :..................... AVG_'-P¢%_/_.I!NCLbT.I.,'Y3D3S_$)

.... : ....... :_ . .....- : ._: ;....... :..:.... :

"bOO ..... - ............ :-............................ ".......................
'- At/G,I:C,,'ER" .......... ! :" - : rt " :
. : .j, ....._ ..... ::-:-:---.-----e-.:---..---. : _j . . _ "

200 _........ ------: .....:[-_-t- i:----.:---q:-::-":....!.._:_;_-(_o _,_--_s) , : :
i . i : :::. . :t--: :t".:if:_:_Tak_C_-_O_...... : : . ! " : " ! :
i - - " : -: -_L.. I-;,_.--,-:--,-::.-:.,,--,,,.:-,----,-::-,----'--_--------.'.- ----"---

5 _o _5 o _ _o ]5 30 35
TIME ,_ HOBOS

FIGLI_E 5.6-6 MODE III_ !_Y_'E_z-ROFILE
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MOT buses (2_ volts d.c and Z;O0cycle, _ r.'r.a_esI.].5/200"olts a.c. buses) are
connecteC directly to the laboratory" e]e_.tri'_alsuLsystem. The conr_._cting
electrical wiring will be designed with enougE fi_:xibil_ty at t_- MOT gimbal
point to prevent imposin;_ sITniflcant dlsturbln_ torques to t_ FDT regardless of
attitude. The Indlvidua] MOT electri_.al foals are_connected to their resv_ctive

buses, through manually-activated circuit breakers fcr control and protection.
If a _ore detailed analysis indicates a need for either peakin_ or additional
po_e_, sources located in the MU '_,it is anticipated t_mt the primary batteries
u'Jed for launch and rendez'".us ray be repla_ed by reehargeable batteries which
can be rec[mrged 12riodically from the laboratory electrical subsystem.

The Mode IIID, Configuration 9hS-4BD, e!ectri_e_ power subsystem center llne con-
cept selected is a solar cell/battery electrical pcver subsystem. Figure 5.6-7
shows a subsystem weight s_ary. The solar cell panels supply t.heaverage p_er

_a_eri_s du__in_ sunlight portions of the orbit.requirements of the loads and the _ **

Silver cadmium batteries ar_ used to s.Jpplypo_'_r demands during the _nad_; pottier
of the orbit, during peal: der_mnd periods, and during the launch, rendezvous, and
docking phases. Voltage regulators cor_nected to the solar panels amd tbm batterie_
provide regulated 28 volt d.c. r,o_'erto the d.c. leads and to tBe in_erters. The

d.c.-to-s.c, con;Jerters supply hO0 cycle, B-pl -_ _L5/200 volt a.c. power to the
s.c. loads.

The solar cell panels are oriented to the Sun by a_iculation cf the panels with
respect to the gOT pitch axis and by rolling the _iFT about its roll axis. After

orientation of both the bKYPand the solar par_!s, the panels are locked in positior
' so as not to affect the M_T stabil_ durxng an observatinn period. This will

result in only a small reduction in solar panel p_;er outpost as MOT orientation
is maintained. Fixed panels would require as much as five times the solar panel
area to suT,_plythe required power. The solar panels are sized to provide 1.515
kilowatts at end-of-mission with no maintenance or resupply. A panel degradation
of 30 per cent due to micrometeoroids, radiation, and therr_al cycling was assumed.

Sealed, recharg_sble, silver-cadmit_n batteries operated to B5 per cent depth of
discharge was selected to provide ener_" stets9 capable of supplying the power
requirements drying shadow periods. In ad_._i_n, t_ batteries will supply peak
defrauds which are above t_ power capabilities of the solar panels during sunlight
and supply all power requirements during tlm ls_ch, rendezvous and docking phases
The batteries are sized to supply 3h30 wat_-ho'_s required during one shadow perle<

(cabln-manned) and including a one hour depressurization cycle. Backup power requ:
ments will be provided by the batteries in the shuttle to supportfrequent repress_
Izatlons during large scale phot_n°aph experimsnts. Two batteries are installed

and both are required to supply the r_aximu.-., en_r_' requirements; however, it is
asstm_d that only one is required to supply t.h_energy requirements dt,rlng an
emergency cr maintenance period such as for replac_nent of batteries at the end
of their on_,..v_ardesign llfe or in the event of a random failure, or during
replacement of a failed battery charger. Two batter)" chargers are installed, one
for each of t_ silver-cadmitun batteries with int_rconnections such that in the

event of a failure tl_ renmining ehar_r may be used to charge either battery. T_
batteries can _ c_arged to full capacity between periods of manned occupancy.

Two volta@e re_lators are installed, one operating and one non-operating standby.
These regulators are "step-do_n", non dissipative t_e and are sized to regulate
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FIGU_ 5.6-7

MODE IIID FLF,Ci'RICAL _"_.......' _"_

i __ ....... i L± u ..... , i ,, ,.__

SIZE _;iiG 5C

ITD4 RATING (T_t_!) (Total)

t ,,,, r

Solar Panels (2)* 1515 W 216 ft2 324

B_6terles (2) 3430 W}I 4.5 ft 3 _',_="'_

Regulators (2)** 5000 W 2140 InJ 75

Inverters (2)** 4500 W 5150 inS 180

Batter2jChargers (2) 745 W 430 in3 15

DistrlbJtion System .............. 250

_ t .... t t

*Number In (2) is the nuunber of units installed.

_One unit operating, one unit stand-by

Basic Assumptions:

o Solar Cell Panels - 7 _atts/sq ft at end of mission.
- 1.5 lbs/sq ft including extension andorlentatlon

mechanisms and support structure.

o Batteries - Sealed, r_ehargeable silver-cadmium
- 18 WH/lb nominal rating.
- 35 percent depth-of-dlscharge maximum.
- 1 year operating life.
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the d.c. po_,er output (n:.Iced to full load) from 26 to 3:;vclts with In;_ut
voltages which vary ?ro.r.th: cnd-of-dlschar ,zebattery vo2ta<__ (2" volts) tc t_i:
solar pare ] out_,:_vo!ta_'_-at the end of battery charon, (I;2volts). _o d.c.-to-

a.c. 3tatlc inverters, one ,:._,.ratlngand on'_-non o_eratlr.< st_nd1:y, are cqnaected
to the regulated d.c. bus. TPase inverters provided reoulated !___.Ocycle, 2-phase,
i15/2OO vo]_ a.c. power.

7

All switching for control or! protection of the electrical subsyste m is autc__atic
< with manual overrld£- _,aFabillty. T.he Indlvi,:m! loads are. ccnnected to the buses

through manually actiJated circuit breakers.

Although t_e s¢.larc_ll/'cattery electrical subsystem has been tentatively selected

for the Mode IIID conce[,t, a m',:.redetailed subsystem optJmizalion and trade study
may show that a system utilizing a radloisoto__ energTf source is the cptL-.:=:choice.
FrelL-,!na_, esti.._atesindicate that the RCA thermioic system usin_ a ._--30 radio-
isotope _at source (PU-?3$ has a half-llfe of 90 years) would have the follo'.'ing
s4vantage s:

An estimated s:_stem_-_=i_htof 200 pounds less tPmn the solar cell/battery
concept. The Isoto_e/ther_ionlc _ot,rce would weight approxi_-ately 375
pounds including shielding to limit radiation levels to 10 millirem per

hour at one n?._ter. Rechargeable batteries used to supply Deal< 7,cw__rare
eatL_mted at 300 po_is. The remainder of the subsystem wou!,_ ha approxi-
mately the same as the solar panel concept.

The isotope system does not require orientation and does nct requi_e external
components sucl._as large solar panels. This will minimize disturbing torques
on th_ I_CT_n_ ap;.reclably reduce the stability problem,

1_ne greatest dlsadvanta_s of the radioisotope concept are _mndling, safety, and
availability of sufficient quatities of the radioisotope.

5.6-3 Propulsion

P_cpulsion subyst_-s are used on the MO_ for initial rendezvous, docking, orbit
keeping, ,t_ti.n keeping, and control moment gyro desaturatlon.

The ini_.la! ndezvous _-equires propulsion to maneuver the _DT from a phasing
orbit to the.250 D_ orbit of the MORL. The Saturn IB launch vehicle is used to

place the NOT in %he elliptical phasing orbit which has an apogee of 250 _.!i. The
AV _equire6 for this _b_aar.ntransfer or orbit injection maneuver is 35.% _p.s. The
_ocking maneuver requires propulslon for both attitude control and sm._llorbit

changes. The _V requil'ed for this nmneuver is 20 fps which is sufficient to _ar-
form a te'_-inal rendezvous and docking for vehicle orbital separations of one

q _utlcal mile. Orbit keepln_ and station keeping propulsion requirements are the
s_e, except for the frequency of applied impulses. Station keepin_ is required
In a two-vehlcle system and t]_ vehicle with the lower ballistic c_fflcient is
boosted perlodicalAv to keep within a mile distance of th:_ other. The propellant

requi_ed %o orbit-keep the _.gT_or orm year is 575 po_mds based on a propulsion

efficiency of 300 laD. TD_ o._e_'ationperformance analysis for establlshlng _he
_endez_.ous, dockin_,'and orblt-keeplng propulsion requirements ar_ presented in
t_ O.[erations section of this report. The Propellant _equlrement for desaturation
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of the_:_6T control nK,ment gyros, defined In the _tudles on attitude is 709
pounds pe.ryear.

Except for the initial rendezvous, all other propulsion requirements can be
_mndled by a reaction control Jet (RCJ) subsystem using variable thrust engines
(4-40 ib t_ust). The initial rendezvous AV of 380 fps requires a h_gY_r thrust
to weig_ht radio tb_n the other requirements anJ the thrust must be h_:._henough to

keep t_a engine burn time within reason. T_'o iC_-pound-thrust engines were
selected for this function.

Similar propulsion systems are used for both operational concepts of the MOT.
M_el Ro. 9&8-hlC (Soft Gimbal Concept) requires initial rendezvous, docking, and
control rsment gyro desaturation. Model No. 9h3-h___D,in which the _3T ncr::,_]]y

ope.rates separated from MORL, has these s_--erequirements except the nu_her of
dockings are increased and MOT must perform, its oum orbit keeping function.

5.6.3.1 System Selection and Description

The following are the propulsion systems used in the MOT configurations and
w-ight statements for each of the operation functions.

Initial Re.nd__zvous

Rendezvous Engines 2 o- lO00-1b-thrust units

Rendezvous Propellant i000 Ibs
Attitude Control Propellant 20 ibs
Acceleration Capability 2.75 ft/sec2

ACS Authority I"/so c2
Rendezvous Burn Time 2.3 minutes (within present SOA)

Rendezvous Engine Weights 20 ibs ea.
Reaction Jet Burn Time _5 see/engine

Rendezvous From One Mile

This _aneu;-er can be feasibly handled by either t.}_ initial rendezvous engines or
t_m RCJ subsystem. The estimated propellant is 12 lbs/rendezvous.

For major repairs the MOT is to be cooperatlv_ly docked to the MORL. Control is to
be inlt;ated by the MORL-based crew, but t_e decking actuation is aboard the MOT.
This is not expected to cause dlfflculties as it is substantially the same situation

as w_mn the pl]ot is aboard the maneuvered vehicle when low control authorities are
used. Fig%u-e 5.6-8 shows a plot of useable c:,:,tro!authorities a_ developed end

re.fred in Boeing docking studies, based on uncoupled control and equal authority
in all angular and linear degrees of freedom. In order to _xlmize the compati-
bility bet_en _he docking, orbit maneuvering and CMG desaturatJon re.quire.._n%s,
the.M_T-RCJ authority is selected as shown in Figure. 5.6-8. For this t_q_e system,
the worst case docking condition_ are as follows:

Pitch angle +i0"
Pitch rate I.5"/sec
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Yaw angle +10*

Yaw rate I.5°/see
Roll angle +i0°

Roll rate 1.5°/sec
Y axls offset 12 in

Y axis rate C.75 ft/sec
Z axis offset 12 in

Z axis rate 0.75 ft/sec
X axis rate 1.5 fps

Figure 5+6-9 shows tl_ implementation cf t?ese r_quirements. The engines are IO:l
throttleable tyF_ which meet all RCJ requ_r_zents except rendezvous. The details
on this system are:

Engine size 4-40 ib variable

16 re qu_med
Weight/engine 2.5 ibs

BOO see.pellant required 35 ibs/docking
B ft/sec
6o+/see

Lever arm pitch 15 ft
yaw 15 ft
roll 7 ft

Total burn time 6,3 see/engine/year

.(pulsed mode )
Control a,_hor_ty p,_." Figure 5.6-9

Orbit Keepln_

Orlbt keeping p-opeliant, 575 pounds for one year, can be supplied entirely by the
MOT-RCJ subsystem. The operation can be performed without reorientatlng the }K)T
by the )DRL computer resolving the required velocity correction vector onto the
MOT.contr¢.l axes, and de¢_rmining the proper th'usting ttmes.

_%at.lon Keeping

Tc keep the _DT and MORL "Jlthln one mile of one another, periodic corrections must

be fade. Ferfermance analysis indicates, as a worst casz, t.hesewill be 0.29 fps

corrections every 9 hours. Since the vehicle decaying fastest is to be corrected,
no additional fuel over t_t for orbit keeping is required. This essentially means
the orbit keeping corrections will be made in sr_all increments. Wi_the small
control authorities available. ( 0.01 ft/se,o:_), this is favorable to system opera-

tlon (hiKh engine llfe and Isp).

C_4 D_saturat Ion

The thrust levels of the low authority (h pounds)system are adequate for this task,
and the propellant (700 pounds/_mar) can be supplied by the MOT-RC_T subsystem.

,Propellant Suppl_

.Wo
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The cnfJre F.TT-RCJ s.bsystem can thus be supplied from,,a central propellant
storage suFp]y. The total requlrer,ents for 180 days are tabulated below:

Re_ ,trod'Year Model No CL_-I.II Model No 91.8-L3DPr_ ]]ant-- ., "-" _'1 - 1 _ • . .

Rendezvous (initial) 935 ibs IO17 ibs

Rendezvous (From i mile) 1 req'd 32 (h req'd) 48
Dockin_ (5 req'd) 35 (5 req'd)175
Orbit Ke_T--in_ .... 287

CMG Desaturatlon 350 350
Total 1332 T-_

Required Storage Volume
Fuel 1_ 1_t3
Oxidizes 17 l't3

Tanka:_e and P_mping Estimate 210 !bs
Engine WeiEhts 80 Ibs

The abo,#epropulsion propellant requirements are sho%m for 180 days tc coincide
with an essumed resupply cycle and sJzlng tan_aEe that could reasonably b_ installed

on the _'OT configurations. It should be noted tPmt the propellant weights represented
for the first 180 day_ of operation includes that used or_ly in t>e initial rendezvous.

pro_llant tankage for this initial rendezvous _s divided into two modules and
_ounted adjacent to the l_O-pound thrust rocket engines.

The propellant ta_l_s for the RCJ subsystems were also divided into two modules and

located at t_m CO of the MOT. This arrangement locates the tanks midway between
RCJ engine clusters and results in minimum CG shift with propellant usage. Minim_
CG shift is a very in_rtant factor for Model No. 948-hlC as Increased displacement
of CO with respect to glmbal suxis increases t_m disturbance torque imposed by the

sprites forces. All propellants %_re ass_]ed to be N204/Aerozene 50 and t_ lap .--
300.

Propellant weight requirements established for t_e shuttle in Mmdel No. 9h8-43D are
based on the same pr<,:ellants and the rendezvous & docking _V's used for M_DT.

5.6.3.9 Conclusions

No major problem areas are anticipated in either of the propulsion systems, qT:e
burntlre requlren_nt,_ (93 hrs/y_r in pulsed mode) are et_side the present state of

the alt. _aterlals advances are exTected to overcome thls limit, however. Should
these advances not take place_ this simply implies more frequent engine replace._nl.

5.6._ Environmental Control

5.6.h.i General I_scrlptlon

In the environmental control system description which follows, references to the
MORL system apply also to shuttle vehicle ECS except as noted, g_ans will be pro-

vlded for pressurization of the tK_ Cabln during periods when manned occupancy is
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np_-_sary-__for equli,zt:ntad.,"Jc'::P:,t.The ...*':rcabin _'ill be c;enly ir*._-_r._q-_s.-d....._.... "_
with th,, kK)I:Ldurir,_,this oi-:rat'_o__r...........:;-.'._=T..._prcss,_rizatl_n syat-_.m-_._ -.-

employ,_d. A __o<]In£ systc::,cn bcxrr';tLe :'.-C",'i]lprovide a controlled tezT_rat'zrt
environr._nt fcr instr_-.,_nt6and ,'q,'i-_.....

Tb..eprincipa] ground rules for the en';iror_-nntalccntrol _ysten:

1. The_MOT sha]] _cntain its c-at.inde=en._ent te,..-z_eraturecontrol _"st_-

2. Pressurization during _mnned occ,.._a.._yshall be _rovlded by the ' -"

(or shuttle vehicle) atzos_here su;_ly system and the ._'Tcabin Sl'el!
operate unpressurized during obse_-,'aticnalperiods.

3. The MOT cabin atr_osphere shall r_tch the MCRL atmosphere; ._mzP_ly, _.

oxygen; 50_ nitrogen; 7.0 psia; _,,=_+ 5°R; 5C_,;_relative h,_iditv;_ CC.2
partial pressure, h nunHZ no.-_irm!,8-m_ H_ rmx._,_r.,.

SVS__ _ ......h. The MORL carbon dioxide, moi_t_e, _n,;contmmlnant contrcl . _=-- =_='"
be utilized for atmosphere condltlcnln_.

5. Em.e.-_m__ncygaseous atmosphere _.._-,'-__!v.for one.pressurization shall bo_fro-
vided in the MOT cabin.

6. '["neMOT cabin volume_ is 1400 cu. _%.

7. The leakaga rate s_al] not excee_ 0.25 lb. per Dr. at 7.0 psia.
8. The MOT cabin s_mll be depressurized for ms_kin_ observations.

9- For the 9hS-hlC !._RL soft gimbal cqncept, provision will be F_ade for
access approximately I00 times per year from the MORL to the _'f cabin
throu£ :a transfer tunnel located cn the _DRL. Fcr _h_ shuttle ,_-_o
configuration, access will be provided 15 times durinE each shuttle vehic'_,e
mission t_mough an airlock on shuttl vehicle; and t_ _ r.aydock ".-ith

I, MORL h to 8 times each year for caJor _ intenance.
5.6.b,2 Pressurization System

Provision should be made tc re_over the cabin gases since otherwise approx -izately

h7.3 ib of e_,_pendableswould be required for each repressurization. A system

employing a t_ee stage compressor with Jacketed compression stages and interccol-
ing between stages is proposed to compress the gases to 500 psia. Assuming a one

hour repressurization ti,-_.,the cozpressicn flo_ is apFroximately 56 C_-N, the esti-
mated peak compressor po_er is 7.25, and the total energy required is 4.5 Kw hr.

The cabin is pumped do_._,frcm 7.0 p_ia to 0.7 psia and the cczpressed gas stored Ln an
18,0 cu. ft. accumul_tor at apprcximately 5_0 psia. An oversized compressor and

accumulator on the MORL could be employed v!'ich would serve this requirement as
well as other MORL airlock o_erations. To conserve we_ht on the shuttle vehicle, the

compressor and accmuulator for this application could be located in the _K)Tcabin.

For the 948-41C MORL soft gimbal concept, access to the _K)T cabin is achieved as
follows: The transfer tunnel flange is coupled to the MOT cabin _atch. Tb_ trans-
fer t_mnel is then pressurized. The MORL hatch is opened allowing access to the
transfer tunnel interior. The _DT cabin vent to space is closed. Coupling is
,madewith the MOT pressurization line and the MOT cabin is pressurized from the
accumulator with t)_ addition of i0 per cent make up gases to bring the MOT cabin

pressure to 7.0 psla. TI_ _DT hatch is then opened allowing access to th_pressuri:ed
MOT cabin. Egress from ti_ MOT cabin is achieved by a reverse sequence of o_raticn.
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A ,,_-.a.,In fan is provided to maintain ".J .... 'a'. ....... _ ,....n in .*_,. t,',C_ cabin an-Jthe MOT

cabin exI-aust .ases are then ducted to _h_. _,t',L air puz., J..a_i,.n system.

D_zin8 depressurization and repressurizetion _i;ecia] .rrecautions must be taken
to prevent moisture condensation in th: In._tru_ntation and optical system. Ab

replaceable silica gel deh:±riflcatlon canister ray b:- required in t,hevent pa._sa_Te
be_t'_,eenthe interior of the instrumentation console and the cabin.

For _npressurlze'_ operation, the maintenance cf pressure levels that will preclude
corona discharge prob!er_s or the cold ",'e!din6of .aji.._rntal surfaces must be
studied.

5 .6.h 3 _oo_In_ _,stem

Conditioning and tem_._eraturecontrol cf the !'CTcahln atmosphere is provided b'y
t_e MSRL cabin atmosuhere ccnditicning -'_*_-.. sj__._ Precise ter.perature conditioning

a_,i_v_d by ther_..mllyinsulatingof Instr_-Jents and equipment in the ._ cabin is _ _ "=
the instr,._ne_ztsfrom.,the cabin and re_alating the equipment temperature with liquid-

. c6ol_-d cold plates installed on the instrur.ent platen. Additional temperature
re _-_lation _my be obtained with thermostatically controlled heaters; if required.

Instru-_ents that will require close te_"___eraturecontrol (530 + 0.I ° R) are the
:_ high dispersion spectro_aph and the high dispersion ultravioT_et and infrared
: spectrometers, Other instrumentation su__has the photomultiplier tube will require
: s_ec_.a] coolin_ provisions because it operates most efficiently at about 350°R.

:? Infrared sensors may require refrigeration to temperature levels as low as 8°R.
•. : A closed cyc]e heliu_ system employin_ regenerative cool_ng with a multistage
" expansion turbine is traderdevelopment for achieving this temperature level with

)_ flig_.t__.ight equipment.

;:! The liquid coolant would be cooled in a space radiator installed cn the cylindrical
-.:':.

:: portion of the cabin e.xterior. Approximately 70 sq. ft. of radiator surface per
_._of heat dissipation is required Fcr be_,ter t......e.at=, regulation of the
electrical equiv.ment coolant loop it apuears " "_-_o--. . . _esi. a_ to provide a separate radiator

lcop fcr the co_ressor coolant system. The use of red_mdant coclant loops would
• also provide added meteoroid, protection. A suitable coolant such as an ethylene
•':: gl,vcol - _mter mixture that will not freeze during pericles of low heat rejection

':?: must be used.

:ji:_! 5 ...._'_.h Conclusion
•-:,.:f

,:_:. The cabin press_-izatlon and thermal control systems for the _DT cabin appear _o be
t_"• ,_._Twell within the projected state of tl._eat for ..= .. launch date However, t)m

c::; transient effects of the operation of such control systems on attitude stability
sl'ouldbe studied. The precise dL._nslena! control required for the instrument

platen and optical system will warrant a more detailed therr,al and distortion
analysis when the design confiEuraticn is better defined. The developmental pro-
gram ma.v also include tl'e laboratea7 testing of an instrt_nented platen for a final

pro flight verification of the optical system.
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